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Abstract

This thesis considers problems in two areas in the healthcare operations: Kidney Paired Donation (KPD) and scheduling medical residents in hospitals. In both areas, we explore the implications of policy change through high fidelity simulations. We then build stochastic models to provide strategic insight into how policy decisions affect the operations of these healthcare systems.

KPD programs enable patients with living but incompatible donors (referred to as patient-donor pairs) to exchange kidneys with other such pairs in a centrally organized clearing house. Exchanges involving two or more pairs are performed by arranging the pairs in a cycle, where the donor from each pair gives to the patient from the next pair. Alternatively, a so called altruistic donor can be used to initiate a chain of transplants through many pairs, ending on a patient without a willing donor. In recent years, the use of chains has become pervasive in KPD, with chains now accounting for the majority of KPD transplants performed in the United States. A major focus of our work is to understand why long chains have become the dominant method of exchange in KPD, and how to best integrate their use into exchange programs. In particular, we are interested in policies that KPD programs use to determine which exchanges to perform, which we refer to as matching policies. First, we devise a new algorithm using integer programming to maximize the number of transplants performed on a fixed pool of patients, demonstrating that matching policies which must solve this problem are implementable. Second, we evaluate the long run implications of various matching policies, both through high fidelity simulations and analytic models. Most importantly, we find that: (1) using long chains results in more transplants and reduced waiting time, and (2) the policy of maximizing the number of transplants performed each day is as good as any batching policy. Our theoretical results are based on introducing a novel model of a dynamically evolving random graph. The analysis of this model uses classical techniques from Erdős-Rényi random graph theory as well as tools from queueing theory including Lyapunov functions and Little’s Law.

In the second half of this thesis, we consider the problem of how hospitals should design schedules for their medical residents. These schedules must have capacity
to treat all incoming patients, provide quality care, and comply with regulations restricting shift lengths. In 2011, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) instituted a new set of regulations on duty hours that restrict shift lengths for medical residents. We consider two operational questions for hospitals in light of these new regulations: will there be sufficient staff to admit all incoming patients, and how will the continuity of patient care be affected, particularly in a first day of a patient's hospital stay, when such continuity is critical? To address these questions, we built a discrete event simulation tool using historical data from a major academic hospital, and compared several policies relying on both long and short shifts. The simulation tool was used to inform staffing level decisions at the hospital, which was transitioning away from long shifts. Use of the tool led to the following strategic insights. We found that schedules based on shorter more frequent shifts actually led to a larger admitting capacity. At the same time, such schedules generally reduce the continuity of care by most metrics when the departments operate at normal loads. However, in departments which operate at the critical capacity regime, we found that even the continuity of care improved in some metrics for schedules based on shorter shifts, due to a reduction in the use of overtime doctors. We develop an analytically tractable queueing model to capture these insights. The analysis of this model requires analyzing the steady-state behavior of the fluid limit of a queueing system, and proving a so called “interchange of limits” result.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis, we look at a variety of problems arising in two areas of healthcare operations: Kidney Paired Donation (KPD) and scheduling medical residents in hospitals. These application areas will be discussed in detail in the subsequent sections. While these application areas share little from a medical perspective, more abstractly, both can be viewed as moderately large scale systems with complex stochastic dynamics and rich decision spaces, where simple and interpretable solutions are desired.

We take a dual approach to these problems, considering them from both an operational and a strategic perspective. From an operational perspective, we build high fidelity simulation tools powered by historical data that can reproduce scenarios of what would have happened under various policies. While this approach allows us to quantitatively estimate the impact of a policy, it does little to provide systematic explanations of the advantages of a policy, particularly when the simulations produce seemingly counter-intuitive results. In order to better understand our problems from a strategic perspective, we design and analyze families of stochastic models. These models capture the key ideas driving the sometimes surprising simulation outcomes, yet are simple enough to reasonably be studied analytically. Our models are based on an innovative blend of models arising in queueing theory and the theory of random graphs, and their analysis is interesting in its own right. As these models are all moderately large scale stochastic systems and we are interested in the long run average behavior, there are some common technical tools we use in their analysis. In
particular, we use the Lyapunov function technique to approximately measure steady state performance. We then consider asymptotic limits of our large scale stochastic systems, and obtain limit theorems that asymptotically characterize the long run performance metrics.

We now discuss our two application areas, namely KPD and scheduling medical residents in hospitals in depth.

1.1 Kidney Paired Donation

As of November 2013, there are more than 98,700 patients in the United States on the cadaver waiting list for kidney transplantation [63]. Many of these patients have a friend or family member willing to be a living kidney donor, but who is biologically incompatible. Kidney Paired Donation (KPD) arose to allow these patients with willing donors (hereby referred to as patient-donor pairs) to exchange kidneys, thus increasing the number of living donor transplants and reducing the size of the cadaver waiting list.

In KPD, incompatible patient-donor pairs can exchange kidneys in cycles with other such pairs so that every patient receives a kidney from a compatible donor (e.g. see Figure 1-1). Additionally, there are a small number of so-called altruistic donors. These individuals are willing to donate their kidney to any patient without asking for anything in return. In KPD, an altruistic donor can be used to initiate a chain of transplants with incompatible pairs, ending with a patient on the deceased donor waiting list that has no associated donor (e.g. see Figure 1-2). Often, chains are planned in segments, where instead of immediately ending the chain on a patient from the deceased donor waiting list, the donor from the final pair in a segment is used to begin another segment after new patient-donor pairs arrive. Such donors are called bridge donors. Once the segment is executed, the bridge donors and altruistic donors are essentially identical for the purpose of planning future transplants, and are collectively referred to as non-directed donors (NDDs).

When donors agree to participate in a kidney exchange, there are no legal con-
tractual tools to enforce the exchange. For example, in the two way cycle from Figure 1-1, suppose that \( d_1 \) donates to \( p_2 \) today with the understanding that \( d_2 \) will donate to \( p_1 \) tomorrow. Then tomorrow, \( d_2 \) either (a) changes his mind about the transplant or (b) becomes too sick to donate. Now \( p_1 \) has no recourse, while \( p_2 \) has just gotten a kidney in exchange for nothing. Thus \( p_1 \) has been irrevocably harmed, in that he now has nothing left to trade and will be unable to participate in future exchanges. To prevent irrevocable harm, KPD programs always perform all the transplants in a cycle simultaneously. Consequently, KPD programs rarely organize cyclic exchanges involving more than three patient donor pairs, as it is too difficult logistically to organize more than three simultaneous transplants.

However, simultaneity is not always necessary to prevent irrevocable harm in an exchange. In particular, we need only that for every patient donor pair in the exchange, the patient receives a kidney at a time no later than the time the donor gives his kidney. While for cycles, this condition implies simultaneity, for chains initiated by an altruistic donor, it does not. In a chain with nonsimultaneous transplants, it is still possible for a donor to renege on a proposed exchange after his associated patient has received a kidney. While this outcome is very undesirable, as perhaps an
alternative chain could have resulted in more total transplants than the broken chain, it does not leave any patient irrevocably harmed. The benefit of allowing chains to be performed nonsimultaneously is two-fold: chains can be made longer without the logistical complexities of simultaneous surgeries, and patients need not wait for every member of the chain to arrive before they receive their transplant.

In all currently operating KPD programs, the decision of which transplants to perform is decided centrally by the program. We refer to any operational restrictions, e.g., a maximum cycle length or maximum chain segment length (if one is applicable), as rules, and the mechanism for deciding which transplants to perform subject to the rules as the matching policy. Many KPD programs use a batching policy as their matching policy, parametrized by $n$, where patient donor pairs arrive for $n$ days, and then a set of exchanges are selected to maximize the number of transplants performed that day. We refer to this parameter $n$ as the match run time. In the special case when $n = 1$, i.e. the KPD program optimizes for the current pool each day, we refer to this matching policy as the greedy policy.

At a high level, we seek to address two problems in KPD. First, for a fixed pool of patient-donor pairs and NDDs, we want to solve optimization problems over the set of feasible transplants. In particular, we focus on the problem of finding the maximum (possibly weighted) number of transplants, organized into cycles and chains, which we refer to as the Kidney Exchange Problem (KEP). An example of a KEP instance is shown in Figure 1-3. We consider several variations and extensions of this problem as well.

Second, we want to explore how the rules and matching policy of a KPD program affect key long run performance metrics, such as number of transplants performed and time patients must wait to receive a transplant. We will focus our analysis on comparing the batching policies (including the greedy policy), as these policies are being used in practice. In particular, we assess the impact of changing the rules restricting the maximum cycle and chain length and changing match run time. Perhaps the more interesting question is deciding the match run time, as it is not obvious how this quantity should be set to minimize the average patient waiting time. There is
Figure 1-3: An example of a KEP instance. The node labeled $n$ is a non-directed donor, and the remaining nodes $p_1$ through $p_7$ correspond to patient-donor pairs. Edges indicate possible transplants from the donor in the source node to the patient in the target node. In the optimal solution for this instance, indicated by the bold edges, we form the chain $n, p_1, p_2, p_3, p_7$, and the two-cycle with $p_5$ and $p_6$, leaving $p_4$ unmatched.

an intuitive trade-off in setting the match run time described as follows. Optimizing frequently reduces the time patients spend waiting between optimization runs. However, planning to transplant a patient donor pair in a two way cycle the day that they arrive could prevent many transplants in a chain that can only be formed using this pair with another pair that arrives the following day.

We approach this long run performance assessment from two perspectives. First, for several exchange programs, we simulate the dynamics of a KPD pool under various policies using their historical data. Note that these policies typically require solving an optimization problem over the set of feasible transplants periodically, thus it is a prerequisite that we can solve these optimization problems. Using this approach, we found that, surprisingly, the greedy policy was essentially the best among all batching policies in terms of average patient waiting time, and that this was true regardless of any rules restricting the maximum cycle or chain length. This result suggests that there is little to no loss of efficiency for existing KPD programs in using the greedy policy.

This surprising observation motivated our second, analytical approach to long run performance assessment. We designed a dynamic random graph model of a barter exchange system with the goal of explaining this phenomena. In the model, a homogeneous stream of nodes (patient-donor pairs) arrive and directed edges (biologically feasible transplants) are added randomly between the new node and existing nodes, according to a single parameter $p$ indicating the sparseness of the graph. A rule speci-
fies what type of exchanges are allowed (either two-cycles, two-cycles and three-cycles, or the advancement of a single chain), and a policy dictates the strategy that is used to remove nodes (select exchanges). For this model, under all of the aforementioned rules, we show that asymptotically, as \( p \to 0 \), the greedy policy achieves the minimum possible average patient waiting time, up to constant factors. This result gives us insight as to why greedy was optimal in our (more complex) simulation model of a KPD pool.

In the subsequent sections, we first give some historical perspective on KPD. We then explain our contributions: algorithms for solving the KEP and related optimization problems, simulation results, and the analysis of our dynamic random graph model. Finally, we give some interpretation of the implications of our results for KPD.

### 1.1.1 Background & Related Literature

Integrating both cycles and chains in KPD was proposed in [67], where both the chains and cycle have unlimited size. As organizing many surgeries simultaneously is very logistically complex, the first implementations of KPD by New England Paired Kidney Exchange and other clearinghouses used only two-way cyclic exchanges. After a short period, clearinghouses have moved to allow three-way exchanges as well.

In [68], it was proposed to relax the requirement of simultaneity to the weaker requirement that every patient-donor pair receive a kidney before they give a kidney. As previously discussed, while this restriction still required all surgeries be performed simultaneously for cycles, it did allow for non-simultaneous chains. Since the first non-simultaneous chain was arranged [65], chain type exchanges have accounted for a majority of the transplants in kidney exchange clearinghouses. Approximately 75 percent of the transplants in National Kidney Registry (NKR) and the Alliance for Paired Donation (APD) are done through chains (these are two of the largest KPD programs in the United States). Chains involving as many as 30 pairs have been performed in practice, capturing significant public interest [70].

Variations of the KEP have been considered in the literature. As noted in [67],
when there is no maximum chain or cycle length, the problem can simply be solved with a single linear program, using the integral network flow polyhedron. The special case where chains are not permitted and only cycles of length two are used can be exactly solved very efficiently, as it is equivalent to the maximum matching problem. In [1], the special case of this problem where only cycles of length two and three are used was shown to be \(NP\)-hard. See [16] for a stronger negative result in this special case. However, integer programming techniques have been used by a variety of authors to solve special cases of the KEP without chains or with chains of bounded length, as first proposed in [69]. In [1], by improving the integer programming formulation of [69] and devising good heuristics, the authors are able to solve KEP instances with thousands of patient donor pairs, but without chains. Alternate IP formulations were further explored for this special case in [20]. In [67], a heuristic to produce feasible solutions when using chains and cycles of bounded length was suggested. However, no optimization algorithm was given, opening a major algorithmic challenge to reliably solve large scale instances of the general kidney exchange problem. The technique of [1] was extended in [23] to solve very large instances with bounded cycles and bounded chains. However, the algorithm became impractical when the maximum chain length was larger than four or five, as the formulation required a (column generated) decision variable for every chain with length at most the maximum chain length.

The techniques we use to solve the KEP, as described in this thesis, are similar to techniques used to solve variations of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), a well known and difficult combinatorial optimization problem. The literature on this topic is vast (see [46] and the references within). For several variations of the TSP that are similar in spirit to the KEP, integer programming solvers have been developed [13, 33, 34, 39] (this list is not intended to be comprehensive). In particular, our formulation of the KEP most closely resembles a sparse, directed version of the Prize Collecting TSP (PC-TSP). To the best of our knowledge, this particular variation has not been studied previously.
1.1.2 Algorithmic Results

The primary algorithmic challenge we address is to find an algorithm to solve real instances of the KEP without bounding the maximum chain length. Solving this optimization problem is critical to the operations of KPD programs, which form long chains in practice. Previously, these programs either only searched for short chains or relied on heuristics that could lead to suboptimal solutions. Additionally, having fast algorithms to solve the KEP is required to make the simulation of a KPD program practical, which is the subject of the next section. Ultimately, we address this challenge by giving two new algorithms based on integer programming to solve the KEP. One of these algorithms is motivated by an integer programming formulation of the so-called *Prize Collecting Traveling Salesman Problem (PC-TSP)*, another *NP*-hard problem. The PC-TSP is a variant of the classical Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), one of the most widely studied *NP*-hard problems in combinatorial optimization.

We emphasize that in evaluating the success of our algorithm, we use real instances drawn from historical data, as opposed to instances created by randomly generating patient donor pairs or compatibility graphs. We do this because instances encountered in practice are generated by the KPD pool dynamics. As a result, the statistics of compatibility for the patient-donor pairs still waiting to be matched are complicated (a patient-donor pair waiting to be matched is on average more difficult to match than a patient-donor pair randomly selected from historical data, as the easy to match patients are on average matched more quickly). Thus it is difficult to generate representative instances randomly.

Running our algorithms on real data instances (typically with a few hundred nodes) we find that:

- For the vast majority of these instances, both algorithms can solve the problem to optimality in a few seconds.
- There are a few difficult instances where using our PC-TSP based algorithm results in an improvement in run time by several orders of magnitude.

In addition to devising practical algorithms to solve these problems, we obtain several
theoretical results. In particular:

- We prove that the integer programming formulation from our PC-TSP based algorithm is the stronger of the two formulations, as measured by the value of the linear programming relaxation.
- We give a polynomial time algorithm to solve the separation problem for the integer programming formulation from our PC-TSP based algorithm.
- We devise an interesting pathological instance of the KEP that highlights the worst case difficulty of the KEP and potential differences in performance of the various integer programming formulations.

We also provide algorithms to address a variety of extensions to the KEP, including:

- Solving the KEP with a large (but bounded) maximum cycle length and unbounded chains. (While in practice, cycles longer than three are rarely formed due to logistical issues, there is some evidence that there may be benefits to considering longer cycles [7].)
- Solving the KEP with a large (but bounded) maximum chain length and short cycles. (Thus our algorithms are also capable of solving the problem described in [23].)
- Solving a two stage version of the KEP, where a limited set of edges is selected in stage one, then edges fail at random, and cycles and chains are built using only the edges that were selected in phase one and did not fail. This significantly generalizes the results of several other works [17, 24, 61], at the cost of a computationally more expensive algorithm.

In solving all of these problems, a variety of heuristics were developed. The details can be found in Chapter 2.

1.1.3 Simulation Results

We simulated the evolution of the KPD pool for NKR, a large exchange program, over a multi-year horizon. As inputs to the simulation, we considered several factors, most notably including:

- The match run time,
• The maximum size of an allowed cycle,
• The number of altruistic donors (possibly none).

We focused on the following performance metrics: total number of transplants performed and average waiting time to receive a transplant. Additionally, we looked at these metrics for sub-populations of the exchange pool that are “difficult to match.” We identified these sub-populations based on statistical properties of the historical entrants to the NKR KPD program, most notably using Pair Match Power, as defined in Chapter 3.

Qualitatively, our results are summarized below:

• The greedy policy is as good as any batching policy. Under essentially all combinations of inputs, patient waiting time is minimized or nearly minimized with a match run time of one day (i.e. greedy policy). Additionally, there are no significant increases in the total number of transplants until the match run time is increased to at least three months, which gets only a few percent extra matches. There are several practical reasons why a KPD would not want to wait three months between much runs, as discussed in Section 1.1.5.

• Disallowing chains results in substantially worse outcomes. While simulating the NKR KPD pool, eliminating the use of chains reduced the total number of transplants from 264 to 201, and increased average waiting time from 158 days to 214 days.

• At the current number of altruistic donors, rules changing the maximum cycle length have essentially no effect on long run performance. Perhaps with fewer altruistic donors in the system, the outcome would have been different, as in [7].

• There is little room to improve in total transplants relative to the greedy policy. The number of transplants achieved by the greedy policy is within 15% of the offline solution, an upper bound for any online solution.

Features notably absent in the simulations include:

• Patient donor pair abandonment, where a pair permanently leaves the system (typically due to illness). This can happen before a node is matched if it has
waited too long, including while the node is the bridge node in a chain.

- *Edge failures*, where a transplant that has been planned must be canceled due to a discovered incompatibility.

- *Time delays* for transplants to be scheduled and performed, and for checking compatibility (the cause of edge failures).

A discussion of how the inclusion of these features in our simulation model could change our conclusions is briefly given in Section 1.1.5.

### 1.1.4 Dynamic Random Graph Results

In Section 1.1.3, we observed the surprising result that in essentially all settings, no online policy could generate a lower average patient waiting time than the greedy policy (using a match run time of one). This result was surprising because there was a perceived tradeoff between match run time and average patient waiting time as follows: Increasing the match run time would give us more information before deciding which exchanges to make, potentially enabling smarter matches that reduced average waiting time. However, increasing the match run time would force patients that could be matched immediately to wait longer for an opportunities to be matched. Additionally, we observed that without chains, substantially fewer transplants would be made. In this section, we develop a model that analytically demonstrates why these observations should occur. Our model is a new model of a dynamic random graph that can be analyzed using a combination of tools from random graph theory and queueing theory.

Our model is briefly summarized as follows. In each time period, a new node \( v \) arrives (interpreted as a new incompatible pair), and for each other node in the existing graph, a directed edge is added to and from \( v \) with probability \( p \), i.i.d. (corresponding to a potential transplant). After each arrival of a new node, there is an option to remove nodes according to one of the three rules. The first two rules are given below:

1. Remove any number of node disjoint directed two-cycles.

2. Remove any number of node disjoint directed two-cycles and three-cycles.
Under the third rule we delete chains. However, we need to maintain an extra part of the state. In every time period, there is a single special node, the bridge donor. The rule is:

3. Remove any directed simple (node disjoint) path starting from the bridge donor.

The final node in the path becomes the new bridge donor.

For each rule, we want to compare the greedy policy (where in every time period we remove the maximum number of nodes) to arbitrary policies, or at least batching policies (where we only attempt to remove nodes every $n$ time periods, for some $n$ possibly depending on $p$). The most relevant performance metric in this model is long run average node waiting time. It turns out that the total number of matches is not actually a relevant metric in our infinite time horizon model, as we will show that all nodes are eventually matched in finite time with probability one.

We discover that the steady state number of nodes in the system under the greedy policy is $\Theta(1/p^2)$ for two-cycles, $\Theta(1/p^{3/2})$ for two-cycles and three-cycles, and $\Theta(1/p)$ for chains, as $p \to 0$. Further, we show that every policy must have a steady state number of nodes in system of at least $\Theta(1/p^2)$ for two-cycles, and $\Theta(1/p)$ for chains, thus we conclude that the greedy policy is optimal up to constant factors for the two-cycle and chain rules. For the rule deleting two and three cycles, we show that every monotone policy, which we define in Chapter 4 and includes all batching policies, must have a steady state number of nodes in the system of at least $\Theta(1/p^{3/2})$, so we conclude that the greedy policy is optimal up to constant factors among monotone policies. Finally, we note that by applying “Little’s Law,” the steady state average waiting time must equal to the steady average number of nodes in system. Thus our conclusions apply to the steady state expected waiting times as well.

1.1.5 Operational & Strategic Insights for KPD

In this section, we discuss how our results relate to several practical aspects of KPD, both at the operational and strategic levels.

At an operational level, our algorithmic results from Section 1.1.2 have two important consequences for KPD. First, our algorithms enable KPD programs to efficiently
and optimally search for long chains in their daily operations. Our implementation of our algorithm is currently used to by:

- The APD, a large KPD program,
- Several hospitals that run individual exchange programs, including Northwestern Memorial Hospital (Chicago), Methodist Hospital (San Antonio), Georgetown Medical Center (Washington DC), and Samsung Medical Center (Korea),
- An “inter-exchange program” between the APD and NKR (the largest KPD program in the US as measured by transplants arranged) that finds matches between pairs registered in these two separate KPD programs.

Second, our algorithms give KPD programs a tool to evaluate the implications of possible future policy changes. The improvement in solve time from hours or minutes to seconds is of particular importance in this case, as at times it is desirable to simulate many policies, each with hundreds of replications, creating a large burden of computation. Our software has been used to run simulations to analyze a variety of policy decisions for both NKR and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) pilot exchange program.

At the strategic level, our results inform the discussions around several major questions that have been debated in the KPD community for some time. First, our work supports the proposal that long chains should be used in kidney exchange. When long, non-simultaneous chains were first proposed, they were highly controversial [40]. The debate over the importance of long chains in KPD has largely already been resolved, in part due to the success of NKR and the APD (most of their transplants were performed in non-simultaneous chains). Our results provide experimental evidence and theoretical justification to support the observation that long chains have been successful in practice. Specifically, in our (somewhat stylized) random graph model, we found that using chains resulted in a patient waiting time which was an order of magnitude smaller than relying solely on cycles. Likewise, in our simulation experiments, we observed that organizing exchanges based on chains of unbounded length resulted in more transplants and lower patient waiting time than using cycles only.
Second, our results suggest that there is little loss of efficiency in using the greedy policy, at least when compared to the batching policies. The optimality result for the greedy policy in our theoretical model does not directly imply this, as in practice compatibility is not homogeneous in KPD, and our result was asymptotic and only up to constant factors. However, the generality of our result under all three rules for making exchanges does suggest that the greedy policy is at least a near optimal way to manage exchange pools. We note that in other dynamic models with heterogeneous patient types [8], batching can improve average waiting time. However, our empirical work suggests that the upside from batching is quite limited, particularly for existing kidney exchange programs (the situation may change if exchange programs become orders of magnitude larger).

Finally, our results tie into a larger question for kidney exchange, at least in the United States. Namely, there has been considerable debate as to if there should be a single national KPD program, both in the medical literature and the popular press [71]. In particular, it has been suggested that competing exchanges are incentivized to use a greedy policy so that they can match patients listed in multiple exchanges before their competitors. In [71], a statement was made suggesting that this myopic behavior wastefully uses easy to match pairs, “causing cherry-picking that undermines optimization...It kind of creates this race to the bottom.” In particular, they are suggesting that competition is incentivizing KPD programs to inefficiently organize exchanges, under the assumption that the use of the greedy policy is inefficient. Our result stating that the greedy policy is reasonably efficient suggests that the loss of efficiency due to competition between exchange programs is not substantial. Whether or not KPD should be nationalized in the United States is a very complicated question involving many factors significantly outside the scope of this work. However, our results suggest that from an efficiency perspective, competition may not be as counterproductive as previously thought.
Discussion of Modeling Assumptions

As previously mentioned, there are some important practical features of kidney exchange that our simulations and theoretical models fail to account for, most notably abandonment, edge failures, and time delays. We briefly discuss how the incorporation of these factors into our models might affect our conclusions.

First, we consider abandonments, under the assumption that patients will abandon a constant rate, independent of how long they have already been waiting. In such a model, the total number of abandonments would be proportionate to the average waiting time of a patient. Thus policies that have the least waiting time will have the fewest abandonments. Without abandonments in our model, we found that the average patient waiting time was made smallest by: (1) using long chains and (2) using a greedy policy. Suppose that by introducing abandonments into our model, the result still held that using long chains and a greedy policy minimized average patient waiting time. Under this assumption, by the italicized claim above, using long chains and a greedy policy would minimize abandonments as well. Abandonments are clearly undesirable from the perspective of our performance metric of total matches, as patients that abandon cannot be matched. Thus we conclude that adding abandonments to our model would strengthen our arguments in favor of using long chains and using a greedy policy.

A caveat in our argument is that we do not fully consider the tradeoffs involved in using bridge donors vs. conducting exchanges simultaneously when considering the cost of abandonment. It was suggested in [40], another simulation study, that abandonment by bridge donors (who have little incentive not to abandon, as their desired patient has already received a kidney) would result in long non-simultaneous chains producing fewer total long run transplants than short simultaneous chains. The tradeoffs involved in analyzing this problem are complex and somewhat beyond the scope of this work. However, at NKR, the largest KPD program in the United States, abandonment by bridge donors has been rare, (they had no broken chains in 2012 and only 3 broken chains in 2013, out of around 80 total chains), suggesting
that perhaps this is not a first order issue.

Finally, we briefly mention that our assumption of a constant abandonment rate could likely be improved. The rate of abandonments caused by patients becoming too sick to transplant would likely grow over time, as the longer a patient is on dialysis waiting to receive a kidney, the more likely they are to develop further health complications. As our (heuristic) analysis above depended heavily on the abandonment rate being constant, some of the conclusions on the effect of introducing abandonments could change.

Next, we consider edge failures. We break the edge failures into two types that are dealt with very differently from an operational perspective. The first is immediate failure, where a potential transplant is rejected immediately after it is proposed because of a discovered biological incompatibility or a doctor deeming a donor unfit for their patient. The second type is caused by abandonment, were after an exchange is agreed upon and finalized, a donor or patient becomes unable to participate. In practice, the first type of failure is common at many KPD programs, while the second type of failure tends to be more rare. As the number of edge failures of the second kind are rather small, we believe that their effect should be small and not change our conclusions. Additionally, we mention that NKR has put considerable effort into reducing failures of the first type, and has recently succeeded in making both failure types rare.

At first glance, edge failures appear quite problematic for long chains, as a very long chain is quite likely to have at least one failure, and every transplant after a point of failure cannot be executed. However, the true cost of edge failures depends on the recourse options after edges fail. Under the NKR model, if there is a single immediate edge failure in a proposed exchange, all offers are withdrawn and a new set of offers is made. Such a policy is only possible because the NKR match run time is only a day. Under a greedy policy in combination with this offer withdrawal strategy, the effect of immediate edge failures is essentially completely mitigated (and our conclusions will remain unchanged). If instead, the match run time were for example three months, then offer withdrawal recourse is infeasible, as the many iterations required to find
a proposed exchange with no immediate edge failures could take years. If under a three month match run time, the recourse to immediate edge failure is to truncating chains and cancel failed cycles, then forming very long chains (or long cycles) would be of little value.

Finally, we mention that in Chapter 2, we develop a stochastic optimization methodology for the KEP that enables optimizing the expected number of transplants performed after edge failures occur and some recourse is taken. The technique is very general and applicable to a wide range of recourse structures. For example, when proposing exchanges, instead of requiring that the exchanges could all be feasibly executed, one could propose a set of exchanges where some pairs receive or give multiple offers. Then once the immediate failure information is realized, a maximum subset of these exchanges (which did not fail) could be executed in cycles and chains. While understanding the long run implications of adding both edge failures and complex recourse would require further study, it would appear that strategies with complex recourse could benefit from using long chains.

Last, we consider time delays. In both our theoretical and simulation models, we assumed that patients were transplanted as soon as they were matched. However, in reality, there are many delays in the system that our models do not account for. As many of our conclusions about greedy policies and using long chains were measured in average patient waiting time, accounting for these delays could affect our conclusions. Sources of delay not accounted for in our models include:

(i) After a set of transplants is proposed, a series of tests must be performed to verify that the donors and patients are biologically compatible.

(ii) For simultaneous exchanges, a date must be found when all the doctors needed are available.

(iii) For non-simultaneous chains, the transplants must be performed in the order that they occur in the chain (so additional delays propagate down the chain). In particular, note that a chain can be resumed from a bridge donor only when all the previous transplants have been executed.

We now discuss how these delays could influence our conclusions. For (i), as the time
required to test for biological compatibility is short and continues to fall as KPD programs improve their operations, we expect this to have a minimal impact on our conclusions. Delay (ii) seems to strengthen our conclusions in favor of using long non-simultaneous chains over cycles (particularly three way cycles), as with chains transplants need not be scheduled simultaneously if doing so is inconvenient. Issue (iii) of delays propagating down long chains and these delays not being accounted for in our models will clearly lead us to overestimate the benefits of long chains. To quantitatively estimate this effect would require further study and likely considerable effort. However, we find it very unlikely that this effect would outweigh the reduction in average waiting time gained by using chains.

1.2 Scheduling Medical Residents in Hospitals

Major hospitals face a difficult challenge of designing shift schedules for their residents that have capacity to treat all incoming patients, provide quality care, and are compliant with regulations restricting shift lengths. Recently, there has been much controversy surrounding the use of long shifts, and the resulting fatigue. In particular, fatigue during long resident shifts has been implicated as a cause of medical errors [10, 37, 57], burnout, depression and other psychological problems [48, 72, 75], and motor vehicle crashes [11]. In order to address these and related issues, the ACGME instituted a new set of regulations on duty hours limiting the duration of shift lengths to 16 hours for the first year residents [50]. The new regulations have forced many academic medical centers to overhaul their shift schedules. Proponents of the long shift are concerned with how this regulation will affect patient continuity of care. They argue that reducing shift lengths will result in more patient handoffs between caring practitioners, increasing the chance of miscommunication and accidents [21, 64]. A particularly undesirable type of handoff is a reassignment, when a patient is admitted temporarily by one doctor and then is transferred to a resident for a permanent care. Reassignments are dangerous as they greatly increase the risk of losing information that should be used in determining a course of treatment. Ad-
ditionally, long shift advocates additionally argue that reducing residents’ hours will force hospitals to increase staffing levels to compensate for lost capacity to admit patients [81, 82]. The impact of shift schedules on (a) the admitting capacity and (b) the number of reassignments are two main questions we address.

First we approached these problems at an operational level. Working with Brigham and Women’s (B&W) hospital, a major academic hospital in the Boston area, we built a high fidelity discrete event simulator that given a resident schedule for the hospital, can provide estimates of (a) capacity and (b) continuity of care using a variety of performance metrics. Additionally, we developed a Markov chain based approximation for the capacity of a hospital’s resident schedule. Our approximation was far more accurate than the simple bounds on capacity implied by making a basic rate calculation using the number of residents available with either (i) the number of patients each resident can have in care simultaneously or (ii) the number of patients each resident can admit per day. Using these tools, we were able to inform B&W of the implications for each of the potential schedules they were considering when transitioning to schedules satisfying the 16 hour shift length regulation. In contrast to much of the existing literature on the effects of duty hour regulations which relies on the perceptions of outcomes gathered in surveys (particularly when measuring the effect on quality of care), our approach directly measures the relevant performance metrics.

Our simulations led to a few surprising strategic conclusions. We found that schedules based on shorter more frequent shifts that held total labor hours constant actually led to a larger admitting capacity. At the same time, such schedules generally reduce the continuity of care by most metrics when the departments operate at normal loads. However, as a hospital department approached the critical capacity regime, we found that the continuity of care improved in some metrics for schedules based on shorter shifts, most notably in total reassignments, due to a reduction in the use of overtime doctors.

To better understand these strategic insights, we developed a stylized queueing model of patient flow in a hospital where analytic results on capacity and continuity
of care can be shown. In particular, we prove that a schedule with shorter more frequent shifts has a greater admitting capacity than a schedule with long shifts. Additionally, we show in an asymptotic scaling that the schedule based on shorter more frequent shifts will provide a better continuity of care (measured by the number of reassignments) when the patient load is high.

In the subsequent sections, we first give some background on medical resident scheduling. We then discuss the results from our simulations and our analytic models. Finally, we give some interpretation of our results for medical resident scheduling.

1.2.1 Background & Related Literature

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first study to quantitatively measure the impact of duty hour restrictions (in particular, maximum shift lengths) on capacity, i.e. issue (a). There have been some related studies [77, 81, 82], which suggested that duty hour restrictions (reducing the total number of hours residents can work) have caused hospitals to hire PAs and nurse practitioners to decrease the workload of residents. Some previous studies have investigated the impact on continuity [82] after New York state put a cap of 80 hours a week on resident work hours in 1989, [48] when the ACGME created a similar national work hour restrictions in 2003, and most recently [26] and the follow up [27] as well as [75] with the 2011 restrictions. All of these studies have suggested that these regulations have not improved the quality of care. However, these studies often aggregated resident and physician perceptions of the change in the quality of care from before to after regulation, which is a subjective metric [35, 82]. As noted in [35], while there have been many studies on the effect of long shifts and imposing caps on duty hours in the last 30 years, very few studies used randomized control design, and most used perceived outcomes instead of actual outcomes, hence the contradictory results of these studies are inconclusive.

We now mention some other approaches considered in the field of operations research for capacity management in hospitals. A very general survey of capacity management in healthcare is given in [43]. Simulation studies of capacity have been done for medical resident schedules [25, 53] and various other hospital resources
However, as these simulations are incredibly sensitive to the details of each hospital’s operations, the results do not generalize well to other hospitals. There are some recent papers which propose a queueing model of patient flow in a hospital, and then solve for important performance metrics, either analytically [85], asymptotically [22, 85, 86], numerically [74], or with heuristic methods [44]. Although not explicitly about healthcare, in [49, 59], fluid models for queues with time varying arrival rates alternating between overloaded and underloaded periods are considered. These models are more in the spirit of our work than the previously cited models from a technical perspective, as transient behavior and “end of day effects” (see [45]) play a prominent role.

1.2.2 Simulation Results

We constructed a discrete event simulation tool in order to model a variety of resident shift schedules and their implications for the issues (a) and (b) above. In the simulations, a sequence of patient arrival and departure times was given by a historical dataset. The primary caregivers for these patients are the medical residents and the Physician Assistants (PAs), who are organized into teams for the purposes of admitting and caring for patients. Both individuals and teams are restricted in the maximum number of patients they can admit per shift, and the maximum number of patients they can have in care (where often the team limit is smaller than the sum of the individual limits). When all available residents and PAs are at capacity, patients are temporarily admitted by a doctor, then reassigned resident or PA for long term care until discharge. There are two channels for reassignment, night floats or an overtime doctor (referred to as a jeopardy admission). The latter is far less desirable, as the overtime doctors typically leave soon after the night floats arrive, so patients they admit are transferred from the overtime doctor to the night float and then finally to their caring doctor (a resident or PA), giving additional opportunities for miscommunication. Additionally, overtime doctors are expensive for the hospital.

We ran our tool against the historical data set of patients at B&W in three main areas of services: General Medicine, Cardiology and Oncology. To determine the
impact on admitting capacity, we used the frequency of jeopardy as one performance metric. To determine the impact on continuity, we collected several performance metrics focusing on continuity of care in the critical period of the first 24 hours of a patient's time in the hospital, including:

- the number of patients which had to be admitted by one care giver and then permanently transferred to another, referred to as reassignments (e.g. a patient is admitted by a jeopardy doctor or a night float and then is transferred to a resident the following morning).
- the frequency that the admitting doctor remained in the hospital for less than hours after the patient arrived, and
- the frequency that residents must admit another patient within two hours of any admission. (Newly admitted patients take about two hours to “work up,” a process requiring much of a resident’s attention. When a resident admits two patients within a two hour window, they must work up two patients at the same time, splitting their focus and increasing the chance of error.)

The performance metrics were computed for the existing schedules, which include long (30 hours) shift lengths, as well as for alternative schedules with shorter more frequent shifts, in compliance with the new ACGME regulations. In our comparisons, we only consider schedules where the number of hours that residents will be eligible to admit new patients is the same.

In our findings, the choice of resident schedule had a strong impact on most of the performance metrics. In particular, we found that schedules with shorter (about 10 hours) more frequent shifts are better capable of handling larger volumes of patients. For example, in the General Medicine Service (GMS), a department at B&W, jeopardy levels under the baseline patient load were 33 patients per year under a schedule with short frequent shifts and 155 patients per year under a schedule with long shifts. We also found that for all schedules, the number of jeopardy admissions markedly increases with even modest increases in patient volume (more precisely, the number of jeopardy admissions increases rapidly and non-linearly with an increase in the volume of patients). Continuing our previous example using GMS, when the
patient load increased by 10%, we saw that the short shift schedule had an increase of jeopardy patients to 256 patients per year, while the long shift schedule had a much larger increase to 690 patients per year.

For the continuity of care in the first 24 hours of admission, our findings are more subtle. Schedules based on short more frequent shifts contained gaps in resident coverage, increasing total reassignments during off-peak hours. However, as these schedules lead to an increased capacity (and thus reduced jeopardy instances), they resulted in fewer reassignments during peak hours. Thus the effect of reducing shift lengths on the total number of reassignments was somewhat data dependent and was not uniform across departments. At the baseline level of patient load, we found that in moving from a schedule based on long shifts to a schedule based on short shifts, Cardiology would have an extra 1000 reassignments, Oncology would have about 500 extra reassignments, and for GMS there would be essentially no change in the number of reassignments (however, GMS used both intensive teaching units and extra PAs relative to Oncology and Cardiology, skewing the results, see Chapter 3 for more details). At the same time, under an increased patient load, shorter shifts caused fewer reassignments across all departments. Uninterrupted observation of a patient for the first 6 hours since admission was challenging for all schedules; while the percentage of patients receiving six hours of observation by their admitting doctor was low for schedules with shorter shifts (15–20%, varying by department), it was still only around 50% for schedules using long shifts.

Additionally, we performed some sensitivity analysis where we adjusted the rate that patients arrived to the hospital, and measured how far it could be increased under each resident schedule before the department would be over capacity (e.g. overtime would be required regularly). We call maximum stable arrival rate the throughput of the schedule. We then compared the throughput with two natural upper bounds, computed by estimating the maximum rate each team of residents and PAs could treat new patients, and summing this rate up over all teams in the department. The first bound, the capacity upper bound on throughput, assumes that each resident is constantly caring for their maximum number of patients in care, and from the average
length of stay, infers the average rate that the resident could admit new patients per day. As this bound ignores the fact that residents are restricted in when they can admit new patients by their schedule, we expect it to exceed the true throughput. The second bound, the admitting upper bound on throughput, assumes that each resident admits the maximum number of patients allowed on each shift, and averages over the shift rotation schedule to obtain the average rate the resident could admit new patients per day. As this second bound ignores that the resident may be unable to admit because they have reached their capacity for total patients in care, we again expect it to overestimate the throughput. We find that the minimum of these two upper bounds is quite far from the true throughput. Additionally, we see that often, for resident schedules with similar throughput upper bounds, the true throughput is very different. This difference is most notable when comparing our long shift and short shift schedules. This motivates our Markov chain throughput upper bound, where capacity to admit patients and capacity to care for patients are accounted for jointly. We refer to the bound as a Markov chain bound because to compute it requires computing the steady-state solution of a small, finite state Markov chain, which models the number of patients in care for a single team of residents over one cycle of shift rotations. We compute this upper bound, and find that: (1) it is much closer to the true throughput and (2) when used as a qualitative tool, it correctly ranks different schedules by throughputs, unlike our previous bounds on throughput.

To summarize our results, we found that resident schedules have a dramatic impact on the operational performance of hospitals. Specifically, schedules with shorter more frequent shifts are more capable of handling large volumes of patients. Further, such schedules will have comparable continuity of care in the first 24 hours of patient admission to a traditional long shift schedule if the admitting medical staff are at or near capacity, but may moderately decrease the continuity of care otherwise. We developed a simulation tool to evaluate resident schedules, and simple model using a finite state Markov chain to estimate a schedule’s throughput. While the study was conducted with Brigham & Women Hospital data, we expect that similar findings apply to other hospitals with large residency programs.
1.2.3 Queueing Model Results

In order to understand the results from Section 1.2.2, we developed an analytically tractable queueing model of patient flow in a hospital. First we briefly describe our model. Patients arrive according to a non-homogenous Poisson process with rate $\lambda_1$ in one half of each day (say 10am till 10pm) and rate $\lambda_2 \leq \lambda_1$ in the remaining part of the day. We consider two stylized policies to schedule the residents, which while significantly simplifying the actual polices, capture the salient features of these policies. The formal description of the two policies is given in Section 6.2. Now we just provide a high level description and discuss their main features.

The first policy we analyze in this paper is the Long Shifts (LS) policy. According to this schedule two teams of residents with the same number of residents in each team work for the duration of a day every other day, taking a day off after each day on shift. Namely the first team works on days $2n + 1, n \geq 0$ and the second team works on days $2n, n \geq 1$.

The second policy we analyze is called Daily Admitting (DA). According to the DA policy, two teams of residents each with the same number of residents as for the LS policy work every day during the high load (10am-10pm) half of the day, and are off-shift for the other half of the day. Both policies organize the residents into two teams that are offset by a day in the rotating schedule, thus providing uniform coverage. The main distinction between the LS and DA policies is that DA is based on adopting shorter more frequent shifts.

The arriving patients are assigned to residents according to the following mechanism used both for the LS and DA schedules. Each resident has an upper bound (capacity) on the number of patients he is allowed to have in care. Each arriving patient is assigned to a resident chosen uniformly at random from all residents on shift who have not reached their capacity (in fact the analysis does not depend on how patients are assigned to available residents for these policies). If all the residents are at capacity at the arrival epoch, the patient joins the queue of unassigned patients and is cared for temporarily by a doctor from a back-up supply of care providers.
We assume that we have an infinite supply of these providers, although using them is undesirable (their use corresponds to a night float or jeopardy admission). These patients are subsequently reassigned to a caring resident on the first come first serve basis, as soon as one of them is available. Patients remain in the hospital for a random exponentially distributed amount of time, beginning from when they are assigned to a resident. We make this assumption because in practice, the newly arriving patients without an assigned resident are stabilized but the treatment plan is not determined until they are assigned to a resident.

We now summarize our results. First, we determine the throughput capacity of each policy. Specifically, for a given number of residents, we compute the maximum arrival rate at which patients can arrive before the queueing system becomes unstable, i.e., the number of unassigned patients grows without bound. We show that DA has a greater throughput capacity than LS, independent of the parameters of our model, supporting our hypothesis from the previous section that using shorter, more frequent shifts will increase capacity.

Next, we compare the number of reassignments under LS and DA (where, as in the previous section, reassignments occur when a patient arrives and there is no resident available to immediately treat them). In comparing policies, we are interested in the expected number of reassignments per day in steady state. As direct steady state analysis appears intractable, we instead resort to the method of fluid approximation of the underlying queueing model. We analyze the long term behavior of the fluid model and show that it converges to the unique steady state solution. The steady state fluid solution carries important information about the long-term performance of the underlying stochastic system. In particular, we prove an interchange of limits result, that the steady state number of patients being treated and the number of patients waiting to be reassigned converges to the steady state fluid solution under the appropriate rescaling. We obtain an implicit formula for the number of each type of reassignment per day in the fluid limit that can be solved numerically (reassignments in the first half of the day correspond to jeopardy reassignments, while reassignments in the second half of the day correspond to night float reassignments). Under minor
technical assumptions, we also prove that the number of steady state reassignments per day in the underlying stochastic model converges in the fluid rescaling to a natural function of the steady state fluid solution, thus justifying fluid approximation. Computing the number of reassignments under each policy from the fluid steady state solution, we find that the DA policy leads to fewer reassignments than the LS policy when the load is high, and leads to more reassignments than the LS policy when the load is low. Again, our model is consistent with our simulation observations. In particular, using short, more frequent shifts will reduce reassignments if and only if the system is heavily loaded.

1.2.4 Operational & Strategic Insights for Scheduling Medical Residents in Hospitals

In this section, we discuss the implications of our results to practical aspects of medical resident scheduling, both at the operational and strategic levels.

At the operational level, we have two primary contributions. First, we produced a high fidelity simulator of the operations at B&W hospital that can measure the implications of using a resident shift schedule through a large number of metrics. This tool was directly used by B&W to inform both resident scheduling decisions and staffing level decisions in 2011. Additionally, we have developed the Markov chain throughput upper bound that provides a way to quickly estimate the capacity of a medical resident schedule. As the estimates generated by this tool do not depend on any low level details of B&W’s operations, we would expect it to be of general use in other hospitals.

At the strategic level, we have shown both through simulation and with analytic models that if staffing levels and total hours available to admit patients are held constant, but shorter more frequent shifts are used, then: (a) capacity will increase, and (b) reassignments will decrease if and only if the system is heavily loaded. Since most hospitals tend to operate at high load, our results lead to the conclusion that the hospitals should consider implementing schedules with shorter more frequent shifts, as
it will increase the capacity to admit patients and reduce the number of reassignments. In this sense the new regulation restricting further the length of shifts should not be perceived as an impediment to efficient handling of patients at hospitals.
Chapter 2

Scalable Algorithms for the Kidney Exchange Problem

2.1 Introduction

The Kidney Exchange Problem (KEP) is defined informally as follows: given an edge-weighted directed graph and a maximum cycle length \( k \), find a maximum weight node-disjoint packing of cycles (of length at most \( k \)) and chains. KPD programs solve the KEP to maximize the number of transplants performed. While the KEP has been considered by other authors, existing algorithms have proven inadequate to solve real world instances of the KEP while allowing for “long” chains. We consider two algorithms based on integer programming formulations of the KEP. One of the integer programming formulations considered is similar to a formulation for the Prize Collecting Traveling Salesman Problem (PC-TSP). We give constraint generation schemes to solve these IPs efficiently. We demonstrate the power of our algorithms by running them on clinical data from several KPD programs. Finally, we give algorithms to solve several extensions of the KEP that are of operational and/or theoretical interest. These extensions include: (a) problems with a large maximum cycle length, (b) problems with a large but bounded maximum chain length, and (c) two stage stochastic optimization problems to accommodate for edge failure.

We now briefly explain the relationship between our problem and the PC-TSP.
Recall that in the TSP, one is given a list of cities and the cost of traveling between pairs of cities, and the goal is to find a cycle visiting each city exactly once at the minimum cost [12]. In the PC-TSP, again one must find a cycle visiting each city at most once, but now one has the option of skipping some cities entirely and paying a penalty (see [14], or more recently [42]). Qualitatively, the PC-TSP problem is similar to the KEP in that one wants to find long paths in a graph (which the PC-TSP then closes off as a cycle), without the need to visit every node. It differs in three respects: (1) the solution for the KEP contains multiple disjoint large components (paths), while in the PC-TSP solution contains only a single large component (a cycle), (2) short cycles can be added to a solution for the KEP, (3) in the KEP, many edges are missing from the graph (the TSP variant with missing edges is commonly referred to as the sparse TSP). Despite these differences, we will see that our solution to the KEP is similar to the solution for the PC-TSP.

**Notation**

We introduce some notation. Let $G = (V, E)$ be a directed graph, and let $w = (w_1, \ldots, w_{|E|})$ be weights on the edges of $G$. For each $v \in V$, let $\delta^-(v)$ be the edges pointing to $v$ and $\delta^+(v)$ be the edges outgoing from $v$. Likewise, for a set of nodes $S \subset V$, let $\delta^-(S)$ be the set of edges into $S$ and $\delta^+(S)$ be the set of edges out of $S$. For every $S \subset V$, let $E(S)$ be the set of all edges with both endpoints in $S$. For a set of edges $D \subset E$, let $V(D)$ be the set vertices containing the endpoints of each edge in $D$. Let $\mathcal{C}$ be the set of all simple cycles in $G$, where each cycle $C \in \mathcal{C}$ is represented by a collection of edges, i.e. $C \subset E$. Let $\mathcal{C}_k$ be the subset of $\mathcal{C}$ consisting of cycles which use $k$ or fewer edges. For each $v \in V$, let $\mathcal{C}_k(v)$ be the cycles from $\mathcal{C}_k$ containing an edge incident to $v$. Given a cycle $C$, let $w_C = \sum_{e \in C} w_e$ be the total weight of the cycle according to our weight vector $w$.

Suppose two formulations of an integer program are given. Without the loss of generality, assume the underlying problem is of the maximization type. The linear programming relaxation of an integer program is the value of the optimal solution obtained when the integrality constraints are removed and the problem is solved as
a linear programming problem. Let $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ be the optimal solutions to the linear programming relaxations for two different formulations.

**Definition 2.1.** If $Z_1 \leq Z_2$ for every problem instance, then formulation one is defined to be *at least as strong as* formulation two. We use the notation $Z_1 \preceq Z_2$. If in addition there exists a problem instance such that $Z_1 < Z_2$, then we say that formulation one is *stronger* than formulation two, and use the notation $Z_1 < Z_2$.

Very often in practice, the stronger formulations greatly reduce the actual running time of the integer programming problems [12].

Further, suppose that $P_1$ and $P_2$ are the polyhedrons for the linear programming relaxations of our two formulations on the same set of variables. If $P_1 \subset P_2$ for every problem instance, then trivially, $Z_1 \preceq Z_2$.

**Organization**

In Section 2.2, we define the KEP. In Section 2.3, we give two integer programming based algorithms to solve the KEP. In Section 2.4 we analyze the performance of our algorithms, both empirically using large scale instances of the KEP drawn from clinical data, and theoretically using Definition 2.1. In Section 2.5, we show how to solve the aforementioned extensions of the KEP, and discuss their operational and theoretical relevance. Last, in Section 2.6, we give proofs of some of our the theoretical results.

**2.2 Problem Statement**

An instance of the KEP is described as follows:

- a list of non-directed donors (NDDs),
- a list of patient-donor pairs (where the donor wants to donate to the paired patient but is not compatible with this patient),
- the compatibility information between all donors and patients
- the “weight” or priority, of each potential transplant.
• a bound $k$ on the maximum cycle length

The goal is then to find a set of transplants, organized into cycles (of length at most $k$) and chains initiated by NDDs that uses each donor and patient at most once and maximizes the sum of the weights of all transplants performed. If all transplants have weight one, then we are simply trying to find the arrangement which maximizes the total number of transplants. In Section 2.5.2, we will show how this definition can be supplemented to include an optional bound on the maximum chain length.

We now formalize this definition of the KEP in graph theoretic terms. We are given a directed graph $G = (V,E)$, a weight vector $\mathbf{w} = (w_1, \ldots, w_{|E|})$, and a nonnegative integer parameter $k$. The set of nodes $V$ is partitioned into sets $N$ (the NDDs), and $P$ (the pairs of incompatible donors and patients). For $u,v \in V$, a directed edge from $u$ to $v$ in $E$ indicates that the donor in node $u$ is compatible with the patient in node $v$. As the nodes of $N$ have no patient, they all must have in-degree zero (although there can be nodes in $P$ with in degree zero as well). The values $w_e \in \mathbb{R}$ for each edge $e \in E$ are weights for the edges, indicating the importance of this transplant, and our goal is to find a maximum weight node disjoint cycle and chain packing, where the cycles can use at most $k$ nodes and the chains must originate from nodes in $N$. See Figure 1-3 for an example.

2.3 Algorithms for the KEP

In this section, we present two algorithms based on integer programming formulations for the KEP. Both of the IP formulations use an exponential number of constraints. Thus special techniques are required to solve even moderate sized instances of these integer programs, which will be described in subsequent sections.

2.3.1 The Edge Formulation

First, we give a straightforward integer programming formulation of the KEP, with a binary variable for every edge, and constraints so that each node is used at most once and no long cycles occur. The objective is to maximize a weighted number of
edges used. Formally, we use decision variables $y_e$ for $e \in E$ and $f^i_v$ (flow in) and $f^o_v$ (flow out) for $v \in V$, and solve:

$$\max \sum_{e \in E} w_e y_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

s.t.

$$\sum_{e \in \delta^-(v)} y_e = f^i_v \hspace{1cm} v \in V$$

$$\sum_{e \in \delta^+(v)} y_e = f^o_v \hspace{1cm} v \in V$$

$$f^o_v \leq f^i_v \leq 1 \hspace{1cm} v \in P, \quad (2.2)$$

$$f^o_v \leq 1 \hspace{1cm} v \in N, \quad (2.3)$$

$$\sum_{e \in C} y_e \leq |C| - 1 \hspace{1cm} C \subset C \setminus C_k, \quad (2.4)$$

$$y_e \in \{0, 1\} \hspace{1cm} e \in E.$$  

Note that we introduce some auxiliary variables $f^i_v$ and $f^o_v$ for all $v \in V$ to simplify the formulation, although since they are defined by the equality constraints, they can be eliminated. In words, (2.2) says that for the patient-donor pair nodes, the flow out is at most the flow in, and the flow in is at most one, (2.3) says that for the NDD nodes, the flow out is at most one, and (2.4), the “cycle inequalities,” say that for any cycle $|C|$ of length greater than $k$, the number of edges we can use is at most $|C| - 1$, thus prohibiting long cycles when $y$ is integral.

The number of constraints in the IP above is exponential in $|E|$, due to (2.4). As a result, for large instances, we cannot simply enumerate all of these constraints and give them directly to the IP solver. Instead, we use a simple recursive algorithm to solve the problem. First, we relax all the constraints in (2.4) and solve the integer program to optimality. Then we check if the proposed solution contains any cycles of length greater than $k$. If so, we add the violated constraint from (2.4) and resolve. We repeat this procedure until our solution contains no cycles longer than $k$. This methodology is generally referred to using “lazy constraints.” The technique will generally be successful if few constraints from (2.4) need to be generated on a typical
input. In the worst case, we might have to solve exponentially many IPs, and to solve each IP may take an exponential amount of time (see Section 2.4.2 for a specific example of pathological behavior). However, as we will show in Section 2.4.1, this technique is often quite effective in practice. Finally, note that the efficiency of this procedure relies on the fact that we can very quickly detect if any of the constraints from (2.4) are violated for an integer solution, as we can (trivially) find the largest cycle in a degree two graph in linear time.

2.3.2 The Cutset Formulation

The Cutset Formulation is closely related to a standard integer programming solution for the TSP and PC-TSP. The name is derived from the Cutset Formulation of the TSP, as in [12].

For each cycle $C$ of length at most $k$, we introduce a new variable $z_C$ that indicates if we are using the cycle $C$. We make the natural updates to (2.1) so the objective value does not change when the same edges are used and to (2.2) so that edges cannot be used both in a $z_C$ variable and a $y_e$ variable. Finally, we add (2.6) to prohibit cycles longer than length $k$, similarly to (2.4). The formulation is:

$$
\text{max} \sum_{e \in E} w_e y_e + \sum_{C \in C_k} w_C z_C \\
\text{s.t.} \sum_{e \in \delta^-(v)} y_e = f^i_v \quad \forall v \in V \\
\sum_{e \in \delta^+(v)} y_e = f^o_v \quad \forall v \in V \\
f^o_v + \sum_{C \in C_k(v)} z_C \leq f^i_v + \sum_{C \in C_k(v)} z_C \leq 1 \quad \forall v \in P, \quad (2.5) \\
f^o_v \leq 1 \quad \forall v \in N, \\
\sum_{e \in \delta^-(S)} y_e \geq f^i_v \quad \forall S \subset P, \forall v \in S \quad (2.6) \\
y_e \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall e \in E, \\
z_C \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall C \in C_k.
$$
Figure 2-1: An example of a Cutset constraint from (2.6). The graph contains a single NDD in green, labeled n. Observe that if node v is to be involved in any chain (i.e. \( f_v^i = 1 \)), then we must use at least one of the edges a or b that go across the cut separating S from the remaining nodes and NDD.

The constraint (2.6) is very similar to the cutset inequalities for the TSP [12] as adapted to the PC-TSP by several authors (see [42] and the references within). Figure 2-1 provides a clarifying example explaining these constraints. Essentially, they work as follows. Suppose that a chain is reaching some node v, and as a result, \( f_v^i \) equals one. Now suppose that we cut the graph in two pieces such that half containing v does not contain any of the NDD nodes from N. Since every chain begins at some node in N (and thus does not begin in S), in order for our chain to reach \( v \in S \), it must use an edge that begins not in S and ends in S, i.e. edge \( e \in \delta^+(S) \). Thus our constraint requires that whenever there is flow into v, for every way that v can be cut off from the NDDs N, there is at least this much flow over the cut.

Again, the integer programming formulation has exponentially many constraints from (2.6), so we cannot enumerate them and give them all directly to the IP solver. We could simply use the same recursive heuristic (“lazy constraints”) from the previous section to obtain a correct algorithm. Instead, our solution still relaxes the constraints (2.6), but more aggressively attempts to find to violated constraints and add them sooner, using a technique called “cutting planes” (or “user cuts”). The method works as follows. The integer programming solver uses the classical branch and bound algorithm to solve the cutset formulation, initially with all of the constraints (2.6) relaxed. However, at every node of the branch and bound tree, the solver checks the fractional solution produced by the LP relaxation for constraints...
from (2.6) that are violated, and adds them to the LP as they are encountered. Interruption of the solver to check for violated constraints is a standard feature of many commercial IP solvers (e.g. CPLEX and Gurobi), and is commonly referred to as adding user cuts.

To apply this method, we needed an efficient algorithm that given a potentially fractional solution, can either find a violated constraint from (2.6) or determine that none exists. This problem is known in the field of optimization as the separation problem.

**Theorem 2.1.** The separation problem for (2.6) can be solved by solving $O(|P|)$ network flow problems.

A proof of the result is given in Section 2.6. See [12] for more on the separation problem and on the network flow problem. The solution to the separation problem for the Cutset Formulation is very similar to the solutions to the separation problems for the TSP and PC-TSP.

### 2.4 Algorithm Performance

In this section, we analyze the performance of our two algorithms, both theoretically and empirically using clinical data.

#### 2.4.1 Algorithm Performance on Clinical KPD Data

In this section, we compare the running times of our two algorithms using clinical data from the NKR and APD KPD programs. In Table 2.1, we show the running time of both algorithms on a series of “difficult” but realistic KEP instances encountered in practice. All instances have a maximum cycle length of three. These instances are realistic in that they were taken from the simulations described in Chapter 3, and difficult in that at least one formulation either took a long time to solve, or generated a large number of constraints. Thus, these instances represent more of a worst case than an average case situation for real data.
Table 2.1: Performance of the Edge and Cutset Formulations, for “difficult” real data KEP instances. Timeouts (optimal solution not found) indicated by *. For instances above the midline, running time for the two algorithms was within an order of magnitude, but for instances below the midline, the Cutset Formulation was at least an order of magnitude faster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance Info</th>
<th>Running time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge Formulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDDs</td>
<td>Patient-Donor Pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Performance of the Edge and Cutset Formulations on very large historical datasets. Performance is measured by running time (in seconds) and RAM consumed (in Gigabytes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance Info</th>
<th>Edge Formulation</th>
<th>Cutset Formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>RAM (GB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDDs</td>
<td>Paired Nodes</td>
<td>Edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKR</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that to create snapshots that are representative of actual instances encountered by a KPD program, it is insufficient to simply take altruistic donors and donor patient pairs at random from a historical data set, as the patients that are left over after each match run statistically tend to be harder to match than a randomly selected patient (the easy to match patients are more likely to be matched immediately).

Table 2.1 contains the running time of both algorithms on these difficult instances, with a maximum attempted solve time of 20 minutes. In particular, in all instances with the reported running time less than 20 minutes, the optimal solution was found. The instances are separated into two broad groups. In the instances from the top half of the table, the two algorithms took about the same amount of time (to within an order of magnitude). In the instances on the bottom half of the table, the Cutset Formulation was much faster. Looking at the table, we make the following observations in comparing the performance of the two algorithms:

- Both algorithms are able to solve most instances to optimality quickly.
- The Cutset Formulation solves all but one instance to optimality (in fact, this instance was solved after several hours on an independent run).
- The Cutset Formulation is usually faster, although for the easier of these difficult instances, the difference is sometimes negligible.
- On several inputs, the Cutset Formulation is orders of magnitude faster.

We stress again that these instances are the worst case instances, in that we only showed results for problems where at least one algorithm had to generate a large number of constraints. These worst case inputs are only a small fraction of all of the simulated inputs, and generally speaking, both algorithms can solve most of these instances to optimality very quickly.

To demonstrate that our algorithms can solve instances even larger than those occurring in current KPD pools, we also ran our algorithms on the entire historical data sets for the KPD programs NKR and APD. Each data set contains around 1000 patients (though arriving over the span of several years), making these instances much larger than the instances described in Table 2.1. The running time for our algorithms on these instances is shown in Table 2.2. We see that:
• Both algorithms can solve both instances.
• The Edge Formulation is much faster.

While the second point may seem surprising, we do have some explanation as to why this is taking place. First and most importantly, these instances are substantially different from the instances that KPDs encounter in practice, in that they do not contain a disproportionately high fraction of hard to match patients. As a result, there is a very large number of two and three cycles, making the number of variables in the Cutset Formulation very large. Second, these instances are both “easy” instances, in that very few of the constraints (2.4) and (2.6) must be added by the algorithm to solve the integer programs, unlike the instances in Table 2.1. As suggested by the results of the previous section, the advantages of using Cutset Formulation over the Edge Formulation depend on the constraints (2.4) and (2.6) being binding in the optimization problem.

For the purposes of comparing algorithms, it would be preferable to have more realistic large scale instances beyond the two described above, but the current historical data does not produce such large scale instances. In an attempt to produce more realistic large scale instances from the historical data set, we experimented with removing fractions of the altruistic donors at random. We found that these did not significantly change in the performance of either algorithm.

2.4.2 Strength of Formulation

In this section, we give a theoretical result comparing our integer programming formulations of the KEP using Definition 2.1. Let $Z_{\text{edg}}$ and $Z_{\text{cut}}$ be the values of the optimal solutions to the linear programming relaxations of the Edge and Cutset Formulations, respectively.

**Theorem 2.2.** The following relationship holds:

$$Z_{\text{cut}} \prec Z_{\text{edg}}.$$ 

A proof of the result is given in Section 2.6. It is often the case that integer
programs formulations with stronger linear programming relaxations result in faster running time [12]. This suggests that the Cutset Formulation should solve faster than the Edge Formulation, as we saw was often the case in Section 2.4.1.

In Figure 2-2, we provide an example of a pathological instance of the KEP that the Cutset Formulation can solve orders of magnitude faster than the Edge Formulation. This instance has no altruistic donors, a maximum cycle length of three, and all edges have weight one. Compared to the real instances we considered, this is a very small instance, as it has only 30 nodes and 120 edges. The thirty nodes are arranged in a single large directed cycle, with some additional edges. In particular, each node has an edge pointing to the node two steps ahead and an edge pointing to the node ten steps ahead (along the cycle). For example, node $p_2$ has edges to $p_4$ (two ahead) and $p_{12}$ (ten ahead). Also each node and has an incoming edge from the node nine steps ahead (again along the cycle), e.g. node $p_2$ has an incoming edge from $p_{11}$. As a result each node has four outgoing and four incoming edges, e.g. the incoming edges to node $p_2$ are from $p_1$, $p_{30}$, $p_{11}$, and $p_{22}$, while the outgoing edges are to $p_3$, $p_4$, $p_{12}$, and $p_{23}$ (the incoming edge from $p_{22}$ must be present under our definition because $p_{22}$ has an outbound edge to the node ten ahead, namely $p_2$, and likewise for the the outgoing edge to $p_{23}$). This graph has two important properties: there are no cycles of length three or less, but there are a very large number of cycles of length thirty. As a result, there can be no cycles in any feasible solution, and the Cutset Formulation will create no cycle variables (recall the maximum cycle length was assumed to be three). Because there are no non-directed donors or short cycles, the optimal solution is zero. It is easy to see that the linear programming relaxation for the Cutset Formulation is also zero. By considering the cut where $S = P$ and $v$ is arbitrary, as there are no edges going over this cut, the cutset inequality (2.6) implies that the flow into $v$ is zero. As $v$ was arbitrary, we have that the flow in to every node is zero, so the LP relaxation is zero. Thus for this instance, solving the integer programming problem is no harder than solving a single linear programming problem with the Cutset Formulation. Further, given that our proof that the LP was zero only used $|P|$ of the inequalities from (2.6), it is possible to solve the LP.
very quickly depending on the strategy used to add violated constraints (in fact, our solver adds all of these constraints in a single round of cut generation). As a result, we are able to solve this instance almost instantly with the Cutset Formulation. In contrast, for Edge Formulation, the linear programming relaxation has the optimal value 29, as it can simply assign value $29/30$ to every edge on the length-30 cycle. Worse yet, after two hours of the running time, the best upper bound that the Edge Formulation gives is still 30, as the high redundancy in the structure of the graph results in many possible cycles of length 30. The constraints for each of these cycles needs to be added to obtain an upper bound of 29. For similar reasons, branch and bound is very ineffective.
2.5 Extensions

2.5.1 Long Maximum Cycle Length

In this section, we very briefly discuss how to solve the KEP with a maximum cycle length significantly beyond three or four. The problem can be immediately solved using our Edge Formulation for the KEP with no changes. In fact, for a fixed graph, the Edge Formulation IP will likely become easier as the maximum cycle length increases, as it simply corresponds to using fewer constraints.

However, the Edge Formulation was significantly worse than the Cutset Formulation, both theoretically as defined by strength of formulation, and practically in terms of running time on many instances. We would like to use the Cutset Formulation for these large cycle problems. However, we would quickly run out of memory adding a decision variable for every cycle in the graph, as the number of cycles grows rapidly with the maximum cycle length. Even on a computer with extra memory, adding a large number of variables that would mostly take the value zero would excessively slow down the many linear programs solved internally when solving an IP. One possible solution would be to use the column generation scheme of [1] (see also [23]) to dynamically add variables to model in the middle of the optimization, much like we add the Cutset constraints currently. However, using such a strategy is largely incompatible with using the best commercial integer programming solvers and thus would require significant effort to implement. The investigation of the viability of this approach is a subject for future work.

2.5.2 Bounded Chain Lengths

We show how to adapt the Cutset Formulation to allow for a maximum chain length \( \ell \). With some additional work, this technique can also be used to adapt the Edge Formulation, although we will not pursue this further. For each NDD \( n \in N \) and each edge \( e \in E \), we introduce auxiliary edge variables \( y_{e}^{n} \) and likewise \( f_{v}^{i,n} \) and \( f_{v}^{o,n} \).
indicating flow that must begin at \( n \). The formulation becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max \quad & \sum_{e \in E} w_e y_e + \sum_{C \in C_k} w_C z_C \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & (y, z, f^i, f^o) \in P_{\text{cut}} \\
& \sum_{n \in N} y_e^n = y_e \quad e \in E \\
& \sum_{e \in E} y_e^n \leq \ell \quad n \in N \\
& \sum_{e \in \delta^-(v)} y_e^n = f_v^{i,n} \quad v \in V, n \in N \\
& \sum_{e \in \delta^+(v)} y_e^n = f_v^{o,n} \quad v \in V, n \in N \\
& f_v^{o,n} \leq f_v^{i,v} \leq 1 \quad v \in V, n \in N \\
& y_e \in \{0, 1\} \quad e \in E, \\
& z_C \in \{0, 1\} \quad C \in C_k \\
& y_e^n \in \{0, 1\} \quad e \in E, n \in N.
\end{align*}
\]

The new constraints are briefly explained as follows. From (2.7), we have that each edge used \((y_e)\) must be part of a chain beginning at some NDD \( n \). From (2.8), we obtain that each chain can use at most \( \ell \) edges, thus giving the maximum chain length. In (2.9) and (2.10), we just define auxiliary variables denoting if an edge used in a chain starting at \( n \) comes into/out of \( v \). Finally, in (2.11), we enforce that the edges used in the chain starting at \( n \) are consecutive. The remaining constraints are exactly the same as the PC-TSP constraints with no maximum chain length.

### 2.5.3 Two Stage Problems

Here we present a general framework for dealing with the possibility that after an edge is selected, it might become ineligible for the matching, an event we refer to as an “edge failure.” Edge failures occur commonly in practice for a variety of reasons, e.g. a donor backs out, a patient dies, or a biological incompatibility is discovered.
We propose a two phase system for planning exchanges that anticipates edge failures occurring at random, and plans to maximize the number of transplants performed once the failed edges have been identified and removed. In the first phase, a subset of the edges in the graph are selected to be tested for edge failures. Operational constraints restrict this set, where the basic idea is that it is not practical to check all the edges. Some natural examples of phase one edge sets to test include:

- Use at most $m$ edges in phase one.
- Each node has in degree at most $m_i$ and out degree at most $m_o$.
- The edges used in phase one must be a feasible solution to the KEP.

The only restriction on the rule used to select phase one edges is that there exists a polyhedron $P$ such that $y \in P \cap \mathbb{Z}^{|E|}$ iff $y$ corresponds to a valid set of phase one edges, i.e., the set of phase one edges must be describable as a MIP. After the phase one selections are made, we learn which of the edges that we tested in phase one failed, and in phase two, we solve the regular KEP using only edges that we checked and did not fail in phase one. As we do not know which edges will fail before we make our phase one decision, we use the objective of maximizing the expected weight of our phase two KEP solution when picking our phase one solution. Next, we describe the probabilistic framework we use for edge failures, and then the computational technique used to compute our phase one solution.

We assume that there is a family of random variables $X_e$ for $e \in E$, taking the value one if the edge $e$ can be used in the matching (if the edge does not fail) and zero otherwise (if the edge fails). We make no assumptions about the independence structure of the variables $X_e$. However, we do assume that we can jointly sample the vector of $X_e$ variables.

We now define a two stage stochastic integer optimization problem. We have decision variables $y_e$ for $e \in E$ which indicate the edges we wish to test in stage one. In stage two, we observe our realization $\omega \in \Omega$ of $X_e(\omega)$ for the edges where $y_e = 1$ (the edges we tested), and then we form an optimal cycle and chain packing using only edges that we tested in phase one and where $X_e(\omega) = 1$. We select our phase one edges $y$, integer and in $P$, to maximize the expected size of the phase two packing.
This problem can be solved using the method of sample average approximation, as described and mathematically justified in [2, 54, 78]. Suppose that we sample the vector of $X_e$ jointly $n$ times, and let $x^j_e$ for $j = 1, \ldots, n$ be the realization of $X_e$ in the $j$th sample. Let $y^j_e$ be one if we use edge $e$ in realization $j$ and zero otherwise, and likewise let $z^j_C$ be one if we use cycle $C$ in the $j$th realization. Let $P^j_\text{cut}$ be the Cutset polyhedron the variables $y^j_e$ and $z^j_C$. Our formulation is then as follows:

$$\max \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{e \in E} c_e y^j_e + \sum_{C \in \mathcal{C}_k} c_C z^j_C \right)$$

s.t. \hspace{100pt} y \in P,

$$(y^j, z^j) \in P^j_\text{cut},$$

$$y^j_e \leq y_e \hspace{100pt} e \in E, j = 1, \ldots, n,$$

$$y^j_e \leq x^j_e \hspace{100pt} e \in E, j = 1, \ldots, n,$$

$$z^j_C \leq y_e \hspace{100pt} C \in \mathcal{C}_k, e \in C, j = 1, \ldots, n,$$

$$z^j_C \leq x^j_e \hspace{100pt} C \in \mathcal{C}_k, e \in C, j = 1, \ldots, n,$$

$$y_e \in \{0, 1\} \hspace{100pt} e \in E,$$

$$y^j_e \in \{0, 1\} \hspace{100pt} e \in E, j = 1, \ldots, n,$$

$$z^j_C \in \{0, 1\} \hspace{100pt} C \in \mathcal{C}_k, j = 1, \ldots, n.$$

This model has a few very attractive features. First, it allows for a general probabilistic model for edge failures, which in practice should be much more accurate than simply i.i.d. edge failures. For example:

- If an edge failed because the donor or receiver became ill or backed out, then all edges involving that donor/receiver would be ruled out simultaneously.
- If an edge failed because a receiver developed a new HLA antibody, then all edges from donors with that HLA antigen incoming to this receiver would fail simultaneously.
- If an edge failed because a doctor or transplant center deemed a donor to be of inadequate quality for the recipient (e.g. the donor was too old), then possibly
other edges pointing to the same doctor/transplant center would fail, but not necessarily all of them, as a highly sensitized recipient may wish to accept a kidney from this donor, while a standard recipient would not.

A salient feature of this model is that we have a great deal of flexibility in choosing $P$ (the set of edges we are allowed to pick in phase one). Our flexibility in choosing $P$ allows us to adapt to various operational constraints of actually running a kidney exchange. Additionally, we can use $P$ to try and influence “agents” (e.g. donors, recipients, doctors, hospitals, and transplant centers) into taking actions that maximize global welfare. For example, if we select more than one incoming edge to a node in phase one, then the receiver, the doctor, the hospital, and the transplant center may be incentivized to reject the worse of the two edges in order to try and get a higher quality donor. One very simple fix is to restrict the edges tested in phase one so that each node has an in-degree of at most one. Then as no one will receive multiple offers, no one will be incentivized to turn down a kidney they otherwise would have accepted.

Finally, note that it is at times desirable to add additional decision variables to the phase one problem. For example, if we were to restrict our phase one solution to be a feasible solution to the KEP, while we could take $P = P_{edg}$, it is computationally more efficient to use the Cutset Formulation instead. One way of accomplishing this is as follows, add a decision variables $\tilde{y}_e$ for $e \in E$ and $\tilde{z}_C$ for each cycle $C \in \mathcal{C}_k$, let

$$y_e = \tilde{y}_e + \sum_{C \in \mathcal{C}_k, e \in C} \tilde{z}_C,$$

and then take $P$ to be the PC-TSP polyhedron applied to $\tilde{y}$ and $\tilde{z}$, along with the constraint above relating $y$ to $\tilde{y}$ and $\tilde{z}$. Further, note that the Cutset constraints for the $P_{cut}^j$ polyhedrons would automatically be implied by the Cutset constraints from $P_{cut}$ on $(\tilde{y}, \tilde{z})$ and thus could be eliminated.
2.6 Proofs

2.6.1 Proof of Cutset Separation

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let \((y, z)\) be the point for which we must determine if (2.6) is satisfied. Following the well known procedure for Prize Collecting TSP, first we form a directed weighted graph \(\bar{G} = (\bar{V}, \bar{E}, \bar{w})\) where \(\bar{V} = \{s\} \cup V\) where \(s\) is an extra node, and \(\bar{E} = E \cup \{(s, n) \mid n \in N\}\), and weights \(\bar{w}_e\) for \(e \in \bar{E}\) are given by

\[
\bar{w}_e = \begin{cases} 
y_e & e \in E, \\
1 & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}
\]

(the edges with \(\bar{w}_e = 1\) each go from the super source to a node in \(N\)).

Then for every \(v \in P\) where \(f_v^i > 0\), we solve the max flow min cut problem with source \(s\) and sink \(v\). If we find a cut of weight less than \(f_v^i\), then by taking \(S\) to be the set of nodes on the sink side of the cut, we have found a violated constraint. As we are optimizing over all cuts separating \(v\) from the super source and then checking all \(v\), we in fact check all the constraints from (2.6).

2.6.2 Proof of Strength of Formulation

Before proving the result, we introduce two auxiliary integer programming formulations.

The Cycle Formulation

We propose an alternative formulation on the same set of variables as the Cutset Formulation, called the Cycle Formulation. In the Cycle Formulation, all of the variables and constraints are the same as the Cutset Formulation except that the constraint (2.6) is replaced by

\[
\sum_{e \in C} y_e + \sum_{\substack{D \in C \setminus \mathcal{C} \setminus C \setminus C\n \text{such that } D \neq C \setminus C \setminus C}} |D \cap C| z_D \leq |C| - 1 \quad \text{for } C \in \mathcal{C},
\]  

(2.13)
The idea of the constraint is to prevent the edges of \( C \) from forming a cycle, unless the variable \( z_C \) is used (should the variable exist). Obviously, if \( y_e = 1 \) for \( e \in C \), they would form a cycle, but the constraint prevents this. It would be more intuitive to replace (2.13) with the simpler equation

\[
\sum_{e \in C} y_e \leq |C| - 1 \quad C \in \mathcal{C}.
\] (2.14)

While this would produce a valid formulation of the KEP, we trivially have that this would result in a formulation that is no better (in the sense of Definition 2.1), due to polyhedron containment. In fact, replacing (2.13) by (2.14) results in a formulation that is strictly worse. The example in Figure 2-3 shows an instance of the KEP where if (2.13) is replaced by (2.14), then the LP relaxation of this modified Cycle Formulation is worse than the LP relaxation of the Edge Formulation (without the modification, the LP relaxations of the Edge and Cycle Formulations are the same for this instance).

**The Subtour Formulation**

Our final formulation, the *Subtour* Formulation, is again on the same set of variables as the Cycle and Cutset Formulations. The name is derived from the Subtour Elimination Formulation of the TSP, as in [12]. In the Subtour Formulation, all of the variables and constraints are the same as the Cutset (and Edge) Formulations except that the constraint (2.6) is replaced by

\[
\sum_{e \in E(S)} y_e + \sum_{\substack{D \in \mathcal{C}_k \\ V(D) \subseteq S}} (|D| - 1)z_D + \sum_{\substack{D \in \mathcal{C}_k \\ V(D) \nsubseteq S}} |D \cap E(S)|z_D \leq |S| - 1 \quad S \subset P.
\] (2.15)

The idea of the constraint is that subset \( S \) of the nodes, the number of edges used to make chains should be at most \(|S| - 1\). Again, in a slightly more intuitive formulation,
Figure 2-3: The figure above represents two fractional solutions to a single instance of the KEP. The purpose of this example is to demonstrates the necessity of using (2.13) instead of (2.14). In this instance, \( P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_5\} \), \( N = \emptyset \), the edges are as indicated in the figure above, and all edges have weight one. The numbers next to the edges indicate fractional solutions, namely \( y_e \) for the Edge Formulation, and \( y_e + \sum_{C \in \mathcal{C}, e \in C} z_C \) for the Cycle Formulation. Observe that the solution on the left has greater weight than the solution on the right. The solution on the left is infeasible for the Edge Formulation, as the constraint on the cycle \( \{(p_1, p_2), (p_2, p_3), (p_3, p_4), (p_4, p_1)\} \) is violated. The solution on the right is optimal for the Edge Formulation. For the Cycle Formulation, letting the cycle \( D = \{(3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 3)\} \), without the second sum from the left hand side of (2.13), we could take \( z_D = 1/4 \) and \( y_e = 3/4 \) for \( e = (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1) \) and then fractional solution on the left would be feasible. This would break the result that \( Z_{\text{cyc}} \succeq Z_{\text{edg}} \). However, by including the variable \( z_D \) in the constraint against the four cycle, we again have that the solution on the right is optimal for the Cycle Formulation.
we could replace (2.15) by

\[ \sum_{e \in E(S)} y_e \leq |S| - 1 \quad S \subset P. \quad (2.16) \]

However, this again produces a weaker formulation, as when replacing (2.13) by (2.14). Additionally, observe that for any cycle \( C \), letting \( S = V(C) \) be the set of vertices incident to the edges of the cycle (so \( |C| = |S| \)), then as \( C \subset E(S) \),

\[ \sum_{e \in C} y_e \leq \sum_{e \in E(S)} y_e \leq |S| - 1 = |C| - 1, \quad (2.17) \]

i.e., (2.16) implies (2.14), so the (weakened) Subtour Formulation polytope is contained in the (weakened) Cycle polytope and thus the (weakened) Subtour Formulation must be at least as strong as the (weakened) Cycle Formulation. Ultimately, we will show a similar result for (2.15) and (2.13).

**Proof of Theorem 2.2**

Throughout, we let \( P_{edg}, P_{cyc}, P_{sub}, \) and \( P_{cut} \) be the polyhedrons for the linear programming relaxations of the Edge, Cycle, Subtour and Cutset Formulations of the KEP, respectively. Likewise, we let \( Z_{edg}, Z_{cyc}, Z_{sub}, \) and \( Z_{cut} \) be the values of the optimal solutions to the linear programming relaxations of these formulations.

**Proof of Theorem 2.2.** We will instead show

\[ Z_{cut} \prec Z_{sub} \prec Z_{cyc} \preceq Z_{edg} \]

which, as the relations \( \prec \) and \( \preceq \) are transitive, implies the result.

First, we show that \( P_{cut} \subseteq P_{sub} \), which immediately implies that \( Z_{cut} \preceq Z_{sub} \), as the two formulations share the same objective function. It suffices to show that each of the subtour elimination constraints from (2.15) are implied by the entire Cutset Formulation. Fix \( S \subset P \), and assume that \( y \) is feasible for the Cutset Formulation.
Fix some $u \in S$. First, we claim that

\[
\sum_{D \in \mathcal{C}_k, V(D) \subseteq S} (|D| - 1)z_D + \sum_{D \in \mathcal{C}_k, V(D) \not\subseteq S} |D \cap E(S)|z_D
\leq \sum_{D \in \mathcal{C}_k, V(D) \not\subseteq S} (|V(D) \cap S| - 1)z_D \tag{2.18}
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{v \in S} \sum_{D \in \mathcal{C}_k(v)} z_D. \tag{2.19}
\]

To justify (2.18), observe that for cycles $D$ such that $V(D) \subseteq S$, we immediately have $|D| = |V(D)| = |V(D) \cap S|$, so for these $z_D$ terms, we $|D| - 1 = |V(D) \cap S| - 1$. For $D$ such that $V(D) \not\subseteq S$, we have two cases:

- If $V(D) \cap S = \emptyset$, then $D \cap E(S) = \emptyset$ as well, so these terms can be dropped.
- If $D$ has $\ell$ vertices in $S$, where $0 < \ell < |D|$, then at most $\ell - 1$ of the edges of $D$ will have both endpoints in $S$.

Thus (2.18) has been shown. To justify (2.19), by a simple counting argument, we have that:

- If $u \notin V(D)$, then the term $z_D$ will appear $|V(D) \cap S|$ times in (2.19),
- If $u \in V(D)$, then the term $z_D$ will appear $|V(D) \cap S| - 1$ times in (2.19).
Thus (2.19) has been shown. Applying this inequality, we now have

\[
\sum_{e \in E(S)} y_e + \sum_{D \in C_k \atop \text{V}(D) \subseteq S} (|D| - 1)z_D + \sum_{D \in C_k \atop \text{V}(D) \not\subseteq S} |D \cap E(S)|z_D \\
\leq \sum_{e \in E(S)} y_e + \sum_{v \in S \atop \text{V}(D) \not= u} \sum_{D \in C_k(v)} z_D \\
= \sum_{v \in S} f^i_v - \sum_{e \in \delta^-(S)} y_e + \sum_{v \in S \atop \text{V}(D) \not= u} \sum_{D \in C_k(v)} z_D \quad (2.20)
\]

\[
= f^i_u - \sum_{e \in \delta^-(S)} y_e + \sum_{v \in S \atop \text{V}(D) \not= u} \left( f^i_v + \sum_{D \in C_k(v)} z_D \right) \\
\leq \sum_{v \in S \atop \text{V}(D) \not= u} \left( f^i_v + \sum_{D \in C_k(v)} z_D \right) \quad (2.21)
\]

\[
\leq |S| - 1, \quad (2.22)
\]

where (2.20) follows as for a set of nodes \( S \), all edges incoming to a node in \( S \) have there other endpoint either in \( S \) or outside of \( S \), (2.21) follows from applying (2.6) (multiplied by \(-1\)) for the set \( S \) and the vertex \( u \), and (2.22) follows from applying the upper bound from flow constraint (2.5) \(|S| - 1\) times.

Next, we show that \( P_{\text{sub}} \subseteq P_{\text{cyc}} \) and thus \( Z_{\text{sub}} \preceq Z_{\text{cyc}} \). If suffices to show that for any cycle \( C \), (2.13) is directly implied by (2.15) taking \( S = V(C) \). To bound the first term of the left hand side of (2.13), we have

\[
\sum_{e \in C} y_e \leq \sum_{e \in E(S)} y_e.
\]

For the second term, we will partition \( D \in C_k, D \not= C \) into two sets, those where \( V(D) \subseteq S \) and \( D \not= C \), or those where \( V(D) \not\subseteq S \), i.e.,

\[
\sum_{D \in C_k \atop D \not= C} |D \cap C|z_D = \sum_{D \in C_k \atop \text{V}(D) \subseteq S \atop D \not= C} |D \cap C|z_D + \sum_{D \in C_k \atop V(D) \not\subseteq S \atop D \not= C} |D \cap C|z_D.
\]
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For the first sum, we have $|D \cap C| \leq |D| - 1$, as $D \neq C$ (and $D \not\subseteq C$ since both $D$ and $C$ are simple cycles). Thus

$$ \sum_{D \in C, V(D) \subseteq S} |D \cap C|z_D \leq \sum_{D \in C, V(D) \subseteq S} (|D| - 1)z_D \leq \sum_{D \in C, V(D) \subseteq S} (|D| - 1)z_D $$

For the second sum, as $C \subseteq E(S)$, we have $|D \cap C| \leq |D \cap E(S)|$ for all $D \in C$, and thus

$$ \sum_{D \in C, V(D) \subseteq S} |D \cap C|z_D \leq \sum_{D \in C, V(D) \subseteq S} |D \cap E(S)|z_D. $$

Putting everything together, then applying (2.15) we have

$$ \sum_{e \in C} y_e + \sum_{D \in C, D \neq C} |D \cap C|z_D $$

$$ \leq \sum_{e \in E(S)} y_e + \sum_{D \in C, V(D) \subseteq S} (|D| - 1)z_D + \sum_{D \in C, V(D) \subseteq S} |D \cap E(S)|z_D $$

$$ \leq |S| - 1 = |C| - 1, $$

showing the claim.

To show that $Z_{cyc} \preceq Z_{edg}$, consider $(y^*, z^*) \in P_{cyc}$ that is optimal for the Cycle Formulation (the values of $f_v^i$ and $f_v^o$ are implied by $y^*$). If we let

$$ x_e = y_e^* + \sum_{C \in C_k, e \in C} z_C^*, $$

then we claim that $x \in P_{edg}$ (again with the values of the flow variables being determined by $x$). To show this, it suffices to verify (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) hold for $x$. To
obtain (2.2), we have
\[
\sum_{e \in \delta^+(v)} x_e = \sum_{e \in \delta^+(v)} \left( y_e^* + \sum_{C \in C_k, e \in C} z_e^* \right)
\]
(2.23)
\[
= \sum_{e \in \delta^+(v)} y_e^* + \sum_{C \in C_k(v)} z_C^*
\]
(2.24)

where in (2.23) we applied the definition of \( x_e \), and in (2.24), we used that \( C_k(v) \), the
set of cycles hitting \( v \), is equal to the disjoint union over all \( e \) going out of \( v \) of the set
of cycles containing \( e \) (the union is disjoint as each cycle contains exactly one edge
out of \( v \)). Likewise, we have
\[
\sum_{e \in \delta^-(v)} x_e = \sum_{e \in \delta^-(v)} y_e^* + \sum_{C \in C_k(v)} z_C^*. 
\]

Thus (2.5) from the Cycle Formulation implies (2.2) in the Edge Formulation. An
analogous argument immediately gives us (2.3) as well. Finally, to obtain (2.4), we
have for any cycle \( C \) with \(|C| > k\),
\[
\sum_{e \in C} x_e = \sum_{e \in C} \left( y_e^* + \sum_{D \in C_k, e \in D} z_e^* \right)
\]
\[
= \sum_{e \in C} y_e^* + \sum_{D \in C_k \cap C} |D \cap C| z_D
\]
(2.25)
\[
\leq |C| - 1,
\]
(2.26)

where in (2.25), we are counting, and using that \(|C| > k\) implies that there is no
\( D \in C_k \) such that \( D = C \), and in (2.26) we are applying (2.13). Thus we conclude
Figure 2-4: Consider the family of problem instances on \( n \geq 4 \) nodes where \( P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \), \( N = \emptyset \), there are \( n \) edges forming a single cycle of length \( n \), and \( w_e = 1 \) for every edge. Above is the instance where \( n = 8 \). The optimal solution for the IP and the Cutset LP relaxation are both zero, but the Subtour LP relaxation has an optimal solution \( n - 1 \) (each node has \( y_e = (n - 1)/n \)).

that \( \mathbf{x} \) is feasible. Using feasibility, we can obtain the result as follows:

\[
Z_{\text{edg}} \geq \sum_{e \in E} c_e x_e
\]

\[
= \sum_{e \in E} c_e \left( y_e^* + \sum_{C \in C_k} z_e^* \right)
\]

\[
= \sum_{e \in E} c_e y_e^* + \sum_{C \in C_k} c_C z_e^*
\]

\[
= Z_{\text{cyc}}.
\]

In Figure 2-4, we give a family of problem instances where \( Z_{\text{cut}} < Z_{\text{sub}} \). In Figure 2-5 we give an instance where \( Z_{\text{sub}} < Z_{\text{cyc}} \).
In the instance on six nodes above, where \( k = 3 \), \( N = \emptyset \), \( P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_6\} \), and each edge has weight one, the IP optimum is zero. Taking \( y_e \) to be the edge labels in the figure above, we get a feasible solution to the LP relaxation of \( Z_{cyc} = 6 \). However, the LP optimum for the Subtour Formulation is \( Z_{sub} = 5 \). We can attain this value by taking \( y_{(i,i+1)} = 5/6 \) and \( y_{(6,1)} = 5/6 \). To show that 5 is optimal, we apply the (2.15) taking \( S = P \), to obtain that \( \sum_{e \in E(P)} y_e \leq 5 \), and then observe that \( \sum_{e \in E(P)} y_e \) is equal to the objective function.

Figure 2-5: In the instance on six nodes above, where \( k = 3 \), \( N = \emptyset \), \( P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_6\} \), and each edge has weight one, the IP optimum is zero. Taking \( y_e \) to be the edge labels in the figure above, we get a feasible solution to the LP relaxation of \( Z_{cyc} = 6 \). However, the LP optimum for the Subtour Formulation is \( Z_{sub} = 5 \). We can attain this value by taking \( y_{(i,i+1)} = 5/6 \) and \( y_{(6,1)} = 5/6 \). To show that 5 is optimal, we apply the (2.15) taking \( S = P \), to obtain that \( \sum_{e \in E(P)} y_e \leq 5 \), and then observe that \( \sum_{e \in E(P)} y_e \) is equal to the objective function.
Chapter 3

Data Driven Simulations for Kidney Exchange

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider how the types of exchanges performed (e.g. two-cycles, three-cycles, and chains) and the strategy used to select exchanges (e.g. greedy, batching with a match run time of $n$ days) impact aggregate patient outcomes in Kidney Paired Donation (KPD). In particular, we focus on the total transplants performed and the average time patients wait to be transplanted. We quantify these effects by simulating the dynamics of the National Kidney Registry (NKR) KPD pool using historical clinical data. Most importantly, we investigate: (a) the value of forming long chains with altruistic donors, and (b) the trade-off in average patient waiting time when setting the match run time for the batching policies (see Section 1.1 for a discussion of this trade-off).

Organization

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we explain the methods used to perform this simulation analysis. In Section 3.3 we give the results of our simulations. In Section 3.4, we discuss the simulation outcomes and their implications.
3.2 Methods

Data

We simulate the NKR KPD pool over a two year time period from May 24, 2010 to May 24, 2012. We initialize the pool by taking all donors and patients arriving between January 1, 2008 and May 24, 2010, and then removing the donors and patients that NKR had actually matched before May 24th, 2010. This initial pool contains 63 patient-donor pairs, and an additional 410 pairs arrive over the course of the simulation. The dataset contains 75 altruistic donors and 244 patients on the waiting list that have no associated donor. Compatibility between donors and patients is determined primarily by blood type and HLA compatibility rules. Several additional factors were also used including patient preferences (e.g. a patient is unwilling to consider a donor over 60 years old) and previously attempted but failed cross match tests from the NKR database.

Individual Metrics

In this section, we define several metrics designed to quantify the difficulty of matching a patient, donor, or patient-donor pair in kidney exchange. These metrics were first designed by NKR, and we use a slightly modified version.

These metrics are all defined relative to a population of patients and donors. Throughout, we take this population to be all donors and patients in a patient-donor pair from the historical NKR dataset. For each patient, the patient power is the fraction of donors from the population that are biologically compatible with the patient. Similarly, for each donor, the donor power is the fraction of patients from the population that are biologically compatible. For each patient-donor pair, the pair match power (PMP) is given by

\[(100 \times \text{patient power of patient in pair}) \times (100 \times \text{donor power of donor in pair})\]

Finally, we mention that for patients that have more than one willing donor (the
NKR dataset contains several such patients), we need to adapt our definition. We replace the “donor power” term with the following quantity: for a patient with multiple donors, the fraction of patients from the population that at least one donor is compatible with.

Matching Rules and Policies

The matching rules specify the types of exchanges that can be made. Typically, we will use the rule that chains of any length and cycles of length two and three are allowed. The matching policy is the strategy that is used to determine which exchanges to make (subject to the matching rules).

We will focus on a family of matching policies we refer to as the batching policies. Each policy in the family is defined by a single parameter \( n \), referred to as the match run time. Exchanges are selected as follows. Patients and donors arrive for a period of \( n \) days where no exchanges take place. Then, using all altruistic donors, patient-donor pairs, and waiting list patients currently in the pool, an instance of the KEP (see Chapter 2) is solved find the set of exchanges that maximizes the number of transplants performed (all edges have weight one). The patients and donors that are matched are removed from the pool, and the process is repeated every \( n \) days.

An important special case of the batching policies is the greedy policy, which every day performs as many exchanges as possible (this is the batching policy with \( n = 1 \)).

Simulation Model

The simulation requires three inputs:

1. A list of patient-donor pairs, altruistic donors, and waiting list patients, each with the date they enter the system,
2. Matching rules to determine which exchanges are allowed,
3. A match run time \( n \) to select a batching policy.

The simulation maintains as its state the current date and the current KPD pool of those waiting to be matched. The pool consists of patient-donor pairs, waiting
list patients, and non-directed donors (NDDs). The NDDs are the altruistic donors combined with the bridge donors (see Section 1.1 for more on this distinction). The pool is initialized using NKR’s historical data to represent the historical NKR pool for May 24, 2010, and the current date is initialized to May 24th, 2010 as well. The simulation then repeats the following steps until all the patients in the input have arrived:

- Advance the current time \( n \) days (e.g. one day for \( n = 1 \) or one week for \( n = 7 \)).
- Add the patient-donor pairs, altruistic donors, and waiting list patients that have arrived during this \( n \) day period to the current pool.
- Solve the KEP to determine a set of transplants to be performed.
- Remove any patient-donor pair that was matched in a cycle from the pool.
- For each chain ending on a waiting list patient, remove every patient-donor pair, waiting list patient, and NDD in the chain from the pool. For each chain ending on a patient-donor pair, remove every patient-donor pair and NDD in the chain from the pool except the final patient-donor pair in the chain. The donor from this pair is converted to an NDD (sometimes referred to as a bridge donor) and remains in the pool.

**System Performance Metrics**

To evaluate simulation outcomes, we focus on the following long run performance metrics:

- *Total Matches*: The total number of transplants that were performed during the simulation.
- *Average Waiting Time*: The average over all patient-donor pairs of the following quantity:

\[
\min\{\text{match date, simulation end}\} - \max\{\text{arrival date, simulation start}\}
\]

where for pairs that were not matched by the end of the simulation, their “match date” will be greater than “simulation end”.
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Intuitively, the quantity *average waiting time* is capturing how much waiting occurred in the simulation window. Importantly, the metric can be used to meaningfully compare outcomes when the number of patient-donor pairs that were matched is different, or even when the number of patient-donor pairs in the simulation is different.

We will also compute these metrics for sub-populations of “hard-to-match” patients. In particular, we consider patient-donor pairs that have a pair match power of less than 20, although this distinction is somewhat arbitrary. For the NKR population of patient-donor pairs, 182 of the 473 patient-donor pairs had a PMP less than 20, or 38%.

### 3.3 Simulation Results

#### Comparison of Batching Policies

In our first experiment we investigate the impact of the match run time on our performance metrics of total transplants and average waiting time. We use the current NKR rule allowing cycles of length up to three, and chains of unbounded length. The results are summarized in Figure 3-1. We see that as the match run time increases from one day to one year, the total number of patient-donor pairs matched increases from 264 to 290. However, we also see that average patient waiting time increases from 158 days to 216 days. Further, we observe for all match run times between a day and a month, the performance is nearly identical. In Figure 3-2, we see that disproportionately many of the additional matches gained by doing batching are for hard-to-match pairs. In particular, when the batch size changes from one day to one year, of the extra 26 transplants gained, 17 are for hard-to-match pairs (pairs with PMP less than 20). The number of hard-to-match pairs matched increases by 33%, while the number of easy-to-match pairs matched increases by only 4%.
Figure 3-1: Simulation results when using a batching policy and varying the match run time from one day to one year. Left: total patient-donor pairs matched. Right: average waiting time incurred by patient-donor pairs over the course of the simulation.

Figure 3-2: The number of hard-to-match patient-donor pairs (pairs with PMP less than 20) matched, as match run time changes from one day to one year.
Measuring the Value of Chains

In this experiment, we consider the implications of a reduced number of altruistic donors. In particular, we run simulations using only 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% of the altruistic donors from the NKR data set, and see what the impact is on our performance metrics. Throughout, we use the matching rule that cycles can be of length two or three, and that chains can be of any length. However, when we eliminate all of the altruistic donors, we are essentially using the rule that there can be no chains. The only matching policy we use is the greedy policy.

The results are summarized in Figure 3-3. We see that as the number of altruistic donors decreases, the total matches decreases substantially, and the average waiting time increases. In particular, if we eliminate all of the chains, a total of 63 transplants among paired nodes are lost. In addition, another 75 transplants to donors on the waiting list will be lost, as now we cannot end our chains on the waiting list. Thus each altruistic donor on average contributes nearly two transplants when donating through KPD, while by donating directly to the deceased donor waiting list would result in only a single transplant. This quantity should not be interpreted too literally, as we cannot predict what would have happened if the simulation ran over a longer time horizon (perhaps eventually, most of these pairs would have found an exchange in a cycle).

Comparing our other metrics in the cases when we use either all or none of our altruistic donors, we see that the use of chains gives additional positive patients outcomes. Average waiting time for patient-donor pairs decreases by over 50 days when chains are formed. In Figure 3-4, we see that disproportionately many of the additional transplants gained from using the altruistic donors are hard-to-match pairs. In particular, comparing using no altruistic donors and all of the altruistic donors, we increase the number of hard-to-match pairs transplanted by about 100%, while the total number of pairs transplanted increases by only 30%.

Finally, we note that the amount each altruist can contribute depends on the number of patient-donor pairs available to enter an exchange with. As each additional
altruistic donor uses some number of these pairs when forming a chain, fewer remain for subsequent altruists. Thus we would intuitively expect that additional altruistic donors should have diminishing marginal value. While it appears that there may be some evidence of this in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, a more rigorous experimental design would be needed to make any definitive conclusions. We leave this as a topic for future research.

### Adjusting the Maximum Cycle Length

In this experiment, we consider the implications of adjusting the maximum cycle length. In particular, we run simulations using a maximum cycle length of zero, two, three, and four. Throughout, we use the matching rule that chains can be of any length, and our matching policy is the greedy policy.

The results are summarized in Figure 3-5. We see that changing the maximum cycle length has very little effect on the total number of matches or average patient waiting time. In Figure 3-6, we see that the number of hard-to-match pairs matched is relatively unaffected by the maximum cycle length as well.

Surprisingly, performance is very slightly better when the maximum cycle length is zero. While such a small improvement is likely to not be statistically significant
in our experimental setup, a plausible explanation for this behavior is as follows. The most likely two cycle to be formed is between two easy-to-match pairs. Thus by eliminating two-cycles, we gain some easy-to-match pairs to use in chains. These pairs, despite not forming two-cycles with hard-to-match pairs, still link to them. Eventually, when a chain reaches these one of these easy-to-match pairs, we can route the chain to a hard-to-match pair that would otherwise be unreachable, rather than to the easy-to-match pair that would have formed a two-cycle with this pair.

3.4 Discussion

In this section, we summarize the key insights observed in our simulations of the NKR KPD pool. Our findings are as follows:

- The greedy policy produces nearly as many transplants as any batching policy, and has the lowest average waiting time.

First, we note that this result is somewhat surprising, as a priori there is a trade-off in setting the match run time with respect to the average patient waiting time. For a complete discussion, see Section 1.1.

Second, the batching policies with a match run time between one day and one month all had essentially the same performance. However, as discussed in
Figure 3-5: Simulation results when varying the maximum cycle length. Left: total patient-donor pairs matched. Right: average waiting time incurred by patient-donor pairs over the course of the simulation.

Figure 3-6: The number of hard-to-match patient-donor pairs (pairs with PMP less than 20) matched, as the maximum cycle length is adjusted.
Chapter 1, the greedy policy is of particular interest as it is superior to batching for a variety of practical reasons not captured by our metrics.

- **The use of chains results in significantly more transplants and reduced patient waiting time, and hard-to-match patient-donor pairs are disproportionately the beneficiaries of incorporating chain based exchanges.**

- **According to our performance metrics, there is essentially no benefit in changing the maximum cycle length, given the current number of altruistic donors.**

  We saw that regardless of whether the maximum cycle length was zero, two, three or four, we did approximately the same number of transplants and patients experienced the same average waiting time. If there were fewer altruistic donors, the claim would no longer be true. For (an extreme) example, in the case where there are no altruistic donors, obviously reducing the maximum cycle length to zero would result in the loss of all transplants.

  Despite cycles providing no benefit in our model, we would not recommend eliminating their use completely, as cycles may have benefits not captured by our model. Observe that when we eliminate cycles, since the total number of patient transplants is the same as when using only chains, the chains must on average become longer. As we discuss at some length in Section 1.1.5, our model is missing features (as compared to an actual KPD exchange program) that if incorporated, could potentially make transplanting a patient in a very long chain worse than transplanting a patient in a short cycle (particularly a two cycle).

- **There is very limited room to improve the total number of transplants beyond the level attained by greedy policy.**

  Using a match run time of one year was not seriously considered as an implementable solution. If such a long match run time were used in practice, the rate of patient abandonment (due to sickness) would more than cancel out the increased number of transplants (see Section 1.1.5). Instead, it was supposed to serve as a “upper bound” on the number of transplants that would be attainable for an implementable strategy. We saw that the greedy policy was
able to produce about 90% of the total transplants produced using a match run time of one year, suggesting that there is limited room for any policy to give an improvement over greedy in total matches.

In fact, we can make this notion of an “upper bound” rigorous as follows. Suppose that we take the match run time to be the entire two year time horizon. Then essentially, we have an offline strategy where all of the arrivals are known before any matching decisions are made. Thus we get a bound on the maximum number of transplants achievable by any online matching strategy. It turns out that using a two year match run time gives only 305 transplants, meaning that the greedy policy is within 15% of optimal on total transplants.
Chapter 4

Dynamic Random Graph Models for Kidney Exchange

4.1 Introduction

We consider the problem of efficient operation of a barter exchange platform for indivisible goods. We introduce a dynamic model of barter exchange where in each period one agent arrives with a single item she wants to exchange for a different item. We study a homogeneous and stochastic environment: an agent is interested in the item possessed by another agent with probability $p$, independently for all pairs of agents. We consider three settings with respect to the types of allowed exchanges: (a) Only two-way cycles, in which two agents swap their items, (b) Two or three-way cycles, (c) (unbounded) chains initiated by altruistic donors who provide an item but expect nothing in return. The goal of the platform is to minimize the average time an agent waits to make an exchange.

In designing a strategy to minimize waiting time, there is a trade-off in determining how quickly feasible swaps should be executed. For example, under a greedy policy where swaps are made as soon as they are feasible, agents spend no time waiting to make their exchange beyond the maximum arrival time of any member in the exchange. However, under a batching policy where every $n$ days, a set swaps is selected to maximize the number of agents in an exchange, potentially more agents
can be matched. Notice that the greedy policy is essentially equivalent to the batching policy for very small $n$. We observe the trade-off as $n$ grows: we have the opportunity to match more agents by taking $n$ large, but each agent that is matched must wait some additional time (beyond the maximum arrival time of the agents in their swap) that grows with $n$ for their swap to be executed.

Despite this perceived trade-off, we somewhat surprisingly find that in each of these setting (a), (b) and (c) above, a policy that conducts exchanges in a greedy fashion is near optimal, among a large class of policies that includes batching policies. Further, we find that for small $p$, allowing three-cycles can greatly improve the waiting time over the two-cycles only setting, and the presence of altruistic donors can lead to a further large improvement in average waiting time. Specifically, we find that a greedy policy achieves an average waiting time of $\Theta(1/p^2)$ in setting a), $\Theta(1/p^{3/2})$ in setting b), and $\Theta(1/p)$ in setting c). Thus, a platform can achieve the smallest waiting times by using a greedy policy, and by facilitating three cycles and chains, if possible.

Our findings are consistent with and provide explanation for empirical and computational observations which compare batching policies in the context of kidney exchange programs.

**Organization**

This chapter is organized as follows: We describe our model formally in Section 4.2 and state the main results of the chapter in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we describe simulation results which support our theoretical findings, and suggest that greedy beats any batching in an absolute, rather than approximate, sense, for each setting we consider. In Section 4.5 we prove our main results for cycles of length two only, in Section 4.6 we prove our results for two and three-cycles (technically the most challenging), and in Section 4.7 we prove our results for chains. We conclude in Section 4.8. Finally, Section 4.9 contains the proofs of some auxiliary results.
Notational Conventions

Throughout, $\mathbb{R}$ ($\mathbb{R}_+$) denotes the set of reals (nonnegative reals). We write that $f(p) = O(g(p))$ where $p \in (0, 1]$, if there exists $C < \infty$ such that $|f(p)| \leq C g(p)$ for all $p \in (0, 1]$. We write that $f(p) = \Omega(g(p))$ where $p \in (0, 1]$ if there exists $C < \infty$ such that $f(p) \geq C g(p)$ for all $p \in (0, 1]$. Finally, $f(p) = \Theta(g(p))$ if $f(p) = O(g(p))$ and $f(p) = \Omega(g(p))$. We write that $f(p) = o(g(p))$ where $p \in (0, 1]$, if for any $C > 0$, there exists $p_0 > 0$ such that we have $|f(p)| \leq C g(p)$ for all $p \leq p_0$.

We let $\text{Bernoulli}(p)$, $\text{Geometric}(p)$, and $\text{Bin}(n,p)$, denote a Bernoulli variable with mean $p$, a geometric variable with mean $1/p$, and a Binomial random variable which is the sum of $n$ independent identically distributed (iid) Bernoulli($p$) random variables (r.v.s). We write $X \overset{d}{=} \mathcal{D}$ when the random variable $X$ is distributed according to the distribution $\mathcal{D}$. We let $\text{ER}(n, p)$ be a directed Erdős Rényi random graph with $n$ nodes where every two nodes form a directed edge with probability $p$, independently for all pairs. We let $\text{ER}(n, M)$ be the closely related directed Erdős Rényi random graph with $n$ nodes and $M$ directed edges, where the set of edges is selected uniformly at random among all subsets of exactly $M$ directed edges. Unfortunately this notation for the two models makes them nearly indistinguishable. The reader will need to infer from context which model we are referring to, as is common in the literature on random graphs [52]. We let $\text{ER}(n_L, n_R, p)$ denote a bipartite directed Erdős Rényi random graph with two sides. This graph contains $n_L$ nodes on the left, $n_R$ nodes on the right, and a directed edge between every pair of nodes containing one node from each side is formed independently with probability $p$. Given a Markov chain $\{X_t\}$ defined on a state space $\mathcal{X}$ and given a function $f: \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}$, for $x \in \mathcal{X}$, we use the shorthand

$$\mathbb{E}_x[f(X_t)] \overset{\Delta}{=} \mathbb{E}[f(X_t) \mid X_0 = x].$$
4.2 Model

We first state our model for settings with only cyclical exchanges and no chains. Later we augment it to accommodate altruistic/bridge donors and chains.

Consider the following model of a barter exchange where each agent arrives with an item that she wants to exchange for another item. In our simple binary model, each agent is (equally) interested in the items possessed by some of the other agents, and not interested in the items possessed by the rest.

**Compatibility graph representation.** The state of the system at any time can be represented by a directed graph where each agent is represented by a node, and a directed edge \((i, j)\) exists if agent \(j\) wants the item of agent \(i\). Let \(G(t) = (V(t), E(t))\) denote the directed graph of compatibilities observed before time \(t\).

**Dynamics.** Initially the system starts in a state with any finite number of waiting agents. We consider discrete times \(t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\). At each time, one new agent arrives\(^1\). The new node representing this agent \(v\) has an incoming edge from each waiting agent who wants the item of \(v\), and an outgoing edge to each waiting agent whose item \(v\) wants.

**Stochastic compatibility model.** The item of the new agent \(v\) is of interest to each of the waiting agents independently with probability \(p\), and independently, the agent \(v\) is interested in the item of each waiting agent independently with probability \(p\). Mathematically, there is a directed edge (in each direction) with probability \(p\) between the arriving node \(v\) and each other node that currently exists in the system, independently for all nodes and directions.

**Allocation and policies.** An *allocation* in a compatibility graph is a set of disjoint exchanges, namely a set of disjoint cycles and chains. We say that a node that is part of an allocation is *matched*. When an allocation consisting of cycles is executed, the compatibility graph is updated by eliminating the matched nodes and all their incident edges. Immediately after the arrival of a new node, the platform can choose

\(^1\)One can instead consider a stochastic model of arrivals, e.g., Poisson arrivals in continuous time. In our setting, such stochasticity would leave the behavior of the model essentially unchanged, and indeed, each of our main results extend easily to the case of Poisson arrivals at rate 1.
to perform one or more exchanges, based on its chosen policy. Here, a policy is a mapping from the history of the system so far to an allocation. An exchange can happen via a cycle, where a $k$-way cycle is a directed cycle in the graph involving $k$ nodes. It can also happen via a chain, which we define below.

Three types of settings (or technologies) are considered, differing by the exchanges permitted in an allocation. In the first two settings, allocations can output only cycles of length at most $k$, for $k = 2, 3$. These are termed Cycle Removal. In the third setting, called Chain Removal, allocations consist of only a single chain originating from a bridge node. We augment our model as follows for the chain removal setting.

**Altruistic/bridge donors and chains.** At the first time period, there is one altruistic donor present in the system, possibly along with other regular agents, and no further altruistic donors arrive to the system later. An altruistic donor is willing to give an item without getting anything in return. We represent an altruistic/bridge donor by a special bridge node. Bridge nodes can have only outgoing edges. For a new arrival $v$, there is an edge from a bridge node to $v$ with probability $p$, independent of everything else. A chain is a directed path that begins with a bridge node. Once a chain is executed by the platform, the last node in a chain becomes a bridge node who can continue the chain in a later period. (All incoming edges to the last node in the chain are eliminated.) Notice that only one bridge donor remains in the system in the system at all times.

One natural policy that will play a key role in our results is the greedy policy. The greedy policy attempts to match the maximum number of nodes upon each arrival.

**Definition 4.1.** The greedy policy for each of the settings is defined as follows:

- Cycle Removal: At the beginning of each time period the compatibility graph does not contain cycles with length at most $k$. Upon arrival of a new node, if a cycle with length at most $k$ can be formed with the newly arrived node, it is removed, with a uniformly random cycle being chosen if multiple cycles are formed. Clearly, at the beginning of the next time period the compatibility graph does not contain cycles with length at most $k$.

---

2An example for a bridge node is a non-directed donor in kidney exchange programs.
graph again does not contain any cycles with length at most $k$. The procedure is described on figure Figure 4-2.

- Chain Removal: There is one bridge node in the system at the beginning of every time period. This bridge node does not have any incoming or outgoing edges. Upon the arrival of a new node at the beginning of a new time interval, the greedy policy identifies an allocation that includes the longest chain originating from the bridge node (breaking ties uniformly at random) and removes these nodes from the system and the last node in the chain becomes a bridge node. Note that such a chain has a positive length if and only if the bridge node has a directed edge from it to the new node. Observe that the new bridge node has in-degree and out-degree zero, so the process can repeat itself. This procedure is described on figure Figure 4-1.

Under each of the settings, the system described above operated under the greedy policy is a Markov chain with a countably infinite number of states, each state corresponding to a compatibility graph, with a bridge node for the second setting, and no bridge nodes for the first setting. Further, this Markov chain is irreducible since an empty graph is reachable from any other state. This raises the question of whether this Markov chain is positive recurrent. If the answer is positive one can further study various performance measures. The performance measure we focus on in this paper is the average (steady state) waiting time, which we define to be the average steady state time interval between the arrival of a node and the time when this node is removed. We also consider policies other than the greedy policy, in general the class of policies under which the system is stationary/periodic and ergodic in the $t \to \infty$ limit. This includes the following class of policies that generalize Markov policies:

---

3 The Markov chain turns out to be aperiodic for chain removal and also cycle removal, except for cycle removal with $k = 2$ where it is periodic with period 2. In any case, average (steady state) waiting time, cf. (4.1), is a natural metric for any periodicity.

4 One may instead consider a cost function that is not linear in waiting time, depending on the intended application. For this first work on dynamic barter exchange, we focus on the simple metric of average waiting time. We remark that our Theorems 4.3 (on chains) and 4.2 (on three-cycles) are scaling results that also hold for any cost function that is bounded above and below by linear functions of waiting time. Similarly, Theorem 4.1 (on two-cycles) leads to a $\Theta(1/p^2)$ scaling result for any cost function of this type.

5 More precisely, positive recurrent periodic Markov policies (that stabilize the system) lead to a
**Definition 4.2.** We call a policy a *periodic Markov* policy if it employs $\tau$ homogenous first order Markov policies in round robin for some $\tau \in \mathbb{N}$.

In other words, a periodic Markov policy implements a heterogeneous first order Markov chain, where the transition matrices repeat cyclically every $\tau$ rounds. Now suppose the resulting Markov chain is irreducible and periodic with period $\tau'$. Without loss of generality, assume that $\tau$ is a multiple of $\tau'$ (if not, redefine $\tau$ as per $\tau \leftarrow \tau \tau'$). Now, clearly the subsequence of states starting with the state at time $\ell$ and then including states at time intervals of $\tau$, i.e., times $t = \ell, \ell + \tau, \ell + 2\tau, \ldots$ forms an irreducible aperiodic first order Markov chain. If this $\ell$-th ‘outer’ Markov chain is positive recurrent, we conclude that it converges to its unique steady state, leading to a periodic steady state for the original system with period $\tau$. Define

$$W_\ell \equiv \text{Expected number of nodes in the system in the steady state of the } \ell\text{-th outer Markov chain.}$$

Thus, $W_\ell$ is the expected number of nodes in the system at times that are $\ell \text{ mod } \tau$ in steady state. Then we define the average waiting time for a periodic Markov policy as

$$W = \frac{1}{\tau} \sum_{\ell=0}^{\tau-1} W_\ell.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Note that this is the average number of nodes in the original system over a long horizon in steady state. Recalling Little’s law, this is hence identical to the average waiting time for agents who arrive to the system in steady state.

**Remark 4.1.** We state our results formally for this broad class of periodic Markov policies, though our bounds extend also to other general policies that lead to a stationary/periodic and ergodic system in the $t \to \infty$ limit.
Figure 4-1: An illustration of chain matching under greedy. Initially, $h$ is the head of the chain (the bridge donor), and nodes $w_1$, $w_2$, and $w_3$ are waiting to be matched, shown on the left. First, node $a_1$ arrives, and his good is acceptable by both $w_1$ and $w_3$ but no one has a good acceptable by $a_1$. As $h$’s good is not acceptable by $a_1$, it is not possible to move the chain. Then node $a_2$ arrives. His good is acceptable by $w_2$ and he is able to accept the good from $h$. The longest possible chain is shown in red in the center above. The chain is formed, $h$, $a_2$, and $w_2$ are removed, and $w_3$ becomes the new head of the chain (bridge donor). Edges incident to the matched nodes are removed, as well as edges going in to $w_3$. Note that in this case, the longest chain was not unique; $w_1$ could have been selected instead of $w_3$.

Figure 4-2: An illustration of cycle matching under the greedy policy, with a maximum cycle length of 3. Initially, nodes $n_1$, $n_2$, $n_3$, and $n_4$ are all waiting, as shown on the left. Node $n_5$ arrives, but no directed cycles can be formed. Then $n_6$ arrives, forming the three cycle $n_6 \rightarrow n_2 \rightarrow n_4 \rightarrow n_6$. On the right, the three cycle is removed, along with the edges incident to any node in the three cycle. Note that when $n_6$ arrives, a six cycle is also formed, but under our assumptions, the maximum length cycle that can be removed is a three cycle.
4.3 Main Results

We consider three different settings: a) two-way cycles only, b) two-way cycles and three-way cycles, and c) unbounded chains initiated by altruistic donors. In each setting we look for a policy that minimizes expected waiting time in steady state.

**Two-way cycles only.** Our first result considers only 2-way cycles:

**Theorem 4.1.** Under the Cycle Removal setting with $k = 2$, the greedy policy (cf. Definition 4.1) achieves an average waiting time of $\frac{\ln 2}{p^2} + o(1/p^2)$. This is optimal, in the sense that for every periodic Markov policy, cf. Definition 4.2, the average waiting time is at least $\frac{\ln 2}{1 - p^2} = \frac{\ln 2}{p^2} + o(1/p^2)$.

The key fact leading to this theorem is that the prior probability of having a two-cycle between a given pair of nodes is $p^2$, so an agent needs $\Theta(1/p^2)$ options in order to find another agent with whom a mutual swap is desirable. This result is technically the simplest to establish, but of equal interest in its implications. We prove Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.5.

**Two-way cycles and three-way cycles.** Our second result considers the case of cycle removals with $k = 3$. Our lower bound in this case applies to a specific class of policies which we now define.

Let $\mathcal{G}$ denote the global compatibility graph that includes all nodes that ever arrive to the system, and directed edges representing compatibilities between them.

**Definition 4.3.** A deterministic policy (under either Chain Removal or Cycle Removal) is said to be monotone if it satisfies the following property: Consider any pair of nodes $(i, j)$ and an arbitrary global compatibility graph $\mathcal{G}$ such that the edge $(i, j)$ is present. Let $\mathcal{G}'$ be the graph obtained from $\mathcal{G}$ when edge $(i, j)$ is removed. Let $T_i$ and $T_j$ be the times of removal of nodes $i$ and $j$ respectively when the compatibility graph is $\mathcal{G}$ and let $T_{ij} = \min(T_i, T_j)$. Then the policy must act in an identical fashion on $\mathcal{G}'$ and $\mathcal{G}$ for all $t < T_{ij}$, i.e., the same cycles/chains are removed at the same times in each case, up to time $T_{ij}$. This property must hold for every pair of nodes $(i, j)$ and every possible $\mathcal{G}$ containing the edge $(i, j)$.
A randomized policy is said to be monotone if it randomizes between deterministic monotone policies.

**Remark 4.2.** Consider the greedy policy for cycle removal defined above. It is easy to see that we can suitably couple the execution of greedy on different global compatibility graphs such that the resulting policy is monotone. The same applies to a batching policy which matches periodically (after arrival of $x$ nodes), by finding a maximum packing of node disjoint cycles and removing them\(^6\).

Note that the class of monotone policies includes a variety of policies in addition to simple batching policies. For instance, a policy that assigns weights to nodes and finds an allocation with maximum weight (instead of simply maximizing the number of nodes matched) is also monotone.

**Theorem 4.2.** Under the Cycle Removal setting with $k = 3$, the average waiting time under the greedy policy (cf. Definition 4.1) is $O(1/p^{3/2})$. Furthermore, there exists a constant $C < \infty$ such that, for any monotone policy that is periodic Markov (see Definitions 4.3 and 4.2), the average waiting time is at least $1/(Cp^{3/2})$.

Theorem 4.2 says that we can achieve a much smaller waiting time with $k = 3$, i.e., two and three-cycle removal, than the removal of two-cycles only (for small $p$). Further, for $k = 3$ greedy is again near optimal in the sense that no monotone policy can beat greedy by more than a constant factor. Theorem 4.2 is proved in Section 4.6. The proof overcomes a multitude of technical challenges arising from the complex distribution of the compatibility graph at a given time, and introduces several new ideas.

We remark that we could not think of any good candidate policy in our homogeneous model of compatibility that violates monotonicity but should do well on average waiting time. As such, we conjecture (but were unable to prove) that our lower bound on average waiting time applies to arbitrary and not just monotone policies.

The following fact may provide some intuition for the $\Theta(1/p^{3/2})$ scaling of average

\(^6\)Note that such a policy is periodic Markov with a period equal to the batch size.
waiting time\textsuperscript{7}: In a static directed Erdős-Rényi graph with (small) edge probability \( p \), one needs the number of nodes \( n \) to grow as \( \Omega(1/p^{3/2}) \) in order to, with high probability, cover a fixed fraction (e.g., 50\%) of the nodes with node disjoint two and three cycles\textsuperscript{8}. Our rigorous analysis leading to Theorem 4.2 shows that this coarse calculation in fact leads to the correct scaling for average number of nodes in the dynamic system under the greedy policy, and that no monotone policy can do better.

Our result leaves open the case of larger cycles, i.e. \( k > 3 \), under the greedy, arbitrary monotone and arbitrary general policies. Based on intuition similar to the above, we conjecture that under the Cycle Removal setting with general \( k \), the greedy policy achieves the average waiting time of \( \Theta(p^{-\frac{k}{k-1}}) \), and furthermore for every policy the average waiting time is lower bounded by \( \Omega(p^{-\frac{k}{k-1}}) \).

**Unbounded chains initiated by altruistic donors.** Our final result concerns the performance under the Chain Removal setting.

**Theorem 4.3.** Under the Chain Removal setting, the greedy policy (cf. Definition 4.1) achieves an average waiting time of \( O(1/p) \). Further, there exists a constant \( C < \infty \) such that even if we allow removal of cycles of arbitrary length in addition to chains, for any periodic Markov policy, cf. Definition 4.2, the average waiting time is at least \( 1/(Cp) \).

Thus, unbounded chains initiated by altruistic donors allow for a further large reduction in waiting time relative to the case of two-way and three-way cycles, for small \( p \). In fact, as stated in the theorem, removal of cycles of arbitrary length (and chains), with any policy, cannot lead to better scaling of waiting time than that achieved with chains alone. In particular, greedy is near optimal among all periodic Markov policies for chain removal.\textsuperscript{9}

\textsuperscript{7}Recall that the average number of nodes is the same as the average waiting time, using Little’s law.

\textsuperscript{8}The expected total number of three cycles is \( n^3p^3 \) and the expected number of node disjoint three cycles is of the same order for \( n^3p^3 \lesssim n \). We need \( n^3p^3 \sim n \) in order to cover a given fraction of nodes with node disjoint three cycles, leading to \( n \gtrsim 1/p^{3/2} \). For \( n \sim 1/p^{3/2} \), the number of two-cycles is \( n^2p^2 \sim 1/p = o(n) \), i.e., very few nodes are part of two-cycles.

\textsuperscript{9}One may ask what happens in the setting where chains, two-cycles and three-cycles are all allowed. We argue in Remark 4.3 that, for small \( p \), this setting should be very similar to the setting with chains only.
Theorem 4.3 involves a challenging technical proof presented in Section 4.7.

The intuition for the $\Theta(1/p)$ scaling of waiting time is as follows: Since an agent finds the item of another agent acceptable with probability $p$, it is not hard to argue that no policy can sustain an expected waiting time that is $o(1/p)$; see our proof of the lower bound in Theorem 4.3 for a formalization of this intuition. On the other hand, under a greedy policy, the chain advances each time a new arrival can accept the item of the bridge donor, which occurs typically at $\Theta(1/p)$ intervals. One might hope that if there are many agents waiting, then typically, the next time there is an opportunity to advance the chain, we will be able to identify a long chain that will eliminate more agents than the number of agents that arrived since the last advancement. Our proof shows that this is indeed the case.

4.4 Computational Experiments

We conducted simulation experiments which measure the average waiting times for nodes under Chain Removal and Cycle Removal with $k = 2$ and $k = 3$. For each of these matching technologies/settings, we simulated the performance of the batching policy with the batch size of $x$ nodes, and compute the results for various values of $x$. For each scenario, we simulated a time horizon with 3500 arriving nodes, and measured the average number of nodes in the system after the arrival of the 1000th node. (The first 1000 arrivals serve the role of a “warm-up” period.) 50 trials were conducted for each scenario simulated.

Figure 4-3(a) illustrates that when $p = 0.1$, the greedy policy, which corresponds to the batching policy with the batch size $x = 1$ performs the best among all batch sizes $x$. In addition, observe the significant difference between average waiting times corresponding to the Chain Removal setting on the one hand and the Cycle Removal setting with $k = 3$ is less pronounced. One reason for this could be that there are long intervals between consecutive times when a chain can be advanced, leading to a poor constant factor for chain removal. These intervals can be shortened by using non-maximal chains, and this may significantly improve the constant factor.

\[\text{94}\]
results for the cases $p = 0.08, 0.06$ and $0.04$.

Figure 4-3: Average waiting time under the Chain Removal, Cycle Removal with $k = 2$, and Cycle Removal with $k = 3$, with batching sizes $x = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64$

### 4.5 Two-way Cycle Removal

In this section we consider Cycle Removal with $k = 2$. The greedy policy corresponding to the Cycle Removal setting when $k = 2$ is simple to characterize, since, as we show below, the underlying process behaves as a simple random walk. We will observe that the random walk has a negative drift when $|\mathcal{V}(t)| \geq \log(2)/p^2$, and obtain a tight characterization of waiting time under greedy using a simple coupling argument. The key idea for the lower bound is that regardless of the implemented policy, the rate at which 2-cycles which will be eventually removed are formed must equal to the half of the rate at which new nodes arrive, which is equal to unity. Further, the probability that we do not form any cycles which will be eventually removed is lower bounded by the probability that we do not form any cycles at all. This probability depends only on the number of nodes in the system, the desired quantity.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first compute the expected steady state waiting time under the greedy policy. Observe that for all $t \geq 0$,

$$|\mathcal{V}(t + 1)| = \begin{cases} |\mathcal{V}(t)| + 1 & \text{with probability } (1 - p^2)|\mathcal{V}(t)|, \\ |\mathcal{V}(t)| - 1 & \text{with probability } 1 - (1 - p^2)|\mathcal{V}(t)|. \end{cases}$$

Let $\varepsilon > 0$ be arbitrary. If $|\mathcal{V}(t)| > (1 + \varepsilon)\ln(2)/p^2$, then there exists a sufficiently small $p = p(\varepsilon)$ such that for all $p > p(\varepsilon)$

$$\mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{V}(t + 1)| = |\mathcal{V}(t)| + 1) = (1 - p^2)|\mathcal{V}(t)| \leq \frac{1}{2^{1+\varepsilon}}.$$ 

Let $q = 1/2^{1+\varepsilon} < 1/2$, and let $X_t$ be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with distribution

$$X_t = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{with probability } q, \\ -1 & \text{with probability } 1 - q. \end{cases}$$

Let $S_0 = 0$ and for $t \geq 1$, $S_{t+1} = (S_t + X_t)^+$, so $S_t$ is a Birth-Death process. Letting $r = q/(1 - q) < 1$, in steady state $\mathbb{P}(S_\infty = i) = r^i(1 - r)$ for $i = 0, 1, \ldots$, so

$$\mathbb{E}[S_\infty] = r/(1 - r) = q/(1 - 2q) = \frac{1}{2^{1+\varepsilon} - 2}.$$ 

We can couple the random walk $|\mathcal{V}(t)|$ with $S_t$ such that $|\mathcal{V}(t)| < (1 + \varepsilon)\ln(2)/p^2 + S_t$ for all $t$. This yields

$$\mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|] \leq (1 + \varepsilon)\frac{\ln(2)}{p^2} + \mathbb{E}[S_\infty] \leq (1 + \varepsilon)\frac{\ln(2)}{p^2} + \frac{1}{2^{1+\varepsilon} - 2}.$$ 

Thus for every $\varepsilon > 0$, we have

$$\lim_{p \to 0} \frac{\mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|] - \ln(2)/p^2}{1/p^2} \leq \varepsilon \ln(2).$$ 

As $\varepsilon$ was arbitrary, the result follows.
Now we establish the lower bound on $|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|$. Let $v$ be a newly arriving node at time $t$, and $\mathcal{W}$ be the nodes currently in system that are waiting to be matched. Let $I$ be the indicator that at the arrival time of $v$ (just before cycles are potentially deleted), no 2-cycles between $v$ and any node in $\mathcal{W}$ exist. Let $\tilde{I}$ be the indicator that at the arrival time of $v$, no two cycles that will be eventually removed that are between $v$ and any node in $\mathcal{W}$ exist (in particular, $\tilde{I}$ depends on the future). Thus $\tilde{I} \geq I$ a.s.

Let $\tilde{V}_t$ be the number of vertices in the system before time $t$ such that the cycle which eventually removes them has not yet arrived. We let $\tilde{V}_\infty$ be the distribution of $\tilde{V}_t$ when the system begins in steady state. By stationarity

$$0 = E[\tilde{V}_{t+1} - \tilde{V}_t] = E_{\tilde{V}_\infty}[2\tilde{I} - 1],$$

giving $E[\tilde{I}] = 1/2$. Intuitively, in steady state, the expected change in the number of vertices not yet “matched” must be zero. Thus we obtain

$$\frac{1}{2} = E[\tilde{I}] \geq E[I] = E[E[I \mid |\mathcal{V}(\infty)|]] = E\left[(1 - p^2)^{|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|}\right] \geq (1 - p^2)^{E[|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|]},$$

by Jensen’s inequality. Taking logarithms on both sides and rearranging terms, we get

$$E[|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|] \geq \frac{\log(1/2)}{\log(1 - p^2)} = \frac{\log(2)}{-\log(1 - p^2)}.$$

4.6 Three-way Cycle Removal

In this section we prove Theorem 4.2. The proof is far more involved than for the case $k = 2$, especially the upper bound, and relies on delicate combinatorial analysis of 3-cycles random graph formed by nodes present in the system in steady state and those arriving over a certain time interval. We consider a time interval of the order $\Theta(1/p^{3/2})$ and assume that the system starts with at least order $\Theta(1/p^{3/2})$ nodes in
the underlying graph. We establish a negative drift in the system and then, as in the case of Chain Removal mechanism, rely on the Lyapunov function technique in order to establish the required upper bound.

For the lower bound, we introduce a novel approach that allows us to prove a matching lower bound (up to constants) for monotone policies by contradiction. The rough idea is as follows: if the steady state expected waiting time is small (in this case smaller than \(1/(Cp^{3/2})\) for appropriate \(C\)), then a typical new arrival sees a small number of nodes currently in the system, and so typically does not form a two or three-cycle with existing nodes or even the next few arrivals. Thus, the typical arrival typically has a long waiting time, which contradicts our initial assumption of a small expected waiting time.

Preliminaries

We first state a number of propositions and lemmas that will enable our proof of Theorem 4.2. Proofs of these preliminaries are deferred to Section 4.9.

We begin by stating (without proof) the following version of the classical Chernoff bound (see, e.g. Alon and Spencer 5).

**Proposition 4.1** (Chernoff bound). Let \(X_i \in \{0, 1\}\) be independent with \(\mathbb{P}(X_i = 1) = p_i\) for \(1 \leq i \leq n\). Let \(\mu = \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i\).

(i) For any \(\delta \in [0, 1]\) we have

\[
\mathbb{P}(|X - \mu| \geq \mu \delta) \leq 2 \exp\{-\delta^2 \mu / 3\}
\]  

(ii) For any \(R > 6\mu\) we have

\[
\mathbb{P}(X \geq R) \leq 2^{-R}
\]  

Next, we state a straightforward combinatorial bound: In a directed graph, a set \(\mathcal{M}\) of node disjoint three-cycles is said to be *maximal* if no three-cycle can be added to \(\mathcal{M}\) so that the set remains node disjoint.
Proposition 4.2. Given an arbitrary directed graph $G$, let $N$ be the number of three-cycles in a largest in cardinality set of node disjoint three-cycles in $G$. Then, any maximal set of node disjoint three-cycles consists of at least $N/3$ three-cycles.

Finally, let $G_t$ denote the global compatibility graph that includes all nodes that ever arrive to the system up to time $t$, and directed edges representing compatibilities between them. Denote by $W_t$ the set of nodes out of $0, 1, \ldots, t$ still present in the system at time $t$. The following is a key property of monotone policies:

Lemma 4.1. Under any monotone policy, for every two nodes $i, j$ arriving before time $t$ (namely $i, j \leq t$) and every subset of nodes $W \subseteq \{0, 1, \ldots, t\}$ containing nodes $i$ and $j$

$$P((i, j) \in G_t | W_t = W) \leq p.$$ 

In words, pairs of nodes still present in the system at time $t$ are no more likely to be connected at time $t$ than at the time they arrive.

The following corollary follows immediately by linearity of expectations.

Corollary 4.1. Let $W_t = |W_t|$ and let $E_t$ be the number of edges between nodes in $W_t$. Then, under a monotone policy, $E_t(W_t - 1)p$.

Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 are proved in Section 4.9.

Proof of Theorem 4.2

Proof of Theorem 4.2: the performance of the greedy policy. Suppose at time zero we observe $W \geq C^3/p^{3/2}$ nodes in the system with an arbitrary set of edges between them. Here $C$ is a sufficiently large constant to be fixed later. Call this set of nodes $\mathcal{W}$. Consider the next $T = 1/(Cp^{3/2})$ arrivals, and call this set of nodes $\mathcal{A}$. Wlg, label the times of these arrivals as $1, 2, \ldots, T$, and use the label $t$ for the node that arrives at time $t$. Let $\mathcal{A}_t \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, t - 1\}$ be the subset of nodes in $\mathcal{A}$ that have arrived but have not been removed before time $t$. Similarly define $W_t$ to be the set
of nodes from $\mathcal{W}$ which are still in the system immediately before time $t$. Note that, in particular, $\mathcal{W}_1 = \mathcal{W}$.

Let $N$ be the number of three cycles removed during the time period $[0, T]$, that include two nodes from $\mathcal{W}$. Let $\kappa = 1/C^2$ and consider the event

$$\mathcal{E}_1 \equiv \{|A_{T+1}| - N \geq 2\kappa/p^{3/2}\} \quad (4.4)$$

Introduce the event

$$\mathcal{E}_2 \equiv \{\text{There exists a set of disjoint 2 and 3 cycles in } \mathcal{A} \text{ with cardinality at least } 3/(C^3p^{3/2}) \} \quad (4.5)$$

First suppose that the event $\mathcal{E}_1$ does not occur. Then

$$|A_{T+1}| \leq \frac{2}{C^2p^{3/2}} + N \leq \frac{1}{16Cp^{3/2}} + N, \quad (4.6)$$

for $C$ sufficiently large. Also event $\mathcal{E}_2$ implies that (again for $C$ sufficiently large) at most $9/(C^3p^{3/2}) \leq 1/(16Cp^{3/2})$ nodes in $\mathcal{A}$ leave due to internal three-cycles or two cycles. Since $T = 1/(Cp^2)$, then applying Eq. (4.6), at least $7/(8Cp^{3/2}) - N$ other nodes in $\mathcal{A}$ also leave before $T + 1$. These other nodes belong to cycles of one of the following types:

(i) A three cycle containing another node from $\mathcal{A}$ and a node from $\mathcal{W}$.
(ii) A two cycle with a node from $\mathcal{W}$.
(iii) A three cycle containing two nodes from $\mathcal{W}$. There are exactly $N$ nodes of this type.

Exactly $N$ nodes in $\mathcal{A}$ are removed due to cycles of type (iii) above, so we infer that at least $7/(8Cp^{3/2}) - 2N$ nodes in $\mathcal{A}$ are removed due to cycles of type (i) or (ii) above, meaning that at least $(1/2)(7/(8Cp^{3/2}) - 2N)$ nodes in $\mathcal{W}$ are removed as part of such cycles. Clearly, $2N$ nodes in $\mathcal{W}$ are removed as part of cycles of type (iii).
It follows that

\[ |W_{T+1}| \leq |W| - 2N - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{7}{8Cp^{3/2}} - 2N \right) \leq |W| - \frac{7}{16Cp^{3/2}} - N. \quad (4.7) \]

Combining Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), we deduce that

\[ |W_{T+1}| + |A_{T+1}| \leq |W| - \frac{3}{8Cp^{3/2}}. \quad (4.8) \]

We also have that the number of nodes in the system increases by at most

\[ T = \frac{1}{Cp^{3/2}}. \]

We will show that \( \mathbb{P}(E_1 \cup E_2) \leq \varepsilon = 1/9 \). Before establishing this claim we show how this claim implies the result. We have

\[ \mathbb{E}[|W_{T+1}| + |A_{T+1}| - |W|] \leq \varepsilon T - (1 - \varepsilon) \frac{3}{8Cp^{3/2}} = -\frac{2}{9Cp^{3/2}}; \quad (4.9) \]

i.e., the number of nodes decrease by at least \( 2/(9Cp^{3/2}) \) in expectation. We now apply Proposition A.4 to the embedded Markov chain observed at times which are multiples of \( T \). Namely, let \( T_i = i \cdot T \), and take \( X_i = G(T_i) = (V(T_i), E(T_i)) \) and define \( V(X_i) = |V(T_i)| \). If we let \( D_i \) be the set of nodes that are deleted in some cycle during the time interval \( [T_i, T_{i+1}) \), we obtain a decomposition

\[ V(X_{i+1}) = |V(T_{i+1})| = |V(T_i)| + T - |D_i| = V(X_i) + T - |D_i|. \quad (4.10) \]

Since \( T > 0 \) is deterministic it is trivially independent from \( G(T_i) \). Thus the assumptions on decomposing \( V \) from (A.8) are satisfied. The assumption that \( \{G \mid V(G) < n\} \) is finite for every \( n \) is satisfied as there are only finitely many graphs with \( n \) nodes.

We take \( \alpha = C^3/p^{3/2} \) making \( B = \{G \mid |V(G)| \leq C^3/p^{3/2}\} \). We can take \( C_1 = 1 \) as \( T \) is deterministic. We can take \( C_2 = 3 \), as trivially \( |D_i| \leq 3T \) since each newly arriving node can be in at most one three cycle (thus making \( \tilde{D}_k = D_k \) in Proposition A.4). Finally, we can take \( \lambda = 2/9 \), as by (4.9),

\[ \mathbb{E}[T - |D_i|] \leq -\frac{2}{9Cp^{3/2}} = -\frac{2}{9}\mathbb{E}[T]. \]
Thus by applying Proposition A.4, we obtain that

$$\mathbb{E}[|V(T_\infty)|] \leq \max \left\{ \alpha, \frac{\max\{1, C_2 - 1\}^2 C_1 \mathbb{E}[A_k]}{\lambda} \right\} \left( 2 + \frac{2}{\lambda} \right)$$

$$= \max \left\{ \frac{C^3}{p^{3/2}}, \frac{4/9}{C^3 p^{3/2}} \right\} \left( 2 + \frac{2}{2/9} \right)$$

$$= \frac{11 C^3}{p^{3/2}},$$

for $C$ sufficiently large. Finally, since the embedded chain is observed over deterministic time intervals, the bound above applies to the steady-state bound. We conclude

$$\mathbb{E}[|V(\infty)|] \leq \frac{11 C^3}{p^{3/2}}.$$

It remains to bound $\mathbb{P}(\mathcal{E}_1)$ and $\mathbb{P}(\mathcal{E}_2)$ to complete the proof. We do this below.

We claim that $\mathbb{P}(\mathcal{E}_2) \leq \varepsilon/4$. We first show that there is likely to be a maximal set of node disjoint three-cycles in $\mathcal{A}$ of size less than $2/(3 C^3 p^{3/2})$. This will imply, using Proposition 4.2, that the maximum number of node disjoint three-cycles in $\mathcal{A}$ is at most $2/(C^3 p^{3/2})$. Reveal the graph on $\mathcal{A}$ and simultaneously construct a maximal set of node disjoint three-cycles as follows: Reveal node 1. Then reveal node 2. Then reveal node 3 and whether it forms a three-cycle with the existing nodes. If it does remove this three-cycle. Continuing, at any stage $t$ if a three-cycle is formed, choose uniformly at random such a three-cycle and remove it.

Since this process corresponds to a monotone policy (cf. Definition 4.3), then using Corollary 4.1, the residual graph immediately before step $t$ contains no more than $2^{(t-1)} p$ edges in expectation, as the number of nodes is no more than $t - 1$. It follows that the conditional probability of three-cycle formation at step $t$ is no more than $\mathbb{E}[\text{Number of three-cycles formed}] = 2^{(t-1)} p^3$. It follows that we can set up a coupling such that the total number of three-cycles removed (this is a maximal set of edge disjoint three-cycles resulting from our particular greedy policy) is no more than $Z = \sum_{t=1}^{T} X_t$ where $X_t \sim \text{Bernoulli}(2^{(t-1)} p^3)$ are independent. Now $\mathbb{E}[Z] = 2 (\frac{T}{3}) p^3 \leq 1/(3 C^3 p^{3/2})$. Using Proposition 4.1 (i), we obtain that $\mathbb{P}(Z \geq 2/(3 C^3 p^{3/2})) < \varepsilon/8$, for large enough $p$, establishing the desired bound on the number of node disjoint three-cycles.
cycles. We have shown that the probability of having more than \(2 / (C^3 p^{3/2})\) node disjoint three cycles in \(A\) is less than \(\varepsilon / 8\).

Let \(Z'\) be the number of two cycles internal to \(A\). Then \(Z' \sim \text{Bin}(\binom{T}{2}, p^2)\). Hence, \(\mathbb{E}[Z'] \leq 1/(C^2 p)\) and \(\mathbb{P}(Z' \geq 1/(C^3 p^{3/2})) \leq \varepsilon / 8\) for sufficiently small \(p\) using Proposition 4.1 (ii). It follows that the probability of having more than \(1 / (C^3 p^{3/2})\) node disjoint two cycles in \(A\) is less than \(\varepsilon / 8\). Now \(\mathbb{P}(E_2) \leq \varepsilon / 4\) follows by union bound.

We now show \(\mathbb{P}(E_1) \leq 3\varepsilon / 4\). To prove this, we find it convenient to define two additional events. Denote by \(\mathcal{N}(S_1, S_2)\) the (directed) neighborhood of the nodes in \(S_1\) in the set of nodes \(S_2\), i.e., \(\mathcal{N}(S_1, S_2) = \{j \in S_2 : \exists i \in S_1 \text{ s.t. } (i, j) \in \mathcal{E}\}\). Abusing notation, we use \(\mathcal{N}(i, S)\) to denote the neighborhood of node \(i\) in \(S\). Further, we find it convenient to define \(B_t = \mathcal{N}(t, A_t)\). Define

\[
\mathcal{E}_{3,t} \equiv \{|A_t| \geq \kappa / p^{3/2}, \text{ and } |B_t| < \kappa / (2p^{1/2})\},
\]

and \(\mathcal{E}_3 = \cup_{0 \leq t \leq T} \mathcal{E}_{3,t}\). Define

\[
\mathcal{E}_{4,t} \equiv \{|A_t| \geq \kappa / p^{3/2}, \text{ and } \mathbb{N}(B_t, W_t) | < C^3 \kappa / (8p)\},
\]

and let \(\mathcal{E}_4 = \cup_{0 \leq t \leq T} \mathcal{E}_{4,t}\). We make use of

\[
\mathcal{E}_1 \subseteq (\mathcal{E}_4^c \cap \mathcal{E}_1) \cup \mathcal{E}_4 \subseteq (\mathcal{E}_4^c \cap \mathcal{E}_1) \cup \mathcal{E}_3 \cup (\mathcal{E}_4 \cap \mathcal{E}_3^c)
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \mathbb{P}(E_1) \leq \mathbb{P}(E_4^c \cap \mathcal{E}_1) + \mathbb{P}(E_3) + \mathbb{P}(E_4 \cap \mathcal{E}_3^c)
\]

Reveal the edges between \(t\) and \(A_t\) when node \(t\) arrives. The existence of each edge is independent of the other edges and the current revealed graph. Thus we can bound the probability of the event \(\mathcal{E}_{3,t}\) using Proposition 4.1 (i) by \(2 \exp(-1/(12C^2 p^{1/2}))\) for large enough \(C\). It follows that for sufficiently small \(p\), we have

\[
\mathbb{P}(\mathcal{E}_3) \leq 2T \exp(-1/(12C^2 p^{1/2})) \leq \varepsilon / 4.
\]
We now bound $\mathbb{P}(E_4^c \cap E_1)$. Let $N_t$ be the number of three cycles removed before
time $t$ of type (iii) (recall that type (iii) three cycles include two nodes from $W$).
Define $Z_t \equiv |A_t| - N_t$. Define

$$E_{5,t} \equiv \{\text{Node } t \text{ is part of a three-cycle of type (i)}\}.$$  

Note that

- If $E_{5,t}$ then $|A_{t+1}| = |A_t| - 1, N_{t+1} = N_t$ if such a three cycle is removed and
$|A_{t+1}| = |A_t|, N_{t+1} = N_t + 1$ if a three cycle of type (iii) is removed instead. In
either case, we have $Z_{t+1} = Z_t - 1$.

- With probability one we have $|A_{t+1}| \leq |A_t| + 1$ and $N_{t+1} \geq N_t$. It follows that
$Z_{t+1} \leq Z_t + 1$.

Now suppose $Z_t \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}$ and $E_{4,t}^c$. Clearly $Z_t \geq \kappa/p^{3/2} \Rightarrow |A_t| \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}$ and
hence $E_{4,t}^c \Rightarrow |N(B_t, W_t)| \geq C^3 \kappa/(8p) = C/(8p)$. Revealing the edges between from
$N(B_t, W_t)$ to $t$, we see that

$$\mathbb{P}(E_{5,t} \mid Z_t \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}, E_{4,t}^c) \geq 1 - (1 - p)C/(4p) \geq 3/4, \quad (4.14)$$

for large enough $C$ and small enough $p$, independent of everything so far. So, informally, if $E_{4,t}^c$ then $Z_t$ is a bounded above by a random walk with a downward drift whenever $Z_t \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}$. We now formalize this.

Define the random walk $(\tilde{Z}_t)_{t \geq 1}$ as follows: Let $\tilde{Z}_1 = 0$. Whenever $\tilde{Z}_t = 0$, we have $\tilde{Z}_{t+1} = 1$, else

$$\tilde{Z}_{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
\tilde{Z}_t + 1 & \text{w.p. } 1/4 \\
\tilde{Z}_t - 1 & \text{w.p. } 3/4 
\end{cases} \quad (4.15)$$

So $(\tilde{Z}_t)_{t \geq 1}$ is a downward biased random walk reflected upwards at 0.

**Proposition 4.3.** There exists $C < \infty$ such that for any $T \in \mathbb{N}$ and $\nu > 0$, we have

$$\mathbb{P}(\tilde{Z}_{T+1} \geq \nu) \leq CT \exp(-\nu/C).$$

The proof is omitted, as this is a standard result for random walks with a negative
drift. Using Proposition 4.3, we have that for sufficiently small $p$, 

\[ \mathbb{P}(\tilde{Z}_{T+1} \geq \kappa/(2p^{3/2})) \leq \varepsilon/4. \]

Let $\tau$ be the first time at which event $E_{4,t}$ occurs for $t \leq T$, and let $\tau = T + 1$ if $E_{4}$ does not occur. We now show that the following claim holds:

**Claim 4.1.** We can couple $Z_t$ and $\tilde{Z}_t$ such that for all $t < \tau$, whenever $Z_t \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}$ we have $\tilde{Z}_{t+1} - \tilde{Z}_t \geq Z_{t+1} - Z_t$.

**Proof of Claim.** If $E_{5,t}$ occurs, then (see above) we know that $Z_{t+1} = Z_t - 1$ and $\tilde{Z}_{t+1} - \tilde{Z}_t \geq -1$ holds by definition of $\tilde{Z}$. Hence, it is sufficient to ensure that $\tilde{Z}_{t+1} = \tilde{Z}_t + 1$ whenever $E_{5,t}^c$ occurs. But this is easy to satisfy since Eq. (4.14) implies that

\[ \mathbb{P}(E_{5,t}^c | Z_t \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}, E_{4,t}^c) \leq 1/4, \]

whereas $\mathbb{P}(\tilde{Z}_{t+1} = \tilde{Z}_t + 1) = 1/4$. This completes the proof of the claim.

The following claim is an immediate consequence:

**Claim 4.2.** We have $Z_t \leq \tilde{Z}_t + \lceil \kappa/p^{3/2} \rceil$ for all $t \leq \tau$.

**Proof of Claim.** The claim follows from Claim 4.1 and a simple induction argument.

It follows that

\[ \mathbb{P}(Z_{T+1} \geq 2\kappa/p^{3/2}, \tau = T + 1) \leq \mathbb{P}(\tilde{Z}_{T+1} \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}, \tau = T + 1) \leq \mathbb{P}(\tilde{Z}_{T+1} \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}) \leq \varepsilon/4. \]

Thus we obtain

\[ \mathbb{P}(E_{4}^c \cap E_1) \leq \varepsilon/4. \] (4.16)
Finally, we bound $P(E_4 \cap E_3^c)$. For any $S \subseteq A$, let $W_{\sim S} \subseteq W$ be the set of waiting nodes that would have been removed before $T + 1$ if (hypothetically) the nodes in $S$ had no incident edges in either direction, but we left all other compatibilities unchanged. Define the event $E_6$ as follows: for all $S \subseteq A$ such that $|S| = \kappa/(2p^{1/2})$, the bound

$$|N(S, W \setminus W_{\sim S})| \geq C/(8p) \quad (4.17)$$

holds.

**Claim 4.3.** The event $E_6$ occurs whp.

Before proving the claim, we show that it implies $P(E_4 \cap E_3^c) \leq \varepsilon/4$. Suppose that $E_6$ and $E_3^c$ occur. Consider any $t$ such that $|A_t| \geq \kappa/p^{3/2}$. Since $E_3^c$, we have that $|B_t| \geq \kappa/(2p^{1/2})$. Take any $S \subseteq B_t$ such that $|S| = \kappa/(2p^{1/2})$. Notice that for our monotone greedy policy, cf. Remark 4.2, the set of waiting nodes that are removed before time $t$ must be a subset of $W_{\sim S}$, i.e., we have we have $W_t \supseteq W \setminus W_{\sim S}$. Since $E_6$ occurs, it follows that $|N(S, W_t)| \geq C/(8p) \Rightarrow |N(B_t, W_t)| \geq C/(8p)$. Thus we have $E_4^c$. This argument just established that

$$E_6 \cap E_3^c \subseteq E_4^c \cap E_3^c$$

$$\Rightarrow E_6^c \cap E_3^c \supseteq E_4 \cap E_3^c.$$ 

It follows that $P(E_4 \cap E_3^c) \leq P(E_6^c \cap E_3^c) \leq P(E_6^c) \leq \varepsilon/4$ using Claim 4.3, as required.

**Proof of Claim 4.3.** Consider any $S \subseteq A$ such that $|S| = \kappa/(2p^{1/2})$. Clearly, since each node in $A$ can eliminate at most 2 nodes in $W$, we have $|W_{\sim S}| \leq 2|A \setminus S| \leq 2|A| = 2/(Cp^{3/2})$. It follows that $|W \setminus W_{\sim S}| \geq C^3/p^{3/2} - 2/(Cp^{3/2}) \geq C^3/(2p^{3/2})$ for large enough $C$. Now notice that by definition $W_{\sim S}$ is a function only of the edges between nodes in $W \cup (A \setminus S)$, and is independent of the edges coming out of $S$. Thus, for each node $i \in W \setminus W_{\sim S}$ independently, we have that each node in $S$ has an edge to $i$ independently w.p. $p$. We deduce $i \in N(S, W \setminus W_{\sim S})$ w.p. $1-(1-p)^{\kappa/(2p^{1/2})} \geq \kappa p^{1/2}/3$.
for small enough $p$, i.i.d. for each $i \in \mathcal{W}\setminus \mathcal{W}_\sim$. It follows from Proposition 4.1 (i) that

$$|\mathcal{N}(\mathcal{S}, \mathcal{W}\setminus \mathcal{W}_\sim)| < \frac{C^3}{2p^{3/2}} \cdot \frac{\kappa p^{1/2}}{3} \cdot \frac{3}{4} = \frac{\kappa C^3}{8p} = \frac{C}{8p}$$

occurs w.p. at most $2 \exp\left\{ - \frac{(1/4)^2 \cdot C}{(6p) \cdot (1/3)} \right\} \leq \exp\left( - C/(300p) \right)$ for small enough $p$. Now, the number of candidate subsets $\mathcal{S}$ is $(1/(Cp^{3/2})) \leq (1/(Cp^{3/2}))^{\kappa/p^{1/2}} \leq \exp(1/p^{\epsilon+1/2})$ for small enough $p$. It follows from union bound that $|\mathcal{N}(\mathcal{S}, \mathcal{W}\setminus \mathcal{W}_\sim)| < \frac{C}{8p}$ for one (or more) of these subsets $\mathcal{S}$ with probability at most $\exp\left( - C/(300p) \right) \cdot \exp(1/p^{\epsilon+1/2}) \leq \exp\left( - C/(400p) \right) \xrightarrow{p \to 0} 0$. Thus, whp, $|\mathcal{N}(\mathcal{S}, \mathcal{W}\setminus \mathcal{W}_\sim)| < \frac{C}{8p}$ occurs for no candidate subset $\mathcal{S}$, i.e., event $\mathcal{E}_6$ occurs whp.

**Proof of Theorem 4.2: lower bound for monotone policies.** Denote by $m$ the expected steady state number of nodes in the system, which by Little’s Law equals the expected steady state waiting time. Suppose $m \leq 1/(Cp^{3/2})$, where $C$ is any constant larger than 36. Fix a node $i$, and reveal the number of nodes $W$ in the system when $i$ arrives. Notice $W \leq 3m$ occurs with probability at least $1 - 1/3 = 2/3$ in steady state by Markov’s inequality. Assume that $W \leq 3m$ holds. Let $\mathcal{W}$ denote the nodes waiting in the system when $i$ arrives, and let $\mathcal{A}$ be the nodes that arrive in the next $3m$ time slots after node $i$ arrives. Now, if node $i$ leaves the system within $3m$ time slots of arriving, then $i$ must form a two or three cycle with nodes in $\mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{W}$. The probability of forming such a cycle is bounded above by

$$\mathbb{E}[\text{Number of two cycles between } i \text{ and } \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{W}|W] \leq 6mp^2 \leq 1/C \quad (4.20)$$

Clearly,

$$\mathbb{E}[\text{Number of two cycles between } i \text{ and } \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{W}|W] \leq 6mp^2 \leq 1/C \quad (4.20)$$
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for $p$ sufficiently small. To bound the other term we notice that

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{Number of three cycles containing } i \text{ and two nodes from } \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{W}|W] = p^2 \cdot \mathbb{E}[\text{Number of edges between nodes in } \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{W}|W]
\]  

(4.21)

We use Corollary 4.1 to bound the expected number of edges between nodes in $\mathcal{W}$ at the time when $i$ arrives by $W(W - 1)p$ and notice that other compatibilities $(j_1, j_2)$ for $\{j_1, j_2\} \not\subseteq \mathcal{W}$ are present independently with probability $p$. Hence, we have

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{Number of edges between nodes in } \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{W}|W] \leq |\mathcal{W} \cup \mathcal{A}|(|\mathcal{W} \cup \mathcal{A}| - 1)p \leq 6m(6m-1)p.
\]

Using Eq. (4.21) we infer that

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{Number of three cycles containing } i \text{ and two nodes from } \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{W}|W] \leq 6m(6m - 1)p^3 \leq 36/C^2 \leq 1/C
\]

(4.22)

for $C > 36$. Using Eqs. (4.20) and (4.22) in (4.19), we deduce that the probability of node $i$ being removed within $3m$ slots is no more than $2/C$.

Combining, the unconditional probability that node $i$ stays in the system for more than $3m$ slots is at least $(2/3)(1 - 2/C) > 1/3$ for large enough $C$. This violates Markov inequality, implying that our assumption, $m \leq 1/(Cp^{3/2})$, was false. This establishes the stated lower bound.

The following conjecture results if we assume that $n_t$ concentrates, and that typical number of edges in a compatibility graph at time $t$ with $n_t$ nodes is close to what it would have been under an ER($n_t, p$) graph.

**Conjecture 4.1.** For cycle removal with $k = 3$, the expected waiting time in steady state under a greedy policy scales as $\sqrt{\ln(3/2)}/p^{3/2} + o(1/p^{3/2})$, and no periodic Markov policy (including non-monotone policies) can achieve an expected waiting time that scales better than this.

Here the constant $\sqrt{\ln(3/2)}$ results from requiring (under our assumptions) that
a newly arrived node forms a triangle with probability $1/3$. (Thus the “drift” is zero, as with probability $1/3$, we form a triangle which gives a net loss of two nodes, and with probability $2/3$, we form no triangle and gain a node.)

Our simulation results, cf. Figure 4-3, are consistent with this conjecture: the predicted expected waiting time for greedy from the leading term $\sqrt{\ln(3/2)/p^{3/2}}$ is $W = 80$ for $p = 0.04$, $W = 43$ for $p = 0.06$, $W = 28$ for $p = 0.08$ and $W = 20.1$ for $p = 0.1$. If proved, this conjecture would be refinement of Theorem 4.2. A proof would require a significantly more refined analysis for both the upper bound and the lower bound.

4.7 Chain Removal

In this section we prove Theorem 4.3. At any time there is one bridge donor in the system. Under a greedy policy, the chain advances when the newly arrived agent can accept the item of the bridge donor. The basic idea to show that greedy achieves $O(1/p)$ waiting time is to show that when there are more than $C/p$ waiting nodes just after we move the chain forward, then, on average, the next time the chain moves forward, it will remove more nodes than were added in the interim. This “negative drift” in number of nodes is crucial in establishing the bound (following which we again use Proposition A.4 to infer a bound on the expected waiting time). The lower bound proof is based on the idea that the waiting time for a node must be at least the time for the node to get an in-degree of one. The lower bound is again proved by contradiction.

Preliminaries

We will need a simple result on the tails of geometric random variables below.

**Lemma 4.2.** There exist $p_0$ and $\kappa_0$ such that for all $p < p_0$ and all $\kappa > \kappa_0$, if
\(X \sim \text{Geometric}(p),\) then

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[X \mathbb{I}(X < \frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}} \text{ or } X > \frac{\pi}{\sqrt{\kappa}})\right] \leq \frac{2}{\kappa p}.
\]

The proof is in Section 4.9. Additionally, we need Corollary B.2 from Appendix B showing that there will be a long path in a bipartite directed Erdős-Rényi random graph with high probability. We show this using a result of [3] (see [55] for a more recent reference).

**Proof of Theorem 4.3**

We introduce the following notation. Let \(G(t) = (\mathcal{V}(t), \mathcal{E}(t), h(t))\) be the directed graph at time \(t\) describing the compatibility graph at time \(t\). Here \(h(t)\) is a special node not included in \(\mathcal{V}(t)\) that is the head of the chain, which can only have out-going edges. We denote by \(G(\infty) = (\mathcal{V}(\infty), \mathcal{E}(\infty), h(\infty))\) the steady-state version of this graph (which exists as we show below).

According to the greedy policy, whenever \(h(t)\) forms a directed edge to a newly arriving node, a largest possible chain starting from \(h(t)\) is made. Thus before the new node arrives, \(h(t + 1)\) will always have an in degree and out degree of zero (as explained in Section 4.2), and we can only advance the chain when a newly arriving node has an in edge from \(h(t)\). We refer to these periods between chain advancements as *intervals*. Let \(\tau_i\) for \(i = 1, 2, \ldots\), denote the length of the \(i\)th interval, so that \(\tau_i \sim \text{Geometric}(p)\). Let \(T_0 = 0\) and \(T_i = \sum_{j=1}^{i} \tau_j\) for \(i = 1, 2, \ldots\), be the time at the end of the \(i\)th interval. Additionally, let \(\mathcal{A}_i\) be the set of nodes that arrived during the \(i\)th interval \([T_{i-1}, T_i]\), so that \(|\mathcal{A}_i| = \tau_i\), and let \(\mathcal{W}_i\) be the set of nodes that were “waiting” at the start of the \(i\)-th interval, namely at time \(T_{i-1}\). Thus, right before the chain is advanced, every node in the graph is either in \(\mathcal{W}_i, \mathcal{A}_i\) or it is \(h(t)\) itself.

The intuition for the upper bound on waiting time for the greedy policy in Theorem 4.3 is as follows. We will use the Lyapunov function argument (Proposition A.4) to argue that for some \(C\), if there are at least \(C/p\) nodes in the graph at the start of an interval \([T_i, T_i + \tau_{i+1}]\), then the number of vertices deleted in an interval
is on average greater than the number of vertices that arrive in that interval, i.e.
we have a negative drift on the number of vertices. We lower bound the number of
nodes removed in the $i$th interval by the length of a longest path in the bipartite
graph formed by putting nodes in $A_i$ (the newly arrived nodes) to the left part of the
graph, and putting nodes $W_i$ (the nodes from the previous interval) to the right part
of the graph, and maintaining only edges between these two parts (thus in particular
preserving the bipartite structure). We bound the expected size of a longest path on
this subgraph using Corollary B.2. Observe, that the length of a longest path on our
bipartite graph is at most $2|A_i|$. This will enable us to truncate the downward jumps
when applying Proposition A.4.

Proof of Theorem 4.3: performance of the greedy policy. We apply Proposition A.4,
taking as our Markov chain $X_i = G(T_i)$, and our Lyapunov function $V(\cdot)$ to be
$V(G(T_i)) \triangleq |V(T_i)|$. For a constant $C > 0$ to be specified later, we let $\alpha$ from Proposition A.4 be $\alpha = C/p$. Thus our finite set of exceptions is $B = \{G = (V, E, h): |V| \leq C/p\}$, the directed graphs with at most $C/p$ nodes. Obviously our state space is
countable and $B$ is finite. Let $P_i$ be the path of nodes that are removed from the
graph in the $i$th interval. Thus

$$|V(T_i)| = |V(T_{i-1})| + |A_i| - |P_i|.$$  

By taking $A_i = |A_i| = \tau_i$ and $D_i = |P_i|$, we have that $V(\cdot)$ satisfies the form of
(A.8) and the independence assumptions on $A_i$ and $D_i$. As $\tau_i \sim \text{Geometric}(p)$,
$\mathbb{E}[|A_i|^2] \leq 2/p^2 = 2\mathbb{E}[|A_i|^2]$, so we can take $C_1 = 2$. We set $C_2 = 2$, and so to apply
Proposition A.4, we must find $\lambda > 0$ such that for every graph $G \notin B$,

$$\mathbb{E}_G[|A_i| - \min\{|P_i|, 2|A_i|\}] \leq -\lambda\mathbb{E}[|A_i|],$$  

(4.23)

where $\mathbb{E}_G[\cdot]$ denote the expectation conditioned on the event $G_{i-1} = G$. We create
an auxiliary bipartite graph $G_i' = (A_i, W_i, E_i')$, where $A_i$ are the nodes on the left,
$W_i$ are the nodes on the right, and $E_i'$ is the subset of $E(T_i)$ consisting of edges $(u, v)$
such that either \( u \in A_i, v \in W_i \) or vice versa (thus ensuring \( G'_i \) is bipartite). We let \( v'_i \in A_i \) be the node newly arrived at \( T_i \) that \( h(T_i - 1) \) connected to. Finally, we let \( P'_i \) be the longest path in \( G'_i \) starting at \( v'_i \). Trivially, \(|P'_i| \leq |P_i|\). Observe that \( G'_i \) is a \( \text{ER}(|A_i|, |W_i|, p) \) bipartite random graph. Thus we apply Corollary B.2 to show \(|P'_i|\) is appropriately large with high probability. In particular, given arbitrary \( \varepsilon > 0 \) and \( \kappa > \kappa_0 > 1 \), where \( \kappa_0 \) is to be specified later, find \( C \) and \( p_0 \) according to Corollary B.2.

Then \( G(T_i - 1) \not\in B \) implies \(|W_i| = |V(T_i - 1)| \geq C/p\). Then if \( p < p_0 \) and \( a \in \left[\frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \frac{\kappa}{p}\right] \), then by Corollary B.2,

\[
P\left(|P'_i| < 2|A_i|(1 - \varepsilon) \bigg| A_i = a\right) \leq \varepsilon. \tag{4.24}
\]

We define the events \( E_i \) and \( F_i \) by

\[
E_i = \left\{ A_i \not\in \left[\frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \frac{\kappa}{p}\right] \right\} \quad \quad \quad \quad F_i = \{ |P'_i| < 2|A_i|(1 - \varepsilon) \}.
\]

We define \( Z_i \triangleq 2|A_i|(1 - \varepsilon)\mathbb{I}_{E_i \cap F_i^c} \). Thus \( Z_i \leq |P'_i| \leq |P_i| \) from the definition of the event \( F_i \), and \( Z_i \leq 2|A_i| \) by construction. We now use this to get an upper bound (4.23) as follows. First, we have:

\[
\mathbb{E}_G \left[ |A_i| - \min\{|P_i|, 2|A_i|\} \right] \leq \mathbb{E}_G \left[ |A_i| - Z_i \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \mathbb{I}_{E_i} \right] + \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| - Z_i \bigg| E_i^c \right] \mathbb{P}(E_i^c), \tag{4.25}
\]

where in (4.25), we used that \( Z_i \) is zero on \( E_i \). Now noting that for all \( a \in \left[\frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \frac{\kappa}{p}\right] \), i.e. in the event \( E_i^c \), we have

\[
P \left( Z_i = 0 \bigg| A_i = a \right) = P \left( F_i \bigg| A_i = a \right) \leq \varepsilon,
\]

by (4.24), and therefore

\[
P \left( Z_i = 2(1 - \varepsilon)|A_i| \bigg| A_i = a \right) = P \left( F_i^c \bigg| A_i = a \right) \geq 1 - \varepsilon.
\]
as well. We now compute that

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| - Z_i \right] E_i^c
\]

\[
= \sum_{a \in \left[ \frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \kappa p \right]} \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| - Z_i \mid |A_i| = a \right] \mathbb{P} \left( |A_i| = a \mid E_i^c \right)
\]

\[
= \sum_{a \in \left[ \frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \kappa p \right]} \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| - Z_i \mid F_i \cap |A_i| = a \right] \mathbb{P} \left( F_i \mid |A_i| = a \right) \mathbb{P} \left( |A_i| = a \mid E_i^c \right)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{a \in \left[ \frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \kappa p \right]} \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| - Z_i \mid F_i^c \cap |A_i| = a \right] \mathbb{P} \left( F_i^c \mid |A_i| = a \right) \mathbb{P} \left( |A_i| = a \mid E_i^c \right)
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{a \in \left[ \frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \kappa p \right]} \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \mid F_i \cap |A_i| = a \right] \cdot \varepsilon \cdot \mathbb{P} \left( |A_i| = a \mid E_i^c \right)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{a \in \left[ \frac{1}{p \sqrt{\kappa}}, \kappa p \right]} \mathbb{E} \left( |A_i| - 2(1 - \varepsilon)|A_i| \mid F_i^c \cap |A_i| = a \right) \cdot (1 - \varepsilon) \cdot \mathbb{P} \left( |A_i| = a \mid E_i^c \right)
\]

\[
\leq \varepsilon \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \mid E_i^c \right] + (1 - \varepsilon) \mathbb{E} \left( -1 + 2\varepsilon) |A_i| \mid E_i^c \right)
\]

\[
= (-1 + 4\varepsilon - 2\varepsilon^2) \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \mid E_i^c \right]
\]

\[
\leq (-1 + 4\varepsilon) \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \mid E_i^c \right].
\]

Now combining this with (4.25), we have

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \Pi_{E_i} \right] + \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| - Z_i \right] E_i^c \mathbb{P}(E_i^c) \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \Pi_{E_i} \right] + (-1 + 4\varepsilon) \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \mid E_i^c \right] \mathbb{P}(E_i^c)
\]

\[
= \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \Pi_{E_i} \right] + (-1 + 4\varepsilon) \mathbb{E} \left[ |A_i| \Pi_{E_i} \right] \mathbb{P}(E_i^c)
\]

\[
\leq \frac{2}{\kappa p} + (-1 + 4\varepsilon) \left( \frac{1}{p} - \frac{2}{\kappa p} \right) \tag{4.26}
\]

\[
\leq -\frac{1}{p} + \frac{4\varepsilon}{p} + \frac{4}{\kappa p},
\]

\[
= -\frac{1}{p} \left( 1 - 4\varepsilon - \frac{4}{\kappa} \right),
\]

where in (4.26) we used Lemma 4.2 twice. Now, we let \( \delta \triangleq 4\varepsilon + 4/\kappa \), and observe that we can make \( \delta \) arbitrarily and the inequality will still hold for sufficiently small
p by our choice of \( \varepsilon \) and \( \kappa_0 \). As we have

\[
\mathbb{E}_G [ |A_i| - \min\{ |P_i|, 2|A_i| \} ] \leq -\frac{1}{p} (1 - \delta) = -\mathbb{E}[|A_i|](1 - \delta),
\]

we can apply Proposition A.4 with \( \lambda = (1 - \delta) \) to obtain that

\[
\mathbb{E}[|V(T_{\infty})|] \leq \max\left\{ \alpha, \max\left\{ \frac{1}{\lambda} \left( \frac{C_2 - 1}{2} C_1 \mathbb{E}[A_k] \right) \right\} \left( 2 + \frac{1}{\lambda} \right), \right\}
\]

Finally, recall that we are working with the “embedded Markov chain” as we are only observing the process at times \( T_i \). We can relate the actual Markov chain to the embedded Markov chain as follows:

\[
\mathbb{E}[|V(\infty)|] = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{t} \sum_{s=0}^{t} |V(s)| \tag{4.27}
\]

\[
= \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{T_n} \sum_{s=0}^{T_n} |V(s)| \tag{4.28}
\]

\[
= \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{n}{T_n} \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{s=T_{i-1}}^{T_i} |V(s)| \]

\[
= p \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( |V(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1}) + \frac{(T_i - T_{i-1})(T_i - T_{i-1} + 1)}{2} \right) \tag{4.29}
\]

\[
\leq p \left( \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |V(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1}) + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (T_i - T_{i-1})^2 \right). \tag{4.30}
\]

Here (4.27) follows from the positive recurrence of \( G(t) \). We have (4.28) as \( a_n \to a \) implies that for every subsequence \( a_{n_i} \), we have \( a_{n_i} \to a \) as well, and using that as \( T_n \to \infty \) a.s. We obtain the left term in (4.29) by observing that \( T_n \) is the sum of \( n \) independent Geometric\( (p) \) random variables and then applying the SLLN. For the right term of (4.29), we simply use that \( |V(s+1)| = |V(s)| + 1 \) for \( s \in [T_{i-1}, T_i - 1] \), and then the identity \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} i = n(n + 1)/2 \).

We now considering each sum from (4.30) independently. For the first sum, observ-
ing that $|\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1})$ is a function of our positive recurrent Markov chain $\mathcal{G}(T_i)$, we have that there exists a random variable $X^*$ such that $|\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1}) \Rightarrow X^*$ and the average value of $|\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1})$ converges to $\mathbb{E}[X^*]$ a.s. The convergence in distribution $|\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1}) \Rightarrow X^*$ implies the existence of $|\tilde{\mathcal{V}}(\tilde{T}_{i-1})|(\tilde{T}_i - \tilde{T}_{i-1})$ that converges to $X^*$ a.s. Putting these together, we have

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1}) = \mathbb{E}[X^*] \tag{4.31}$$

$$= \mathbb{E} \left[ \lim_{i \to \infty} |\tilde{\mathcal{V}}(\tilde{T}_{i-1})|(\tilde{T}_i - \tilde{T}_{i-1}) \right] \leq \lim inf \mathbb{E} [ |\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})|(T_i - T_{i-1}) ] \tag{4.32}$$

$$= \lim inf \mathbb{E} [ |\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})| ] \mathbb{E}[T_i - T_{i-1}] \tag{4.33}$$

$$= \frac{1}{p} \mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(T_{\infty})|]. \tag{4.34}$$

Here we have (4.31) by the ergodic theorem for Markov chains, (4.32) by Fatou’s lemma, (4.33) by the independence of $T_i - T_{i-1}$ from $\mathcal{V}(T_{i-1})$, and (4.34) by Theorem 2 from [80] (alternatively, (4.34) can be shown a little extra work using a simpler result from [47]).

For the second sum, as $T_i - T_{i-1} = \tau_i$ are i.i.d. Geometric($p$), by the SLLN,

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (T_i - T_{i-1})^2 = \mathbb{E}[\tau_i^2] = \frac{2-p}{p^2} \leq \frac{2}{p^2}$$

Thus

$$\mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|] \leq p \left( \frac{1}{p} \mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(T_{\infty})|] + \frac{2}{p^2} \right) = \mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(T_{\infty})|] + \frac{2}{p},$$

showing the result, as we have for the embedded process that $\mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(T_{\infty})|] = \Omega(1/p)$.

Finally, we mention that in moving from the “embedded Markov chain” back to the original Markov chain we make use of the fact that $\tau_i$ is light tailed in the sense that $\mathbb{E}[\tau_i^2] = O((\mathbb{E}[\tau_i])^2)$, to obtain a bound of $O(1/p)$ of the steady state expected
The proof for the lower bound in Theorem 4.3 is based on the following key idea: the waiting time for a node must be at least the time for the node to get an in-degree of one. Using this, if the steady state average waiting time is \( w = o(1/p) \), then by Little’s Law when a typical vertex \( v \) arrives there are only \( o(1/p) \) vertices in system, so \( v \) is likely not to have any in edges connecting with any of these existing nodes. After \( w \) steps, the number of newly arrived nodes is \( w = o(1/p) \), so \( v \) is likely not to connect to any of these nodes either. Then the idea is to show that \( v \) will be in the system for greater than \( w \) steps with high enough probability (i.e. with probability at least 1/3), contradicting that the expected waiting time \( v \) is \( w \).

Proof of Theorem 4.3: lower bound. Let \( C = 24 \). We will show that the expected steady state waiting time \( w \) is at least \( 1/(Cp) \) for all \( p \), giving the result. Assume for contradiction that there exists \( p \) such that \( w \leq 1/(Cp) \). By Little’s law we have that \( w = \mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{V}(\infty)|] \leq 1/(Cp) \) as well. Let \( i \) be a node entering at steady state, and let \( W_i \) be the waiting time of node \( i \). Let \( \mathcal{W} \) be the set of nodes in the system when \( i \) arrives, so \( \mathcal{W} \overset{d}{=} |\mathcal{V}(\infty)| \), and define the event \( E_1 = \{|\mathcal{W}| \leq 3w\} \). By Markov’s inequality, \( \mathbb{P}(E_1) \geq 2/3 \). Note that \( i \) cannot leave the system until it has an in degree of at least one. Let \( \mathcal{A} \) be the first \( 3w \) arrivals after \( i \), and let the event \( E_2 \) be the event that either a node from \( \mathcal{W} \) or a node from \( \mathcal{A} \) has an edge pointing to \( i \). We have

\[
\mathbb{P}(E_2) = \mathbb{P}({\text{Bin}}(|\mathcal{W}| + 3w, p) \geq 1),
\]

making

\[
\mathbb{P}(E_2 \mid E_1) \leq \mathbb{P}({\text{Bin}}(6w, p) \geq 1) \leq \mathbb{P}({\text{Bin}}(6/(Cp), p) \geq 1) \leq \frac{6}{C} = \frac{1}{4}
\]

using the definition of \( E_1 \), then that \( w \leq 1/(Cp) \), then Markov’s inequality, and finally that \( C = 24 \). Thus

\[
w = \mathbb{E}[W_i] \geq 3w\mathbb{P}(E_2) \geq 3w\mathbb{P}(E_2 \mid E_1)\mathbb{P}(E_1) \geq 3w(1 - 1/4)(2/3) = 3w/2 > w
\]
providing the contradiction.

Remark 4.3. Consider, instead, a setting where two and three-cycles can be removed in addition to chains. Theorem 4.3 tells us that under any policy, we still have a lower bound of $1/(Cp)$ on the expected waiting time (in fact, this holds for arbitrarily long cycles). It also tells us that under a greedy policy that executes only chains (ignoring opportunities to conduct two and three-cycles), the expected waiting time is $O(1/p)$. Further, it is not hard to see that this policy misses two and three cycle opportunities for $O(p)$ fraction of nodes. As such, we conjecture that a greedy policy that executes two and three-cycles in addition to chains will have almost identical performance to greedy with chains only, and in particular, the expected waiting time will still be $O(1/p)$.

4.8 Conclusion

Overcoming the rare coincidence of wants is a major obstacle in organizing a successful barter marketplace. In this chapter, we studied how the policy adopted by the clearinghouse affect agents’ waiting times in a thin marketplace. We investigated this question for a variety of settings determined by the feasible types of exchanges, which are largely driven by the technology adopted by the marketplace. We also studied how the feasible types of exchanges affect the waiting times. Our study of such marketplaces is motivated in part by questions arising in the design of kidney exchange programs.

We studied these questions in a dynamic model with a stylized homogenous stochastic demand structure. The market is represented by a compatibility graph: agents are represented by nodes, and each directed edge, which represents that the source agent has an item that is acceptable to the target agent, exists a priori with probability $p$. Exchanges take place in the form of cycles and chains, where chains are initiated by an altruistic donor who is willing to give away his item without asking anything in return. The key technical challenge we face is that in our dynamic setting, the compatibility graph between agents present at a particular time has a complicated
distribution that depends on the feasible exchanges and the policy employed by the clearinghouse.

We analyzed the long run average time agents spend waiting to exchange their item, for small $p$, in a variety of settings depending on the feasible exchanges, chains, 2-way cycles, 2 and 3-way cycles, or chains. Our main finding is that regardless of the setting, the greedy policy which attempts to match upon each arrival, is approximately optimal (minimizes average waiting time) among a large class of policies that includes batching policies. Under the greedy policy, with cycles of length two, the steady state average waiting time is of order $\Theta(1/p^2)$, while allowing both length two and three cycles leads to a steady state average waiting time of $\Theta(1/p^{3/2})$. Finally, exchanges based on chains lead to a steady state average waiting time of $\Theta(1/p)$. Thus, three-way cycles and chains lead to large improvement in waiting times relative to two-cycles only. Simulations in each setting support these findings, showing that greedy beats batching for small $p$ and also for moderate values of $p$.

We do not model competition between clearinghouses. In the presence of such competition, where the same agents may participate in multiple clearinghouses, there is an incentive for clearinghouses to complete exchanges at the earliest to avoid agents completing an exchange in a different clearinghouse. One may worry that such an incentive may lead clearinghouses to hurt social welfare when they adopt a greedy-like policy. However, our work suggests that this is not the case, since greedy may be near optimal also from the users’ perspective (we find that it approximately minimizes expected waiting times).

Though we motivated our work primarily in the context of centralized marketplaces, our results also have implications for decentralized marketplaces. One implication is that while organizing longer cycles and chains may require a centralized marketplace, our results imply that this may be an option worth considering (only two-way exchanges are typically possible in a decentralized marketplace). Another implication is more subtle: the fact that greedy is near optimal (for two-cycles only) suggests that decentralized marketplaces typically cannot improve outcomes by hiding possible matches; simply informing participants of available matches should be
nearly optimal.

Although we do not model important details of kidney exchange clearinghouses, our findings are consistent with computational experiments that show that the greedy policy is optimal among batching policies. In addition, our findings can serve as foundations for the importance of using chains and cycles of size more than 2 when the kidney exchange pool contains many “hard-to-match” patient-donor pairs, as explained in Section 1.1.3.

Our work raises several further questions and we describe here a few of these. Allowing for heterogeneous agents or goods may lead to different qualitative results in some settings. For example, if Bob is a very difficult-to-please agent who is willing to accept only Alice’s item but they are not both part of any single exchange, it may be beneficial to make Alice wait for some time in the hope of finding an exchange that can allow Bob to get Alice’s item (note that such a policy is not monotone). In particular, when chains or cycles of more than two agents are permitted, some waiting may improve efficiency in the presence of heterogeneity (some evidence for this is given by Ashlagi et al. [8]).

In kidney exchange, the existence of easy-to-match and hard-to-match pairs (again see Section 1.1.3) creates the following problem. Many hospitals are internally matching their easy-to-match pairs, and enrolling their harder-to-match pairs to centralized multi-hospital clearinghouses [6]. An important question is how much waiting times of hard-to-match pairs will improve as the percentage of easy-to-match pairs grows.

Allowing for agents’ departures and outside options are other issues worth exploring. Designing “good” mechanisms that make it safe for agents to participate in barter exchanges is an important direction (see a concurrent work by Akbarpour et al. [4] who study how to make it safe for agents to report their “deadlines” in a homogenous sparse marketplace that conducts pairwise exchanges).
4.9 Proofs of Preliminary Results

Proof of Proposition 4.2. We prove the result by contradiction. Assume that a maximal set of node disjoint three-cycles $\mathcal{W}$ contained fewer than $N/3$ three-cycles. Then there must be a three-cycle $X$ from a largest set of node disjoint three-cycles such that for every three-cycle $Y \in \mathcal{W}$, $X$ and $Y$ have no nodes in common. This yields a contradiction, as we could then add $X$ to $\mathcal{W}$ to make a larger set of node disjoint three-cycles, thus making $\mathcal{W}$ not maximal. 

Proof of Lemma 4.1. We assume that the removal policy is deterministic. The proof for the case of randomized policies follows immediately. Fix any two nodes $i, j$ which arrive before time $t$ (namely $i, j \leq t$). Given any directed graph $\mathcal{G}$ on nodes $0, 1, \ldots, t$ (that is nodes arriving up to time $t$) such that the edge $(i, j)$ belongs to $\mathcal{G}$, denote by $\bar{\mathcal{G}}$ the same graph $\mathcal{G}$ with edge $(i, j)$ deleted. Let $\mathcal{W}$ be any subset of nodes $0, 1, \ldots, t$ containing $i$ and $j$. Recall that we denote by $\mathcal{G}_t$ the directed graph generated by nodes $0, 1, \ldots, t$ and by $\mathcal{W}_t$ the set of nodes observed at time $t$. Note that, since the policy is deterministic, graph $\mathcal{G}_t$ uniquely determines the set of nodes $\mathcal{W}_t$.

We have

$$P(\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}) = \sum_{\mathcal{G}} P(\mathcal{G}) + \sum_{\bar{\mathcal{G}}} P(\bar{\mathcal{G}}),$$

where the first sum is over graphs $\mathcal{G}$ containing edge $(i, j)$ such that the set of nodes observed at time $t$ is $\mathcal{W}$ when $\mathcal{G}_t = \mathcal{G}$, and the second sum is over graphs $\mathcal{G}$ containing edge $(i, j)$, such that when $\mathcal{G}_t = \mathcal{G}$, the set of nodes observed at time $t$ is $\mathcal{W}$. Note, however that by our monotonicity assumption, if $\mathcal{G}_t = \mathcal{G}$ implies $\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}$, then $\mathcal{G}_t = \mathcal{G}$ also implies $\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}$. Thus

$$P(\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}) \geq \sum_{\mathcal{G}} (P(\mathcal{G}) + P(\bar{\mathcal{G}})),$$

where the sum is over graphs $\mathcal{G}$ containing edge $(i, j)$ such that $\mathcal{G}_t = \mathcal{G}$ implies $\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}$. At the same time note that $P(\bar{\mathcal{G}}) = P(\mathcal{G})(1-p)/p$ since it corresponds to
the same graph except edge \((i,j)\) deleted. We obtain

\[
P(\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}) \geq \sum_{\mathcal{G}} P(\mathcal{G})(1 + (1 - p)/p) = \sum_{\mathcal{G}} P(\mathcal{G})/p.
\]

We recognize the right-hand side as \(P(\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}|(i,j) \in \mathcal{G}_t)\). Now we obtain

\[
P((i,j) \in \mathcal{G}_t|\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}) = P(\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W}|(i,j) \in \mathcal{G}_t)P((i,j) \in \mathcal{G}_t)/P(\mathcal{W}_t = \mathcal{W})
\]

\[
\leq P((i,j) \in \mathcal{G}_t)
\]

\[
\leq p,
\]

and the claim is established.

\[\square\]

**Proof of Lemma 4.2.** By the memoryless property of the geometric distribution, for all \(t > 0\),

\[
\mathbb{E}[X | X > t] = t + \mathbb{E}[X] = t + \frac{1}{p}.
\]

Thus for all sufficiently large \(\kappa\) we have

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ X I_{X > \frac{t}{p}} \right] = (1 - p)^{\frac{t}{p}} \left( \frac{\kappa}{p} + \frac{1}{p} \right)
\]

\[
\leq e^{-\kappa \frac{1 + \kappa}{p}}
\]

\[
\leq \frac{1}{2 \kappa p},
\]

where (4.36) follows from (4.35), (4.37) follows as \((1 - p)^{1/p} \leq e^{-1}\) for all \(p\) (take logarithms), and finally (4.38) holds provided \(\kappa \geq \kappa_0\) for appropriately large \(\kappa_0\).

For the remaining term, we have that for all sufficiently large \(\kappa\) and sufficiently
small $p$,

$$
\mathbb{E} \left[ X \mathbb{I}_{X \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa p}}} \right] = \mathbb{E}[X] - \mathbb{E} \left[ X \mathbb{I}_{X > \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa p}}} \right]
$$

$$
= \frac{1}{p} - (1 - p)^{\frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa p}}} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa p}} + \frac{1}{p} \right) \quad (4.39)
$$

$$
\leq \frac{1}{p} - \left( \frac{1 - p}{e} \right)^{\frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}}} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa p}} + \frac{1}{p} \right) \quad (4.40)
$$

$$
\leq \frac{1}{p} - (1 - p)^{\frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}}} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa p}} + \frac{1}{p} \right) \quad (4.41)
$$

$$
= \frac{1}{p} - (1 - p)^{\frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}}} \frac{1}{p} + (1 - p)^{\frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}}} \frac{1}{\kappa p}
$$

$$
\leq \frac{2}{\sqrt{\kappa}} + \frac{1}{\kappa p} \quad (4.42)
$$

$$
\leq \frac{3}{2\kappa p} \quad (4.43)
$$

where (4.39) follows from (4.35). To obtain (4.40), by Taylor’s theorem, $(1 - p)^{1/p} = e^{-1}(1 - p/2) + o(p)$ as $p \to 0$, thus for sufficiently small $p$, we have $(1 - p)^{1/p} \geq e^{-1}(1 - p)$. In (4.41) we use that $e^{-x} \geq 1 - x$, in (4.42), we use that for all $x$ sufficiently small, $1 \geq (1 - x)^n \geq 1 - 2xn$, and (4.43) follows by taking $\kappa$ sufficiently large. Thus the result is shown. □
Chapter 5

Data Driven Simulations for
Scheduling Medical Residents in Hospitals

5.1 Introduction

In 2011, the ACGME instituted a new set of regulations on duty hours that restrict shift lengths for medical residents. We consider two operational questions for hospitals in light of these new regulations: will there be sufficient staff to admit all incoming patients, and how will the continuity of patient care be affected, particularly in a first day of a patient's hospital stay? To address these questions, we built a discrete event simulation tool using historical data from a major academic hospital, and compared several policies using both long and short shifts. Using our simulation tool, we will find that schedules based on shorter more frequent shifts actually lead to a larger admitting capacity. At the same time, such schedules generally reduce the continuity of care by most metrics when the departments operate at normal loads. However, in departments which operate at the critical capacity regime, we found that the continuity of care improved in some metrics for schedules based on shorter shifts, due to a reduction in the use of overtime doctors. In contrast to much of the existing
literature on the effects of duty hour regulations, our approach directly measures the relevant performance metrics, rather than relying on the perceptions of outcomes gathered in surveys.

In our simulations, we find that the relationship between how residents are scheduled and the capacity of the hospital to admit patients is quite complex. In particular, the capacity is not well estimated by simply considering the number of residents in conjunction with any one of: (a) the number of hours residents are available to admit patients, (b) the number of patients each resident is allowed to admit per shift, (c) the number of patients each resident is allowed to have in care simultaneously. Instead, these constraints interact in highly non-trivial ways. We observe that the capacity of two schedules can differ greatly even when the same number of residents are used and long run averages are constant for (a), (b), and (c). We develop the Markov chain throughput upper bound as a simple model that can quickly compute the interaction between these constraints to estimate the capacity of a schedule.

**Organization**

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we explain how our simulation model works. In Section 5.3, we give the simulation results. In Section 5.4 we discuss our results and the conclusions we draw for scheduling medical residents in hospitals. In Section 5.5, we give the details of how our Markovian chain throughput upper bound is computed. Finally, in Section 5.6, we give some additional details on the statistical models used to scale up or down the historical data set.

**5.2 Materials and Methods**

**5.2.1 Simulation Model of Patient Flow and Assignment to Doctors**

We now describe a model for evaluating a hospital departments ability to admit and treat patients under a particular staffing schedule. As input, the model takes the
historical data of every patient treated by the department over some period of time (e.g. a year), including the time they arrive and the time they leave the hospital. Another input to the model is a list of teams of admitters. Each team is either a resident team or a physicians assistant (PA) team. Patients are admitted to specific members of teams. Each team follows a schedule specifying when they are eligible to admit patients. Schedules give typically a four to nine day rotation, and specify on which days of the rotation and at what times the team on shift i.e. eligible to admit patients. Further, each team is subject to some additional constraints:

- \((C1)\) maximum number of patients in care allowed for a team,
- \((C2)\) maximum number of patients admitted per shift allowed for a team,
- \((C3)\) maximum number of patients in care allowed for an individual resident or PA,
- \((C4)\) maximum number of patients admitted per shift allowed for an individual resident or PA.

Most of the resident constraints are dictated by ACGME work hour restrictions, while most of the PA constraints are based on hospital policy as a practical measure. For example, if a team of two admitters had a constraint of type \((C3)\) saying each admitter could only have 10 patients in care and a constraint of type \((C1)\) saying the team could only have 18 patients in care, then it would be possible for one admitter to have 10 patients and the other 8, but having 11 and 7 or 10 and 9 would not be allowed. The model further specifies a selection rule that determines which of the eligible admitters on shift will be assigned to an arriving patient. Throughout, we use the following rule: when a patient arrives, we look at all teams on shift with an eligible admitter, and select one such team uniformly at random. We then select a team member uniformly at random from the eligible admitters in this team. We do this as hospital data suggested that there was not a systematic procedure determining which patients were assigned to which admitters.

Given these inputs, our simulation model works as follows. We define the set of event times to be the times of patient arrivals, patient departures, and the beginning of admitter shifts. For each admitter, we maintain a list of current patients in care.
We also maintain a list of each patient that has arrived but has not yet been assigned to an admitter. We then iterate through the event times chronologically and update the lists. There are three possibilities, based on the type of the event.

- When the next event is a patient arrival, we find the admitting teams that are on shift. From these teams, we find the members that satisfy constraints $C1-4$. Assuming there is such an admitter, we use the selection rule to choose who receives this patient. However, if there is no available admitter, i.e. every admitter that is currently on shift violates at least one of $C1-4$, then that patient is added to the list of patients that have arrived but not yet been assigned to an admitter. These patients are admitted temporarily by either the night float service or the jeopardy service (to be transferred to a resident team or PA team later).

- When the next event is a patient departure, if the patient has been assigned to an admitter, we remove that patient from list of patients in care by the admitter. Otherwise, the patient must be in the list of patients not yet assigned to an admitter, and we remove them from this list.

- When the next event is the beginning of a new shift, we take the patients in the list of patients not yet assigned to an admitter, and attempt to assign them to an admitter on shift satisfying constraints $C1-4$ using the selection rule. The patients that have been waiting longest are assigned first.

- If at the beginning of a new shift, there is insufficient capacity to admit all patients waiting for a reassignment, the remaining patients are “dropped” from the simulation. In reality, the hospital is forced to declare a state of emergency census and the capacity of each team is increased. Under a properly functioning schedule, this happens very infrequently. Thus the number of dropped patients in a simulation is a good indicator of the system operating at an unsustainable load. Note that the load on the admitting staff is to some degree shielded from extreme demands by the number of beds in the hospital. No matter how fast patients are actually arriving, from the perspective of the physicians there can
only be as many inpatients as there are beds.\textsuperscript{1}

Note that while in principle, an admittir could take a new patient from the list of unassigned patients after another patient departed, we do not allow for this in our model. In fact, in practice at B&W, once a resident or team of residents has reached capacity on one of the constraints $C1-4$, the resident does not admit any new patients for the remainder of the shift, even if patients depart and the resident is eligible again. This occurs as the admission nurses assign the patients to admitters manually, and are only notified when an admittir becomes ineligible. As there can only be patients unassigned to an admittir when all the admitting teams are capped, we know that the team which just experienced a departure is capped as well, so our simulator actually operates as B&W does.

This specifies the dynamics of our model. We use it to collect statistics on the performance metrics of interest, e.g. the fraction of patients who do not receive an admittir immediately upon arrival, or the percentage of time that a particular team is capped.

\section*{5.2.2 Physician’s Assistants and Admitting}

The \textit{physician’s assistant (PA) teams} for B&W each provide 2 PAs in the hospital 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (each team consists of around 6 individuals, but there are always 2 present). These teams can have up to 15 patients in care simultaneously, and have no other formal restrictions. B&W employed one such team for GMS in the period 2007-2011. For 2011-2012, they added a second team for GMS. The Cardiology department only had a team for 2011-2012, and the Oncology department only had a team for 2010-2012. B&W felt that admitting a patient to a PA service provided the same quality of care as admitting to a resident.

\footnote{Additionally, in most academic medical centers there are boarders, which are patients that do not have an inpatient bed, but are admitted to an inpatient team and stay in the emergency room.}
5.2.3 Resident Admitting Shifts, Schedules, and Policies

Here we describe the scheduling system used to determine when residents are on shift, and the total number of residents and PAs required for each department. As far as the residents are concerned, the system consists of three layers, shifts, schedules, and policies. Residents are put in teams typically of size 2-3, and teams are organized into groups, each with 2-4 teams. Shifts specify when a resident is on shift or off shift for a 24 hour period from 7am-7am. A schedule applies to a group of teams of residents. It takes a sequence of shifts (usually 4 or 6) and assigns each resident to rotate through these shifts. It also specifies the offset between residents on the same team and the offset between teams on the rotation. Finally, a policy assigns schedules to every group of team of residents, and further specifies an offset between groups in a department. Generally, offsets are chosen so that the residents provide coverage uniformly throughout the rotation. A policy also specifies the number of PA teams a department will be assigned.

As an example, we now describe in detail the policy by GMS for the 2010-11 academic year. The shifts used were the Long Shift (L) that ran from 7am to noon the following day, the Short Shift (S) that ran from 7am to 2pm, and the Off Shift (O) where residents were not admitting new patients. At the schedule level, we have two groups of teams. For the first group, there were four teams with two residents each, called GMS A-D. They all followed the four day rotating schedule Long Shift, Off, Short Shift, Off (LOSO). Within a team, there was no offset between the two residents, but between teams, there was a one day stagger, ensuring that every day there was a team on Long Shift. The second group of teams formed the intensive teaching unit (ITU). It had two teams, ITU 1 and ITU 2, and each team had three residents. The residents followed the 6 day rotating schedule Long Shift, Off, Off, Short Shift, Short Shift, Off (LOOSSO). Within a team, each resident was offset by a day on the rotating schedule, and between teams, there was a three day offset on the rotating schedule, again insuring that every day there was one resident on Long Shift. The policy for GMS was simply to use the GMS A-D group and the ITU 1-2 group.
There was no need to specify any offset at the policy level as both groups of residents have schedules which are symmetric. Figure 5-1 provides a diagram explaining all the offsets between residents for the policy. Additionally, the policy allocated a single team of 2 PAs to GMS (giving a PA capacity of 15 patients in care). There are several additional details describing shift structure. The number of hours a resident must spend at the hospital is longer than the shift, as it takes the resident approximately two hours on average to treat a newly admitted patient. For some shifts, if the shift falls on a weekend, the shift is canceled. Some shifts have different lengths in the first and second semesters, to give more experienced residents more hours. Under some policies where there are no residents admitting patients between 5am and 7am, patients arriving at this time wait until 7am and then are admitted by the doctor starting a new shift. This mechanism is called “Early Admit.” There is a maximum number of patients a resident can admit while on this shift. This is set as realistically

```

```

Figure 5-1: The GMS policy for the 2010-11 academic year. The GMS A-D teams have a 4 day schedule and the ITU 1-2 teams have a 6 day rotating schedule, so the system has an overall 12 day rotating schedule.
Table 5.1: The above shifts were used to construct schedules for residents.

Each new admission takes two to three hours of work, and residents are not supposed to take patients that force them to stay beyond the end of their shift. The maximum number of admissions per shift is typically of the form “5+2,” meaning that the resident can do five new admissions, but may do a total of seven admissions including taking reassignment patients (see Section 5.2.4). If there are no reassignments, then the resident can only admit 5 patients, but if the resident must admit more than 2 reassignments, then the resident can still only admit a maximum of seven patients for the day. Also this maximum is dependent on the department. Specifically, doctors from Oncology can admit fewer patients per shift as their admissions take more time. All of these details are summarized for each type of shift in Table 5.1.

As previously described, a schedule assigns a rotating sequence of shifts to a group of resident teams, and gives an offset within each team and between teams in the rotating schedule. The schedules considered in this project are summarized in Table 5.2. Here average hours/week indicates the number of hours spend admitting. This translates the 4 and 6 day schedules into 7 day averages accounting for weekends. The offset information is omitted, but under each schedule, the coverage provided by the residents is uniform throughout the rotation. We now give a brief discussion of the motivation for each schedule.

1. **LOSO** – This was the default schedule that was in place for all three B&W departments prior to the new regulations. By using long shifts, the schedule provides long periods of patient observation following admission and reduces the total number of daily shift changes, providing continuous ongoing care for patients.
2. **LOOSSO** – This schedule was only used by the *Intensive Teaching Unit* teams for GMS. As these teams are spending additional time on educational aspects of patient care, they have a reduced capacity of 18 patients in care for 3 residents (recall that LOSO has a capacity of 20 patients in care for 2 residents).

3. **MMMO** – This schedule was designed as an alternative to LOSO that with the goal of increasing capacity and reducing jeopardy. When the project began, due to a recent restructuring, several B&W departments found themselves in a perpetual state of emergency census (when teams must operate above their capacity) and jeopardy. Interestingly, we observed that by having many short frequent shifts instead of occasional long shifts, the fundamental capacity of the system is increased, an issue further explored in Section 5.5.

4. **M’M’M’O** – This schedule is nearly the same as MMO, except the resident shifts are shifted four hours earlier. This schedule was proposed as an alternative to MMO with the goals of improving resident quality of life (by allowing them to get home from work at a reasonable hour) and increasing the overlap between the hours when a resident was admitting and the hours when a resident was in the hospital attending to other responsibilities such as treating and discharging existing patients (these activities tend to take place in the morning).

5. **D’OSO** – This schedule essentially just takes the old LOSO schedule and makes it regulations compliant by significantly reducing the length of the long shift. Like M’M’M’O, this schedule has shifts ending during peak hours, which can prevent residents from leaving on time. To try and ease the residents’ departures, the *flex admitter* is introduced for this schedule, as described in Section 5.2.4. Also notice that the *team in care capacity* of D’OSO is 15, while for LOSO it was 20.

6. **DOOONO** – This schedule was designed to provide both day and night admitting coverage by residents without using long shifts. The schedule also reduces the number of patients in care per resident (a team cap of 20 for 3 residents, as opposed to a team cap of 20 for 2 residents under LOSO). Additionally, under DOOONO residents only can admit 2 days out of every 6 and ten patients every
six days, whereas under LOSO residents can admit 2 out of every 4 days and 10 patients every four days.

7. DOSOOONOO—This 9 day rotating schedule is essentially a variant of DOOONO proposed for the cardiology department that provides uniform coverage using 9 total residents, as opposed to the 6 residents required for DOOONO.

Finally, we describe the policies. Recall that a policy was simply a list of schedules assigned to groups, with an offset between each group saying where to start in the rotating schedule. Additionally, a policy must specify the capacity of the PA teams.

For each policy, we define the throughput as follows. Suppose that there were infinitely many patients waiting to be treated initially, but each patient only begins recovering when they are assigned to a resident or PA. The throughput of the policy is average rate that patients leave for the entire department (in patients per day). The throughput of a policy is a good indicator of how a policy will perform under an increasing patient load. Intuitively, as the average number of patients arriving per day increases towards the throughput, the likelihood of jeopardy and dropped patients increases.

The throughput is difficult to determine exactly, but there are two natural upper bounds that we can easily observe. First, suppose that the residents could ignore constraints (C2) and (C4), which restrict the number of patients they can admit per day. Then as we are assuming that there are infinitely many patients waiting, the residents would always have the maximum number of patients in care as allowed by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Teams</th>
<th>Residents/Team</th>
<th>Team in Care Cap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOSO</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOSSO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMMO</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M’M’M’O</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’OSO</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOOONO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSOOONOO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: The following schedules were used to manage resident teams. Included are both actual policies implemented by B&W as well as alternatives considered as part of this research.
(C1) and (C3). For example, if an resident always has ten patients in care simultaneously, and the average patient stays for four days, then on average $10/4 = 2.5$ patients will depart per day that were under the care of that resident. In reality, the resident cannot maintain ten patients in care at all times because of constraints (C2) and (C4) restricting the number of admissions per day, so we are overestimating the throughput. We call this estimate the capacity upper bound on throughput. For our second upper bound, we instead assume that the residents can ignore constraints (C1) and (C3) restricting the number of patients they have in care, but must obey the constraints (C2) and (C4) restricting the number of patients they can admit per day. For example, under LOSO, on an “L” day, the resident admits seven patients, on an “S” day the resident admits 3 patients, and otherwise the resident does not admit any patients. Thus the resident admits ten patients every four days, or $10/4 = 2.5$ patients per day. However, there is a small error in this computation, as the “S” shift only occurs on week days, so really on average the resident admits $(7 + 3 \cdot 5/7)/4 = 2.25$ patients per day. Again in reality, the resident cannot always admit all these patients, as sometimes the resident will reach ten patients in care and be forced to stop admitting. Thus we have obtained a second upper bound on the throughput, which we refer to as the admitting upper bound on throughput.

As the constraints (C1)-(C4) only affect individual residents and teams of residents, we can approximate the throughput of a policy by approximating the throughput of each team of residents and the PAs, and then summing the results up. The throughput of the PAs is equal to the capacity upper bound on throughput, as PAs only have a constraint on the number of patients in care, not on the number of patients admitted per day. For example, for GMS, if the PAs have the capacity to treat 15 patients simultaneously and patients stay for an average of four days, then the PAs add $15/4 = 3.75$ to the policy throughput. To give a very simple example of how to compute the throughput of a policy, suppose that GMS put both group 1 and group 2 on the schedule LOSO, that GMS had a PA service that could treat 15 patients simultaneously, and that the average length of stay was four days. Then the PA service would have a throughput of exactly 3.75 patients per day. There would
be 8 teams each with two residents on LOSO, totaling 16 residents. Each resident has a capacity upper bound of 2.5 patients per day, giving the residents a total capacity upper bound of $16 \cdot 2.5 = 40$ patients per day, and making the policy capacity upper bound 43.75 patients per day. Similarly, each resident has an admitting upper bound of 2.25 patients per day, making the admitting upper bound for all residents $16 \cdot 2.25 = 36$ patients per day, and thus making the admitting upper bound for the policy equal to 39.75. As a result, we expect the throughput of the proposed policy to be less than 39.75.

Using these two upper bounds, we can conclude that the true throughput must be less than the minimum of these two upper bounds. One might suspect that the true throughput would be equal to the minimum of these two upper bounds, or at least that for two policies for which the minimum of these upper bounds is the same, that the throughput should be the same. In particular, when we apply our upper bounds for the policies Initial and Daily Admitting, we get the same bound on the throughput, so we suspect that the policies have the same throughput. However, it turns out that this is not the case. In Section 5.5, we derive a much more accurate approximation of the throughput where (C1)-(C4) are all used, which we refer to as the Markov chain throughput upper bound. When all four constraints are combined, the constraints (C2) and (C4) on the number of patients that can be admitted per day cause the residents to not always have 10 patients in care simultaneously, and constraints (C1) and (C3) on the number of patients that a resident can have in care simultaneously cause the resident to be unable to admit the maximum number of patients per shift, thus making both upper bounds too large. While the upper bounds to provide a good first order test to compare schedules, we will see in later sections that the Markov chain throughput upper bound correctly predicts that policies using MMMO should experience fewer dropped patients than policies using LOSO.

Select policies are given in Table 5.3 for GMS, Table 5.4 for Cardiology, and Table 5.5 for Oncology, along with the capacity upper bound on throughput, the admitting upper bound on throughput, and the Markov chain throughput upper bound. A detailed breakdown of throughput for each schedule is given in Section 5.5, along with
some additional explanation for the calculations. In particular, schedules creating

teaches where the (C1) constraint (team patients in care capacity) is not dominated

by the (C3) constraint (individual patients in care capacity), e.g. LOOSSO, require

some additional approximation.

Notice that policies using the schedules D’OSO, DOOONO and DOSOOONOO

have additional PA capacity. This is necessary to offset the reduction in the number

of patients residents can have in care and the number they can admit under these

schedules, i.e. the reduced throughput.

Table 5.3: A sample of policies considered for GMS.

Table 5.4: A sample of policies considered for Cardiology.

Table 5.5: A sample of policies considered for Oncology.
5.2.4 Patient Flow for Reassigned Patients

Here we describe what happens to the patients that arrive when all admitting teams are at capacity and are forced to wait. Such patients are referred to as reassignments, as they are admitted by one doctor and then permanently transferred to another. At B&W, three different groups provide this temporary care: the night floats, the flex admitters, and the jeopardy service. Further, the flex admitters have two modes of admission, flex forward and flex backward. We now briefly discuss medical and financial implications of admitting patients through each of these mechanisms.

The night floats are residents and doctors that arrive in the evening and leave the following morning. The exact hours when the night floats arrive and depart tends to vary quite widely depending on the policy. The night floats primary responsibility is cross coverage (providing care for patients that have already been admitted, but whose doctors have left the hospital for the night). Night floats typically are covering for many patients simultaneously, and as a result a large fraction of their time is spent simply keeping existing patients stable. However, when all PAs and residents on shift have reached capacity and can no longer take new patients, the night floats watch over newly arriving patients temporarily. The following morning when there is a shift rotation, these patients are handed off to a resident team or PA service. These patients are referred to as night float reassignments. In our model, there is no limit to the number of patients the night floats can admit.

Admissions by night floats are considered quite undesirable. When a patient is admitted, the admitter spends typically around two hours with the patient while determining a course of treatment. This can be a very substantial fraction of the total time and attention they will receive from their doctor. Thus when a patient is admitted by one doctor and then permanently transferred to another, information can be lost. Additionally, there are underlying issues with the night float system that compound these problems. For all patients treated by night floats, both reassignments and patients in cross coverage, it has been historically difficult to enforce protocols for the night floats to document their observations and communicate them with the
resident receiving the patient the following morning. In the case of reassignments, these lapses in communication are particularly dangerous as many critical decisions regarding the course of treatment are made soon after the patient arrives, making this a particularly bad time for a mistake. Thus it is desirable to have schedules with low night float admissions rates.

Next we consider the jeopardy service. If all the admitters on shift have reached capacity before the night floats arrive, a state of jeopardy is declared. Doctors are called in for overtime to temporarily admit and treat new patients until the night floats arrive. These patients are handed off to the night floats, and then handed off again to a resident or PA the following morning.

Admissions by jeopardy are significantly worse than an admission directly to the night floats, both from a financial and medical perspective. As jeopardy relies on doctors being paid overtime, jeopardy admissions are much more expensive than other types of admissions. Additionally, patients are now handed off twice before they reach their caring doctor, doubling the opportunity for a communication failure. It was the expectation of B&W that jeopardy should occur infrequently.

Finally, the flex admitters were a newly created service for the 2011-12 year. They admit new patients from 4-8pm daily, but only when resident and PA service capacity is exhausted. The flex admitter is used only when the schedule D’OSO is used, namely, by GMS under the policies Preserved Day and Hybrid. For the purposes of our model, the flex admitter is not constrained in the number of patients they can temporarily hold.

The flex admitter has two modes of admission, flex forward and flex backward. The modes differentiate which doctor will ultimately treat the patient. When the flex admitter takes the patient, if there is a resident whose shift ended within the last two hours that is not yet at capacity (and on a team that is not yet at capacity), the patient will be handed back to this doctor the following day, resulting in a flex backward admission. When there are no such residents available, the patient will be handed off to the night floats at 8pm and then handed off again to a resident or PA the following morning, resulting in a flex forward.
The flex forward is somewhat analogous to a jeopardy admission, but it is slightly better in that no overtime pay is necessary. However, the real motivation of this mechanism is to reduce jeopardy admissions in exchange for flex backward admissions. Flex backward admissions are desirable as the resident can observe the patient with the flex admittance for a portion of the admitting process and have a face to face discussion with the flex admittance about the patient before the resident leaves for the day. Thus the resident will know more about this patient than a resident beginning shift the following day, significantly reducing information lost due to miscommunication.

5.3 Results

We now discuss the result of simulating the policies described above in our model. First, we list the performance metrics that we compute in our simulation studies, as well as the motivation and goals behind the selecting the schedules and policies that we simulated. Then, we look at simulations of these policies and compare their performance.

5.3.1 Performance Metrics

We now briefly summarize how we measure the quality of each policy

1. Reassignments– As described in Section 5.2.4, a reassignment occurs when all residents and PAs are at capacity when a patient arrives, so that patient must be temporarily admitted by another doctor and then transferred to a resident or PA the following day. The four types of reassignments are listed below from least to most desirable:

   (a) Jeopardy reassignment– These patients are admitted by doctors working overtime before the night floats arrive. They are handed off to the night floats, and then handed off again to a resident or PA the following morning. Using jeopardy requires the hospital to pay overtime wages.
(b) **Flex forward reassignment**—These patients are admitted by the flex admitter. These patients are also handed off to night floats and then to a resident or PA the following morning.

(c) **Night float reassignment**—These patients are temporarily admitted by the night floats and then reassigned to a resident or PA the following morning.

(d) **Flex backward reassignment**—These patients are admitted by the flex admitter with the support of a resident in the final two hours of their shift. The patient is watched temporarily by the night floats, and then returned to the same resident the following morning.

2. **Jeopardy Days**—This is simply the number of days in the year that a jeopardy reassignment occurred. As usually only a single jeopardy doctor is required to deal with all jeopardy admissions for a day, the cost of jeopardy is driven by the number of days of occurrence, not the number of patients.

3. **Dropped Patients**—These are patients that should have been reassigned, but at the time of reassignment to a resident or PA, the capacity was exhausted (as described in Section 5.2.1). Such patients are a sign that the policy is chronically over capacity.

4. **Observation < 6 hours**—This is the fraction of patients admitted by the residents that were viewed continuously for less than 6 hours following admission by the resident before the residents shift ended. Here we are only accounting time on shift in the observation hours. Note that while residents spend typically 80 hours a week in the hospital, only 40 of these are hours on shift. Thus depending on how the remaining time in the hospital is allocated, this statistic could significantly underestimate the actual frequency of at least six hours of observation. For example, under LOSO, on an “L” day, residents would remain in the hospital until noon the following day, so effectively there would always be less than 6 hours of observation.

5. **Shift runs late**—Here, we indicate the frequency that a resident must admit a patient in the final two hours of a shift (among all days with any shift other than “off”). This figure is important as admitting a patient requires two to three
hours of work, so the resident will be forced to work past the end of their shift. This can ultimately lead to residents violating restrictions on hours worked per week, so it is important to anticipate with what frequency such admissions will occur. Historically, both and B&W and at other hospitals, there have been problems getting residents out of the hospital when their shifts end during peak admitting hours.

6. *Interarrival < 2 hours*—Here we measure the frequency that a resident’s successive admission times are separated by less than two hours. We use two hours as it takes about two hours to admit a new patient. Thus we are measuring how often residents are forced to deal with two or more patients simultaneously. From a quality of care perspective, it is desirable that this number be low.

### 5.3.2 Assessing Policies at Historical Patient Arrival Rate

First, we compare the performance of the policies for the 2009-10 historical patient arrival data for each of our three departments, Oncology, Cardiology, and GMS.

In Table 5.6, we give the performance of these policies in the Oncology department. In all of our simulations, the Oncology department has four teams each of two residents, and a PA service with a capacity of 15 patients in care that admits patients 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We consider three policies from Table 5.5, *Initial, Daily Admitting*, and *Daily Admitting Shifted*. We see that under all three policies, we do not drop patients, implying that they provide sufficient admitting capacity to treat incoming patients. We see that *Initial* has some jeopardy, but both *Daily Admitting* and *Daily Admitting Shifted* have none. However, we see that *Initial* uses significantly fewer night float admissions than *Daily Admitting* and *Daily Admitting Shifted*. We see that *Initial* is more likely to provide 6 hours of continuous observation than either *Daily Admitting* or *Daily Admitting Shifted*. As previously remarked in Section 5.3.1, the policy *Initial* actually will observe nearly all patients for at least 6 hours, as this figure only accounts for time spent on shift, not time in the hospital. Although the hours in hospital not on shift have not been specified for *Daily Admitting* or *Daily Admitting Shifted*, if these policies were implemented these
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Daily Admitting</th>
<th>Daily Admitting Shifted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Night Float Admissions</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>1298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeopardy Days</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeopardy Admissions</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropped Patients</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation &lt; 6 Hours (%)</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift Runs Late (%)</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interarrival &lt; 2 Hours (%)</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Performance of the Oncology Department under three different policies for scheduling residents. This simulation is based on 2009-10 historical data. There were 3246 patients of the course of the year in the simulation.

hours would likely be before the shift began, so that the residents could be present in the morning for rounds and to discharge patients.

Finally, we see that under Initial it is much more likely that the patient interarrival time is less than two hours than under either Daily Admitting or Daily Admitting Shifted. This is occurring as Daily Admitting and Daily Admitting Shifted have more residents on hand admitting simultaneously at peak hours when patients are arriving more frequently.

In comparing Daily Admitting and Daily Admitting Shifted directly, we see that Daily Admitting Shifted puts significantly more load on the night floats. This occurs as the peak arrival process is between 2pm and 10pm, so half of the peak arrivals are missed by Daily Admitting Shifted and are forced onto the night floats. We also see that Daily Admitting Shifted has a higher fraction of patients with less than 6 hours of observation before the end of the admitters shift. This occurs as we only meet the 6 hour threshold when a patient arrives in the first two hours of the shift, and there are far fewer arrivals between 10am and noon than between 2pm and 4pm.

We see an increase in the likelihood that a shift will run late under M’M’M’O, as this schedule has residents end their shifts at the peak arrival time of the day. However, this policy will provide residents with a higher quality of life, as they are released from the hospital at an earlier hour of the day.

Next, in Table 5.7, we look at the performance of the policies from Table 5.4, Initial, Daily Admitting, and Triploid. Under the first two policies, a group of 8
Table 5.7: Performance of the Cardiology Department under five different policies for scheduling residents. This simulation is based on 2009-10 historical data. There were 3257 patients of the course of the year in the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Daily Admitting</th>
<th>Triploid-0</th>
<th>Triploid-15</th>
<th>Triploid-30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Night Float Admissions</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>1313</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeopardy Days</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeopardy Admissions</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropped Patients</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation &lt; 6 Hours (%)</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift Runs Late (%)</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interarrival &lt; 2 Hours (%)</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

residents and no PAs are used. Under the Triploid policy, nine residents are used, but individually residents are constrained to admit patients more slowly and care for fewer total patients. To offset this, we consider 3 levels of PA staffing, no PAs (as under the first two policies), referred to as Triploid-0, one PA team (giving a capacity of 15 patients), Triploid-15 and two PA teams (giving a capacity of 30 patients), referred to as Triploid-30.

The comparison between Initial and Daily Admitting for Cardiology is very similar to the relation of these policies for Oncology. We see that Initial puts less load on the night floats than Daily Admitting, but that Daily Admitting puts less (in fact no) load on jeopardy than Initial. Again, Daily Admitting is less likely to have 6 continuous hours of observation than Initial, but is also less likely to have to admit twice in a two hour window than Initial.

Looking at the three levels of PA staffing for the Triploid policy, it is immediate from the dropped patient and jeopardy statistics that Triploid-0, i.e. not increasing PA staffing, is infeasible. Under Triploid-15, we still have the occasional dropped patient and quite a bit of jeopardy, suggesting that we are at the edge of the capacity of the system. However, in Triploid-30, the schedule actually performs quite well. Between the PAs and the residents, there is sufficient capacity to admit essentially all arriving patients and the night floats and jeopardy services are rarely needed. The policy performance is comparable to Initial and Daily Admitting in other metrics as well, although it is benefiting from having a greater staffing level.
Table 5.8: Performance of GMS under two different policies for scheduling residents. This simulation is based on 2009-10 historical data. There were 7218 patients of the course of the year in the simulation.

Finally, in Table 5.8 we compare several the performance of the policies from Table 5.3 for the GMS department. In these policies, GMS used two groups of teams of residents, and has a PA patient in care capacity of either 15 under Initial, Daily Admitting, and Hybrid-15, and 30 under Hybrid-30, Preserved Day and Corkscrew. Under Initial, we see that GMS is at the brink of instability, with some dropped patients and many days of jeopardy. Comparing Initial with Daily Admitting, we see that Daily Admitting has about 100 more night float admissions, but over 200 fewer jeopardy admissions, giving an overall improvement on reassignments. This is due to the hybridization effect of MMO reducing jeopardy admissions and LOOSSO providing night coverage.

Looking at the other schedules, we see that Preserved Day has less capacity than Initial and that Corkscrew has less capacity than Preserved Day, to the point where the dropped patients necessitate increasing the PA capacity to 30. Preserved Day provides inadequate night float coverage, and corkscrew lacks capacity, but hybridized (in Hybrid 30) together they produce a schedule that takes the better properties from both components. We see that even with the hybridization, we cannot reduce the PA level back to 15 without dropping patients.

### 5.3.3 Performance Analysis under Increased Patient Volume

In this section, we consider performance of the policies under an increased and decreased patient volume. We look only at dropped patients, jeopardy reassignments, and total reassignments. Here, the total number of reassignments is the sum of the
First, we consider the Oncology department under an increasing patient load, as shown in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3. We observe first that the Initial policy begins to break down (i.e. experience dropped patients) with only a 10% increase in patient volume, and completely fails with a 20% increase, while Daily Admitting and Daily Admitting Shifted experience no dropped patients until a 30% increase in patient volume. Next, we observe that when the load is increased by 20%, Daily Admitting causes fewer total reassignments than Initial, despite the fact that Daily Admitting is reassigned most patients arriving off peak hours.

For Cardiology, in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5, we observe that Initial and Daily Admitting both have almost no dropped patients, even when the patient arrival rate is increased by 20% (results for Triploid policies are in the appendix). We also see
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Figure 5-3: Performance of Oncology Department with various policies under changing patient volume. This simulation is based on 2009-10 historical data.

that unlike Oncology, Daily Admitting is always causing more reassignments than the other policies. This is both due the fact that Cardiology is not supported by any PAs under Daily Admitting (as it was with Oncology), and because the system is not critically loaded to the point of Initial failing.

Finally, in Figure 5-6, Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 we see that for the GMS department, all policies are right at the edge of their capacity, giving very poor performance with only a 10% increase in the number of patients in the system. One should keep in mind that Initial, Daily Admitting, and Hybrid 15 are using fewer PAs than the other policies (thus we present there results in separate figures).

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Key Insights

Here we summarize general insights revealed through our simulation analysis on the influence of the resident policy and the arrival rate of patients on the number dropped
Figure 5-4: Sensitivity of dropped patients to patient arrival rate. Simulations based on 2009-10 historical data for Cardiology.

Figure 5-5: Performance of Cardiology Department with various policies under changing patient volume. This simulation is based on 2009-10 historical data.
Figure 5-6: Sensitivity of dropped patients to patient arrival rate. Simulations based on 2009-10 historical data for GMS.

Figure 5-7: Performance of GMS with various policies under changing patient volume. This simulation is based on 2009-10 historical data.
patients and reassignments. In comparing policies, it is important to remember that there are two distinct groups of policies playing under different rules: the first group comparing Initial and Daily Admitting policies, and the second group comparing Preserved Day, Hybrid, Corkscrew, and Triploid policies. For the first group, the constraints on the total number of patients in care are less restrictive than for the second group. However, the first group also generally was assigned lower PA staffing levels. As many variables are being changed at once, it is difficult to draw conclusions from comparisons made between these two groups of policies. For all three departments, the Initial policy and the Daily Admitting policy actually hold these variables relatively constant, and thus provide the best tools for comparison.

We now give three key insights:

1. **Policies with more frequent shorter shifts have a greater capacity than policies with long infrequent shifts and thus are superior under heavy patient loads.**

We can directly observe this behavior in comparing Initial and Daily Admitting for all three departments. We see that as the patient load increases, more patients are dropped under the Initial policy than the Daily Admitting policy.

Figure 5-8: Performance of GMS with various policies under changing patient volume. This simulation is based on 2009-10 historical data.
As an additional indicator, we see that the Initial policy always results in more instances of jeopardy than Daily Admitting. Note that beyond comparing long shifts versus shorter more frequent shifts, the two policies use equivalent resources. Each resident can admit up to ten patients every four days and have up to ten patients in care simultaneously. Additionally, the requirements for number of residents, PAs, and admitting hours per four day rotation are all about the same. The difference in capacity arises because admitting more frequently allows residents to better maintain close to 10 patients in care at all times. A mathematical justification of this phenomenon is further explored in Section 5.5 and again in Chapter 6.

2. *As the patient load increases, the number of reassignments and dropped patients increases rapidly.*

This can be observed for all policies, although the effect is most noticeable for Oncology under the Initial policy, and under all policies in GMS. This kind of non-linear performance degradation as the system approaches capacity is typical in capacitated systems.

3. *Schedules in which the admitting hours of doctors are aligned with the arrival rate of patients result in significantly fewer reassignments.*

This can most clearly be seen in comparing the policies Daily Admitting and Daily Admitting Shifted for the Oncology department. Daily admitting focuses all admitting capacity on the window 2pm-10pm, while Daily Admitting Shifted focuses all admitting capacity on the window 10am-6pm. Under Daily Admitting, we have 676 total reassignments, while under Daily Admitting shifted, we have 1298 total reassignments. Additionally, observing that the number of dropped patients under these policies is almost the same, we see that capacity and alignment are two independent issues.

We also see that for GMS, the Preserved Day Schedule results in many more reassignments than Hybrid-30, as Preserved Day fails to cover the latter half of peak admitting hours as well.
5.4.2 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model

We now identify some of the assumptions and limitations of our study. First, we look at the alignment between the measured outcomes optimized for by our choice of shift schedules, and actual hospital goals. Next, we briefly discuss possible sources of modeling error. Finally, we consider several studies contradicting the basic assumptions motivating shorter shifts, and discuss some plausible interpretations of seemingly contradictory evidence.

The goals of medical residency programs include (a) delivering high quality patient care, (b) providing residents with a good educational experience, (c) providing residents with a safe work environment and healthy work life balance, and (d) providing services economically. Our study does not consider the effect of shift schedules on (b), although a recent study found that residents perceived that the post regulation shift schedules left less time for education [27]. For (d), schedules with a greater capacity correspond to requiring fewer total interns to treat a fixed number of patients, suggesting that shorter more frequent shifts are financially more viable. Furthermore, jeopardy admissions are costlier than night float admissions. Therefore, since schedules with shorter more frequent shifts reduce jeopardy admissions while increasing night float admissions, such schedules are more cost effective. However, as we do not explicitly account for the increased expense of additional night floats required, a more careful analysis is warranted. Additionally, we are ignoring indirect changes in expenses, e.g. if quality of care is increased, some expensive accidents may be avoided. In [62], a more comprehensive estimate of the cost for restricting duty hours was estimated, but at a less granular scale (i.e. costs for the national residency program, not a single hospital). Regarding (a) and (c), in light of the studies referenced in the introduction, one might assume that a schedule relying on shorter shifts that allows residents to sleep more regularly and have more sleep hours in total should improve the quality of care (due to a reduction in errors caused by fatigue), reduce occupational hazards for residents, and improve resident quality of life. This opinion was held by some residents prior to implementing the 2011 regulations [26],
although there was a strong concern that a loss in continuity of care would cause more accidents than those prevented by reducing fatigue. Our study addresses (a) by quantifying the change in continuity of care when using schedules with shorter more frequent shifts, focusing on the first 24 hours of a patient’s stay in the hospital (e.g. as measured by reassignments and frequency of six hours of observation after admission), but makes no further attempt to quantify the benefits for (a) and (c) in using shorter shifts due to reduced fatigue.

Next, we briefly discuss potential sources of modeling error. In particular, we note that our simulation model is an extreme simplification of how hospitals actually operate. As a result, our conclusions may only be valid under certain assumptions implicit in our model. We quickly give two such examples. First, we assume that the only bottleneck in admitting patients is the availability of doctors. However, in an actual hospital setting, there are many potential bottlenecks to admitting patients, including beds, nurses, and specialized equipment. We made this assumption because the practitioners in B&W suggested that this was correct up to first order in B&W in 2009-11. However, if the patient load increased 20% as in some of our sensitivity analysis, most likely another resource would become a bottleneck. Second, we considered the distribution of arrival times and departure times exogenous. However, adjusting schedules would likely have some effect on both. A small but non-negligible fraction of patient arrivals are scheduled by doctors at their own will, so changing their hours would likely change their incentives when scheduling patients. Additionally, patients may adapt to avoid waiting times if under some schedules, arriving a certain time of day often resulted in long waits. Departure times are determined by when doctors choose to discharge patients, so again, altering their schedules could have unintended consequences. Thus, we suggest using some caution when applying these results, particularly against expecting certain quantitative outcomes.

Several recent studies of the aftermath of the 2011 regulation have challenged some of the assumptions we adopted on a number of grounds. In [27, 76], the authors find (by issuing surveys to residents) that after the change in regulation, residents are on average not getting much more total sleep, some residents are violating new duty
hour restrictions, more medical accidents take place, and the rates of depression and burnout are not lower. There are many possible explanations as to why the authors may have reached these somewhat counter-intuitive conclusions. For example, if the duty hour restrictions were not enforced, we would not expect any improvement in resident quality of life. Instead, if duty hours were enforced but hospitals were not properly prepared to adapt operationally, residents might experience additional stress on the job and have more errors due to general disorganization in the new system (particularly in the handoff protocols). Finally, as these studies were based on surveying residents and physicians perceptions, they are subject to bias in the perceptions of the participants over something which is an increasingly political issue. These difficulties, whether perceived or actual, may improve with time as hospitals adapt their operations to improve handoffs, and more senior residents, who may feel victimized by the changes in regulations (which increased their work load to reduce the workload on first year residents) graduate from the residency program, as suggested in [35] after the 2003 regulations. Additionally, one should note that there are a few new studies challenging the notion that fatigue results in worse medical outcomes [30, 84]. However, these studies were performed as retrospective analyses, with many potential confounding factors that could lead to erroneous conclusions.

5.5 The Markov Chain Throughput Upper Bound

In this section, we give a probabilistic analysis of the long run average rate that a resident or team of residents can treat patients, as used to compute the Markov chain throughput upper bound in Section 5.2.3. Using this tool, we give mathematical justification for why a schedule that has short, frequent, and evenly spaced shifts such as MMMO should have a greater capacity than a schedule with fewer, longer, unevenly spaced shifts such as LOSO. First, we consider a simple model where a single resident that only has the capacity to treat one patient at a time must treat an infinite incoming stream of patients. We consider two schedules for the resident and compute the long run average number of patients treated under each schedule. In this
special case, we prove that short evenly spaced shifts have a greater capacity than long shifts. Then, we generalize the model and provide an algorithm to compute the maximum rate that the residents and PAs of an entire department can treat patients.

In the basic model, we have an infinite number of time periods $t = 1, 2, \ldots$, each representing a single day. The resident has a four day rotating schedule that specifies if the resident is on shift or off shift. We consider two schedules for the resident. The first, which we refer to as Consecutive (C), is On, On, Off, Off, and the second, which we refer to as Spread (S) is On, Off, On, Off. At the start of each day, if the resident is on shift and does not currently have a patient in care, the resident takes this new patient. Then each day, regardless of whether or not the resident is on shift, the patient in care leaves with probability $p$ (a parameter of the model, $0 < p < 1$), and stays otherwise. We now determine the long run average number of patients that our resident will treat under schedules (S) and (C). Under policy (S), for each day $t = 1, 2, \ldots$, we define $D_S(t)$ be one if a patient departed in time period $t$ and zero otherwise. Likewise, under policy (C), for each time period $t = 1, 2, \ldots$, we define $D_C(t)$ to be one if a patient departed in time period $t$ and zero otherwise. Using this notation, the long run average number of patients treated by our resident under each policy, denoted $D_S(\infty)$ and $D_C(\infty)$, is given by

$$D_C(\infty) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} D_C(t)$$

$$D_S(\infty) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} D_S(t).$$

By the law of large numbers, we can compute the long run average behavior by instead directly computing the average behavior in a four day cycle, namely,

$$D_C(\infty) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{4} \sum_{t=1}^{4} D_C(t) \right] = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{t=1}^{4} \mathbb{E}[D_C(t)] = \frac{1}{4} \left( p + p + (1-p)p + (1-p)^2p \right),$$

$$D_S(\infty) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{4} \sum_{t=1}^{4} D_S(t) \right] = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{t=1}^{4} \mathbb{E}[D_S(t)] = \frac{1}{4} \left( p + (1-p)p + p + (1-p)p \right).$$
We briefly justify this calculation. Any day the resident is on shift, the probability of discharging a patient will be \( p \), independent of the past. Likewise, if a resident was on shift the previous day, and is off shift today, then the probability of discharging a patient can be computed as \( \mathbb{P}(\text{no discharge yesterday}) \mathbb{P}(\text{discharge today}) = (1-p)p \), independent of events occurring greater than one day ago. By induction, it is simple to show that if a resident last was on shift \( n \) days ago, then the probability of discharge today is given by \( (1-p)^n p \), and is independent of events occurring earlier than \( n \) days previous. Observe that the terms \( \mathbb{E}[D_C(1)] \) and \( \mathbb{E}[D_C(2)] \) are equal to the probability of discharging a patient while on shift, and the terms \( \mathbb{E}[D_C(3)] \) and \( \mathbb{E}[D_C(4)] \) are equal to the probability of discharging one day after being on shift and two days after being on shift, respectively. This justifies the calculation for \( D_C(\infty) \). The computation of \( D_S(\infty) \) is justified similarly.

We observe that for every possible value of \( p \) (the probability patients depart each day),

\[
D_S(\infty) - D_C(\infty) = \frac{1}{4}(1-p)p - \frac{1}{4}(1-p)^2p = \frac{1}{4}(p^2 - p^3) > 0,
\]

i.e. \( D_S(\infty) > D_C(\infty) \).

From this calculation, we can conclude the resident will in the long run treat more patients under (S) than under (C).

We now extend the model so that residents can treat multiple patients simultaneously, but must obey a capacity on the maximum number of patients in care and the maximum number of patients admitted per day (according to a schedule). Again, we have an infinite number of time periods \( t = 1, 2, \ldots \), each corresponding to a day. For now, we will restrict ourselves to the schedules from Section 5.2.3 where the (C1) constraint (team patients in care capacity) is dominated by (C3) constraint (individual patients in care capacity), i.e. LOSO and MMO. We will let \( \theta \) denote such a schedule. Let \( c_{\theta} \) denote the maximum number of patients in care for a resident. Let \( a_{\theta}(t) \) be the maximum number patients that can be admitted on day \( t \) under policy \( \theta \). For example, under LOSO, \( a_{\theta}(1) = 7, a_{\theta}(2) = 0, a_{\theta}(3) = 3, a_{\theta}(4) = 0, a_{\theta}(5) = 7, \ldots \). For \( t = 0, 1, \ldots \), let \( X_{\theta}(t) \) be the number of patients in care in time period \( t \). Finally,
let $D_\theta(t)$ be the number of patients that depart in period $t$. We will assume that $D_\theta(t)$ has the distribution $\text{Bin}(X_\theta(t-1), p)$, i.e. each patient in care departs with probability $p$, independently of the other patients, as in the previous section. We assume that an initial condition $X_\theta(0)$ is given, and then the dynamics of our model are given by

$$X_\theta(t) = \min\{X_\theta(t-1) + a_\theta(t) - D_\theta(t), c\}$$

for $t = 1, 2, \ldots$. When $a_\theta(t)$ is on an $n$ day rotating schedule, then $X_\theta(t)$ is a Markov chain with period $n$ on the state space $\{0, 1, \ldots, c\}$. It is easy to see that the process $X_\theta(nt)$, $t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$, will be a time homogeneous Markov chain on the same state space with a single recurrent class. Thus we can solve for the long run behavior of $X_\theta(nt)$ by computing the stationary distribution, i.e. solving a system of $c + 1$ linear equations. Once the stationary distribution is known, it is straightforward to compute the expected number of departures per $n$ day rotation (and thus per day).

To improve the accuracy of our results, we make the following enhancement to the model. For shifts that do not occur on weekends, we make $a_\theta(t)$ random, taking the value zero with probability $2/7$, and the maximum number of admissions otherwise. While it would be more accurate to make the day of the week as well as the day in the $n$ day cycle both part of the state, it would increase the number of states from $nc_\theta$ to potentially $7nc_\theta$ with little practical gain.

Finally, we discuss the case when constraint (C1), resident team capacity, is not dominated by constraint (C3), individual resident capacity. When this happens, on our particular problem instances the (C1) constraint is much more restrictive than the (C3) constraint. Therefore it is a reasonable approximation to simply ignore the (C3) constraint and view the entire team as a single resident with the combined admitting schedule of all residents on the team. This technique works very well for D’OSO where the team capacity is 15 patients but the individual capacity is ten patients, and there are two residents on a team with no offset in their schedules (i.e. they both have “D” on the same days). However, for other schedules where the residents are staggered, e.g. LOOSSO, things are a little more complicated. We would to say
that the capacity is \([7, 0, 0, 3, 3, 0] + [0, 7, 0, 0, 3, 3] + [3, 0, 7, 0, 0, 3] = [10, 7, 7, 3, 6, 6]\).

However, on the first day, when it falls on weekend, we only lose part, not all of the capacity. While this could be correctly accounted for, instead, for simplicity, when this situation occurs, we just assume that the admitting capacity equals ten, regardless of whether it is a weekday or weekend.

We use this technique to make the Markov chain throughput upper bound for residents and teams of residents. We omit the details of the calculations but summarize the inputs to the calculation in Table 5.9 for GMS and Cardiology and Table 5.10 for Oncology, and the results of the calculation in Table 5.11 for GMS, in Table 5.12 for Cardiology, and in Table 5.13 for Oncology. Note that the “Residents” column indicates the number of individuals that computation is for. Using these quantities, it is straightforward to compute the Markov chain throughput upper bound for each policy, as you only need to multiply the estimate for a resident (or team of resident) by the number of residents (teams of residents), and then add in the PA capacity, as given in Table 5.14 (multiplied by the capacity of the PA service divided by 15).

Another improvement to the model would be to replace the infinite stream of patients waiting to be treated by a random number of patients arriving each day.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Residents</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Admitting</th>
<th>Markov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOSO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOSSO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’OSO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOOONO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11: The long run average number of departures per day under each schedule for GMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Residents</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Admitting</th>
<th>Markov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOSO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSOONOO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12: The long run average number of departures per day under each schedule for Cardiology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Residents</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Admitting</th>
<th>Markov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOSO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13: The long run average number of departures per day under each schedule for Oncology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Average Patient Stay (days)</th>
<th>Throughput of Capacity 15 PA Team (patients/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMS</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14: Average patient length of stay by department and corresponding PA throughput.
Then, as in reality, the resident would occasionally be idle. Analyzing such a model is significantly more complicated than the above analysis, and is the subject of Chapter 6. However, the key finding that chapter is essentially as follows: Suppose that each day the average arrival rate of patients is $\lambda$. Then the number of patients waiting to be treated will increase to infinity as $t \to \infty$ if and only if $\lambda$ exceeds the throughput of the policy.

5.6 Statistical Analysis of Patient Flows

5.6.1 Patient Arrival and Departure Data

The patient data we use is from the B&W Oncology, Cardiology and General Medicine departments. Recall that a resident or PA is assigned to a patient, and in turn each patient is assigned to a bed. At B&W, these events occur simultaneously. For about 75% of patients, we have this exact time. The remaining 25% of patients were transfers from other hospitals. For these patients, we use as a proxy the time the patient reached the bed, as for transfer patients these times are relatively close. For all patients, we know the time the patient was discharged. Each of the three departments has specialist teams that instead of taking any new arriving patient, only take new patients with a particular ailment, and take all such patients. For example, General Medicine has two PA teams, “REN-PA” for patients with renal failure and “PUL-PA” for patients with chronic pulmonary disease. As such patients are treated separately in an independent system, we excluded them from our model.

5.6.2 A Statistical Model for Patient Arrivals

In order to simulate a schedule with a patient loads above the historical patient load, we need to create additional patients to augment the historical data. For each of the three departments we considered, we used the same procedure described below. We assume that the patient arrival process is a non-stationary Poisson process, where for each hour of the day, the rate is constant. We let $\lambda_{hn}$ denote the arrival rate for hour
$h$ for day $n$ of the simulation. Let $d(n)$ be the day of the week for simulation day $n$ and let $m(n)$ be the month of the year for simulation day $n$. Further, we assume that for each hour of the day $h$, each day of the week $d$, and each month of the year $m$, there exists constants $\lambda_h$, $\lambda_d$ and $\lambda_m$ such that

$$\lambda_{hn} = \lambda_h + \lambda_{d(n)} + \lambda_{m(n)}.$$  

We produce estimates of our unknowns $\hat{\lambda}_h$ of $\lambda_h$ for each hour $h$, $\hat{\lambda}_d$ of $\lambda_d$ for each day $d$, and $\hat{\lambda}_m$ of $\lambda_m$ for each month $m$ by solving the regularized least squares problem below. Let $a_{hn}$ denote the actual number of arrivals we observed in hour $h$ of day $n$. We choose a small constant $\varepsilon > 0$ to be our regularizer, and then solve

$$\min_{\hat{\lambda}_h, \hat{\lambda}_d, \hat{\lambda}_m, \hat{\lambda}_{hn}} \sum_{n=1}^{365} \sum_{h=1}^{24} (a_{hn} - \hat{\lambda}_{hn})^2 + \varepsilon \left( \sum_{h=1}^{24} \hat{\lambda}_h + \sum_{d=1}^{7} \hat{\lambda}_d + \sum_{m=1}^{12} \hat{\lambda}_m \right)$$

subject to $\hat{\lambda}_h + \hat{\lambda}_{d(n)} + \hat{\lambda}_{m(n)} = \hat{\lambda}_{hn}$ for $h = 1, \ldots, 24$, $n = 1, \ldots, 365$.

The regularization is necessary only for technical reasons and the solution was relatively insensitive to the choice of $\varepsilon$. The optimization problem can be solved efficiently by most commercial packages for scientific computing (e.g. SciPy).

To assure the reader that the patient arrival rate does depend on all three of these variables and allow the reader to visualize these relationships, we plot the average number of patients per hour, the average number of patients per day of week, and the number of patients per month of the year using the 2009-10 data for Oncology (Figure 5-9), Cardiology (Figure 5-10) and GMS (Figure 5-11).

Given these estimators, to increase the arrival rate by 5%, we would generate a non stationary Poisson process with a fixed rate in each hour of the day $h$ and each day of the simulation $n$ of $.05 \cdot \lambda_{hn}$. We would then add these artificial arrival times to the historical data.

We use a simpler technique to reduce the arrival rate by 5%. We simply select 5% of the patients at random from the historical data, and remove them from the simulation.
Figure 5-9: For the Oncology Department in 2009-10, the average number of arrivals by hour of day, day of week, and month of year.

Figure 5-10: For the Cardiology Department in 2009-10, the average number of arrivals by hour of day, day of week, and month of year.

Figure 5-11: For the GMS in 2009-10, the average number of arrivals by hour of day, day of week, and month of year.
5.6.3 A Statistical Model for Patient Departures

For the synthesized patient data from the previous section, we need a statistical model to determine their length of stay in the hospital. Here it is problematic to assume any parametric form. In Figure 5-12, we see a sinusoidal pattern with a period of one day in the length of stay. Looking closely, splitting our patients by the hour of the day that they arrived, we see that while the length of stay is dependent on the arrival time, the time of day of departure is not. Specifically, regardless of when a patient arrived, they will typically leave around noon. However, the number of days a patient stays in the hospital appears to depend on the time of day arrived. For example, a patient arriving late at night is unlikely to depart the following day at noon.

To systematically test the relationship between the arrival hour of day, day of week, and month of year with the patient length of stay, we used a regression model similar to the model used in the previous section. We found that the hour of day and day of week were strongly correlated to the patient length of stay, but that the month of year was not particularly relevant.

To actually generate the random length of stay each synthesized patients, instead of fitting our data to some parametric distribution and then sampling, as we did in the previous section, we instead draw from the empirical distribution in our data. Specifically, if we had a synthesized arrival in hour $h$ and day of week $d$, we looked at all patients that arrived in the same hour of the day on the same day of the week, and picked one of their length of stays uniformly at random. Because we had hundreds of data points for every hour day pair and were generating relatively few points, this was a reasonable approach. Had we not ruled out the month of year dependence, we would have had insufficient data points for this method to give reliable results.

Finally, we describe the statistical test used to determine that the month of the year was not an important factor in determining the length of stay for patients, but that the hour of the day and the day of the week were important. We assumed that when a patient arrived on day $n$ during hour $h$, they would have an average length of stay of $\ell_{hn}$ hours Using the same notation as in the previous section, we assumed
that there were constants $\ell_h$, $\ell_{d(n)}$ and $\ell_{m(n)}$ such that

$$\ell_{hn} = \ell_h + \ell_{d(n)} + \ell_{m(n)}.$$ 

Then for each patient $i = 1, \ldots, k$, where $k$ is the number of patients treated in the department for a year, let $a_i$ be the actual length of stay for that patient, $h_i$ be the hour of day of the patient arrival, $n_i$ be the day of the year of the patient arrival, $m_i$ be the month of year of patient arrival, and $d_i$ be the day of week of the patient arrival. We then computed our estimates by solving

$$\min_{\hat{\ell}_h, \hat{\ell}_d, \hat{\ell}_m, \hat{\ell}_{hn}} \sum_{i=1}^{k} (a_{h_i n_i} - \hat{\ell}_{h_i n_i})^2 + \varepsilon \left( \sum_{h=1}^{24} \hat{\ell}_h + \sum_{d=1}^{7} \hat{\ell}_d + \sum_{m=1}^{12} \hat{\ell}_m \right)$$

subject to

$$\hat{\ell}_{h_i} + \hat{\ell}_{d(n_i)} + \hat{\ell}_{m(n_i)} = \hat{\ell}_{h_i n_i}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, k,$$

Running the test, we observed that the influence of the month term in determining $\hat{\ell}_{hn}$ was an order of magnitude smaller than the day of week term or hour of day term and could safely be ignored. The hour of day term was more important than the day of week term. There was some discrepancy in the day of week terms was between weekdays and weekends.
Figure 5-12: The distribution for patients' length of stay is heavily influenced by the time of day the patient arrives, as patients all tend to leave the hospital at midday. Patient length of stays exceeding 100 hours not shown above.
Chapter 6

Queuing and Fluid Models for Scheduling Medical Residents in Hospitals

6.1 Introduction

Major hospitals face a difficult challenge of designing shift schedules for their residents that satisfy demand, provide quality care, and are compliant with regulations restricting shift lengths. Motivated by empirical work conducted by the authors at the Brigham and Women’s (B&W) Hospital in Boston, we analyze the impact of shift lengths on two key performance metrics. The first metric is admitting capacity—the largest patient arrival rate sustainable by a given shift schedule. The second metric is the number of reassigned patients—the number of patients admitted temporarily by one doctor and then permanently transferred to a resident.

We build a queueing model to compare two shift scheduling policies that are representative of the alternatives encountered in hospitals: one where residents work long shifts on alternating days, called Long Shifts (LS), and another where residents admit patients daily in short shifts, called Daily Admitting (DA). We determine the admitting capacity for our queueing model under each policy. Then we construct a
fluid model—a large scale approximation of the underlying queueing model. We show that for each policy, the fluid model has a unique steady state solution. Finally, we establish an interchange of limits between the stochastic and fluid models in steady state. We use these results to compare the key performance metrics under the two policies.

Our analysis shows that the DA policy has a greater capacity to admit patients than the LS policy for all parameter choices. Furthermore, we numerically establish the existence of a threshold value, such that the number of reassigned patients is smaller for the DA policy than for the LS policy if and only if the arrival rate of patients is greater than the threshold value. Since most hospitals operate at near critical loads, our two findings lead to the conclusion that schedules which rely on shorter more frequent shifts than those found in practice would increase admitting capacity and reduce the number of reassigned patients.

Organization

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The queueing model and its fluid limit are described Section 6.2 and the main results are stated there. In Section 6.3 we numerically solve for the steady state behavior of the fluid model and discuss the performance implications for our queuing model. Then we give some concluding remarks in Section 6.4. The proofs of the main results are in the following sections. In Section 6.5, we exactly characterize the stability of our queueing model under each policy using a simple linear Lyapunov function type argument. In Section 6.6, we use quadratic Lyapunov functions to bound the expected steady state queue length. In Section 6.7, we prove the existence of the fluid limits, applying the results in [60]. Then in Section 6.8, we show that the fluid limit has a consistent periodic long run behavior under each policy, where the solution in each period is characterized by a simple system of differential equations. In Section 6.9, we prove that the long run solution to the fluid model approximates the steady state queue lengths of the underlying queueing model. Justifying this requires an argument for an “interchange of limits.” As in [38], we use our moment bound from Section 6.6 to show tightness
of the rescaled stationary distributions, and then we follow the technique of [31] and
similarly [79] to prove the interchange of limits. In Section 6.10, we use the result
of Section 6.9 to show that the long run number of daily reassignments converges
in the fluid rescaling converges to a natural function of the fluid limit. Finally, we
have two rather technical sections: Section 6.11, where we show several elementary
properties of the solution to a differential equation, and Section 6.12, where we use
another Lyapunov function argument to distinguish between the null recurrent and
transient cases in our queueing model.

Summary of Notation

We conclude with a summary of the mathematical notation used in the chapter.
Throughout, \(\mathbb{R}\) (\(\mathbb{R}_+\)) denotes the set of (nonnegative) reals, and likewise, \(\mathbb{Z}\) (\(\mathbb{Z}_+\))
denotes the set of (nonnegative) integers. For a vector \(\mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n\), \(\|\mathbf{x}\|_p = (\sum_{i=1}^n x_i^p)^{1/p}\)
is the \(\ell_p\)-norm. The \(\ell_1\) ball of radius \(r\) is denoted \(B_r(\mathbf{x}) = \{\mathbf{y} \in \mathbb{R}^2 \mid \|\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{y}\|_1 < r\}\). For \(x, y \in \mathbb{R}\), \(x \wedge y = \min\{x, y\}\) and \((x)^+ = \max\{x, 0\}\). We define \(f(t^-)\) as
\(\lim_{t \downarrow t} f(t)\) when the limit exists. We let \(\text{Exp}(\mu)\), \(\text{Pois}(\lambda)\), and \(\text{Bin}(n, p)\), denote an
exponential random variable with mean \(1/\mu\), a Poisson random variable with mean
\(\lambda\), and a Binomial random variable with mean \(np\) and variance \(np(1-p)\), respectively
(these moments characterize the distributions). If the sequence of random vectors \(\mathbf{X}_n\),
\(n = 1, 2, \ldots\), converges weakly (in distribution) to \(\mathbf{X}\) as \(n \to \infty\), we say \(\mathbf{X}_n \Rightarrow \mathbf{X}\).
For a stochastic process \(X(t)\) in either discrete or continuous time, \(\mathbb{E}_x[X(t)]\) denotes
\(\mathbb{E}[X(t) \mid X(0) = x]\). A sequence of continuous time vector valued stochastic processes
\(\mathbf{X}_n(t)\) on a common probability space \(\Omega\) converges almost surely (a.s.) and uniformly
on compact sets (u.o.c.) to a deterministic function \(\mathbf{x}(t)\) if for every \(t > 0\) and almost
every \(\omega \in \Omega\),

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \sup_{0 \leq s \leq t} \{\|\mathbf{X}_n(s, \omega) - \mathbf{x}(s)\|_1\} = 0,
\]

where \(\| \cdot \|_1\) is the 1-norm for vectors. See [19] for more details. As in [28] sections
11.2-11.3, for functions \(f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}\), we let \(\|f\|_L = \sup_{x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n} |f(x) - f(y)|/\|x - y\|_1\)
denote Lipschitz semi-norm (when \( f \) is a Lipschitz function, the value of this norm is the smallest Lipschitz constant that \( f \) satisfies). We let \( \|f\|_{BL} = \|f\|_L + \|f\|_\infty \). This quantity is a true norm.

### 6.2 Model, Assumptions and Main Results

We begin by introducing our model of residents admitting and treating a flow of incoming patients. The patients are assumed to arrive according to a non-homogeneous Poisson process. For each \( k \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \), the process has rate \( \lambda_1 \) over the time intervals, \([k, k + \frac{1}{2})\) and rate \( \lambda_2 < \lambda_1 \) over the time intervals \([k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1)\). Let \( \lambda = (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2)/2 \) denote the average arrival rate and

\[
\lambda(t) = \begin{cases} 
\lambda_1 & t \in [k, k + \frac{1}{2}), \\
\lambda_2 & t \in [k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1). 
\end{cases}
\]

The intervals \([k, k + 1)\) represent, for example, 24 hour cycles, where \([k, k + \frac{1}{2})\) is the portion of the day, say from 10am to 10pm, in which the vast majority of patients arrive (see Figure 5-9). The residents are combined into two teams, \(A\) and \(B\), identical in size, which are eligible to admit patients (are on shift) according to a schedule to be described below. Each team has capacity \( c > 0 \) bounding the maximum number of patients the team can have in care. Each arriving patient is assigned to one of the residents on a team, chosen uniformly at random, provided that at least one of the teams on shift has not reached its capacity \( c \). Note, that this is equivalent to saying that each resident has in care capacity \( c/N \), where \( N \) is the number of residents on each the team. If each on shift teams has reached its capacity, the patient joins a single queue and is cared for by one of the back-up doctors until one of the residents is available, at which point the waiting terminates, using the First-In-First-Out assignment policy. The availability occurs either when one of the assigned patients leaves the hospital freeing the capacity of one of the teams, or when one of the teams with load less than \( c \) begins a shift.
At any time, each team is in one of two states, *on shift* or *off shift*, as specified by a policy. Patients remain assigned to a team until they leave the hospital. The durations of hospital stays are assumed to be i.i.d. and exponentially distributed with rate $\mu$. That the random length of treatment time each patient requires begins accumulating at the moment of assignment to a team, and continues to accumulate when team is off shift. How this corresponds to actual practices is explained in the introduction.

We consider two scheduling policies controlling when each team is on shift, *Long Shifts* (LS) motivated by LOSO, and *Daily Admitting* (DA), motivated by MMO (see the introduction for descriptions of LOSO and MMO). LS is a two day rotating schedule. Team $A$ is on shift on odd days, i.e. $[2k+1, 2k+2)$ for all $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, and off shift otherwise. Similarly, team $B$ is on shift for even days, i.e. $[2k, 2k+1)$ for all $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, and off otherwise. In DA, both teams $A$ and $B$ are on shift every day for the first half of each day, i.e. $[k, k+\frac{1}{2})$ for all $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, and off otherwise, effectively creating a single team with double the capacity.

To state our results, it will be convenient to introduce the following quantities describing the dynamics of our model. For $t \geq s \geq 0$, let $A(s, t)$ denote the number of patients that arrive in the time interval $[s, t]$ according to our non-homogeneous Poisson process. For each policy $\theta \in \{LS, DA\}$, let $Q_\theta(t)$ denote the number of patients in the queue not yet assigned to a team plus the number of patients assigned to the teams that are on shift at time $t$. For each $\theta \in \{LS, DA\}$, let $R_\theta(t)$ denote the total number of patients currently assigned to teams which are off shift at time $t$. Further, for each $\theta \in \{LS, DA\}$ we introduce the random vector $S_\theta(t) = (Q_\theta(t), R_\theta(t))$, which we take to be the state of our system. The processes $Q_\theta(t)$, $R_\theta(t)$, and $S_\theta(t)$ are assumed to be right-continuous with left limits. For every $s < t$, we let $D^n_\theta(s, t)$ denote the total number of patients which departed in the time interval $[s, t]$ from the teams which were on shift in this period. We define $D^{off}_\theta(s, t)$ analogously.
Under the policy LS, for each \( k \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \) and each \( t \in [0, 1) \), \( Q_{LS} \) and \( R_{LS} \) satisfy

\[
Q_{LS}(k + t) = Q_{LS}(k) + A(k, k + t) - D_{LS}^{\text{on}}(k, k + t), \quad (6.1)
\]

\[
R_{LS}(k + t) = R_{LS}(k) - D_{LS}^{\text{off}}(k, k + t). \quad (6.2)
\]

On \([k, k + 1)\), we see that in distribution \( Q_{LS}(t) \) behaves exactly as the total number of customers in system for an \( M(t)/M/c \) queue with arrival rate \( \lambda(t) \), service rate \( \mu \), and initial value \( Q_{LS}(k) \). Similarly, on \([k, k + 1)\), \( R_{LS}(t) \) behaves as an \( M/M/c \) system with no arrivals, service rate \( \mu \), and initial value \( R_{LS}(k) \). At each time \( k \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \) a transition occurs: the off shift team switches to on shift and vice versa, and patients that are waiting can get assigned to the team rotating on shift. In terms of \( Q_{LS} \) and \( R_{LS} \), this can be described as follows:

\[
Q_{LS}(k) = (Q_{LS}(k^-) - c)^+ + R_{LS}(k^-),
\]

\[
R_{LS}(k) = Q_{LS}(k^-) \land c.
\]

We define operator \( \Gamma : \mathbb{R}_+^2 \times \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+^2 \) by

\[
\Gamma(q, r; \kappa) \overset{\Delta}{=} (q - \kappa)^+ + r, q \land \kappa), \quad (6.3)
\]

and note that we can equivalently write

\[
S_{LS}(k) = \Gamma(S_{LS}(k^-); c). \quad (6.4)
\]

The equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4) along with a distribution of the initial states \( S_{LS}(0) \) completely determine the distribution of \( S_{LS}(t) \) for all \( t \in \mathbb{R}_+ \). It is immediate that on integer times, the process \( S_{LS}(k) \) is a two dimensional Markov chain on the countable state space \( \mathbb{Z}_+ \times \{0, 1, \ldots, c\} \). Moreover, without loss of generality we can restrict the state space to the set

\[
S_{LS} \overset{\Delta}{=} \{0, \ldots, c\}^2 \cup \{(q, c) \mid q \in \mathbb{Z}_+\}, \quad (6.5)
\]
as this set is the image of \( \Gamma(\cdot; c) \) when we take the domain to be \( \mathbb{Z}_+ \times \{0, 1, \ldots, c\} \).

Thus \( S_{LS}(k) \in S_{LS} \) for all \( k \geq 1 \) with probability one.

We now describe similar relations for the policy DA. For every \( k \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \) and every \( t \in [0, \frac{1}{2}) \),

\[
Q_{DA}(k + t) = Q_{DA}(k) + A(k, k + t) - D_{DA}(k, k + t), \\
R_{DA}(k + t) = 0,
\]

(6.6)

where on \([k, k + \frac{1}{2})\), the process \( Q_{DA}(t) \) has the same distribution as an \( M/M/2c \) queue with an arrival rate of \( \lambda_1 \), a service rate of \( \mu \) and an initial value of \( Q_{DA}(k) \).

At time \( k + \frac{1}{2} \), both teams move off shift, resulting in the transition

\[
Q_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2}) = (Q_{DA}((k + \frac{1}{2})^-) - 2c)^+, \\
R_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2}) = Q_{DA}((k + \frac{1}{2})^-) \wedge 2c.
\]

Equivalently, in terms of \( \Gamma \),

\[
S_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2}) = \Gamma(S_{DA}((k + \frac{1}{2})^-); 2c). \\
\]

(6.7)

On \([k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1)\),

\[
Q_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2} + t) = Q_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2}) + A(k + \frac{1}{2}, k + \frac{1}{2} + t), \\
R_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2} + t) = R_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2}) - D_{DA}^{\text{off}}(k + \frac{1}{2}, k + \frac{1}{2} + t).
\]

(6.8)

Now on \([k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1)\), \( Q_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2} + t) \) changes according to a Poisson process with arrival rate \( \lambda_2 \), and \( R(t) \) is an \( M/M/2c \) queue with no arrivals and service rate \( \mu \). At integer times, we have a second shift change, this time leading to

\[
Q_{DA}(k + 1) = Q_{DA}((k + 1)^-) + R_{DA}((k + 1)^-), \\
R_{DA}(k + 1) = 0.
\]
Equivalently, in terms of $\Gamma$,

$$S_{DA}(k + 1) = \Gamma(S_{DA}((k + 1)^-); 0). \quad (6.9)$$

Equations (6.6), (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) along with the distribution over the initial states $S_{DA}(0)$ determine the distribution of $S_{DA}(t)$ for all $t \in \mathbb{R}_+$. Again on integer times, the process $S_{DA}(k)$ is a Markov chain on the countable state space. However, now the state space is the one-dimensional set

$$S_{DA} \triangleq \mathbb{Z}_+ \times \{0\}, \quad (6.10)$$

as $R_{DA}(k) = 0$ for all $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$.

We are now ready to discuss our main results. We define the stochastic process $S_\theta(t)$ to be stable if the embedded discrete time process $S_\theta(k)$ for $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$ is positive recurrent, and unstable otherwise. Normally we define stability for this type of problem as positive Harris recurrence of the process $S_\theta(t), t \in \mathbb{R}_+$. However, it is easy to see that in our case these definitions are equivalent, and further that the former definition is much easier to work with.

Observe that under both policies, $R_\theta(k)$ is bounded hence $Q_\theta(k)$ is the only potential source of instability. Thus when $S_\theta(t)$ is unstable, with probability one, the number of patients waiting to be assigned to a resident team will grow without bound. Note that in reality, when a hospital has a large number of patients waiting, it reroutes incoming patients to other hospitals to reduce congestion, so instability would actually correspond to the hospital frequently being forced to turn patients away—clearly a very undesirable situation.

We now discuss conditions under which $S_\theta(t)$ is stable. Before formally stating our results, we provide some intuition. Let $L_2(t)$ and $L_2c(t)$ be the number of patients in system for an $M(t)/M/c$ queue and $M(t)/M/2c$ queue both driven by the arrival process $A(0, t)$, respectively. For LS, it is not difficult to see that we can couple $S_{LS}(t)$
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with $L_c(t)$ and $L_{2c}(t)$ such that surely, for every $t$, 

$$L_{2c}(t) \leq Q_{LS}(t) + R_{LS}(t) \leq L_c(t).$$

The inequalities hold as the process $S_{LS}(t)$ has capacity between $c$ and $2c$ at all times $t$. Similarly, we can couple $S_{DA}(t)$ and $L_{2c}(t)$ such that 

$$L_{2c}(t) \leq Q_{DA}(t) + R_{DA}(t).$$

Recall from basic queueing theory that the process $L_c(t)$ is positive recurrent iff $\lambda < c\mu$ and $L_{2c}(t)$ is positive recurrent iff $\lambda < 2c\mu$. In light of our coupling, we thus expect the maximum throughput (the largest $\lambda = (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2)/2$ such that $S_\theta(t)$ is stable) of $S_{LS}(t)$ to lie between $c\mu$ and $2c\mu$, and likewise we expect the maximum throughput of $S_{DA}(t)$ to be at most $2c\mu$. This suggests that we need to determine to what extent each policy can utilize the $2c$ total capacity available to treat patients, or conversely how much forced idling is caused under each policy by a team’s inability to admit new patients when off shift. To this end, we let 

$$\rho_{LS} \triangleq \frac{\lambda}{c(1 - e^{-\mu}) + c\mu},$$

$$\rho_{DA} \triangleq \frac{\lambda}{2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) + c\mu}.$$  \tag{6.11} \tag{6.12}

We intend to show that $S_\theta(t)$ is positive recurrent iff $\rho_\theta < 1$ for each $\theta$. These values of $\rho_\theta$ imply that 

$$\lambda_{LS}^\ast \triangleq \frac{\lambda}{\rho_{LS}} = c(1 - e^{-\mu}) + c\mu, \quad \lambda_{DA}^\ast \triangleq \frac{\lambda}{\rho_{DA}} = 2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) + c\mu,$$

give the maximum throughput of $S_{LS}(t)$ and $S_{DA}(t)$, respectively. Thus our main stability result is as follows.

**Theorem 6.1.** For each $\theta \in \{LS, DA\}$, the process $S_\theta(t)$ is positive recurrent when $\rho_\theta < 1$, null recurrent when $\rho_\theta = 1$, and transient when $\rho_\theta > 1$. Namely, the process
\( S_\theta(t) \) is stable iff \( \rho_\theta < 1 \). Furthermore, \( \rho_{DA} < \rho_{LS} \). In particular, the Daily Admitting policy has a greater maximum throughput.

The intuition behind the result is that the queue will be stable as long as conditional on the queue being large, the expected number of arrivals per day is less than the expected number of departures per day. Independent of the initial queue length, we expect \( \lambda \) arrivals per day. For the sake of argument, assume the initial queue length were infinite, so the resident teams are only idle when they are off shift and have completed caring for their initial patients.

Under the policy LS, in a single day the team on shift has \( c \) patients in care at all times each recovering at rate \( \mu \), producing \( \text{Pois}(c\mu) \) departures. Thus the expected number of departures from the team on shift is \( c\mu \). For the team off shift, as we assumed there were infinitely many patients initially in care, we begin with all \( c \) capacity utilized. Again patients depart at rate \( \mu \), but now when they leave they are not replaced. The probability a patient will depart is \( \mathbb{P}(\text{Exp}(\mu) \leq 1) = 1 - e^{-\mu} \). As whether or not each patient departs is independent, we have \( \text{Bin}(c, 1 - e^{-\mu}) \) departures, so the expected number of departures from the team off shift is \( c(1 - e^{-\mu}) \). Thus the expected change for the number of patients in the system is given by

\[
-\gamma_{LS} \triangleq \lambda - c\mu - c(1 - e^{-\mu}).
\]

Recalling that we expect the system to be stable when \( \gamma_{LS} > 0 \), we see from (6.11) that this is equivalent to \( \rho_{LS} < 1 \). Performing a similar computation for DA, we see that in a single day there are \( \text{Pois}(c\mu) \) on shift departures and \( \text{Bin}(2c, 1 - e^{-\mu/2}) \) off shift departures, giving an expected change in the number of patients in system of

\[
-\gamma_{DA} \triangleq \lambda - c\mu - 2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}).
\]

Thus the queue should be stable if \( \gamma_{DA} > 0 \), or equivalently from (6.12), when \( \rho_{DA} < 1 \).
To show $\rho_{DA} < \rho_{LS}$, it suffices to show that $2 - 2e^{-\mu/2} > 1 - e^{-\mu}$, which follows since

$$1 - 2e^{-\mu/2} + e^{-\mu} = (1 - e^{-\mu/2})^2 > 0. \quad (6.13)$$

As $c\mu + 2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) < 2c\mu$, we see that DA still results in fewer expected departures than an $M/M/2c$ queue. However, if we are willing to consider schedules with more shift changes per day, we can achieve an expected number of departures arbitrarily close to our “upper bound” of $2c\mu$ by generalizing the policy DA. Given $k > 0$ integer and even, consider the schedule where both teams are on shift for $[i/k, (i+1)/k)$ for all $i$ even (the case of $i = 2$ is simply the policy DA). This divides the day into $k$ equally sized pieces, where for $k/2$ such pieces both teams are on shift, and for the remaining $k/2$ periods both teams are off shift. We see immediately that independent of $k$, each team still spends half of each day on shift. In this half day on shift, our two teams’ $2c$ capacity will again have Pois($c\mu$) departures. Now in each of our off shift periods, the probability of a patient leaving is $P(\text{Exp}(\mu) \leq 1/k) = 1 - e^{-\mu/k}$, so we have Bin($2c, 1 - e^{-\mu/k}$) off shift departures in each of our $k/2$ off shifts, or Bin($kc, 1 - e^{-\mu/k}$) off shift departures per day. Thus the expected off shift departures per day is $kc(1 - e^{-\mu/k})$. Letting $k \to \infty$, we see through Taylor expansion that our off shift departures tend to $c\mu$, giving $2c\mu$ total departures as with the $M/M/2c$ queue. While in practice, we cannot have arbitrarily short shifts, we do see a general trend that shorter shifts increase capacity.

The stability property however is not the only relevant performance measure. An important quantity to look at is the number of patient reassignments (i.e. the number of arriving patients forced to wait due to the non-availability of residents, as discussed in the introduction). For each policy $\theta \in \{LS, DA\}$, we can easily verify that $S_{\theta}(k)$ is irreducible and aperiodic on $S_{\theta}$. Thus under the condition $\rho_{\theta} < 1$, there exists a unique steady state distribution for $S_{\theta}(t)$, and we denote this random vector by $S_{\theta}(\infty)$. Analyzing $S_{\theta}(\infty)$ directly appears to be intractable. Instead, we resort to the method of fluid approximation, which we now define.

Given the parameters of our queueing model $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \mu$ and $c$, we consider a sequence
of approximate models \( n = 1, 2, \ldots \), where we change the parameters so that in the \( n \)th model, \( \lambda_1^n = \lambda_1 n \), \( \lambda_2^n = \lambda_2 n \), \( \mu^n = \mu \), and \( c^n = cn \). In words, the rate of patient recovery is fixed, but the patient arrival rates and patient capacity scale up linearly. For each policy \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), we let \( Q_\theta^n(t) \), \( R_\theta^n(t) \) and \( S_\theta^n(t) \) be the corresponding processes. We let \( S_\theta^n \) be the set \( S_\theta \) as defined in (6.5) and (6.10) for the processes \( S_\theta^n(t) \). The process associated with fluid rescaling is defined as \( S_\theta^n(t)/n \).

We immediately note by (6.11) and (6.12) that \( \rho_\theta \) does not change with \( n \), so the stability criteria for each \( S_\theta^n(t) \) is the same. Thus for \( \rho_\theta < 1 \) the sequence \( S_\theta^n(\infty)/n \) is well defined. Our next main result is that as \( n \to \infty \), the sequences \( S_\theta^n(t)/n \) and \( S_\theta^n(\infty)/n \) converge meaningfully to some deterministic process \( s_\theta(t) = (q_\theta(t), r_\theta(t)) \), and its unique fixed point \( \lim_{k \to \infty} s_\theta(k) \), respectively. We now provide details.

For LS, we define the process \( s_{LS}(t) = (q_{LS}(t), r_{LS}(t)) \) on \( \mathbb{R}_+ \times [0, c] \) inductively on intervals \([k, k + 1)\). For each interval, consider the system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)

\[
\dot{q}_{LS}(t) = \lambda(t) - \mu(q_{LS}(t) \wedge c), \\
\dot{r}_{LS}(t) = -\mu r_{LS}(t).
\]

At integer times \( k \geq 1 \), the process jumps as did \( S_{LS}(k) \). Specifically, we let

\[
s_{LS}(k) = \Gamma(s_{LS}(k^-); c).
\]

In analogy with \( S_{LS} \), we will show that at integer times \( k \geq 1 \) this process is actually restricted to

\[
\mathcal{T}_{LS} \triangleq [0, c]^2 \cup \mathbb{R}_+ \times \{c\}.
\]

We now give a similar construction for \( s_{DA}(t) = (q_{DA}(t), r_{DA}(t)) \) on \( \mathbb{R}_+ \times [0, 2c] \). Again for each interval \([k, k + \frac{1}{2})\), we let \( r_{DA}(t) = 0 \) and define \( q_{DA}(t) \) by

\[
\dot{q}_{DA}(t) = \lambda_1 - \mu(q_{DA}(t) \wedge 2c).
\]
At times $k + \frac{1}{2}, k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, we let

$$s_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2}) = \Gamma(s_{DA}((k + \frac{1}{2})^{-}); 2c).$$

For each interval $[k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1)$, $q_{DA}(t)$ and $r_{DA}(t)$ are defined by the following ODEs:

$$\dot{q}_{DA}(t) = \lambda_2,$$

$$\dot{r}_{DA}(t) = -\mu r_{DA}(t).$$

Again at integer times $k \geq 1$, we define

$$s_{LS}(k) = \Gamma(s_{DA}(k^{-}); 0).$$

We let

$$\mathcal{T}_{DA} \triangleq \mathbb{R}_+ \times \{0\}. \quad (6.19)$$

We will show that this is the set of possible values $s_{DA}(k)$ can take for integer $k \geq 1$.

**Proposition 6.1.** For every $\theta \in \{\text{LS, DA}\}$, and every $s_\theta(0) \in \mathcal{T}_\theta$, $s_\theta(t)$ exists and is uniquely defined for all $t \in \mathbb{R}_+$. Further, for all integer $k \geq 1$, $s_\theta(k) \in \mathcal{T}_\theta$.

The result is shown in Section 6.8. We now formally relate $S_\theta(t)$ to $s_\theta(t)$.

**Theorem 6.2.** For each $\theta \in \{\text{LS, DA}\}$, if $S_\theta^n(0)/n \to s_\theta(0)$ a.s., then

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{S_\theta^n(t)}{n} = s_\theta(t),$$

a.s. and u.o.c.

While this theorem allows us to approximate $S_\theta(t)$ by the simpler process $s_\theta(t)$, we have not established any relationship between $S_\theta(\infty)$ and $s_\theta(k)$ as $k \to \infty$. We do this next, but first we need some definitions.

Suppose we are given a discrete time dynamical system on a state space $\mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^n$.
Figure 6-1: A diagram explaining how each of our theorems relate our stochastic process and the fluid limit, for finite times, at steady state, and then finally for the steady state number of reassignments.

defined by \( f: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{X} \), i.e. \( x_{k+1} = f(x_k) \) for all \( k \). A point \( x^* \) is defined to be attractive if for all \( x_0 \in \mathcal{X} \),

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} x_n = x^*.
\]

Note that there can be at most one attractive point. We now state our next result relating \( s_\theta(\infty) \) and \( S_\theta(\infty) \).

**Theorem 6.3.** For each policy \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), the sequence \( s_\theta(k) \) has a unique attractive point \( s_\theta(\infty) \in T_\theta \) iff \( \rho_\theta < 1 \). Moreover, when \( \rho_\theta < 1 \), the following convergence in probability takes place:

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{S_\theta^n(\infty)}{n} = s_\theta(\infty).
\]

Notice that condition for the existence of an attractive point for \( s_\theta(t) \) is exactly the same as the stability condition for \( S_\theta(t) \). In the second claim of Theorem 6.3, we are essentially justifying an interchange of limits, as informally we are “equating” \( \lim_{n \to \infty} \lim_{k \to \infty} \frac{S_\theta^n(k)}{n} \) with \( \lim_{k \to \infty} \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{S_\theta^n(k)}{n} \), as shown in the left half of Figure 6-1.

We now use this result to approximate the steady state number of reassignments
in the queueing model. For each $\theta \in \{\text{LS, DA}\}$ and each $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, let $W^1_\theta(k)$ (resp. $W^2_\theta(k)$) be the number of arriving patients during $[k, k + \frac{1}{2})$ (resp. $[k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1)$) that are forced to wait a nonzero amount of time before assignment to a resident, i.e. the number of reassignments. Similarly, when $\rho_\theta < 1$, we define $W^1_\theta(\infty)$ (resp. $W^2_\theta(\infty)$) to be the steady state number patients forced to wait during $[0, \frac{1}{2})$ (resp. $[\frac{1}{2}, 1)$). Next we define variables for the fluid approximations of these quantities. Let $b_\theta(t)$ be

\begin{align*}
  b_{\text{LS}}(t) &= \mathbb{I}_{\{q_{\text{LS}}(t) \geq c\}}, \quad (6.20) \\
  b_{\text{DA}}(t) &= \begin{cases} 
    \mathbb{I}_{\{q_{\text{DA}}(t) \geq 2c\}} & t \in [k, k + \frac{1}{2}), \\
    1 & t \in [k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1),
  \end{cases} \quad (6.21)
\end{align*}

i.e. $b_\theta(t)$ is the indicator that the on shift teams are saturated. We define

\begin{align*}
  w^1_\theta(k) &= \int_k^{k + \frac{1}{2}} b_\theta(t) \lambda_1 dt, \quad (6.22) \\
  w^2_\theta(k) &= \int_{k + \frac{1}{2}}^{k + 1} b_\theta(t) \lambda_2 dt. \quad (6.23)
\end{align*}

When $\rho_\theta < 1$, we let $w^1_\theta(\infty) = w^1_\theta(0)$ and $w^2_\theta(\infty) = w^2_\theta(0)$ assuming the fluid system begins in steady state, i.e. $s_\theta(0) = s_\theta(\infty)$. We next argue that $w^1_\theta(\infty)$ and $w^2_\theta(\infty)$ asymptotically describe the steady state number reassignments. Let $W^{1,n}_\theta(k)$ and $W^{2,n}_\theta(k)$ be the number of reassignments for $S^\theta_n(t)$ from our fluid approximation. Then

**Corollary 6.1.** For policy LS, assuming $\lambda_1, \lambda_2 \neq c\mu$, and for policy DA, assuming $\lambda_1 \neq 2c\mu$, the following convergence in probability takes place:

\begin{align*}
  \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{W^{1,n}_\theta(\infty)}{n} &= w^1_\theta(\infty), \\
  \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{W^{2,n}_\theta(\infty)}{n} &= w^2_\theta(\infty).
\end{align*}

The case when $\lambda_j = c\mu$ for either $j = 1, 2$ presents some annoying technical difficulties. As realistically we will never have exact equality, we do not pursue this
issue further. This sequence of results justifies approximating $W_\theta^1(\infty)$ and $W_\theta^2(\infty)$ by $w_\theta^1(\infty), w_\theta^2(\infty)$, respectively. The result of Corollary 6.1 are summarized in the right half of Figure 6-1.

### 6.3 Numerical Results

In this section, we numerically solve for the steady state solution of the fluid model of each policy. We then compare the cost of the reassignments in a single day starting at steady state under each policy as we vary the average arrival rate. We relate our numerical observations to our empirical observations from Figure 5-3.

Throughout this section, we use the following parameters in our model: $\mu = \frac{1}{2}$, $c = 40$, $\lambda_1 = \frac{9}{5}\lambda$, and $\lambda_2 = \frac{\lambda}{5}$. Our choice of $\mu$ and $c$ imply that $\lambda_{\text{LS}}^* \approx 35.7388$ and $\lambda_{\text{DA}}^* \approx 37.6959$. The value of $c$ and the ratio of $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_2$ were chosen to be representative of a department from a large hospital such as B&W. The value of $\mu$ must be chosen more carefully. In light of Remark 6.1, we set $\mu$ to control the relative sizes of the average length of stay and length of time between shifts. At B&W under the policy LOSO, there is a long shift every four days and the average patient length of stay is four days. Thus in our model we set the average length of stay ($1/\mu$) to be two days as the policy LS has a long shift every two days.

In Figure 6-2, we fix $\lambda$ at 34 and observe the steady state behavior of our two policies in the fluid limit over the course of a day. Notice that $\lambda < \lambda_{\text{LS}}^* < \lambda_{\text{DA}}^*$, so under both policies the fluid model is stable, but heavily loaded. We see that for both policies, under these particular parameters, the number of patients being treated by the teams on shift plus the number of patients waiting, $q_\theta(t)$, increases over the first half of day. For LS, the capacity of 40 for the teams on shift (as indicated by the dotted black line) is exceeded, and resulting in some reassignments. For DA however, as both teams are working during the first half of the day, we stay below the capacity of 80 patients and have no reassignments. In the second half of the day, under LS we see that the backlog of patients subsides and we return below 40 patients by the end of the day. For DA, as both teams are off shift during the second half of the day,
we see a jump at time $1/2$ between $q_{DA}$ and $r_{DA}$ and then small backlog of arrivals accumulate in the second half of the day.

In Figure 6-3, we show the number of reassignments for each policy in $[0, \frac{1}{2})$ and $[\frac{1}{2}, 1)$ as we vary $\lambda$. The dotted vertical lines indicate $\lambda^*_{LS}$ and $\lambda^*_{DA}$, the largest patient arrival rates such that LS and DA are stable. We see that our observation from Figure 6-2, that LS had many reassignments in $[0, \frac{1}{2})$ while DA had no reassignments in this period, is typical when the system is heavily loaded (for $\lambda$ near $\lambda^*_{LS}$). We also see in Figure 6-3 that when $\lambda$ is low, both polices cause no reassignments in the first half of the day, and only DA causes reassignments in the second half the day. As $\lambda$ increases towards $\lambda^*_{LS}$, we see LS begin to reassign nearly all patients, while DA continues to only reassign patients arriving in the second half of the day. Finally, for very large $\lambda$, we eventually see DA reassigning some patients during the first half of the day. While for these particular parameter settings, we only see DA reassignments in the first half of the day for $\lambda$ so large that LS is unstable, this does not hold for all parameter settings. Interestingly, we see that under DA for $\lambda$ near $\lambda^*_{DA}$, the number of reassignments does not approach $\lambda$, while it does for LS. This is occurring as under these parameters, we have more patients leaving than arriving in the second half of the day, creating some spare capacity during the start of the first half of the following day.

Comparing Figure 6-3 with our empirical observations from Figure 5-3 we see that the relationship between LS and DA is qualitatively similar to the relationship between the B&W policies LOSO (labeled Initial in the figure) and MMMO (labeled Daily Admitting in the figure). Most importantly, we have preserved the property that shorter more frequent shifts are the better policy when the patient load is heavy.

6.4 Conclusion

We have developed a queueing model to determine the effect of long shifts in medical resident schedules on the hospital’s capacity to admit patients and the quality of care delivered. Our model was motivated by the empirical work from Chapter 5.
Figure 6-2: Steady state number of patients in system in the fluid limit under each policy. Parameter values: $\lambda = 34$, $\lambda_1 = 9\lambda/5$, $\lambda_2 = \lambda/5$, $\mu = 1/2$, $c = 40$.

Figure 6-3: Steady state number of patient reassignments in the fluid limit for different $\lambda$ under each policy. Parameter values: $\lambda_1 = 9\lambda/5$, $\lambda_2 = \lambda/5$, $\mu = 1/2$, $c = 40$. 
on scheduling medical residents for B&W hospital. In this paper, we compared the stylized schedules *Long Shifts* (LS), where residents worked 24 hour shifts on alternating days, and *Daily Admitting* (DA), where residents worked every day but only during peak arrival hours. We used Lyapunov function techniques to characterize the stability of our queueing model under each policy. We found that DA has a greater capacity to admit patients than LS for all parameter choices. To analyze the long-run performance of our queueing model, we first considered the associated fluid model, which is a deterministic system with periodic dynamics. We showed that under each policy, when the queueing model is stable, the fluid model had a unique periodic steady state solution. We showed that our queueing model under the fluid rescaling converges to the fluid model on finite time intervals. Then we used an interchange of limits argument to show that the steady state queue lengths under the fluid rescaling converge to the unique steady state solution of the fluid model. We use these results to approximate the steady state number of reassignments in our queueing model by the steady state behavior of the fluid model. Numerically solving for the steady state of the fluid model under various parameter choices, we found evidence suggesting the existence of a threshold value on the arrival rate such that DA causes fewer reassignments than LS iff the arrival rate exceeds the threshold value. These results substantiate the main empirical findings in Chapter 5. The issue of resident schedules is currently quite pertinent, as new regulations restrict residents to a maximum shift length of 16 hours [50]. Our work contributes to understanding the implication of the new regulation. As hospitals tend to operate in heavily loaded regimes, we find that schedules relying on shorter more frequent shifts could increase capacity and reduce reassignments.
6.5 Stability Conditions for Two Schedules. Proof of Theorem 6.1

In this section, we prove Theorem 6.1, characterizing the stability of $S_\theta(t)$. We show these results using the method of Lyapunov functions, using Proposition A.1 and Proposition A.2. The statement of these results and their proofs can be found in Appendix A, Section A.1.

Let the Lyapunov function $V: S_\theta \to \mathbb{R}_+$ be defined by $V(q,r) = q + r$ for the Markov chain $\{S_\theta(k)\}$. We first analyze the drift under the policy LS, namely $\mathbb{E}_{}[V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0))]$. Let $A \Delta = A(0,1)$, $D_\text{on}^{LS} \Delta = D_\text{on}^{LS}(0,1)$, and $D_\text{off}^{LS} \Delta = D_\text{off}^{LS}(0,1)$ denote the number of arrivals and departures in a single day under LS.

Lemma 6.1. We have

$$-\gamma_{LS} = \lim_{q \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{}(q,c)[V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0))] = \inf_{(q,r) \in S_{LS}} \mathbb{E}_{}(q,r)[V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0))].$$

(6.24)

Additionally, there exists a constant $C_{LS} > 0$ depending only on $\mu$ such that

$$\sup_{(q,r) \in S_{LS}} \mathbb{E}_{}((V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^2) \leq \lambda^2 + \lambda + C_{LS}(c^2 + c).$$

(6.25)

Proof. First, observe that the value of the Lyapunov function does change at time 1:

$$V(S_{LS}(1)) = V(\Gamma(S_{LS}(1^-); c)) = V(S_{LS}(1^-)),$$

(6.26)

as applying $\Gamma$ does not change the number of patients in system. Thus for $\ell = 1, 2$,

$$\mathbb{E}_{}(q,r) \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^\ell \right] = \mathbb{E}_{}(q,r) \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1^-)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^\ell \right]$$

$$= \mathbb{E}_{}(q,r) \left[ (A - D_{\text{on}}^{LS} - D_{\text{off}}^{LS})^\ell \right].$$

(6.27)

Let $\tilde{D}_{\text{on}}^{LS} \overset{d}{=} \text{Pois}(c\mu)$ and $\tilde{D}_{\text{off}}^{LS} \overset{d}{=} \text{Bin}(c, 1 - e^{-\mu})$ such that $\tilde{D}_{\text{on}}^{LS}$, $\tilde{D}_{\text{off}}^{LS}$, and $A$ are independent. As $D_{\text{on}}^{LS}(0, t)$ for $0 \leq t < 1$ has the distribution of the departure process for
an $M(t)/M/c$ queue, we can couple $D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}}$ with $\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}}$ such that regardless of $S_{\text{LS}}(0)$,

$$D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \leq \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}}. \tag{6.28}$$

For the off shift departures, as the patient length of stay is exponential, each of the $r = R(0) \leq c$ patients in care will depart in the interval $[0, 1)$ with probability $1 - e^{-\mu}$ independently of other patients. Thus $D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{off}} \overset{d}{=} \text{Bin}(r, 1 - e^{-\mu})$, so trivially it can be coupled with $\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{off}}$ such that

$$D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{off}} \leq \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{off}}, \tag{6.29}$$

with equality when $r = c$. From (6.28) and (6.29) we obtain that for any initial condition $S(0) = (q, r) \in S_{\text{LS}}$

$$A - D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} - D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{off}} \geq A - \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} - \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{off}}.$$

Taking expectations and then the infimum over all $(q, r) \in S_{\text{LS}}$, we obtain that

$$\inf_{(q, r) \in S_{\text{LS}}} \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[V(S_{\text{LS}}(1)) - V(S(0))] \geq \lambda - c\mu - c(1 - e^{-\mu}) = -\gamma_{\text{LS}}.$$ 

Observe that for any realization where $Q(0) = q$ and $D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \leq \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \leq q - c$, we also have $Q_{\text{LS}}(t) \geq c$ for all $t \in [0, 1^+]$, and thus $D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} = \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}}$. As a result,

$$\mathbb{E}_{(q,c)}[D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}}] \geq \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \mathbb{I}_{\{D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \leq q-c\}} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \mathbb{I}_{\{\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \leq q-c\}} \right]. \tag{6.30}$$

Since almost surely

$$\lim_{q \to \infty} \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \mathbb{I}_{\{\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}} \leq q-c\}} = D_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}},$$

by monotonicity of expectation and then the Monotone Convergence Theorem, we
obtain that
\[
\liminf_{q \to \infty} E[(D_{LS}^\text{on})] \geq \lim_{q \to \infty} E[\hat{D}_{LS}^\text{on} \mathbb{1}_{[\hat{D}_{LS} < q - c]}] = E[\hat{D}_{LS}^\text{on}] = c\mu.
\]

Combining this inequality with (6.28), we obtain \(\lim_{q \to \infty} E[(q,c)] = c\mu\) and thus
\[
\lim_{q \to \infty} E[(V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0))] = \lambda - c(1 - e^{-\mu}) - c\mu = -\gamma_{LS}.
\]

Lastly, to show (6.25), using independence, (6.28), and (6.29),
\[
\sup_{(q,r) \in S_{LS}} E[(V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0))]^2 \leq \lambda^2 + \lambda + c^2\mu^2 + c\mu + c(1 - e^{-\mu})e^{-\mu} + (c(1 - e^{-\mu}))^2 + 2c^2\mu(1 - e^{-\mu}).
\]

We now give an analogous result to the previous lemma for DA. As the proof is nearly the same, some details have been omitted. As before, let \(D_{DA}^\text{on} \triangleq D_{DA}^\text{on}(0, \frac{1}{2})\) and \(D_{DA}^\text{off} \triangleq D_{DA}^\text{off}(\frac{1}{2}, 1)\), give the number of departures under policy DA in a single day (note that there is no one on shift during \([\frac{1}{2}, 1)\) and no one off shift during \([0, \frac{1}{2})\) under DA).

**Lemma 6.2.** We have
\[
-\gamma_{DA} = \lim_{q \to \infty} E[(q,0)] = \inf_{(q,r) \in S_{DA}} E[(V(S_{DA}(1)) - V(S_{DA}(0))] = \inf_{(q,r) \in S_{DA}} E[(V(S_{DA}(1)) - V(S_{DA}(0))].
\]

Additionally, there exists a constant \(C_{DA} > 0\) depending only on \(\mu\) such that
\[
\sup_{(q,r) \in S_{DA}} E[(V(S_{DA}(1)) - V(S_{DA}(0))]^2 \leq \lambda^2 + \lambda + C_{DA}(c^2 + c).
\]

**Proof.** Again, for any initial state \(S_{DA}(0) = (q,0)\), \(V(S_{DA}(1)) = V(S_{DA}(1^-))\) and
$V(S_{DA}(\frac{1}{2})) = V(S_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}^-))$, as applying $\Gamma$ at times $\frac{1}{2}$ and 1 does not change the number of patients in system. Thus for $\ell = 1, 2$,

$$E_{(q,0)}[(V(S_{DA}(1)) - V(S_{DA}(0)))^\ell] = E_{(q,0)} [(A - D^{on}_{DA} - D^{off}_{DA})^\ell]. \quad (6.33)$$

Let $\tilde{D}^{on}_{DA} = \text{Pois}(c\mu)$ and $\tilde{D}^{off}_{DA} = \text{Bin}(2c, 1 - e^{-\mu/2})$ such that $\tilde{D}^{on}_{DA}$, $\tilde{D}^{off}_{DA}$, and $A$ are independent. As $D^{on}_{DA}(0, t)$ for $0 \leq t < \frac{1}{2}$ has the distribution of the departure process for an $M(t)/M/2c$ queue, we can couple $D^{on}_{DA}(0, \frac{1}{2}^-)$ with $\tilde{D}^{on}_{DA}$ such that regardless of $S^{DA}(0)$,

$$D^{on}_{DA} \leq \tilde{D}^{on}_{DA}. \quad (6.34)$$

For the off shift departures, as the patient length of stay is exponential and thus memoryless, each of the $R^{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) \leq 2c$ patients in care will depart in the interval $[\frac{1}{2}, 1)$ with probability $1 - e^{-\mu/2}$ independently of other patients. Thus $D^{off}_{DA} \sim \text{Bin}(R^{DA}(\frac{1}{2}), 1 - e^{-\mu/2})$, so it can be coupled with $\tilde{D}^{off}_{DA}$ such that

$$D^{off}_{DA} \leq \tilde{D}^{off}_{DA}, \quad (6.35)$$

with equality when $R^{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) = 2c$. From (6.34) and (6.35) we obtain that for any $(q, 0) \in S^{DA}$,

$$A - D^{on}_{DA} - D^{off}_{DA} \geq A - \tilde{D}^{on}_{DA} - \tilde{D}^{off}_{DA},$$

and thus by taking expectations

$$\inf_{(q,r) \in S^{DA}} E_{(q,r)}[V(S_{DA}(1)) - V(S_{DA}(0))] \geq -c\mu - 2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) = -\gamma^{DA}. \quad (6.36)$$

As before, to complete showing the three term equality in (6.31), it suffices to show

$$\lim_{q \to \infty} E_{(q,0)}[V(S_{DA}(1)) - V(S_{DA}(0))] = -\gamma^{DA}. \quad (6.37)$$

Given $Q^{DA}(0) = q$, for any realization such that $D^{on}_{DA} \leq \tilde{D}^{on}_{DA} \leq q - 2c$, we have $Q^{DA}(t) \geq 2c$ for all $t \in [0, \frac{1}{2}^-)$, and thus $D^{on}_{DA} = \tilde{D}^{on}_{DA}$. Further, $Q^{DA}(\frac{1}{2}^-) \geq 2c$ ensures $R^{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) = 2c$ and thus $D^{off}_{DA} = \tilde{D}^{off}_{DA}$. As
a result,

$$\mathbb{E}[D_{DA}^{on}] \geq \mathbb{E} \left[ D_{DA}^{on} \mathbb{1}_{\{D_{DA}^{on} \leq q-2c\}} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \tilde{D}_{DA}^{on} \mathbb{1}_{\{\tilde{D}_{DA}^{on} \leq q-2c\}} \right],$$

$$\mathbb{E}[D_{DA}^{off}] \geq \mathbb{E} \left[ D_{DA}^{off} \mathbb{1}_{\{D_{DA}^{off} \leq q-2c\}} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \tilde{D}_{DA}^{off} \mathbb{1}_{\{\tilde{D}_{DA}^{off} \leq q-2c\}} \right].$$

We can apply the Monotone Convergence Theorem as before but now on both $\tilde{D}_{DA}^{on} \mathbb{1}_{\{\tilde{D}_{DA}^{on} \leq q-2c\}}$ and $\tilde{D}_{DA}^{off} \mathbb{1}_{\{\tilde{D}_{DA}^{off} \leq q-2c\}}$ to obtain the desired limit. The rest of the proof is exactly as in the previous lemma.

**Proof of Theorem 6.1.** Suppose $\rho_\theta < 1$, i.e. $\gamma_\theta > 0$. From (6.24) of Lemma 6.1, we obtain that

$$-\gamma_{LS} = \lim_{q \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)}[V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0))].$$

Similarly, from (6.31) of Lemma 6.2, we have

$$-\gamma_{DA} = \lim_{q \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{(q,0)}[V(S_{DA}(1)) - V(S_{DA}(0))].$$

Recall by (6.5) that for every $(q,r) \in S_{LS}$, when $q \geq c$, we must have $r = c$, and by (6.10) for every $(q,r) \in S_{DA}$ we have $r = 0$. Thus the sets

$$B_\theta = \left\{ (q,r) \in S_{\theta} \middle| \mathbb{E}_{(q,r)}[V(S_{\theta}(1)) - V(S_{\theta}(0))] > -\gamma_{\theta}/2 \right\},$$

are finite. Observe that for both LS and DA, (A.1) is satisfied by (6.25) and (6.32), respectively. Applying Proposition A.1, taking $B = B_\theta$ and $\gamma = \gamma_{\theta}/2$, we conclude that $\{S_{\theta}(k)\}$ is positive recurrent.

Now suppose instead that $\rho_\theta \geq 1$, i.e. $\gamma_\theta \leq 0$. In the setting of Proposition A.2, for both $\theta$ we take $B_\theta = \{(0,0)\}$ and observe that (A.2) is trivially satisfied by taking $y = (q,r)$ for any nonzero $(q,r) \in S_{\theta}$. The condition in (A.3) is satisfied by (6.25) for
LS and (6.32) for DA. Finally, (A.4) is satisfied as by (6.24) and (6.31), we have

\[
\inf_{(q,r) \in S_\theta} \mathbb{E}(q,r)[V(S_\theta(1)) - V(S_\theta(0))] = -\gamma_\theta \geq 0.
\]

Thus from Proposition A.2 we conclude that \( \{S_\theta(k)\} \) is either null recurrent or transient.

It remains to show that \( \{S_\theta(k)\} \) is null recurrent when \( \rho_\theta = 1 \) and transient when \( \rho_\theta > 1 \). To do so, we use another Lyapunov function argument, Theorem 3.2 from [56], (see also [32] section 3.6). However, as the statement of this theorem is rather technical, we defer this part of the proof to Section 6.12.

Finally, that \( \rho_{DA} < \rho_{LS} \) follows from (6.13). \( \square \)

**Remark 6.1.** Note that as \( \mu \to 0 \), \((1 - e^{-\mu / 2})^2 \to 0\), so by (6.13) we see that \( \rho_{LS} - \rho_{DA} \to 0 \) as well. Intuitively, if patients take many days to recover, the amount of forced idle time due to not being able to admit patients while off shift will be negligible. Conversely, when \( \mu \) is large,

\[
\rho_{LS} \approx \frac{\lambda}{c\mu + c}, \quad \rho_{DA} \approx \frac{\lambda}{c\mu + 2c}.
\]

In this regime, nearly all patients recover in each off shift. When \( c \) is also large, we see DA has a larger stability region, due to the off shifts for each team being shorter. While this regime isn’t particularly relevant in the hospital setting, where \( \mu \approx 1/4 \), it exposes another interesting and relevant parameter, namely the length of the time between shifts relative to the recovery rate \( \mu \).

### 6.6 Uniform Bounds for Stationary Performance Measures

In this section, we consider the sequence of systems under the fluid rescaling \( S^\theta_\theta(t)/n \) with the assumption that \( \rho_\theta < 1 \), and give bounds on the expected stationary queue lengths that are independent of \( n \). We will again use the Lyapunov function technique,
namely Proposition A.3. The statement of this result and a proof can be found in Appendix A, Section A.2.

First, we need a property of sample paths of the $M(t)/M/m$ queue. For every initial queue length $q \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, we create a separate queue length process with the same arrival and service rates on a common probability space $\Omega$. Let $f: \mathbb{Z}_+ \times \mathbb{R}_+ \times \Omega \to \mathbb{Z}_+$ map an initial queue length $q$, a time $t$, and a realization $\omega \in \Omega$ to the number of patients in the $M(t)/M/m$ system length at time $t$. The queues are coupled such that they share a single common Poisson process determining arrival times, and a single independent common Poisson process determining potential departure times (which only result in departures when there are patients in care). The relationship between the arrival process, the potential departure process, and the actual departures is the same as the relationship between $A(0,t), \tilde{D}_{on}(0,t)$ and $D_{on}(0,t)$ from Section 6.5.

**Lemma 6.3.** For every realization $\omega \in \Omega$, every time $t \in \mathbb{R}_+$, and all initial queue lengths $q, r \in \mathbb{Z}_+$ such that $q \geq r$, $f(\cdot, t, \omega)$ satisfies

$$0 \leq f(q, t, \omega) - f(r, t, \omega) \leq q - r.$$  

Namely, $f(\cdot, t, \omega)$ is monotone increasing and 1-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the $\ell_1$ norm in the initial queue length.

**Proof.** Fix $\omega$, and consider $q, r \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, $q > r$. Let $\tau_0 = 0$ and for $i = 1, 2, \ldots$, let $\tau_i$ be the time of the $i$th event from our processes driving arrivals and departures. It suffices to prove that

$$0 \leq |f(q, \tau_i, \omega) - f(r, \tau_i, \omega)| \leq q - r,$$

for all $\tau_i$, as the queue length can only change at the times of these events. Trivially the claim holds at $\tau_0$. Suppose the claim holds until $\tau_i$. At time $\tau_{i+1}$:

1. Suppose the event was an arrival. Then $f(q, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) = 1 + f(q, \tau_i, \omega)$ and
\[ f(r, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) = 1 + f(r, \tau_i, \omega), \]

so

\[ f(q, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) - f(r, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) = f(q, \tau_i, \omega) - f(r, \tau_i, \omega), \]

thus (6.36) holds.

2. Suppose the event was a potential departure. By our inductive hypothesis, we must be in one of the two cases below:

(a) \( f(q, \tau_i, \omega) = f(r, \tau_i, \omega) \). Then by our coupling, the system under initial condition \( q \) and under initial condition \( r \) must both either have an actual departure or have no departure at \( \tau_{i+1} \). As the change in queue lengths will be the same, by the same reasoning as when we have an arrival, we continue to satisfy (6.36).

(b) \( f(q, \tau_i, \omega) > f(r, \tau_i, \omega) \). Now either both systems have a departure, or only the system with initial queue length \( q \) has a departure (as it has more active servers), which with the inductive hypothesis implies

\[ f(q, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) - f(r, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) \leq f(q, \tau_i, \omega) - f(r, \tau_i, \omega) \leq q - r. \]

When both systems experience an actual departure, \( f(q, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) - f(r, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) = f(q, \tau_i, \omega) - f(r, \tau_i, \omega) \geq 0 \) where the inequality is by the inductive hypothesis. When only the system under initial condition \( q \) has a departure, we still have

\[ f(q, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) - f(r, \tau_{i+1}, \omega) = f(q, \tau_i, \omega) - 1 - f(r, \tau_i, \omega) \geq 0, \]

where the inequality holds by initial assumption for this case. Thus (6.36) holds.

\[ \square \]

Next we establish a few properties of \( \Gamma \), defined in (6.3).
Lemma 6.4. For all $\kappa \geq 0$ and all $(q, r), (q', r') \in \mathbb{R}_+^2$, the operator $\Gamma(\cdot ; \kappa)$ satisfies

\begin{align}
&n \Gamma \left( \frac{(q, r)}{n} ; \kappa \right) = \Gamma (q, r; n\kappa), \quad (6.37) \\
&\|\Gamma(q, r; \kappa) - \Gamma(q', r'; \kappa)\|_1 \leq \|(q, r) - (q', r')\|_1. \quad (6.38)
\end{align}

Namely, with respect to the $\ell_1$ norm, $\Gamma(\cdot ; \kappa)$ is 1-Lipschitz continuous. Further, each component of $\Gamma(q, r; \kappa)$ increases monotonically in both $q$ and $r$.

Proof. The first property, follows immediately by definition of $\Gamma$, as

\[ n \Gamma \left( \frac{(q, r)}{n} ; \kappa \right) = n \left( \frac{q}{n} \land \kappa, \left( \frac{q}{n} - \kappa \right)^+ - \frac{r}{n} \right) = (\frac{q}{n} \land n\kappa, (q - n\kappa)^+ - r) = \Gamma (q, r; n\kappa). \]

To show the second part, we find that

\[ \|\Gamma(q, r; \kappa) - \Gamma(q', r'; \kappa)\|_1 = |(q - \kappa)^+ - r - (q' - \kappa)^+ - r'| + |(q \land \kappa) - (q' \land \kappa)| \]

\[ \leq |(q - \kappa)^+ - (q' - \kappa)^+| + |r - r'| + |(q \land \kappa) - (q' \land \kappa)|. \]

Without loss of generality, suppose $q \geq q'$. Now by considering the exhaustive cases $q' \geq \kappa$, $q > \kappa > q'$, and $\kappa \geq q$, the Lipschitz continuity follows trivially. The monotonicity property is an immediate consequence of (6.3).

Corollary 6.2. For $\theta \in \{LS, DA\}$, fix any $s, \bar{s} \in S_\theta$. Assume that the processes $S_\theta(t)$ has $S_\theta(0) = s$ and let $\tilde{S}_\theta(t)$ be a version of $S_\theta(t)$ with instead $\tilde{S}_\theta(0) = \bar{s}$. There is a coupling between these processes such that for all $t \geq 0$,

\[ \|S_\theta(t) - \tilde{S}_\theta(t)\|_1 \leq \|s - \bar{s}\|_1. \]

Moreover, $s \geq \bar{s}$ componentwise implies $S_\theta(t) \geq \tilde{S}_\theta(t)$ componentwise for all $t$.

Proof. It suffices to show the claim for all $t \in (0, 1]$, as then the result follows by induction. For $\theta = LS$, for all $t \in (0, 1)$, $Q_{LS}(t)$ and $\bar{Q}_{LS}(t)$ are $M(t)/M/c$ queues with the same arrival and service rates. Thus by Lemma 6.3, we obtain that $Q_{LS}(t)$ is monotone increasing and 1-Lipschitz in $q$. Likewise, $R_{LS}(t)$ and $\bar{R}_{LS}(t)$ are $M(t)/M/c$
queues with arrival rate zero and the same service rate, so again by Lemma 6.3, we obtain that $R_{LS}(t)$ is monotone increasing and 1-Lipschitz in $r$. As $Q_{LS}(t)$ does not depend on $r$ and $R_{LS}(t)$ does not depend on $q$, the claim holds for $t \in (0, 1)$. For $t = 1$,

$$\|S_{LS}(1) - \tilde{S}_{LS}(1)\|_1 = \|\Gamma(S_{LS}(1^-); c) - \Gamma(\tilde{S}_{LS}(1^-); c)\|_1 \leq \|S_{LS}(1^-) - \tilde{S}_{LS}(1^-)\|_1 \leq \|s - \tilde{s}\|_1,$$

where (6.39) follows from Lemma 6.4 and (6.40) follows from our analysis of the case $t \in (0, 1)$. Monotonicity follows as each component of $S_\theta(1)$ is the composition of monotone increasing functions and thus monotone increasing in every input, again by Lemma 6.4 and our analysis of the case $t \in (0, 1)$. For $\theta = DA$, the proof is very similar.

We also need a simple uniform bound on a sequence of Poisson random variables.

**Lemma 6.5.** If $X_n \overset{d}{=} \text{Pois}(\gamma n)$, then for all $k > 2\gamma(e - 1)$ and all $n = 1, 2, \ldots$,

$$\mathbb{P}(X_n \geq kn) \leq e^{-kn/2}.$$

**Proof.** We have

$$\mathbb{P}(X_n \geq kn) \leq \exp(-kn)\mathbb{E}[\exp(X_n)] = \exp(-kn)\exp(\gamma n(e - 1)) \leq \exp(-kn/2).$$

We now analyze our system in the fluid scaling. As before let $A^n \overset{d}{=} A^n(0, 1)$, $D_{LS}^{on,n} \overset{d}{=} D_{LS}^{on,n}(0, 1^-)$, $D_{DA}^{on,n} \overset{d}{=} D_{DA}^{on,n}(0, \frac{1}{2}^-)$, $D_{LS}^{off,n} \overset{d}{=} D_{LS}^{off,n}(0, 1^-)$, and $D_{DA}^{off,n} \overset{d}{=} D_{DA}^{off,n}(\frac{1}{2}, 1^-)$. Using Lemma 6.5, we show that when $\rho_\theta < 1$, the convergence as $q$ goes to infinity in Lemma 6.1 is uniform in $n$. 
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Lemma 6.6. We have

\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \mathbb{E}_{(nk,nc)} \left[ \frac{V(S_{LS}^n(1)) - V(S_{LS}^n(0))}{n} \right] = -\gamma_{LS}.
\]

Proof. From (6.27), we have that for all \(k\) and \(n\),

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(nk,nc)} \left[ \frac{V(S_{LS}^n(1)) - V(S_{LS}^n(0))}{n} \right] = \mathbb{E}_{(nk,nc)} \left[ \frac{A^n - D_{LS}^{on,n} - D_{off,n}}{n} \right]
\]

\[
= \lambda - c(1 - e^{-\mu}) - \mathbb{E}_{(nk,nc)} \left[ \frac{D_{LS}^{on,n}}{n} \right].
\]

where the second equality follows as \(A^n \overset{d}{=} \text{Pois}(n \lambda)\) and \(D_{LS}^{off,n} \overset{d}{=} \text{Bin}(nc, 1 - e^{-\mu})\) (see discussion (6.29)). As in (6.28), we have \(D_{LS}^{on,n} \overset{d}{=} \text{Pois}(nc \mu)\) coupled with \(D_{LS}^{on,n}\) such that \(\tilde{D}_{LS}^{on,n} \geq D_{LS}^{on,n}\). Thus \(\mathbb{E}[D_{LS}^{on,n}] \leq nc \mu\) for all \(n\) and all \(k\), so it suffices to show that

\[
\liminf_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \mathbb{E}_{(nk,nc)} \left[ \frac{D_{LS}^{on,n}}{n} \right] \geq c \mu.
\]

As in (6.30), we find that

\[
\liminf_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \frac{1}{n} \mathbb{E}_{(nk,nc)}[D_{LS}^{on,n}] \geq \limsup_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \frac{1}{n} \mathbb{E} [\tilde{D}_{LS}^{on,n} \mathbb{I}_{\{\tilde{D}_{LS}^{on,n} \leq (k-c)n\}}].
\]
Now

\[
\limsup_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \left| \frac{1}{n} E[\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}, n} \mathbb{1}_{\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}, n} \leq (k-c)n}] - c\mu \right|
\]

\[
= \limsup_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \left| \frac{1}{n} E[\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}, n} \mathbb{1}_{\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}, n} \leq (k-c)n}] - \tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}, n} \right|
\]

\[
= \limsup_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \frac{1}{n} \sqrt{E[(\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}, n})^2]} E[\mathbb{1}_{\tilde{D}_{\text{LS}}^{\text{on}, n} \geq (k-c)n}]
\]

\[
\leq \limsup_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} \frac{1}{n} \sqrt{(nc\mu)^2 + nc\mu} \exp(-kn/2) \exp(cn)
\]

\[
= \lim_{k \to \infty} \sqrt{(c\mu)^2 + c\mu} \exp(-k/2) \exp(c)
\]

= 0.

Here (6.41) follows from Lemma 6.5, and (6.42) follows as when \( k \), is large, the supremum is attained by taking \( n = 1 \).

\[\square\]

**Lemma 6.7.** We have

\[
\limsup_{k \to \infty} \sup_{n > 0} E_{(nk, 0)} \left[ \frac{V(S^n_{\theta}(1)) - V(S^n_{\theta}(0))}{n} \right] = -\gamma_{\theta}. \]

The proof is very similar to previous lemma and omitted. We can give the uniform moment bounds for \( S^n_{\theta}(\infty) \).

**Lemma 6.8.** For each policy \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), when \( \rho_\theta < 1 \), there exists a constant \( M_\theta \) depending on \( \lambda, c \) and \( \mu \) such that for every \( n > 0 \), \( E[V(S^n_{\theta}(\infty))] \leq M_\theta n. \)

**Proof.** As \( \rho_\theta < 1 \), we have \( \gamma_\theta > 0 \). By Lemma 6.6, there exists \( \bar{k}_{LS} \) such that for all \( k > \bar{k}_{LS} \) and all \( n \),

\[
\frac{1}{n} E_{(nk, nc)}[V(S^n_{\text{LS}}(1)) - V(S^n_{\text{LS}}(0))] \leq -\frac{\gamma_{\text{LS}}}{2}.
\]
For any \( \bar{q} > q \),

\[
0 \leq \mathbb{E}_{(\bar{q}, r)}[V(S^n_{LS}(1))] - \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[V(S^n_{LS}(1))] \leq \bar{q} - q,
\]

by the monotonicity and 1-Lipschitz of Corollary 6.2. Thus

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(\bar{q}, r)}[V(S^n_{LS}(1)) - V(S^n_{LS}(0))] - \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[V(S^n_{LS}(1)) - V(S^n_{LS}(0))]
\]

\[
= \mathbb{E}_{(\bar{q}, r)}[V(S^n_{LS}(1))] - \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[V(S^n_{LS}(1))] + q - \bar{q}
\]

\[
\leq 0.
\]

As a result, we obtain that for every \( n \), for all \( q > \bar{k}_{LS}n \),

\[
\frac{1}{n} \mathbb{E}_{(q, nc)}[V(S^n_{LS}(1)) - V(S^n_{LS}(0))] \leq -\frac{\gamma_{LS}}{2}.
\]

(6.43)

We define \( \bar{k}_{DA} \) analogously using Lemma 6.7 and \( \gamma_{DA} \). Let

\[
b_{\theta} \triangleq \max \left\{ \bar{k}_{\theta}, \frac{1}{\gamma_{\theta}} (\lambda^2 + \lambda + C_{\theta}(c^2 + c)) \right\},
\]

where \( C_{\theta} \) is as defined by (6.25) for LS and (6.32) for DA. Thus by Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2, for all \( s \in S^n_{\theta} \),

\[
\mathbb{E}_s[(V(S^n_{\theta}(1)) - V(S^n_{\theta}(0)))^2] \leq (\lambda^n)^2 + \lambda^n + C_{\theta}(c^n)^2 + c^n
\]

\[
= n^2 \lambda^2 + n \lambda + C_{\theta}(n^2 c^2 + nc)
\]

\[
\leq b_{\theta} \gamma_{\theta} n^2.
\]

(6.44)
We let

\[ B^n_{\theta} \triangleq \{(q, r) \in S_{LS} \mid q + r \leq 2nb_{\theta}\}, \quad (6.45) \]

\[ U(q, r) \triangleq (q + r)^2, \]

\[ \alpha^n_{\theta} \triangleq 2nb_{\theta}, \]

\[ \beta^n_{\theta} \triangleq n^2b_{\theta}(4\lambda + \gamma_{\theta}), \]

\[ \gamma^n_{\theta} \triangleq n\gamma_{\theta}/2. \]

and apply Proposition A.3 for each \( n \), using \( U \) as our Lyapunov function and \( f(q, r) = q + r \). We observe that (A.6) holds trivially. For \((q, r) \in S^n_{\theta}\) we have

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[U(S^n_{\theta}(1)) - U(S^n_{\theta}(0))] = \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[(q + r + A^n - D^{on,n} - D^{off,n})^2] - (q + r)^2 \\
= 2(q + r)^2 \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[A^n - D^{on,n} - D^{off,n}] \\
+ \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[(A^n - D^{on,n} - D^{off,n})^2] \\
= 2(q + r)\mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[V(S^n_{\theta}(1)) - V(S^n_{\theta}(0))] \\
+ \mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[(V(S^n_{\theta}(1)) - V(S^n_{\theta}(0)))^2] \\
\leq 2(q + r)\mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[V(S^n_{\theta}(1)) - V(S^n_{\theta}(0))] + n^2\gamma_{\theta}b_{\theta}, \quad (6.46)
\]

where (6.46) is a consequence of (6.44). Now, for \((q, r) \in B^n_{\theta}\), using (6.45) with (6.46), we see that

\[
2(q + r)\mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[V(S^n_{\theta}(1)) - V(S^n_{\theta}(0))] + n^2\gamma_{\theta}b_{\theta} \leq 4nb_{\theta}\mathbb{E}_{(q, r)}[A^n(0, 1^-)] + n^2\gamma_{\theta}b_{\theta} \\
\leq n^2b_{\theta}(4\lambda + \gamma_{\theta}) \\
= \beta^n_{\theta},
\]
showing that (A.7) holds. Finally, for \( s \in S^n_\theta \setminus B^n_\theta \),

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q,r)}[U(S^n_\theta(1)) - U(S^n_\theta(0))] \leq 2(q + r)\mathbb{E}(q)\mathbb{E}(r)[V(S^n_\theta(1)) - V(S^n_\theta(0))] + n^2 \gamma_\theta b_\theta \tag{6.47}
\]

\[
\leq -\gamma_\theta n(q + r) + n^2 \gamma_\theta b_\theta \tag{6.48}
\]

\[
\leq -\frac{\gamma_\theta}{2} n(q + r) - \frac{\gamma_\theta}{2} n(2nb_\theta) + n^2 \gamma_\theta b_\theta \tag{6.49}
\]

\[
= -\frac{\gamma_\theta n}{2} f(q,r),
\]

where (6.47) follows from (6.46), (6.48) follows as \( s \in S^n_\theta \setminus B^n_\theta \) so we can apply (6.43), and (6.49) follows as \( s \in S^n_\theta \setminus B^n_\theta \) ensures \( q + r > 2nb_\theta \). This shows that (A.5) is satisfied for each \( n \). Thus for every \( n \) we can apply Proposition A.3 to obtain that

\[
\mathbb{E}[f(S^n(\infty))] \leq \alpha^n + \frac{\beta^n}{\gamma^n} = n(2b_\theta (4\lambda/\gamma_\theta + 1)),
\]

showing the result. \( \Box \)

### 6.7 Fluid Model Approximations. Proof of Theorem 6.2

In this section, we establish Theorem 6.2. First, we introduce the following additional notation to be used throughout the section. Let \( u_\theta^i \) be the time of the \( i \)th shift change under policy \( \theta \), i.e. for \( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, u_{LS}^i \triangleq i \) and \( u_{DA}^i \triangleq i/2 \). Let \( c_\theta^i \) be the number of residents on shift during \([u_i, u_{i+1})\), i.e. \( c_{LS}^i \triangleq c \) for \( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, c_{DA}^i \triangleq 2c \) for even \( i \), and \( c_{DA}^i \triangleq 0 \) for odd \( i \).

To prove the result, we will invoke a theorem from [60] that shows the convergence of multidimensional Markovian queueing processes to its fluid limit under the so called “uniform acceleration.” Consider a Markov process \( X(t) \) on state space \( \mathbb{Z}_+^m \) with transition rates that depend both on the current state and the time. The process \( X(t) \) is driven by a finite set of independent rate one exogenous Poison process \( E_i(t) \), \( i = 1, \ldots, k \). The events from these processes trigger a “jump” \( v_i \in \mathbb{Z}^m \) in \( X(t) \). For each process \( i \), there is a rate function \( \alpha_i(x, t): \mathbb{R}_+^m \times \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \) that depends both on
the state $x$ and the time $t$. Assume that for each $i$ and $\bar{t} \in \mathbb{R}_+$, $\alpha_i(\cdot, \bar{t})$ is $\gamma_i$-Lipschitz in $x$ where $\gamma_i$ does not depend on $\bar{t}$. We define $X(t)$ by

$$X(t) \triangleq X(0) + \sum_{i=1}^{k} v_i E_i \left( \int_{0}^{t} \alpha_i(X(\tau), \tau) d\tau \right),$$

In Theorem 9.2 from [60], it is shown that this procedure uniquely defines the process $X(t)$. Next, we consider a deterministic process $x(t)$ on $\mathbb{R}_m^+$ defined by

$$x(t) \triangleq x(0) + \sum_{i=1}^{k} v_i \int_{0}^{t} \alpha_i(x(\tau), \tau) d\tau.$$

Again the existence and uniqueness of such an $x(t)$ is shown in Theorem 11.4 from [60].

To approximate $X(t)$ by $x(t)$, we consider a sequence of processes $X^n(t)$, $n = 1, 2, \ldots$, defined by

$$X^n(t) \triangleq X^n(0) + \sum_{i=1}^{k} v_i E_i \left( n \int_{0}^{t} \alpha_i \left( \frac{X^n(\tau)}{n}, \tau \right) d\tau \right),$$

i.e. $X^1(t)$ is the original process. A special case of their result is as follows.

**Proposition 6.2 ([60], Theorem 2.2).** If $X^n(0)/n \to x(0)$ a.s., then

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{X^n(t)}{n} = x(t),$$

a.s. and u.o.c.

We now return to our model. On the intervals $[u_\theta^i, u_\theta^{i+1})$ between shift changes, our processes $S_\theta(t)$ and $s_\theta(t)$ are of the form of $X(t)$ and $x(t)$ from the theorem. Specifically, we can take $v_1 = (1, 0)$ and $\alpha_1((g, r), t) = \lambda(u_\theta^i + t)$ so that the arrival
process $A(u_0^i, u_0^i + t) = E_1(t)$ for $t \in [u_0^i, u_0^i + 1]$. Similarly, we take $v_2 = (-1, 0)$ and
\[
\alpha_2((q, r), t) \triangleq (c^i_\theta \wedge q)\mu = \begin{cases} 
(c \wedge q)\mu & \theta = \text{LS}, \\
(2c \wedge q)\mu & \theta = \text{DA}, i \text{ even}, \\
0 & \theta = \text{DA}, i \text{ odd}, 
\end{cases}
\]
then $D^\text{on}(u_0^i, t) = E_2(t)$ for $t \in [u_0^i, u_0^i + 1]$. Finally, we take $v_3 = (0, -1)$ and
\[
\alpha_3((q, r), t) \triangleq r\mu 
\]
so that $D^\text{off}(u_0^i, t) = E_3(t)$ for $t \in [u_0^i, u_0^i + 1]$. We satisfy the Lipschitz condition on $\alpha_i(\cdot, t)$ as $\alpha_1$ does not depend on the state and both $\alpha_2$ and $\alpha_3$ are $\mu$-Lipschitz in $(q, r)$ independent of $t$.

Thus the proposition immediately yields that if $S^n_\theta(u_0^i)/n \to s_\theta(u_0^i)$ a.s., then $S^n_\theta(t)/n \to s_\theta(t)$ u.o.c. From this point, the primary difficulty in proving Theorem 6.2 is showing that $S_\theta(t)$ jumping at each shift change does not ruin the convergence. We can now prove the main result of the section.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. For each policy $\theta \in \{\text{LS, DA}\}$, we will show by induction on $i$ that $S^n_\theta(t)/n \to s_\theta(t)$ a.s. and uniformly on $[0, u_0^i]$. The case of $i = 0$ holds by the assumption of the theorem.

Suppose the claim holds for $i$. We notice that
\[
\sup_{0 \leq \tau \leq u_0^{i+1}} \left\| \frac{S^n_\theta(\tau)}{n} - s_\theta(\tau) \right\|_1 = \\
\max \left\{ \sup_{0 \leq \tau \leq u_0^i} \left\| \frac{S^n_\theta(\tau)}{n} - s_\theta(\tau) \right\|_1, \sup_{u_0^i \leq \tau < u_0^{i+1}} \left\| \frac{S^n_\theta(\tau)}{n} - s_\theta(\tau) \right\|_1, \left\| \frac{S^n_\theta(u_0^{i+1})}{n} - s_\theta(u_0^{i+1}) \right\|_1 \right\}.
\]
By the definitions of $u_0^i$ and $c_\theta^i$, it follows immediately that when applying $\Gamma$ for the shift change at time $u_{i+1}$, we use $\Gamma(\cdot, c_\theta^i)$. Recalling that $S^n_\theta$ and $s_\theta$ are a.s. RCLL,
and applying (6.37) and then (6.38) from Lemma 6.4,

\[
\left\| \frac{S_n^\theta(u^i_{\theta} + 1)}{n} \right\|_1 - s_\theta(u^i_{\theta} + 1) = \left\| \frac{\Gamma(S_n^\theta((u^i_{\theta} + 1)^-); nc_\theta^i)}{n} - \Gamma(s_\theta((u^i_{\theta} + 1)^-); c_\theta^i) \right\|_1 \\
\leq \left\| \frac{S_n^\theta((u^i_{\theta})^-)}{n} - s_\theta((u^i_{\theta})^-) \right\|_1.
\]

For \( \tau \in [u^i_{\theta}, u^i_{\theta} + 1] \), we let \( \bar{S}_n^\theta(t) \) and \( \bar{s}_\theta(t) \) be the continuous extension of \( S_n^\theta(t) \) and \( s_\theta(t) \), respectively, from \( [u^i_{\theta}, u^i_{\theta} + 1] \) to \( [u^i_{\theta}, u^i_{\theta} + 1] \), i.e.,

\[
\bar{S}_n^\theta(\tau) \triangleq \begin{cases} S_n^\theta(\tau) & \tau < u^i_{\theta} + 1, \\ S_n^\theta((u^i_{\theta})^-) & \tau = u^i_{\theta} + 1, \end{cases} \quad \bar{s}_\theta(\tau) \triangleq \begin{cases} s_\theta(\tau) & \tau < u^i_{\theta} + 1, \\ s_\theta((u^i_{\theta})^-) & \tau = u^i_{\theta} + 1. \end{cases}
\]

Thus we obtain that

\[
\sup_{0 \leq \tau \leq u^i_{\theta} + 1} \left\| \frac{S_n^\theta(\tau)}{n} - s_\theta(\tau) \right\|_1 = \max \left\{ \sup_{0 \leq \tau \leq u^i_{\theta}} \left\| \frac{S_n^\theta(\tau)}{n} - s_\theta(\tau) \right\|_1, \sup_{u^i_{\theta} \leq \tau \leq u^i_{\theta} + 1} \left\| \frac{S_n^\theta(\tau)}{n} - s_\theta(\tau) \right\|_1 \right\}.
\]

By induction, the first term in the above maximum goes to zero a.s. and in particular \( S_n^\theta(u^i_{\theta})/n \to s_\theta(u^i_{\theta}) \) a.s. By Proposition 6.2, the second term converges to zero a.s. as well, as previously discussed.

\[ \square \]

**Remark 6.2.** The result from [60] is actually stronger than what we suggested. It implies that a.s. and u.o.c., as \( n \to \infty, \|S_n^\theta(t)/n - s_\theta(t)\|_1 \leq O(\log n) \). This can be generalized to our case inductively in the same manner, but we do not pursue this further.

### 6.8 Long Run Behavior of the Fluid Model

In this section, for each policy \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), we show that the fluid limit at integer times \( \{s_\theta(k)\} \), which is a deterministic discrete time dynamical system, has a simple long run behavior. To show this, we need to recall definitions from Section 6.2. For
a set $\mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$, $\mathcal{X} \neq \emptyset$, a function $f: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{X}$, and an initial condition $x_0 \in \mathcal{X}$, let $x_k, k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$ be defined by $f(x_k) = x_{k+1}$. Recall from Section 6.2 that a point $x^* \in \mathcal{X}$ is attractive if for every $x_0 \in \mathcal{X}, \lim_{k \to \infty} x_k = x^*$. As previously mentioned, such an $x^*$ must be unique. Further, when $f$ is continuous on $\mathcal{X}$, it immediately follows that $f(x^*) = x^*$, i.e. $x^*$ is a fixed point of $f$. First, we give a known (e.g. [18] page 183) criterion for identifying attractive points.

**Proposition 6.3.** Suppose $\mathcal{X}$ is nonempty and compact, $f: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{X}$ is continuous on $\mathcal{X}$, and for every $x, y \in \mathcal{X}$,

$$\|f(x) - f(y)\|_p < \|x - y\|_p,$$

for some $p \geq 1$. Then there exists a unique attractive point $x^* \in \mathcal{X}$.

We now give a sufficient condition to ensure that in finite time $\{x_k\}$ will reach a bounded set, such as the compact set in the previous theorem.

**Proposition 6.4.** If there is a function $V: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+$, $\gamma > 0$ and $B \subset \mathcal{X}$ such that for all $x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B$,

$$V(f(x)) - V(x) \leq -\gamma,$$

then for all $x_0 \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B$, there exists $m \leq \lceil V(x_0)/\gamma \rceil$ such that $x_m \in B$.

**Proof.** Let $n = \lceil V(x_0)/\gamma \rceil + 1$ and assume for contradiction that $x_0, \ldots, x_n$ are all not in $B$. Then

$$V(x_n) = V(x_0) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} V(x_k) - V(x_{k-1}) \leq V(x_0) - n\gamma < 0,$$

contradicting the non-negativity of $V$. \qed

Finally, we give a criteria for instability.
**Proposition 6.5.** Suppose \( V : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) is a continuous function such that \( \sup\{ V(x) \mid x \in \mathcal{X} \} = \infty \), and for all \( x \in \mathcal{X} \),

\[
V(f(x)) - V(x) \geq 0.
\]

Then an attractive point does not exist.

**Proof.** Assume for contradiction there were an attractive point \( x^* \). Let \( x_0 \in \mathcal{X} \) be such that \( V(x_0) > V(x^*) \). Such a point exists as have assumed that the supremum of \( V \) is infinite. However, as \( x^* \) is attractive and \( V \) is continuous,

\[
V(x^*) = \lim_{n \to \infty} V(x_n) = V(x_0) + \lim_{n \to \infty} \sum_{k=1}^{n} V(x_k) - V(x_{k-1}) \geq V(x_0),
\]

contradicting \( V(x_0) > V(x^*) \).

We now consider the differential equation that controls the evolution of the state for the fluid model.

**Lemma 6.9.** Given parameters \((\gamma, m, \mu, x(0)) \in \mathbb{R}_+^4\), the differential equation

\[
\dot{x}(t) = \gamma - (x(t) \wedge m) \mu, \quad (6.50)
\]

has a unique solution. The solution \( x(t) \) is monotone in \( t \) and satisfies \( x(t) \geq 0 \) for all \( t \geq 0 \). Further, if \( g : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) is defined by \( g(x(0)) = x(\frac{1}{2}) \), then \( g \) is strictly increasing and 1-Lipschitz. Finally, if we let

\[
\tilde{x} \triangleq \begin{cases} 
  m & \gamma \geq m \mu, \\
  m - (\gamma - m \mu)/2 & \gamma < m \mu,
\end{cases}
\]

then \( x(0) \geq \tilde{x} \) implies that:

(a) \( x(t) \geq m \) for \( t \in [0, \frac{1}{2}) \),

(b) \( x(\frac{1}{2}) = x(0) + (\gamma - m \mu)/2 \),

(c) For all \( y > x(0) \), \( g(y) - g(x(0)) = y - x(0) \).
On the other hand, if $x(0) < \tilde{x}$, then each of (a), (b) and (c) above are violated. In particular,

(a') There exists $s \in [0, \frac{1}{2})$ such that $x(s) < m$,

(b') $x(\frac{1}{2}) > x(0) + (\gamma - m\mu)/2$,

(c') For all $y > x(0)$, $g(y) - g(x(0)) < y - x(0)$.

The proof is rather lengthy but no difficult, so it is deferred to Section 6.11. We now use this to analyze the fluid limits of LS and DA. Let $g_{LS}^1(q)$ and $g_{LS}^2(q)$ be the function $g$ from Lemma 6.9 when the parameters $(\lambda_1, c, \mu, q)$ and $(\lambda_2, c, \mu, q)$ are used, respectively. Let $f_{LS}: \mathcal{T}_{LS} \to \mathcal{T}_{LS}$ be given by

$$f_{LS}(q, r) \triangleq \Gamma(g_{LS}^2(g_{LS}^1(q)), re^{-\mu}; c). \quad (6.51)$$

Similarly, let $g_{DA}(q)$ be the function from Lemma 6.9 using parameters $(\lambda_1, 2c, \mu, q)$, and let

$$h_{DA}^1(q, r) \triangleq \Gamma(g_{DA}(q), 0; 2c), \quad (6.52)$$

$$h_{DA}^2(q, r) \triangleq \Gamma(q + \frac{\lambda_2}{2}, re^{-\mu/2}; 0), \quad (6.53)$$

$$f_{DA}(s) \triangleq h^2(h^1(s)). \quad (6.54)$$

We now prove Proposition 6.1.

Proof of Proposition 6.1. To prove existence and uniqueness of $s_\theta(t)$, it suffices to show that for every $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$, $s_\theta(t)$ exists and is uniquely defined for all $0 \leq t \leq k$. For $k = 0$, we are given $s_\theta(0)$ in the statement of the proposition. Suppose the claim holds for $k$. We now consider cases on $\theta$.

LS – By induction $s_{LS}(k)$ is uniquely defined. As $q_{LS}(t)$ solves the differential equation on $[k, k + \frac{1}{2})$ as used to define $g_{LS}^1(q)$ with initial condition $q_{LS}(k)$, and likewise solves the differential equation on $[k + \frac{1}{2}, 1)$ used to define $g_{LS}^2(q)$ with initial condition $q_{LS}(k + \frac{1}{2})$, we obtain by Lemma 6.9 that $q_{LS}(t)$ is uniquely determined on $[k, k + 1)$. As $\dot{r}_{LS}(t) = -\mu r_{LS}(t)$ and by induction $r_{LS}(k)$ is uniquely defined,
we obtain that for \( t \in [k, k + 1) \), \( r(t) = r(k)e^{-\mu(t-k)} \), uniquely defining \( s_{LS}(t) \) on that interval as well. Thus we immediately obtain that for every \( s_{LS}(k) \in \mathcal{T}_{LS} \),

\[
    s_{LS}(k + 1) = f_{LS}(s_{LS}(k)),
\]

showing the hypothesis.

**DA** – The argument is similar. Briefly, for all \( s_{DA}(k) \in \mathcal{T}_{DA} \),

\[
    s_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2}) = h^1(s_{DA}(k)),
    s_{DA}(k + 1) = h^2(s_{DA}(k + \frac{1}{2})),
    s_{DA}(k + 1) = f_{DA}(s_{DA}(k)),
\]

and at intermediate times in \( t \in (k, k + \frac{1}{2}) \) and \( t \in (k + \frac{1}{2}, k + 1) \), \( s_{DA}(t) \) is the unique solution to a linear ODE either with constant coefficients or of the type from Lemma 6.9.

Finally, we must show that \( s_\theta(k) \in \mathcal{T}_\theta, k \geq 1 \). For LS, we must show that \( r_{LS}(k) < c \) implies \( q_{LS}(k) \leq c \). By definition

\[
    s_{LS}(k) = \Gamma(s_{LS}(k^-); c) = \begin{cases} 
         (q_{LS}(k^-) - c + r_{LS}(k^-), c) & q_{LS}(k^-) \geq c, \\
         (r_{LS}(k^-), q_{LS}(k^-)) & q_{LS}(k^-) < c.
     \end{cases}
\]

Suppose \( r_{LS}(k) < c \). Note that \( r_{LS}(k) < c \) only in the second case. As \( q_{LS}(k) = r_{LS}(k^-) \leq r_{LS}(k - 1) \leq c \), we obtain that \( q_{LS}(k) \leq c \), showing the claim. For DA, must simply show that \( r_{DA}(k) = 0 \), which holds as

\[
    r_{DA}(k) = \Gamma(s_{DA}(k^-); 0) = (q(k^-) + r(k^-), 0).
\]

Next we give some simple structural properties of the functions \( g_{LS}^i \) and \( f_\theta \) that will be needed in the analysis of the long run behavior of the fluid limits.
Lemma 6.10. There exists a unique \( \tilde{q}_{LS} \) such that when \( q_{LS}(0) \geq \tilde{q}_{LS} \),

(a) \( q_{LS}(t) \geq c \) for \( t \in [0,1) \),

(b) \( q_{LS}(1^-) = q_{LS}(0) + \lambda - c\mu \),

(c) For \( \bar{q} > q_{LS}(0) \),

\[
g_{LS}^{2}(g_{LS}^{1}(\bar{q})) - g_{LS}^{2}(g_{LS}(q_{LS}(0))) = \bar{q} - q_{LS}(0).
\]

and when \( q_{LS}(0) < \tilde{q}_{LS} \), (a), (b) and (c) are violated. In particular,

(a') There exists \( s \in [0,1) \) such that \( q_{LS}(s) < c \),

(b') \( q_{LS}(1^-) > q_{LS}(0) + \lambda - c\mu \),

(c') For \( \bar{q} > q_{LS}(0) \),

\[
g_{LS}^{2}(g_{LS}^{1}(\bar{q})) - g_{LS}^{2}(g_{LS}(q_{LS}(0))) < \bar{q} - q_{LS}(0).
\]

Proof. For \( i = 1, 2 \), let \( \tilde{q}_{i,LS} \) be \( \tilde{x} \) from Lemma 6.9 when used to create \( g_{i,LS} \). It is easy to see that properties (a), (b) and (c) will hold when for all \( i = 1, 2 \), properties (a), (b) and (c) from the application Lemma 6.9 to create \( g_{i,LS} \) hold, i.e. we have both \( q_{LS}(0) \geq \tilde{q}_{1,LS} \) and \( q_{LS}(\frac{1}{2}) \geq \tilde{q}_{2,LS} \).

Similarly, it is easy to see that properties (a'), (b') and (c') will hold if there exists \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) such that that properties (a'), (b') and (c') from the application of Lemma 6.9 to create \( g_{i,LS} \) hold, i.e. if either \( q_{LS}(0) < \tilde{q}_{1,LS} \) or \( q_{LS}(\frac{1}{2}) < \tilde{q}_{2,LS} \).

As \( q_{LS}(\frac{1}{2}) = g_{LS}(q_{LS}(0)) \) and by Lemma 6.4 \( g_{LS}^{1} \) is strictly increasing, there is a threshold \( q^* \) such that \( q_{LS}(\frac{1}{2}) \geq \tilde{q}_{2,LS} \) iff \( q_{LS}(0) \geq q^* \). Thus by taking \( \tilde{q}_{LS} = \max\{q^*, q_{LS}^{1}\} \), we will have both \( q_{LS}(0) \geq \tilde{q}_{1,LS} \) and \( q_{LS}(\frac{1}{2}) \geq \tilde{q}_{2,LS} \) iff \( q_{LS}(0) \geq \tilde{q}_{LS} \). This gives the result. \( \square \)

Lemma 6.11. For \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), \( f_{\theta} \) is 1-Lipschitz with respect to the \( \ell_1 \) norm and both outputs of the function \( f_{\theta} \) are monotonically increasing in both inputs.

Proof. For LS, the functions \( g_{LS}^{1} \) and \( g_{LS}^{2} \) are monotonically increasing and 1-Lipschitz by Lemma 6.9. Similarly \( re^{-\mu} \) as a function of \( r \) is increasing and 1-Lipschitz, and by Lemma 6.4, \( \Gamma(\cdot; c) \) is 1-Lipschitz and each component is monotonically increasing in every input. Thus \( f_{LS}(q,r) \) is a composition of monotone increasing 1-Lipschitz functions and thus monotone increasing and 1-Lipschitz.

The argument is similar for DA. The functions \( g_{DA} \), \( q + \lambda_{2}/2 \) as a function of \( q \), \( re^{-\mu}/2 \) as a function of \( r \), \( \Gamma(\cdot; 2c) \) and \( \Gamma(\cdot; 0) \) are all 1-Lipschitz and monotonically increasing in every input (by Lemma 6.9 for \( g_{DA} \) and by Lemma 6.4 for \( \Gamma(\cdot; 2c) \)).
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and \( \Gamma(\cdot, 0) \). Therefore \( f_{DA}(q, r) \) is a composition of 1-Lipschitz monotone increasing functions and thus 1-Lipschitz and monotone increasing.

We can now analyze the long run behavior of the fluid limits. First we will show that when \( \rho_\theta < 1 \), \( f_\theta \) restricted to some \( T_\theta \subset T_\theta \) has an attractive fixed point using contractive mapping (Proposition 6.3). Then we will use a Lyapunov function argument to show that the attractive point over \( T_\theta \) is in fact attractive over all of \( T_\theta \) (Proposition 6.4). Finally, we will use another Lyapunov function argument to show that \( f_\theta \) has no attractive points when \( \rho_\theta \geq 1 \) (Proposition 6.5).

**Proposition 6.6.** The process \( \{s_\theta(k)\} \) has a unique attractive fixed point iff \( \rho_\theta < 1 \).

**Proof.** Assume \( \rho_{LS} < 1 \). Recall \( \tilde{q}_{LS} \) from Lemma 6.10, and let \( \tilde{q}_{DA} \) be \( \tilde{x} \) from Lemma 6.9 as applied to create \( g_{DA} \). Let

\[
T_\theta \triangleq T_\theta \setminus \{(q, r) \mid q > \tilde{q}_\theta \}. \tag{6.55}
\]

We now check the assumptions of Proposition 6.3 are satisfied by \( f_\theta \) restricted to \( T_\theta \). We can immediately verify by definition that \( f_\theta \) is the composition of continuous functions and thus continuous (recall that \( g_1^{LS}, g_2^{LS}, \) and \( g_{DA} \) are continuous by Lemma 6.9 and \( \Gamma(\cdot, \kappa) \) is continuous for all \( \kappa \) by Lemma 6.4). Noting that \( \tilde{q}_{LS} \geq c \) by part (a) of Lemma 6.10, we see that \( T_{LS} = [0, c] \times [0, c] \cup \{(q, c) \mid 0 \leq q \leq \tilde{q}_{LS} \} \) and thus it is a nonempty compact set. Likewise \( T_{DA} = \{(q, 0) \mid 0 \leq q \leq \tilde{q}_{DA} \} \) where by Lemma 6.9 we see that \( \tilde{q}_{DA} \geq 2c \), thus \( T_{DA} \) is a nonempty compact set as well. We still need to check that \( f_\theta : T_\theta \to T_\theta \) and that \( f_\theta \) is contractive on \( T_\theta \).

To show \( f_{LS} : T_{LS} \to T_{LS} \), we have that for any \( (q, r) \in T_{LS} \),

\[
f_{LS}(q, r) \leq f_{LS}(\tilde{q}_{LS}, c) \tag{6.56}
\]

\[
= \Gamma(\tilde{q}_{LS} + \lambda - c\mu, ce^{-\mu}, c) \tag{6.57}
\]

\[
= (\tilde{q}_{LS} + \lambda - c\mu - c + ce^{-\mu}, c) \tag{6.58}
\]

\[
\leq (\tilde{q}_{LS}, c). \tag{6.59}
\]
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where the inequalities are componentwise. Here (6.56) holds by Lemma 6.11. We obtain (6.57) by Lemma 6.10 part (b). Then (6.58) holds as we have \( \tilde{q}_{LS} + \lambda - c\mu = q_{LS}(1^-) \geq c \) by part (a) of Lemma 6.10. Finally (6.59) holds as \( \rho_{LS} \leq 1 \) implies \( \lambda - c\mu - c + ce^{-\mu} = -\gamma_{LS} < 0 \). Thus we obtain that \( f_{LS} : T_{LS} \rightarrow T_{LS} \).

To show \( f_{DA} : T_{DA} \rightarrow T_{DA} \), we first compute that

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{h}_1(\tilde{q}_{DA}, 0) &= \Gamma \left( \tilde{q}_{DA} + \frac{\lambda_1}{2} - c\mu, 0; 2c \right) \\
&= \left( \tilde{q}_{DA} + \frac{\lambda_1}{2} - c\mu - 2c, 2c \right). \quad (6.60)
\end{align*}
\]

Here (6.60) follows from part (b) of Lemma 6.9 on \( g_{DA} \), and (6.61) follows from part (a) of the lemma. Thus for all \( (q, 0) \in T_{DA} \),

\[
\begin{align*}
f_{DA}(q, 0) &\leq f_{DA}(\tilde{q}_{DA}, 0) \\
&= \mathbf{h}_2 \left( \tilde{q} + \frac{\lambda_1}{2} - c\mu - 2c, 2c \right) \\
&= \Gamma \left( \tilde{q} + \frac{\lambda_1}{2} - c\mu - 2c + \frac{\lambda_2}{2}, 2ce^{-\mu/2}; 0 \right) \\
&= \left( \tilde{q} + \lambda - c\mu - 2c + 2ce^{-\mu/2}, 0 \right) \\
&\leq (\tilde{q}_{DA}, 0). \quad (6.63)
\end{align*}
\]

where (6.62) holds by the monotonicity of \( f_{DA} \) and (6.63) holds as \( \rho_{DA} \leq 1 \). Again the inequalities are componentwise. Thus we obtain that \( f_{DA} : T_{DA} \rightarrow T_{DA} \).

We show that \( f_{LS} \) is contractive on \( T_{LS} \) with respect to the \( \| \cdot \|_1 \) norm. Consider \( (q, r), (q', r') \in T_{LS} \), such that \( (q, r) \neq (q', r') \). If \( q \neq q' \), then by part (c') of Lemma 6.10

\[
|g^2_{LS}(g^1_{LS}(q)) - g^2_{LS}(g^1_{LS}(q'))| < |q - q'|. \quad (6.64)
\]

Similarly, when \( r \neq r' \), then

\[
|re^{-\mu} - r'e^{-\mu}| < |r - r'|. \quad (6.65)
\]
Thus we obtain that

$$
\|f_{LS}(q, r) - f_{LS}(q', r')\|_1 = \|\Gamma(g_{LS}^2(g_{LS}^1(q)), re^{-\mu}; c) - \Gamma(g_{LS}^2(g_{LS}^1(q')), r'e^{-\mu}; c)\|_1 \\
\leq |g_{LS}^2(g_{LS}^1(q)) - g_{LS}^2(g_{LS}^1(q'))| + |re^{-\mu} - r'e^{-\mu}| \quad (6.66) \\
< |q - q'| + |r - r'| \quad (6.67) \\
= \|(q, r) - (q', r')\|_1.
$$

Here (6.66) holds by Lemma 6.4 and (6.67) follows from (6.64) if \(q \neq q'\) and from (6.65) if \(r \neq r'\).

Showing that \(f_{DA}\) is contractive on \(T_{DA}\) with respect to the \(\| \cdot \|_1\) norm is very similar to the LS case. Briefly, we observe that when \(q < \tilde{q}_{DA}\), that \(h^1_{DA}\) is strictly contractive by (c’) of Lemma 6.9. It is easy to see that \(h^2_{DA}\) is non-expansive for all \((q, r) \in \mathbb{R}^{2}_+\). Thus \(f_{DA}\) on \(T_{DA}\) is the composition of a contractive function and a non-expansive function and hence contractive.

Thus the assumptions of Proposition 6.3 are satisfied by \(f_{\theta}\) on \(T_{\theta}\) when \(\rho_{\theta} < 1\). This implies that once \(s_{\theta}(k)\) enters \(T_{\theta}\) it will converge to a unique fixed point. For the case \(\rho_{\theta} < 1\), it remains to show that for \(s_{\theta}(0) \notin T_{\theta}\), we reach \(T_{\theta}\) in finite time.

To this end, we apply Proposition 6.4 using the Lyapunov function \(V(q, r) \triangleq q + r\), the set of exceptions as \(T_{\theta}\), and \(\gamma\) to be \(\gamma_{\theta}\) (we have \(\gamma_{\theta} > 0\) as \(\rho_{\theta} < 1\)). We now show that the drift condition is satisfied. For LS, \((q, r) \notin T_{LS}\) implies \(q \geq \tilde{q}_{LS} \geq c\), thus we must have \(r = c\). Thus,

$$
V(f_{LS}(q, c)) - V(q, c) = V(\Gamma(g_{LS}^2(g_{LS}^1(q)), ce^{-\mu}; c)) - (q + c) \\
= g_{LS}^2(g_{LS}^1(q)) + ce^{-\mu} - (q + c) \quad (6.68)
$$

$$
= q + \lambda - c\mu + ce^{-\mu} - (q + c) \quad (6.69)
$$

$$
= -\gamma_{LS}.
$$

Here (6.68) follows from the same argument justifying (6.26), and (6.69) follows from
part (b) of Lemma 6.10. For DA, \((q,0) \notin T_{DA}\) implies \(q \geq \bar{q}_{DA}\). We obtain

\[ h_1(q,0) = \left( q + \frac{\lambda_1}{2} - c\mu - 2c, 2c \right), \]

just as we justified (6.60) and (6.61). Thus for such \(q\),

\[ V(f_{DA}(q,0)) - V(q,0) = V\left(h_2\left(q + \frac{\lambda_1}{2} - c\mu - 2c, 2c\right)\right) - q \]
\[ = V(\Gamma(q + \lambda - c\mu - 2c, 2ce^{-\mu/2}; 0)) - q \]
\[ = -\gamma_{DA}. \]

Thus the assumptions of Proposition 6.4 are satisfied, establishing the claim in the case when \(\rho_\theta < 1\).

Finally, we show that \(\{s_\theta(k)\}\) has no attractive point when \(\rho_\theta \geq 1\) by applying Proposition 6.5. We again take \(V(q,r) = q + r\), and immediately verify that it is continuous and unbounded on \(T_\theta\). For LS, we compute that for any \(s_{LS}(0)\),

\[ V(s_{LS}(1)) - V(s_{LS}(0)) = q_{LS}(1^-) - q_{LS}(0) + r_{LS}(1^-) - r_{LS}(0) \]
\[ = \int_0^1 \lambda(t) - \mu(q_{LS}(t) \wedge c)dt - r_{DA}(0)(1 - e^{-\mu}) \]
\[ \geq \lambda - c\mu - c(1 - e^{-\mu}) \]
\[ = -\gamma_{LS} \]
\[ \geq 0, \]

where (6.70) follows similarly to (6.26), (6.71) follows from the definition of \(\dot{q}_{LS}(t)\), (6.72) follows as \(r_{LS}(0) \leq c\) and \(q_{LS}(t) \wedge c \leq c\), and finally (6.73) follows as \(\rho_{LS} \leq 1\).
For DA, we compute that for any \( s_{DA}(0) \) that

\[
V(s_{DA}(1)) - V(s_{DA}(0)) = q_{DA}(1) - q_{DA}(0) + r_{DA}(1) \\
= \frac{\lambda_2}{2} + q_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) - q_{DA}(0) + r_{DA}(\frac{1}{2})e^{-\mu/2} \\
= \frac{\lambda_2}{2} + q_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) + r_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) - q_{DA}(0) - r_{DA}(\frac{1}{2})(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) \\
\geq \frac{\lambda_2}{2} + q_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) + r_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) - q_{DA}(0) - 2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) \\
= \frac{\lambda_2}{2} + \int_0^{\frac{1}{2}} \lambda_1 - \mu(q_{DA}(t) \wedge 2c)dt - 2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) \\
\geq \lambda - \int_0^{\frac{1}{2}} 2c\mu dt - 2c(1 - e^{-\mu/2}) \\
= -\gamma_{DA} \\
\geq 0, 
\]

where (6.74) follows similarly to (6.26), (6.75) follows as \( r_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) \leq 2c \), (6.76) follows as by \( \Gamma \), \( q_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) + r_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) = q_{DA}(\frac{1}{2}) \), (6.77) follows from the definition of \( \dot{q}_{DA}(t) \), and finally (6.78) holds as \( \rho_{DA} \geq 1 \). Thus we see by Proposition 6.5 that \( \rho_{\theta} \geq 1 \) implies that \( \{s_{\theta}(t)\} \) has no attractive point, completing the proof of Proposition 6.6. \( \square \)

Finally, we give a result providing a uniform bound on the distance moved towards the fixed point in each iteration of the fluid model. This result will be useful in the proof of Theorem 6.3. Let \( V_{\theta} : T_\theta \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) be given by

\[
V_{\theta}(s) \triangleq ||s - s_{\theta}(\infty)||_1. 
\]

**Corollary 6.3.** For each \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), when \( \rho_{\theta} < 1 \), for every \( z > 0 \), there exists \( \gamma > 0 \) such that

\[
\inf_{s \in T_\theta \setminus B_z(s_{\theta}(\infty))} V_{\theta}(f_{\theta}(s)) - V_{\theta}(s) \leq -\gamma.
\]

**Proof.** Recall from in the proof of Proposition 6.6 that for each \( \theta \), we defined sets \( T_\theta \)
such that that $f_\theta$ is contractive on $T_\theta$ and for all $s \in T_\theta \setminus T_\theta$,

$$V(f_\theta(s)) - V(s) = -\gamma_\theta < 0.$$ 

Suppose $s = (q, r) \not\in T_\theta$. Trivially $s \geq s_\theta(\infty)$ componentwise as $s_\theta(\infty) \in T_\theta$. By Lemma 6.11, as $s \geq s_\theta(\infty)$ componentwise, we have $f_\theta(s) \geq f_\theta(s_\theta(\infty)) = s_\theta(\infty)$ componentwise as well. Thus for $s \not\in T_\theta$, letting $(q', r') = f_\theta(s)$,

$$V_\theta(f_\theta(s)) - V_\theta(s) = \|f_\theta(s) - s_\theta(\infty)\|_1 - \|s - s_\theta(\infty)\|_1$$

$$= q' - q_\theta(\infty) + r' - r_\theta(\infty) - (q - q_\theta(\infty) + r - r_\theta(\infty))$$

$$= V(f_\theta(s)) - V(s)$$

$$\leq -\gamma_\theta.$$ 

For all $s \in T_\theta$, $s \neq s_\theta(\infty)$, as $f_\theta$ is contractive on $T_\theta$, we have

$$V_\theta(f_\theta(s)) = \|f_\theta(s) - s_\theta(\infty)\|_1$$

$$= \|f_\theta(s) - f_\theta(s_\theta(\infty))\|_1$$

$$< \|s - s_\theta(\infty)\|_1$$

$$= V_\theta(s).$$

Thus for $s \in T_\theta$, $V_\theta(f_\theta(s)) - V_\theta(s) \leq 0$, holding with equality only when $s = s_\theta(\infty)$. Fix $z$ from the statement of the Lemma. As $V_\theta(f_\theta(s)) - V_\theta(s)$ is a composition of continuous functions and thus continuous and as $T_\theta$ is compact (as shown in the proof of Proposition 6.6), we have that given our $z$ there exists $\varepsilon > 0$ such that

$$\inf_{s \in T_\theta \setminus B_z(s_\theta(\infty))} V_\theta(f_\theta(s)) - V_\theta(s) \leq -\varepsilon.$$ 

Thus by taking $\gamma = \min\{\varepsilon, \gamma_\theta\}$, we obtain the result. \qed
6.9 Interchange of Limits. Proof of Theorem 6.3

In this section, we prove Theorem 6.3, showing that the rescaled steady state distributions \( S^\theta_n(\infty)/n \) converge in probability to the fixed point \( s^\theta(\infty) \) of the fluid limit at integer times.

Recall that a set of random vectors \( \{X_n\} \) is defined to be **tight** if for every \( \varepsilon \) there exists \( k \) such that for every \( n \), \( P(\|X_n\|_1 > k) \leq \varepsilon \). As a direct consequence of Lemma 6.8 and Markov’s inequality, we obtain:

**Corollary 6.4.** For each policy \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), when \( \rho^\theta < 1 \), the set of random vectors \( \{S^\theta_n(\infty)/n\} \) is tight.

By Prokhorov’s theorem, this implies that \( \{X_n\} \) is relatively compact. That is, for every subsequence \( X_{n_i} \) there exists a random vector \( X \) and a subsubsequence \( X_{n_{ij}} \) such that \( X_{n_{ij}} \Rightarrow X \) (see [15]). Thus for every subsequence \( n_i \) there is a subsubsequence \( n_{ij} \) and a random vector \( \bar{S}_\theta \) such that as \( j \to \infty \)

\[
\frac{S^{n_{ij}}_\theta(\infty)}{n_{ij}} \Rightarrow \bar{S}_\theta.
\]

Thus to show Theorem 6.3, it is sufficient to show that for every sequence \( n_i \), the resulting \( \bar{S}_\theta \) equals \( s^\theta(\infty) \) with probability one, as convergence in distribution to a constant implies convergence in probability.

**Proof of Theorem 6.3.** First, we claim that for \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \),

\[
f^\theta(\bar{S}_\theta) \overset{d}{=} \bar{S}_\theta,
\]

where \( f_{LS} \) and \( f_{DA} \) are defined by (6.51) and (6.54), respectively. By Proposition 11.3.2 from [28], we can equivalently check that the Lévy-Prokhorov distance between these variables is zero, i.e. that for all \( g : T_\theta \to \mathbb{R} \) such that \( \|g\|_{BL} \leq 1 \), we have

\[
\mathbb{E}[g(f^\theta(\bar{S}_\theta)) - g(\bar{S}_\theta)] = 0.
\]
Here, we use the three term estimate as devised by [31], Chapter 4, Theorem 9.10, in a similar continuous time interchange of limits argument. See [79] for similar but less terse argument. Assume for every \( n \) that \( S^n_\theta(0) \xrightarrow{d} S^n_\theta(\infty) \). Now for every \( n \), we have

\[
\mathbb{E}[g(f_\theta(S^n_\theta))] - g(S_\theta) \leq \mathbb{E}\left[ g(f_\theta(S^n_\theta)) - g\left( f_\theta\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(0)}{n} \right) \right) \right] + \mathbb{E}\left[ g\left( f_\theta\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(0)}{n} \right) \right) - g\left( f_\theta\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(1)}{n} \right) \right) \right] + \mathbb{E}\left[ g\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(1)}{n} \right) - g(S_\theta) \right].
\]

As \( f_\theta \) and \( g \) are continuous and \( g \) is bounded, \( g \circ f_\theta \) is a bounded continuous function. For the first term, \( S^n_\theta(0)/n \xrightarrow{d} S^n_\theta(\infty)/n \Rightarrow S_\theta \), so we can apply the Continuous Mapping Theorem and then the Bounded Convergence Theorem to obtain that \( \mathbb{E}[g(f_\theta(S^n_\theta(0)/n))] \rightarrow \mathbb{E}[g(f_\theta(S_\theta))] \) as \( n \rightarrow \infty \) along \( n_i \). By stationarity \( S^n_\theta(1)/n \xrightarrow{d} S^n_\theta(0)/n \xrightarrow{d} S^n_\theta(\infty)/n \), implying that the third term converges to zero along \( n_i \) by a similar argument.

Finally we bound the second term. Let \( h^n_\theta : T_\theta \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) and \( h_\theta : T_\theta \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) be given by

\[
h^n_\theta(s) \triangleq \mathbb{E}_{\lfloor ns \rfloor} \left[ g\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(1)}{n} \right) \right],
\]

\[
h_\theta(s) \triangleq g(f_\theta(s)),
\]

so that

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[ g\left( f_\theta\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(0)}{n} \right) \right) - g\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(1)}{n} \right) \right] = \mathbb{E}\left[ h_\theta\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(0)}{n} \right) - h^n_\theta\left( \frac{S^n_\theta(0)}{n} \right) \right].
\]

We need some properties of \( h^n_\theta \) and \( h \) to make an estimate. First, we claim that for all \( s \), \( h^n_\theta(s) \rightarrow h_\theta(s) \) as \( n \rightarrow \infty \). As a consequence of Theorem 6.2, we have that for every \( s \in T_\theta \), if \( S^n_\theta(0) = \lfloor ns \rfloor \) so that \( S^n_\theta(0)/n \rightarrow s \) a.s., then \( S^n_\theta(1)/n \rightarrow f_\theta(s) \) a.s. as well. By the continuity of \( g \), it follows from that \( g(S^n_\theta(1)/n) \rightarrow g(f_\theta(s)) \) a.s. as well. Noting that \( g(S^n_\theta(1)/n) \) is bounded, we can apply the Bounded Convergence
Theorem to obtain that for $s \in \mathcal{T}_\theta$, 

$$
\lim_{n \to \infty} h_\theta^n(s) = h_\theta(s).
$$

(6.82)

We can now bound (6.81) with a coupling argument. By the Skorokhod Representation Theorem, let $\Omega$ be a common probability space for $\{S_\theta^n(0)\}$ and $\bar{S}_\theta$ such that for $\omega \in \Omega$, $S_\theta^n(0, \omega) \to \bar{S}_\theta(\omega)$ a.s. Now we have

$$
\left| h_\theta \left( \frac{S_\theta^n(0, \omega)}{n} \right) - h_\theta \left( \frac{S_\theta^n(0, \omega)}{n} \right) \right| \leq \left| h_\theta \left( \frac{S_\theta^n(0, \omega)}{n} \right) - h_\theta \left( S_\theta(\omega) \right) \right|
+ \left| h_\theta \left( \bar{S}_\theta(\omega) \right) - h_\theta \left( S_\theta(\omega) \right) \right|
+ \left| h_\theta^n \left( S_\theta^n(0, \omega) \right) - h_\theta \left( \frac{S_\theta^n(0, \omega)}{n} \right) \right|.
$$

We claim each of these terms converges to zero a.s. The first term converges to zero as $h_\theta$ is a continuous function and $S_\theta^n(0, \omega)/n \to \bar{S}_\theta(\omega)$ a.s. The second term converges to zero by (6.82). Let $\tilde{S}_\theta^n(t)$ be another version of the process $S_\theta^n(t)$ with the initial condition $\tilde{S}_\theta^n(0) = \lfloor n\bar{S}_\theta \rfloor$ that is coupled to $S_\theta^n(t)$ as in Corollary 6.2. Then

$$
\left| h_\theta^n \left( \bar{S}_\theta(\omega) \right) - h_\theta^n \left( \frac{S_\theta^n(0, \omega)}{n} \right) \right|
= \left| \mathbb{E} \left[ g \left( \frac{\tilde{S}_\theta^n(1)}{n} \right) - g \left( \frac{S_\theta^n(1)}{n} \right) \right] \mid \tilde{S}_\theta^n(0) = \lfloor n\bar{S}_\theta \rfloor, S_\theta^n(0) = S_\theta^n(0, \omega) \right|
\leq \|g\|_{BL} \mathbb{E} \left[ \left\| \tilde{S}_\theta^n(1) - S_\theta^n(1) \right\|_{1} \right] \mid \tilde{S}_\theta^n(0) = \lfloor n\bar{S}_\theta \rfloor, S_\theta^n(0) = S_\theta^n(0, \omega) \right|
\leq \|g\|_{BL} \mathbb{E} \left[ \left\| n\bar{S}_\theta(\omega) \right\|_{1} - S_\theta^n(0, \omega) \right]_{1}
\leq \|g\|_{BL} \left( \left\| \bar{S}_\theta(\omega) - \frac{S_\theta^n(0, \omega)}{n} \right\|_{1} + \frac{1}{n} \right),
$$

(6.83)

showing that the third term converges to zero a.s. as well. Here (6.83) follows from Corollary 6.2. Finally, as $h_\theta^n$ and $h_\theta$ are bounded by one, the Bounded Convergence Theorem implies that the right hand side of (6.81) converges to zero. Thus we have shown (6.80).

Now we show that $\bar{S}_\theta = s_\theta(\infty)$ a.s. We assume the conclusion is false to show
a contradiction. By assumption, there exists some \( \tilde{s}_\theta \neq s_\theta(\infty) \) and \( \varepsilon > 0 \) such that \( s_\theta(\infty) \not\in B_\varepsilon(\tilde{s}_\theta) \) and

\[
P(\tilde{S}_\theta \in B_\varepsilon(\tilde{s}_\theta)) > 0.
\]

Let \( N \) be such that

\[
P(\|\tilde{S}_\theta\|_1 > N) < P(\tilde{S}_\theta \in B_\varepsilon(\tilde{s}_\theta)). \tag{6.84}
\]

Let \( z = \|\tilde{s} - s_\theta(\infty)\|_1 - \varepsilon \) and let \( Z = B_z(s_\theta(\infty)) \) be the largest ball around \( s_\theta(\infty) \) disjoint from \( B_\varepsilon(\tilde{s}_\theta) \). We now use \( V_\theta \) from (6.79), and let

\[
-d \geq \inf_{s \not\in Z} V_\theta(f_\theta(s)) - V_\theta(s).
\]

Note that \( d > 0 \) by Corollary 6.3. Let \( n \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \) be such that

\[
nd > \sup_{\|s\|_1 < N} V_\theta(s),
\]

(the supremum is bounded as \( \{ s \in \mathcal{T}_\theta | \|s\|_1 < N \} \) is compact and \( V_\theta \) is continuous). Let \( f_\theta^{(m)} \) be the function \( f_\theta \) composed with itself \( m \) times. We now claim that for all \( s \in \mathcal{T}_\theta \),

\[
f^{(n)}(s) \not\in Z \text{ implies that } \|s\|_1 > N. \tag{6.85}
\]

We show the contrapositive using Proposition 6.4. We take our bounded set of exceptions as \( Z \), use the Lyapunov function \( V_\theta \), and drift \( -d \). The drift condition is satisfied as \( d > 0 \). Thus \( \|s\|_1 < N \) implies that there exists \( m \) with \( 0 \leq m \leq n \) such that \( f_\theta^{(m)}(s) \in Z \). Notice that Corollary 6.3 implies that \( f_\theta(Z) \subset Z \). Thus \( \|s\|_1 < N \) in fact implies that \( f_\theta^{(n)}(s) \in Z \), showing (6.85).
Thus we have the inequalities

\[ P(\|\mathbf{S}_\theta\|_1 > N) < P(\mathbf{S}_\theta \in B_\varepsilon(\mathbf{s}_\theta)) \] (6.86)

\[ = P(f^{(n)}_\theta(\mathbf{S}_\theta) \in B_\varepsilon(\mathbf{s}_\theta)) \] (6.87)

\[ \leq P(f^{(n)}_\theta(\mathbf{S}_\theta) \notin Z) \] (6.88)

\[ \leq P(\|\mathbf{S}_\theta\|_1 > N), \] (6.89)

where (6.86) follows from (6.84), (6.87) follows from (6.80), (6.88) follows as \( Z \) and \( B_\varepsilon(\mathbf{s}_\theta) \) are disjoint, and (6.89) follows from (6.85). Thus we have obtained a contradiction, which shows that \( \mathbf{S}_\theta \) equals \( \mathbf{s}_\theta(\infty) \) with probability one. This completes the proof.

6.10 Convergence of Reassignments in the Fluid Limit

Before proving Corollary 6.1, we need a simple monotonicity result for the fluid limit \( q_\theta(t) \).

**Lemma 6.12.** Under the assumptions of Corollary 6.1, for \( \theta \in \{\text{LS}, \text{DA}\} \), \( q_\theta(t) \) is monotone on \([0, \frac{1}{2})\) and \([\frac{1}{2}, 1)\). Further, for any \( t^* \in [0, 1] \) such that \( q_{\text{LS}}(t^*) = c \), (resp. \( t^* \in [0, \frac{1}{2}) \) such that \( q_{\text{DA}}(t^*) = 2c \)), \( q_\theta(t) \) is strictly monotone in a neighborhood of \( t^* \). Consequently, there exists \( \varepsilon_0 \) such that for every \( \varepsilon < \varepsilon_0 \) there exists \( \delta \) such that

\[ |q_\theta(t) - q_\theta(t^*)| < \delta \text{ implies } |t - t^*| < \varepsilon. \]

**Proof.** The monotonicity on \([0, \frac{1}{2})\) and \([\frac{1}{2}, 1)\) follows as on each such interval, \( q_\theta(t) \) is the solution to the differential equation of the type from Lemma 6.9. For LS, for any \( t^* \) such that \( q_{\text{LS}}(t^*) = c \), we have \( \dot{q}_{\text{LS}}(t^*) = \lambda(t^*) - c\mu \). As we have assumed that \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \neq c\mu \), we have that \( \dot{q}_{\text{LS}}(t^*) \neq 0 \). Noting that \( q_{\text{LS}}(t) \) is continuously differentiable, it follows that \( q_{\text{LS}}(t) \) is strictly monotone. A similar argument applies for DA.

Finally, we show the convergence of the number reassignments (the number of
Proof of Corollary 6.1. We first show that \( W^{1,n}_{LS}(\infty)/n \rightarrow w^1_{LS}(\infty) \) in probability. Noting that the limit is a constant, it suffices to show convergence in distribution. By Proposition 11.3.3 from [28], \( W^{1,n}_{LS}(\infty)/n \Rightarrow w^1_{LS}(\infty) \) iff for all \( g: \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R} \) such that \( \|g\|_{BL} \leq 1 \), we have
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ g \left( \frac{W^{1,n}_{LS}(\infty)}{n} \right) \right] = g(w^1_{LS}(\infty)).
\]
For each \( n \) we take each \( S^n_{LS}(0) \rightarrow_{d} S^n_{LS}(\infty) \). Using Theorem 6.3 and the Skorokhod Representation Theorem, we put the \( S^n_{LS}(0) \) on a common probability space such that \( S^n_{LS}(0)/n \rightarrow s_{LS}(\infty) \) a.s. We use this process to generate the \( W^{1,n}_{LS}(\infty) \) and \( w^1_{LS}(\infty) \) all on a common probability space.

It follows from Lemma 6.12 that there can be at most one time \( t^* \in [0, \frac{1}{2}) \) such that \( q_{LS}(t^*) = c \), and that \( q_{LS}(t) \) must be strictly monotone at \( t^* \). Let \( \varepsilon_0 \) be from the lemma and fix some \( \varepsilon \in (0, \varepsilon_0) \). Let \( \delta \) be from Lemma 6.12 such that \( |q_{LS}(t) - q_{LS}(t^*)| < \delta \) implies \( |t - t^*| < \varepsilon \). Recall from Theorem 6.2 that when \( S^n_{LS}(0)/n \rightarrow s_{LS}(0) \) a.s., then \( \sup_{0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2}} \|S^n_{LS}(t)/n - s_{LS}(t)\|_1 \to 0 \) a.s. As \( |Q^n_{LS}(t)/n - q_{LS}(t)| \leq \|S^n_{LS}(t)/n - s_{LS}(t)\|_1 \), we also have \( \sup_{0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2}} |Q^n_{LS}(t)/n - q_{LS}(t)| \to 0 \) a.s. As a result, we also have convergence in probability. In particular, for our \( \delta \),
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P} \left( \sup_{0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2}} \left| \frac{Q^n(t)}{n} - q(t) \right| > \delta \right) = 0.
\]
Let \( E^n_\delta \) be the event
\[
E^n_\delta \triangleq \left\{ \sup_{0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2}} \left| \frac{Q^n(t)}{n} - q(t) \right| > \delta \right\} / 2,
\]
i.e. \( \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(E^n_\delta) = 0 \) for all \( \delta \). Let \( \bar{E}^n_\delta \) denote the complement of this event. We
have that
\[
\left| \mathbb{E} \left[ g \left( \frac{W_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)}{n} \right) \right] - g(w_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)) \right|
\leq \left| \mathbb{E} \left[ g \left( \frac{W_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)}{n} \right) - g(w_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)) \right] \right| \mathbb{P}(E_{\delta}^n)
+ \left| \mathbb{E} \left[ g \left( \frac{W_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)}{n} \right) - g(w_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)) \right] \right| \mathbb{P}(\bar{E}_{\delta}^n)
\leq 2\|g\|_{BL} \mathbb{P}(E_{\delta}^n) + \|g\|_{BL} \mathbb{E} \left[ \left| \frac{W_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)}{n} - w_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty) \right| \bar{E}_{\delta}^n \right],
\] (6.90)

where in (6.90), we are using both that \(g\) is bounded by \(\|g\|_{BL}\) and has Lipschitz constant at most \(\|g\|_{BL}\). Letting \(n \to \infty\), we see the first term go to zero. For the second term, we consider two cases:

1. Suppose that \(\inf_{t \in [0, \frac{1}{2}]} |q_{LS}(t) - c| = \gamma > 0\). We can assume without loss of generality that \(\delta < \gamma\), as we can always take \(\delta\) smaller without interfering in the convergence of our first term, and doing so will only increase the proposed infimum. As \(\delta < \gamma\), we ensure that conditional on \(E_{\delta}^n\), for every time \(t \in [0, \frac{1}{2})\)
that
\[
\left| \frac{Q_{LS}^n(t)}{n} - c \right| \geq |q_{LS}(t) - c| - \left| \frac{Q_{LS}^n(t)}{n} - q_{LS}(t) \right|
= |q_{LS}(t) - c| - \left| \frac{Q_{LS}^n(t)}{n} - q_{LS}(t) \right|
\geq \gamma/2,
\] (6.91)

where (6.91) is the reverse triangle inequality and (6.92) follows by our choice of \(\delta\). We have two further cases:

(a) If \(q_{LS}(t) < c\) and thus \(Q_{LS}(t)/n < c\) for all \(t\), then both \(W_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)\) and \(w_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty)\) will be zero, so we will have that (6.90) converges to zero as \(n \to \infty\).

(b) Similarly, if \(q_{LS}(t) > c\) and thus \(Q_{LS}(t)/n > c\) for all \(t\), then \(W_{1\cdot n}^{1\cdot n}(\infty) = \)
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$A^n(0, \frac{1}{2})$ and $w_{LS}^1(\infty) = \lambda_1/2$. Thus

$$E \left[ \left| \frac{W_{LS}^{1,n}(\infty)}{n} - w_{LS}^1(\infty) \right| \left| E_{\bar{E}_\delta} \right| \right] = \frac{1}{P(E_{\bar{E}_\delta}^n)} E \left[ \left| \frac{W_{LS}^{1,n}(\infty)}{n} - w_{LS}^1(\infty) \right| \right] \left| E_{\bar{E}_\delta} \right|
\leq \frac{1}{P(E_{\bar{E}_\delta}^n)} E \left[ \left| \frac{A^n(0, \frac{1}{2})}{n} - \frac{\lambda_1}{2} \right| \right] \left| E_{\bar{E}_\delta} \right|
\leq \frac{1}{P(E_{\bar{E}_\delta}^n)} E \left[ \left| \frac{A^n(0, \frac{1}{2})}{n} - \frac{\lambda_1}{2} \right| \right].$$

The above converges to zero almost surely since $E[A^n(0, \frac{1}{2})/n] \to \lambda_1/2$ as $n \to \infty$. Thus (6.90) converges to zero as $n \to \infty$.

2. Suppose instead that $q_{LS}(t)$ crosses $c$. Suppose $\lambda_1 > c\mu$, so by Lemma 6.12 $q_{LS}(t)$ is monotonically increasing. Let $t^*$ be the time such that $q_{LS}(t^*) = c$. Then

$$w_{LS}^1(\infty) = \int_{t^*}^{\frac{1}{2}} \lambda_1 dt = (\frac{1}{2} - t^*)\lambda_1.$$

We claim that conditional on $E_{\bar{E}_\delta}^n$,

$$|t - t^*| \geq \varepsilon \text{ implies that } |Q_{LS}^n(t)/n - c| \geq \delta/2. \quad (6.93)$$

We will show the contrapositive. We have that when $|Q_{LS}^n(t)/n - c| < \delta/2$, then

$$|q_{LS}(t) - c| \leq \left| q_{LS}(t) - \frac{Q_{LS}^n(t)}{n} \right| + \left| \frac{Q_{LS}^n(t)}{n} - c \right| < \delta.$$

Now by Lemma 6.12, $|q_{LS}(t) - c| < \delta$ implies $|t - t^*| < \varepsilon$, showing the claim.

Next, we claim that then conditional on $E_{\bar{E}_\delta}^n$, for all $t > t^* + \varepsilon$, $Q_{LS}^n(t)/n > c$. 220
Assume not for contradiction. Then

\[ 0 \leq c - \frac{Q_{\text{LS}}^n(t)}{n} - \frac{\delta}{2} \]  \tag{6.94}
\[ \leq c - q_{\text{LS}}(t) + \left| \frac{Q_{\text{LS}}^n(t)}{n} - q_{\text{LS}}(t) \right| - \frac{\delta}{2} \]
\[ \leq c - q_{\text{LS}}(t) \]  \tag{6.95}
\[ < 0, \]  \tag{6.96}

giving a contradiction. Here (6.94) holds by (6.93) in conjunction with \( Q_{\text{LS}}^n(t)/n < c \), (6.95) holds as we are assuming \( \bar{E}_n^\delta \), and finally (6.96) holds as \( \lambda_1 > c\mu \) and Lemma 6.12 implies that \( q_{\text{LS}}(t) \) is increasing in \( t \), \( q_{\text{LS}}(t^*) = c \), and \( t > t^* \).

By an analogous argument, we can show that for all \( t < t^* - \varepsilon \), \( Q_{\text{LS}}^n(t)/n < c \).

As the number of reassignments \( W_{\text{LS}}^{1,n}(\infty) \) is the number of arrivals such that \( Q_{\text{LS}}^n(t) \geq cn \) at the time \( t \) of arrival, we thus have that all arrivals \( A^n(t^* + \varepsilon, \frac{1}{2}) \), will be reassignments, none of the arrivals \( A^n(0, t^* - \varepsilon) \) will be reassignments, and the remaining arrivals are to be determined. This implies

\[ A^n(t^* + \varepsilon, \frac{1}{2}) \| E_3^n \leq W_{\text{LS}}^{1,n}(\infty) \| E_3^n \leq A^n(t^* - \varepsilon, \frac{1}{2}) \| E_3^n. \]

Thus

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{W_{\text{LS}}^{1,n}(\infty)}{n} - w_{\text{LS}}^{1}(\infty) \mid \bar{E}_n^\delta \right] \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ \left| \frac{A_{1,n}^n(t^* + \varepsilon)}{n} - w_{\text{LS}}^{1}(\infty) \right| \right]
\]
\[ + \left| \frac{A_{1,n}^n(t^* - \varepsilon)}{n} - w_{\text{LS}}^{1}(\infty) \right| \mid \bar{E}_n^\delta \right] \]
\[ \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ \left| \frac{A_{1,n}^n(t^* + \varepsilon)}{n} - w_{\text{LS}}^{1}(\infty) \right| \right]
\[ + \left| \frac{A_{1,n}^n(t^* - \varepsilon)}{n} - w_{\text{LS}}^{1}(\infty) \right| \mid \mathbb{P}(\bar{E}_n^\delta) \]
\[ \leq 2\varepsilon \lambda_1 / \mathbb{P}(\bar{E}_n^\delta). \]

Letting \( n \to \infty \), the above converges to \( 2\varepsilon \lambda_1 \). As \( \varepsilon \) was arbitrary, the above
term and thus (6.90) must converge to zero as \( n \to \infty \).

It is not hard to see that if instead \( \lambda_1 < c\mu \), then as \( q_{LS}(t) \) will be decreasing, we will obtain a similar bound of the form

\[
A^n(0, t^* - \varepsilon) \bar{I}_E^n \leq W_{LS}(\infty) \bar{I}_E^n \leq A^n(0, t^* + \varepsilon) \bar{I}_E^n,
\]

After taking expectations, we could again show the convergence of (6.90) to zero. Thus we conclude that \( W_{LS}(\infty)/n \Rightarrow w_{LS}(\infty) \).

Showing that \( W_{LS}(\infty) \Rightarrow w_{LS}(\infty) \), \( W_{DA}(\infty)/n \Rightarrow w_{DA}(\infty) \), and \( W_{DA}(\infty)/n \Rightarrow w_{DA}(\infty) \) is very similar and the details are omitted.

\[\square\]

### 6.11 Proof of Lemma 6.9

Here we give a series of lemmas about the differential equation

\[
\dot{x}(t) = \gamma - \mu(x(t) \wedge m),
\]

with \( x(0) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \), \( \gamma, \mu, m > 0 \), that will ultimately allow us to prove Lemma 6.9. For convenience, we let \( g(x, t) \) equal \( x(t) \) when \( x(0) = x \) (making the function \( g(x) \) defined in Lemma 6.9 equal to \( g(x, \frac{1}{2}) \)).

**Lemma 6.13.** The differential equation given by \( \dot{x}(t) \) with initial condition \( x(0) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) has a unique solution \( x(t) \) with \( x(t) \geq 0 \) for all \( t \in [0, \frac{1}{2}] \). Further, for every \( x \in \mathbb{R}_+ \), \( g(x, t) \) is either strictly increasing in \( t \) for all \( t \), strictly decreasing in \( t \) for all \( t \), or equal to \( g(x, 0) \) for all \( t \).

**Proof.** The differential equations

\[
\dot{y}(t) = \gamma - m\mu,
\]

\[
\dot{z}(t) = \gamma - z(t)\mu,
\]

with an initial condition \( y(s) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) and \( z(s) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) both have unique solutions for all
\( t > 0 \) given by

\[
\begin{align*}
y(t) &= y(s) + (t - s)(\gamma - m\mu), \\
z(t) &= \frac{\gamma}{\mu} + \exp(-\mu(t - s)) \left( z(s) - \frac{\gamma}{\mu} \right),
\end{align*}
\]

respectively. We claim that these two differential equations in combination determine the path of \( x(t) \). Given our formula for \( \dot{x}(t) \), we observe that \( x(t) \geq m \) and \( x(t) = y(t) \) implies \( \dot{x}(t) = \dot{y}(t) \). Suppose that for some \( s \) we have \( x(s) \geq m \) and let \( y(s) = x(s) \). Then for all \( t \geq s \) such that \( y(t) \geq m \), we will have \( x(t) = y(t) \). Analogously, we observe that \( x(t) < m \) and \( x(t) = z(t) \) implies that \( \dot{x}(t) = \dot{z}(t) \). Suppose that for some \( s \) we have \( x(s) < m \), and let \( z(s) = x(s) \). Then for all \( t \geq s \) such that \( z(t) \leq m \), we will have \( x(t) = z(t) \). Thus we can show that \( x(t) \) has a unique solution on \([0, \frac{1}{2}]\) for all initial conditions by showing that there is a clean exchange at the boundary \( \{ t \mid x(t) = m \} \). In particular, it suffices to show that we cross the boundary at most one time, which follows from the monotonicity claim in the second part of the Lemma.

First however, we need to analyze the long run behavior of \( z(t) \). We can immediately see from \( \dot{z}(t) \) that if \( z(0) = \gamma / \mu \), then \( \dot{z}(t) = 0 \) so \( z(t) = \gamma / \mu \) for all \( t \). Similarly, when \( z(t) < \gamma / \mu \), \( z \) will be strictly increasing at \( t \), and when \( z(t) > \gamma / \mu \), \( z \) will be strictly decreasing at \( t \). Further, from the solution for \( z(t) \), we see that if at any time \( s \), \( z(s) < \gamma / \mu \) then for all times \( t > s \), we will still have \( z(t) < \gamma / \mu \). Namely, \( z \) will approach \( \gamma / \mu \) but never reach it. Likewise, when \( z(s) > \gamma / \mu \), we will have \( z(t) > \gamma / \mu \) for all \( t > s \).

We can now finish the Lemma by considering three cases:

1. Suppose \( \gamma > m\mu \), or equivalently \( \gamma / \mu > m \). If \( x(0) < m \), then as the attractive point of \( z(t) \) is greater than \( m \), we will have \( x(t) \) strictly increasing until either time \( \frac{1}{2} \) or \( s \) such that \( z(s) = m \), if \( s < \frac{1}{2} \). There is nothing left the prove in the first case, so we consider the second. Once \( x(t) \geq m \), as \( \gamma \geq m\mu \), we have \( \dot{x}(t) = \dot{y}(t) = \gamma - m\mu > 0 \), so \( x(t) \) will increase strictly and never again fall before \( m \). Thus in all cases, \( x(t) \) is strictly increasing for all \( t \).
2. Suppose \( \gamma < m\mu \). Then if \( x(t) \geq m \), we will have \( \dot{x}(t) = \dot{y}(t) = \gamma - m\mu < 0 \), so
$x(t)$ will be strictly decreasing. Again there are two possibilities, either there is a time $s < \frac{1}{2}$ such that $x(s) = m$, or $x(s)$ will not reach $m$ before time $\frac{1}{2}$. As $x(t)$ is uniquely defined in the second case, we need only consider the first case further. Once we reach $m$, the dynamics of $x(t)$ will be that of $z(t)$. Recall that $z(t)$ will strictly decrease towards the fixed point $\gamma/\mu$ for all $t > s$ when $z(s) < \gamma/\mu$. Thus for all $x > \gamma/\mu$, $g(x, t)$ is strictly decreasing in $t$. When $x(0) = \gamma/\mu$, then by our previous analysis of $z(t)$ we have that $g(x(0), t) = \gamma/\mu$ for all $t$. Finally, when $x(0) < \gamma/\mu$, we know that $x(t)$ will be strictly increasing for all $t$ towards $\gamma/\mu$. Thus in all cases on $x(0)$ the criteria of the Lemma are met.

3. Suppose $\gamma = m\mu$. Then for all $x \geq m$, $\dot{x}(t) = \gamma - m\mu = 0$, so $g(x, t) = g(x, 0)$. For all $x < m$, by our analysis of $z(t)$, we know that $x(t)$ will be strictly increasing towards $\gamma/\mu = m$ but never reach it.

Thus we can conclude that $x(t)$ has a unique solution for all $t \in [0, \frac{1}{2})$. \hfill \Box

**Lemma 6.14.** When $x > y$, we have $g(x, t) > g(y, t)$ for all $t$.

**Proof.** We will make a coupling argument. By Lemma 6.13, we know $g(x, t)$ is either strictly increasing in $t$, strictly decreasing in $t$, or constant. Assume for contradiction that there is a time $s$ such that $g(y, s) \geq g(x, s)$. We now consider cases:

1. Suppose that $g(x, t)$ is strictly increasing in $t$. As $g(y, t)$ is continuous in $t$, and at time $s$, $g(y, s) \geq g(x, s) > g(x, 0)$, by the Intermediate Value Theorem there must be some time $r$ with $0 < r \leq s$ such that $g(y, r) = g(x, 0)$. But as $\dot{x}(t)$ is not a function of $t$, only $x(t)$, we thus obtain that $g(y, s) = g(x, s - r) < g(x, s)$, giving a contradiction.

2. Suppose that $g(x, t)$ is constant. As $g(y, t)$ is continuous in $t$, and at time $s$, we have $g(y, s) \geq g(x, s) = g(x, 0)$, by the Intermediate Value Theorem there is a time $r \leq s$ such that $g(y, r) = g(x, 0)$. But then $g(y, t)$ is constant at $r$, contradicting that $g(y, t)$ must either be strictly increasing, strictly decreasing, or constant for all $t$.

3. Suppose that $g(x, t)$ is strictly decreasing and $g(y, t)$ is either strictly decreasing
or constant. Then by taking \( \bar{g}(x,t) \triangleq -g(y,t) \) and \( \bar{g}(y,t) \triangleq -g(x,t) \), we can apply cases one and two to \( g(x,t) \) to show the claim.

4. Finally, suppose that \( g(x,t) \) is strictly decreasing and \( g(y,t) \) is strictly increasing. Under our assumption that \( g(y,s) \geq g(x,s) \), again by the Intermediate Value Theorem, there must be some time \( 0 < r \leq s \) such that \( g(x,r) = g(y,r) \). But as \( \dot{x}(t) \) depends only \( x(t) \), not \( t \), we would then have that for all \( t \geq r \), \( g(x,t) = g(y,t) \). This creates a contradiction, as we have assumed that \( g(x,t) \) is strictly decreasing in \( t \) and \( g(y,t) \) is strictly increasing in \( t \).

\[ \square \]

**Lemma 6.15.** For \( x \geq \bar{x} \) as defined in Lemma 6.9, \( g(x,t) \geq m \) for \( 0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2} \) and \( g(x,\frac{1}{2}) = x + (\gamma - c\mu)/2 \). For \( x < \bar{x} \), there exist \( 0 \leq s < t \leq \frac{1}{2} \) such that for \( \tau \in (s,t) \), \( g(x,\tau) < m \), and \( g(x,\frac{1}{2}) < x + (\gamma - c\mu)/2 \).

**Proof.** We compute for \( 0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2} \) that

\[
\begin{align*}
g(\bar{x},t) &= \bar{x} + \int_0^t (\gamma - \mu(m \wedge g(\bar{x},\tau)))d\tau \\
&\geq \bar{x} + \int_0^t (\gamma - m\mu)d\tau \\
&= \bar{x} + t(\gamma - m\mu).
\end{align*}
\]

We first consider \( g(\bar{x},t) \) in cases:

1. Suppose that \( \gamma \geq m\mu \). Then \( \bar{x} = m \), and as \( \gamma - m\mu \geq 0 \), we obtain from (6.97) that \( g(\bar{x},t) \geq m \) for all \( t \geq 0 \).

2. Suppose that \( \gamma < m\mu \). Then \( \bar{x} = m - (\gamma - m\mu)/2 \), so by (6.97) for all \( t \geq 0 \),

\[
g(\bar{x},t) \geq m + (\gamma - m\mu) \left( t - \frac{1}{2} \right) \geq m.
\]

We thus conclude that \( g(\bar{x},t) \geq m \) for all \( 0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2} \). As a result, we can now make
the exact computation that for all $x \geq \tilde{x}$,

$$g(x, \frac{1}{2}) = x + \int_{0}^{\frac{1}{2}} \gamma - \mu(m \wedge g(x, t)) dt = x + \int_{0}^{\frac{1}{2}} \gamma - \mu m dt = x + \frac{1}{2}(\gamma - m\mu).$$

where (6.98) holds as $g(x, t) \geq g(\tilde{x}, t) \geq m$ by Lemma 6.14 and then the above analysis, making $m \wedge g(x, t) = m$ for all $t$.

We now consider $x < \tilde{x}$, and find $s$ and $t$ such that for all $\tau \in (s, t)$, $g(x, \tau) < m$, as in the statement of the lemma. We consider cases:

1. Suppose $\gamma > m\mu$ and thus $\tilde{x} = m$. Then $g(x, 0) = x < \tilde{x} = m$ so obviously we can take $s = 0$ and $t$ small to show the claim.

2. Suppose instead that $\gamma < m\mu$ and thus $\tilde{x} = m - (\gamma - m\mu)/2$. For $x < m$, again the claim obviously holds as then $g(x, t) < m$ for all $t \leq \frac{1}{2}$. For $x$ such that $m \leq x < \tilde{x}$, observe that as $\tilde{x} = m - (\gamma - m\mu)/2$,

$$0 \leq t^* \triangleq \Delta \frac{x - m}{m\mu - \gamma} < \frac{\tilde{x} - m}{m\mu - \gamma} = \frac{1}{2},$$

and thus

$$g(x, t^*) = x + (\gamma - m\mu) \frac{x - m}{m\mu - \gamma} = m.$$

As $\dot{x}(t) = \gamma - \mu(m \wedge x(t)) \leq \gamma - m\mu < 0$ by our assumptions, we can take $s = t^*$ and $t = \frac{1}{2}$.

Finally, using $s$ and $t$ from the statement of the lemma, we show that $g(x(0), \frac{1}{2}) >$
\[ g(x, \frac{1}{2}) = x + \int_{0}^{\frac{1}{2}} \gamma - \mu (g(x, \tau) \land m) d\tau \]

\[ \geq x + \int_{0}^{s} \gamma - \mu m d\tau + \int_{s}^{t} \gamma - \mu g(x, \tau) d\tau + \int_{t}^{\frac{1}{2}} \gamma - \mu m d\tau \]

\[ = x + (\gamma - m\mu) \left( \frac{1}{2} - (t - s) \right) + \int_{s}^{t} \gamma - \mu g(x, \tau) d\tau \]

\[ > x + (\gamma - m\mu)/2. \]

The final inequality is strict as \( g(x, \tau) < m \) for all \( \tau \in (s, t) \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 6.16.** For all \( x > y \geq \bar{x} \), where \( \bar{x} \) is defined in Lemma 6.9,

\[ g(x, \frac{1}{2}) - g(y, \frac{1}{2}) = x - y, \]

and for all \( x > y, y < \bar{x} \),

\[ 0 < g(x, \frac{1}{2}) - g(y, \frac{1}{2}) < x - y. \]

**Proof.** For \( x > y \geq \bar{x} \), by Lemma 6.15, we have that

\[ g(x, \frac{1}{2}) - g(y, \frac{1}{2}) = x + (\gamma - m\mu)/2 - y - (\gamma - m\mu)/2 = x - y. \]

For \( x > y, y < \bar{x} \), let \( s \) and \( t \) be from Lemma 6.15 such that for all \( \tau \in (s, t) \), \( g(y, \tau) < m \). Then

\[ g(x, \frac{1}{2}) - g(y, \frac{1}{2}) = x - y + \mu \int_{0}^{\frac{1}{2}} (g(y, \tau) \land m) - (g(x, \tau) \land m) d\tau. \]

As \( x > y \), by Lemma 6.14 we have \( g(x, \tau) > g(y, \tau) \) for all \( \tau \), and thus \( g(x, \tau) \land m \geq \).
\( g(y, \tau) \land m \) for all \( \tau \), making the integrand nonpositive. Thus
\[
\begin{align*}
g(x, \frac{1}{2}) - g(y, \frac{1}{2}) &= x - y + \mu \int_{s}^{t} (g(y, \tau) \land m) - (g(x, \tau) \land m) d\tau \\
&= x - y + \mu \int_{s}^{t} g(y, \tau) - (g(x, \tau) \land m) d\tau \\
&\leq x - y + \mu \int_{s}^{t} g(y, \tau) - g(x, \tau) d\tau \\
&< x - y.
\end{align*}
\]

That \( g(x, \frac{1}{2}) - g(y, \frac{1}{2}) > 0 \) follows immediately from Lemma 6.14.

**Proof of Lemma 6.9.** The Lemma follows immediately from Lemma 6.13, Lemma 6.14, Lemma 6.15, and Lemma 6.16.

### 6.12 Null Recurrence and Transience

We distinguish between the null recurrent and transient cases using Proposition A.5 from Appendix A, Section A.4. As before, we will use the Lyapunov function \( V(q, r) \equiv q + r \).

**Lemma 6.17.** For each \( \theta \in \{\text{LS, DA}\} \), the following limit exists, is finite, and is non-zero:
\[
F_{\theta} \triangleq \lim_{q \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{(q,r) \in \mathcal{S}_{\theta}} \left[ (V(S_{\theta}(1)) - V(S_{\theta}(0)))^2 \right]. \tag{6.99}
\]

Further,
\[
\sup_{s \in \mathcal{S}_{\theta}} \mathbb{E}_{s} \left[ (V(S_{\theta}(1)) - V(S_{\theta}(0)))^4 \right] < \infty. \tag{6.100}
\]

Finally, when \( \rho_{\theta} = 1 \), as \( q \to \infty \), we have for \( r \) such that \( (q,r) \in \mathcal{S}_{\theta} \) that
\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q,r)}[V(S_{\theta}(1)) - V(S_{\theta}(0))] = O(\exp(-q/2)). \tag{6.101}
\]
Proof. First consider \( \theta = \text{LS} \). Recall from (6.27) that for any \( \ell \geq 0 \),

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^\ell \right] = \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (A + D_{LS}^{\text{on}} - D_{LS}^{\text{off}})^\ell \right].
\]

Further, recall that we coupled \( D_{LS}^{\text{on}} \) with \( \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \) that had distribution Pois\((c\mu)\) such that \( D_{LS}^{\text{on}} < \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \), and \( D_{LS}^{\text{off}} \) with \( \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{off}} \) that had distribution Bin\((c, 1 - e^{-\mu})\) such that \( D_{LS}^{\text{off}} \leq \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{off}} \). Using these couplings, we can show (6.100) just as we showed (6.25).

Recall that under our coupling, we have \( D_{LS}^{\text{off}} = \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{off}} \) for initial \((q,r)\) such that \( r = c \). Likewise, we have that \( D_{LS}^{\text{on}} \) was equal to \( \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \) under an initial condition \((q,r)\) for those realizations where \( \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} < q - c \). This led to (6.30), namely that for \( q > c \),

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} [D_{LS}^{\text{on}}] \geq \mathbb{E} \left[ \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \mathbb{I} \{ \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} < q - c \} \right].
\]

We now can show (6.101). Assuming \( \rho_\theta = 1 \) and thus \( \gamma_\theta = 0 \), we have

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} [V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0))] = \mathbb{E} \left[ A - D_{LS}^{\text{off}} - \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \right] + \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} - D_{LS}^{\text{on}} \right]
\leq -\gamma_\theta + \mathbb{E} \left[ \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \mathbb{I} \{ \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \geq q - c \} \right]
\leq \sqrt{\mathbb{E} \left[ \left( \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \right)^2 \right] \mathbb{E} \left[ \mathbb{I} \{ \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} \geq q - c \} \right]}
\leq \sqrt{((c\mu)^2 + c\mu) \mathbb{E} \left[ \exp \left( \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} - q + c \right) \right]}
\leq \exp(-q/2) \sqrt{((c\mu)^2 + c\mu) \exp(c) \exp(c\mu(e - 1))}
= O \left( \exp(-q/2) \right),
\]

as \( q \to \infty \). Here we use that for any random variable \( X \), \( \mathbb{I}_{\{X \geq t\}} \leq \exp(X - t) \).

It remains to show (6.99). We will show that

\[
F_{LS} = \mathbb{E} [(A - \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{on}} - \tilde{D}_{LS}^{\text{off}})^2].
\]
For any \( q > 0 \), observe that
\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^2 \right] = \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^2 I_{\{D_{LS}^o > q-c\}} \right] \\
+ \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^2 I_{\{D_{LS}^o \leq q-c\}} \right].
\]

For the second term, we have that
\[
\lim_{q \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^2 I_{\{\tilde{D}_{LS}^o \leq q-c\}} \right] \\
= \mathbb{E} \left[ (A - \tilde{D}_{LS}^o - \tilde{D}_{LS}^{off})^2 \right] (6.102) \\
= \mathbb{E} \left[ (A - \tilde{D}_{LS}^o - \tilde{D}_{LS}^{off})^2 \right] (6.103) \\
= F_{LS},
\]
where (6.102) follows by our coupling and (6.103) follows from the Monotone Convergence Theorem. For the first term, we have
\[
\lim_{q \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^2 I_{\{\tilde{D}_{LS}^o > q-c\}} \right] \\
\leq \lim_{q \to \infty} \sqrt{\mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^4 \right] \mathbb{E}_{(q,c)} \left[ I_{\{\tilde{D}_{LS}^o > q-c\}} \right]} \\
\leq \lim_{q \to \infty} \sqrt{\mathbb{P} \left( \tilde{D}_{LS}^o - c > q \right) \sup_{s \in S_{LS}} \mathbb{E}_s \left[ (V(S_{LS}(1)) - V(S_{LS}(0)))^4 \right]} \\
= 0,
\]
where in the final equality we use (6.100). This shows (6.99) and thus the Lemma in the case of LS. The case of DA is similar.

We now complete the proof of Theorem 6.1 by showing that for each \( \theta \in \{LS, DA\} \), \( \{S_{\theta}(k)\} \) is null recurrent when \( \rho_{\theta} = 1 \) and transient when \( \rho_{\theta} > 1 \).

**Proof of Theorem 6.1.** We have already established in section Appendix 6.5 that when \( \rho_{\theta} \geq 1 \), \( \{S_{\theta}(k)\} \) is either null recurrent or transient, and when \( \rho_{\theta} < 1 \), \( \{S_{\theta}(k)\} \) is positive recurrent. Thus it suffices to show that \( \{S_{\theta}(k)\} \) is recurrent when \( \rho_{\theta} = 1 \).
and transient otherwise. We proceed using Proposition A.5. We must check that the assumptions of the proposition are satisfied by \( \{ S_\theta(k) \} \) for \( \theta \in \{ \text{LS, DA} \} \). By (6.100) from Lemma 6.17, (A.23) is satisfied. It is obvious that (A.22) is satisfied. Finally, to check (A.21), we verify the sufficient condition (A.26). Recalling Corollary 6.2, it is immediate that for all \( z > 0 \),

\[
\inf_{s \in S_\theta} \mathbb{P}(V(S_\theta(1)) \geq z \mid S_\theta(0) = s) = \mathbb{P}(V(S_\theta(1)) \geq z \mid S_\theta(0) = (0,0)) > 0.
\]

Now suppose \( \rho_\theta = 1 \). We will show that (A.24) holds. For a constant \( b_\theta > 0 \), we will take \( B_\theta \) of the form \( \{(q,r) \in S_\theta \mid q < b_\theta\} \). By (6.101) from Lemma 6.17, as \( q \to \infty \), we have

\[
\mathbb{E}_{(q,r)} [V(S_\theta(1)) - V(S_\theta(0))] = O(\exp(-q/2)),
\]

and by (6.99) from Lemma 6.17, as \( q \to \infty \),

\[
\frac{\mathbb{E}_{(q,r)} [(V(S_\theta(1)) - V(S_\theta(0)))^2]}{2V(q,r)} = \Theta \left( \frac{1}{q} \right).
\]

Thus by taking \( b_\theta \) sufficiently large and using that \( \exp(-q/r) = o(1/q) \), we have (A.24) for all \( s \in S_\theta \setminus B_\theta \), showing that \( \{ S_\theta(k) \} \) is null recurrent.

Alternatively, suppose that \( \rho_\theta > 1 \). We now must show that (A.25) holds. We use \( b_\theta \) to define \( B_\theta \) in the same way. By Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 we have

\[
\lim_{q \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{(q,r) \in S_\theta} [V(S_\theta(1)) - V(S_\theta(0))] = -\gamma_\theta > 0,
\]

and again by (6.99) we have

\[
\frac{\mathbb{E}_{(q,r)} [V(S_\theta(1)) - V(S_\theta(0))]}{2V(S_\theta(0))} = \Theta \left( \frac{1}{q} \right).
\]

Thus by taking \( b_\theta \) sufficiently large and \( \varepsilon = 1 \), we have (A.25), showing \( \{ S_\theta(k) \} \) is transient, completing the proof. \( \square \)
Appendix A

Lyapunov Functions

Throughout, suppose \( \{X_k\} \) is a discrete time irreducible Markov chain on a countable state space \( \mathcal{X} \). We now give a series of results characterizing the recurrence of \( \{X_k\} \) and, for a function \( V: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \), the moments of \( V(X_k) \). The tools used to obtained these results are commonly referred to as Lyapunov-Foster functions, or test functions. These results are used extensively in Chapters 4 and 6.

A.1 Positive Recurrence

In this section, we give sufficient conditions to prove whether or not \( \{X_k\} \) is positive recurrent. Distinguishing between the null recurrent and transient cases is addressed in Section A.4 with similar techniques.

First we give a condition for the positive recurrence of \( \{X_k\} \) due to [36], see [9] for a modern reference. We use \( \mathbb{E}_x \) to denote the expectation operator conditional on \( X_0 = x \).

**Proposition A.1** (Foster et al. 36). *If there exists a function \( V: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, \gamma > 0, \) and a finite set \( B \subset \mathcal{X} \) such that for all \( x \in B, \)

\[
\mathbb{E}_x[V(X_1) - V(X_0)] < \infty, \tag{A.1}
\]
and for all \( x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B \),

\[
\mathbb{E}_x[V(X_1) - V(X_0)] \leq -\gamma,
\]

then \( \{X_k\} \) is positive recurrent.

A function \( V \) satisfying these properties is usually called a Lyapunov function. Lyapunov functions can also be used to prove \( \{X_k\} \) is not positive recurrent when the drift is nonnegative. The following is a special case of Proposition 5.4 from [9].

**Proposition A.2.** Suppose there exists a Lyapunov function \( V : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R} \), a finite set \( B \subset \mathcal{X} \) and a state \( y \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B \) satisfying

\[
\sup_{x \in B} V(x) < V(y), \tag{A.2}
\]

\[
\sup_{x \in \mathcal{X}} \mathbb{E}_x [(V(X_1) - V(X_0))^2] < \infty, \tag{A.3}
\]

\[
\inf_{x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B} \mathbb{E}_x [V(X_1) - V(X_0)] \geq 0. \tag{A.4}
\]

Then \( \{X_k\} \) is either null recurrent or transient.

### A.2 Moment Bounds

Now, suppose that \( \{X_k\} \) is positive recurrent, and let \( X_\infty \) denote the unique steady state distribution. We now give a bound on the first moment of \( f(X_\infty) \) for any function \( f \). The result below is new, but similar to existing results from Gamarnik and Zeevi [38], Glynn and Zeevi [41].

**Proposition A.3.** Suppose that \( X_t \) is positive recurrent and that there exist \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma > 0 \), a set \( B \subset \mathcal{X} \) and functions \( U : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) and \( f : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) such that for \( x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B \),

\[
\mathbb{E}_x[U(X_1) - U(X_0)] \leq -\gamma f(x), \tag{A.5}
\]
and for $x \in B$,

\begin{align*}
  f(x) &\leq \alpha, \quad \text{(A.6)} \\
  \mathbb{E}_x[U(X_1) - U(X_0)] &\leq \beta. \quad \text{(A.7)}
\end{align*}

Then

\[ \mathbb{E}[f(X_\infty)] \leq \alpha + \frac{\beta}{\gamma}. \]

**Proof.** For every $z > 0$ let $U_z : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}_+$ and $f_z : X \to \mathbb{R}_+$ be given by

\[ U_z(x) \overset{\Delta}{=} \min\{U(x), z\}, \quad f_z(x) \overset{\Delta}{=} f(x)1_{(U(x) < z)}. \]

Trivially for all sufficiently large $z$, we have $f_z(x) = f(x)$ and $U_z(x) = U(x)$ for all $x \in B$, so (A.6) and (A.7) are satisfied by $f_z$ and $U_z$ for all large $z$. We claim that (A.5) is satisfied as well. Suppose that $x$ is such that $U(x) \geq z$. Then

\[ \mathbb{E}_x[U_z(X_1) - U_z(X_0)] = \mathbb{E}_x[U_z(X_1)] - z \leq 0 = f_z(x) = -\gamma f_z(x). \]

Alternatively, when $x$ is such that $U(x) < z$, using that $U_z(x) \leq U(x)$ for all $x$,

\begin{align*}
  \mathbb{E}_x[U_z(X_1) - U_z(X_0)] &= \mathbb{E}_x[U_z(X_1) - U(X_0)] \\
  &\leq \mathbb{E}_x[U(X_1) - U(X_0)] \\
  &\leq -\gamma f(x) \\
  &= -\gamma f_z(x).
\end{align*}

Thus for all $z$ and all $x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B$, $\mathbb{E}_x[U_z(X_1) - U_z(X_0)] \leq -\gamma f_z(x)$ in analogy with (A.5). As for all $z$, $U_z$ is bounded by construction, $\mathbb{E}[U_z(X_\infty)]$ is finite. By stationarity
and the finiteness of $\mathbb{E}[U_z(X_{\infty})]$,

$$0 = \mathbb{E}[\mathbb{E}_{X_{\infty}}[U_z(X_1) - U_z(X_0)]]$$

$$= \sum_{x \in B} \mathbb{P}(X_{\infty} = x)\mathbb{E}_x[U_z(X_1) - U_z(X_0)] + \sum_{x \notin B} \mathbb{P}(X_{\infty} = x)\mathbb{E}_x[U_z(X_1) - U_z(X_0)]$$

$$\leq \beta \mathbb{P}(X_{\infty} \in B) - \gamma \sum_{x \notin B} \mathbb{P}(X_{\infty} = x)f_z(x)$$

$$\leq \beta - \gamma \mathbb{E}[f_z(X_{\infty})I_{\{X_{\infty} \notin B\}}],$$

or rearranging terms,

$$\mathbb{E}[f_z(X_{\infty})I_{\{X_{\infty} \notin B\}}] \leq \frac{\beta}{\gamma}.$$

Thus

$$\mathbb{E}[f_z(X_{\infty})] = \mathbb{E}[f_z(X_{\infty})I_{\{X_{\infty} \in B\}}] + \mathbb{E}[f_z(X_{\infty})I_{\{X_{\infty} \notin B\}}]$$

$$\leq \alpha \mathbb{P}(X_{\infty} \in B) + \frac{\beta}{\gamma}$$

$$\leq \alpha + \frac{\beta}{\gamma}.$$ 

Now by Fatou’s lemma, as $f_z(X_{\infty}) \to f(X_{\infty})$ almost surely as $z \to \infty$,

$$\mathbb{E}[f(X_{\infty})] = \mathbb{E}\left[\lim_{z \to \infty} f_z(X_{\infty})\right] \leq \lim_{z \to \infty} \inf \mathbb{E}[f_z(X_{\infty})] \leq \alpha + \frac{\beta}{\gamma},$$

giving the result. \qed

**Remark A.1.** Observe that we need not assume that $B$ is bounded.
A.3 Moment Bound with Unbounded Downward Jumps

When applying Proposition A.3 in queuing problems, it is common to take \( f(\cdot) \) as the number of customers in system and \( U(\cdot) \) as the square of the number of customers in system. However, when analyzing systems where jumps downward are not easily bounded, e.g., a queue with abandonment, it can be difficult to show that (A.5) holds by naively evaluating the equation using this \( f(\cdot) \) and \( U(\cdot) \). In this section, we specialize our analysis to a family of Markov chains with a certain queuing structure, and then give a steady state moment bound that applies in the presence of large downward jumps.

Given an irreducible aperiodic Markov chain \( \{X_k\} \) on a countable statespace \( \mathcal{X} \), suppose there exists a nonnegative function \( V : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) which admits the following decomposition

\[
V(X_k) = V(X_{k-1}) + A_k - D_k,
\]

where the \( A_k \geq 0 \) is an i.i.d. sequence such that \( A_k \) is independent from state \( X_k \), while the \( D_k \geq 0 \) may depend on \( X_k \) and \( A_k \), but not on \( k \) directly. Specifically, \( D_k \) is a function of \( X_k \) and \( A_k \). \( A_k \) and \( D_k \) are interpreted as the number of arrivals and departures in the time period of length \( k \), respectively. Assume in addition that \( \mathcal{B}(\alpha) \triangleq \{ x \in \mathcal{X} \mid V(x) \leq \alpha \} \subset \mathcal{X} \) is finite for every \( \alpha \). Note that as \( V(x) \geq 0 \), we have that \( D_k \leq V(x) + A_k \) a.s.

**Proposition A.4.** Suppose \( \mathbb{E}[A_k^2] \) is finite and \( C_1 \) satisfies \( \mathbb{E}[A_k^2] \leq C_1 \mathbb{E}[A_k]^2 < \infty \). Suppose there exists \( \alpha, \lambda, C_2 > 0 \) such that for every \( x \notin \mathcal{B}(\alpha) \)

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ A_k - \tilde{D}_k \mid X_k = x \right] \leq -\lambda \mathbb{E}[A_k], \tag{A.9}
\]

where \( \tilde{D}_k \) is defined to be \( \min\{D_k, C_2 A_k\} \). Then \( X_k \) is positive recurrent with the
unique stationary distribution $X_\infty$ and

$$
\mathbb{E}[V(X_\infty)] \leq \max\left\{ \alpha, \frac{\max\{1, C_2 - 1\}^2 C_1 \mathbb{E}[A_k]}{\lambda} \right\} \left( 2 + \frac{2}{\lambda} \right).
$$

The reason for introducing a truncated downward jump process $\tilde{D}_k$ as opposed to using just $D_k$ is that in general the statement of the proposition is not true. Namely, there exists a process such the assumptions of the proposition above hold true when $D_k$ replaces $\tilde{D}_k$ in (A.9) and $\mathbb{E}[V(X_\infty)] = \infty$, as shown by Example A.1 below.

**Proof.** First, we apply Proposition A.1 to $X_k$ using the same $V(x)$, $\mathcal{B}$, and $\gamma = \lambda \mathbb{E}[A_k]$ as in the statement of Proposition A.4. For $x \notin \mathcal{B}$, we have

$$
\mathbb{E}_x[V(X_1) - V(X_0)] = \mathbb{E}_x[A_0 - D_0] \leq \mathbb{E}_x[A_0 - \tilde{D}_0] \leq -\lambda \mathbb{E}_x[A_0] = -\gamma,
$$

where in the inequalities we use $\tilde{D}_k \leq D_k$ and then (A.9). For all $x$, we have

$$
\mathbb{E}_x[V(X_1) - V(X_0)] = \mathbb{E}_x[A_0 - D_0] \leq \mathbb{E}_x[A_0] < \infty.
$$

Thus as $\mathcal{B}$ is bounded, we can apply Proposition A.1 to obtain positive recurrence of $X_k$. Let $X_\infty$ be the steady state version of the Markov chain $X_k$.

Next, we apply Proposition A.3 taking $U(x) = V^2(x)$ and $f(x) = V(x)$. We let

$$
\alpha' = \max\left\{ \alpha, \frac{\max\{1, C_2 - 1\}^2 C_1 \mathbb{E}[A_k]}{\lambda} \right\},
$$

thus making our set of exceptions from Proposition A.3 $\mathcal{B}' = \{ x \in \mathcal{X} \mid V(x) \leq \alpha' \}$. 238
We have for $x \in \mathcal{B}'$ that

\[
\mathbb{E}_x[U(X_1) - U(X_0)] = \mathbb{E}_x[(V(X_0) + A_0 - D_0)^2 - V(X_0)^2] \quad (A.11)
\]

\[
\leq \mathbb{E}_x[(V(X_0) + A_0)^2 - V(X_0)^2] \quad (A.12)
\]

\[
= 2V(x)\mathbb{E}[A_0] + \mathbb{E}[A_0^2]
\]

\[
\leq 2\alpha'\mathbb{E}[A_0] + C_1\mathbb{E}[A_0]^2 \quad (A.13)
\]

\[
\leq 2\alpha'\mathbb{E}[A_0] + \alpha'\lambda\mathbb{E}[A_0] \quad (A.14)
\]

\[
= \alpha'(2 + \lambda)\mathbb{E}[A_0]
\]

\[
\Delta = \beta' \quad (A.15)
\]

where (A.11) follows from (A.8), (A.12) follows as $V(X_1) \geq 0$, and (A.13) follows from (A.10) and the definition of $C_1$, and (A.14) follows again from (A.10) and as $\max\{1, C_2 - 1\}^2 \geq 1$ by definition. We have for $x \notin \mathcal{B}'$, that

\[
\mathbb{E}_x[U(X_1) - U(X_0)] = \mathbb{E}_x[(V(X_0) + A_0 - \tilde{D}_0)^2 - V(X_0)^2] \quad (A.16)
\]

\[
\leq \mathbb{E}_x[(V(X_0) + A_0 - \tilde{D}_0)^2 - V(X_0)^2] \quad (A.17)
\]

\[
= 2V(x)\mathbb{E}[A_0 - \tilde{D}_0] + \mathbb{E}[A_0 - \tilde{D}_0]^2
\]

\[
\leq -2V(x)\lambda\mathbb{E}[A_0] + \mathbb{E}[\max\{1, C_2 - 1\}^2A_0^2] \quad (A.18)
\]

\[
\leq -(V(x) + \alpha')\lambda\mathbb{E}_x[A_0] + \alpha'\lambda\mathbb{E} [A_0] \quad (A.19)
\]

\[
\leq -(V(x) + \alpha')\lambda\mathbb{E}_x[A_0] + \alpha'\lambda\mathbb{E} [A_0] \quad (A.20)
\]

where (A.16) follows from (A.8), (A.17) follows as $V(X_1) \geq 0$ and $\tilde{D}_0 \leq D_0$, (A.18) follows from (A.9) and as $\tilde{D}_k \leq C_2 A_k$ a.s. implies that $|A_k - D_k| \leq \max\{1, C_2 - 1\} A_k$ a.s., (A.19) follows from (A.10) and the definition of $C_1$, and finally (A.20) follows again from (A.10). Thus by taking $\gamma' = \lambda\mathbb{E}_x[A_0]$, we can now apply Proposition A.3
with $\alpha'$, $\beta'$ and $\gamma'$ to obtain that

$$
\mathbb{E}[V(\infty)] \leq \alpha' + \frac{\beta'}{\gamma'} = \alpha' + \frac{\alpha'(2 + \lambda)\mathbb{E}[A_0]}{\lambda\mathbb{E}[A_0]} = \alpha' \left( 1 + \frac{2 + \lambda}{\lambda} \right)
$$

$$
= \max \left\{ \alpha, \frac{\max\{1, C_2 - 1\}^2 C_2 \mathbb{E}[A_k]}{\lambda} \right\} \left( 1 + \frac{2 + \lambda}{\lambda} \right)
$$

showing the result.

Last, we give a quick counter example showing that without some assumptions beyond simply having negative drift, we may not even have a finite first moment.

**Example A.1.** Consider the following random walk $X_t$ on the nonnegative integers parametrized by some $\gamma \in (0, 1)$. From state 0, we always go up to state 1. For every other state $k = 1, 2, \ldots$, with probability $(1 + \gamma)/(k + 1)$, we go to state 0, and with the remaining probability, $(1 - \gamma)/(k + 1)$, we go up to state $k + 1$. This walk has the property that for all $k \geq 1$,

$$
\mathbb{E}_k[X_1 - X_0] = (k + 1) \cdot \frac{k - \gamma}{k + 1} + 0 \cdot \frac{1 + \gamma}{k + 1} = -\gamma,
$$

and thus is positive recurrent and has some stationary distribution $\pi_k = \mathbb{P}(X_\infty = k)$. However, we will show that $\mathbb{E}[X_\infty] = \infty$. A direct computation of the steady-state equations gives that $\pi_0 = \pi_1$, and for $n \geq 2$,

$$
\pi_n = \frac{n - \gamma}{n + 1} \pi_{n-1} = \pi_0 \prod_{k=2}^{n} \frac{k - \gamma}{k + 1} = \frac{\pi_0}{\Gamma(2 - \gamma)} \frac{\Gamma(n + 1 - \gamma)}{\Gamma(n + 2)},
$$

where $\Gamma$ is the Gamma function. Using the identity

$$
\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{\Gamma(n + \alpha)}{\Gamma(n)n^\alpha} = 1
$$

for all $\alpha \in \mathbb{R}$, we have that

$$
\pi_n = \Theta \left( \frac{1}{n^{1 + \gamma}} \right).
$$
Thus there exists \( c > 0 \) and \( \ell \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \) such that
\[
E[X_\infty] = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} n\pi_n \geq \sum_{n=\ell}^{\infty} \frac{c}{n^\gamma} = \infty,
\]
showing the claim.

## A.4 Null Recurrence

We give a sufficient condition to distinguish between the null recurrent and transient cases from [56], Theorem 3.2, (see also Section 3.6 from [32]). We do not present the theorem in full generality.

**Proposition A.5.** Given a finite set \( B \subset \mathcal{X} \) and Lyapunov function \( V : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \), assume that
\[
\mathbb{P} \left( \limsup_{k \to \infty} V(X_k) = \infty \right) = 1, \quad (A.21)
\]
\[
\inf_{x \in \mathcal{X}} \mathbb{E}_x \left[ (V(X_1) - V(X_0))^2 \right] > 0, \quad (A.22)
\]
\[
\sup_{x \in \mathcal{X}} \mathbb{E}_x \left[ (V(X_1) - V(X_0))^4 \right] < \infty. \quad (A.23)
\]

If for all \( x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B \),
\[
\mathbb{E}_x [V(X_1) - V(X_0)] \leq \frac{\mathbb{E}_x [(V(X_1) - V(X_0))^2]}{2V(x)}, \quad (A.24)
\]
then \( \{X_k\} \) is recurrent. Alternatively, if there exists \( \varepsilon > 0 \) such that for all \( x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus B \),
\[
\mathbb{E}_x [V(X_1) - V(X_0)] \geq (1 + \varepsilon) \frac{\mathbb{E}_x [(V(X_1) - V(X_0))^2]}{2V(x)}, \quad (A.25)
\]
then \( \{X_n\} \) is transient.

**Remark A.2.** As noted in [56], a sufficient condition for (A.21) is that for every
\[ z \geq 0, \]

\[ \inf_{x \in X} \mathbb{P}(V(X_1) \geq z \mid X_0 = x) > 0. \]  

(A.26)
Appendix B

Random Graphs

In this chapter, we prove a result showing that a directed bipartite Erdős-Rényi random graph with high probability. The result is used to prove Theorem 4.3. Throughout, we use the notation introduced in Chapter 4.

B.1 Results

We begin by stating a result on long chains in a static Erdős-Rényi random graph. The following result was first shown by [3] and refined in a series of papers, see [55] for a historical account and the most tight result.

**Proposition B.1** (Krivelevich et al. 55). Fix any $\varepsilon > 0$ and any $\delta > 0$. There exist $C$ and $n_0$ such that for all $c > C$ and all $n > n_0$ the following occurs: Consider an ER($n, c/n$) directed graph $G = (V, E)$, and let $D$ be the length of the longest directed cycle. We have

$$\Pr(D > (1 - (2 + \delta)ce^{-c})n) > 1 - \varepsilon.$$ 

In words, (for large $c$) we have a cycle containing a large fraction of the nodes with high probability. From this, we can easily obtain a similar result about the longest path starting from a specific node.
Corollary B.1. Fix any $\varepsilon > 0$. There exist $C$ and $n_0$ such that for all $c > C$ and all $n > n_0$ the following occurs: Consider a set $V$ of $n$ vertices including a fixed vertex $v \in V$, and draw an ER($n, c/n$) directed graph $G = (V, E)$. Let $P_v$ denote the length of a longest path starting at $v$. Then

$$\mathbb{P}(P_v < n(1 - \varepsilon)) \leq \varepsilon.$$ 

The proof is deferred to Section B.2. We extend the result above to the case of bipartite random graphs.

Corollary B.2. Fix any $\kappa > 1$ and $\varepsilon > 0$. Then there exists $p_0 > 0$ and $C > 0$ such that the following holds: Consider any $c_L \in [1/\sqrt{\kappa}, \kappa]$, any $c_R > C$, and any $p < p_0$. Let $\mathcal{L}$ be a set of $c_L/p$ vertices and let $\mathcal{R}$ be a set of $c_R/p$ vertices. Fix a vertex $v \in \mathcal{L}$. Draw $G = (\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{R}, E)$ as an ER($c_L/p, c_R/p, p$) bipartite random graph. We have

$$\mathbb{P} \left( P_v < 2 \frac{c_L}{p} (1 - \varepsilon) \right) \leq \varepsilon,$$

where again, $P_v$ is the length of a longest path starting at $v$.

Again, the proof is in Section B.2. The requirement $c_L \in [1/\sqrt{\kappa}, \kappa]$ here will correspond to $p$ times the ‘typical’ interval between successive times when the chain advances under greedy. These intervals are distributed i.i.d. Geometric($p$), and hence typically lie in the range $[1/(p\sqrt{\kappa}), \kappa/p]$ for large $\kappa$, as stated in Lemma 4.2 below. The $1/\sqrt{\kappa}$ term in the lower bound of this ‘typical’ range is a somewhat arbitrary choice we make that facilitates a proof of Theorem 4.3 (a variety of other decreasing functions of $\kappa$ would work as well).

B.2 Proofs

We first prove Corollary B.1. The proof follows relatively easily from Proposition B.1. The idea is as follows. A sufficient condition to form a long chain from a node $v$ is for $v$ to be a member of the long cycle that will occur with high probability according to
the proposition. Note that with constant probability \( e^{-c} \), \( v \) will be isolated and thus not be part of the cycle, but we can make this probability small by taking \( C \) large.

**Proof of Corollary B.1.** Given \( \varepsilon \) from the statement of Corollary B.1, let \( \bar{C} \) and \( \bar{n}_0 \) be values guaranteed to exist from Proposition B.1 applied when \( \delta = 1 \) and the probability of a long chain existing is at least \( 1 - \varepsilon/2 \).

There exists \( C^* \) such that for all \( c > C^* \), \( 3ce^{-c} < \varepsilon/2 \) as the function \( f(x) = xe^{-x} \) is strictly decreasing for \( x > 1 \). We claim that given our \( \varepsilon \), Corollary B.1 holds by taking \( C = \max\{\bar{C}, C^*\} \) and \( n_0 = \bar{n}_0 \).

Given our \( \text{ER}(n, c/n) \) graph where \( n > n_0 \) and \( c > C \) and a fixed node \( v \), let \( A \) be the event it contains a cycle of length at least \((1 - 3ce^{-c})n\), and let \( B \subset A \) be the event that that \( v \) is in the cycle. Observe that it suffices to prove that \( P(B) > 1 - \varepsilon \) to show the result, as \( 3ce^{-c} < \varepsilon \) by our assumption that \( c > C \geq C^* \) and the definition of \( C^* \). Thus we compute that

\[
P(B) = P(B|A)P(A) \geq (1 - \varepsilon/2)(1 - \varepsilon/2) \geq 1 - \varepsilon,
\]

showing the result, where \( P(A) \geq 1 - \varepsilon/2 \) follows from Proposition B.1 and \( P(B|A) \geq 1 - \varepsilon/2 \) follows as the cycle is equally likely to pass through every node, so when the cycle hits \( 1 - \varepsilon/2 \) fraction of the nodes, it has this probability of hitting \( v \).

Next, we prove Corollary B.2. The idea of the proof is as follows. First, we show with a simple calculation that a constant fraction of the nodes in \( \mathcal{R} \) will have both in and out degree one, as \( p \to 0 \). We consider paths which only use this subset of nodes from \( \mathcal{R} \). Such a path is equivalent to a path in a modified graph on the set of nodes \( \mathcal{L} \) where there is an edge between two nodes \( u \) and \( v \) if and only if there is a path of length two between them via an intermediate node in \( \mathcal{R} \) which has in and out degree one. Such a graph behaves (approximately) as an Erdős-Rényi graph on the nodes of \( \mathcal{L} \), with the number of edges proportionate to \( |\mathcal{R}| \). Thus by ensuring that \( |\mathcal{R}| \) is sufficiently large, we can apply Corollary B.1 to obtain the result.

**Proof of Corollary B.2.** Fix \( \kappa > 1 \) and \( \varepsilon > 0 \) from the statement of the corollary. For
Let $c_L \in [1/\sqrt{\kappa}, \kappa]$, $c_R > C$, and $p < p_0$ be arbitrary. Given our graph $G = (\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{E})$ that is ER($c_L/p, c_R/p, p$), consider the subgraph $G' = (\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{R}', \mathcal{E}')$ of $G$ where $\mathcal{R}'$ is the set of vertices in $\mathcal{R}$ with in degree one and out degree one in $G$, and $\mathcal{E}'$ are the edges in $\mathcal{E}$ such that both endpoints are in $\mathcal{G}'$. From this graph, we create a new directed non-bipartite digraph $G'' = (\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{E}'')$ where there is an edge from $u \in \mathcal{L}$ to $v \in \mathcal{L}$ iff there is at least one node $r \in \mathcal{R}'$ such that $(u, r) \in \mathcal{E}'$ and $(r, v) \in \mathcal{E}'$. Observe that a path of length $k$ in $G''$ gives a path of length $2k$ in $G$ by following the two edges in $G'$ for each edge in the path on $G''$, so it suffices to find a path of length $(1-\varepsilon)c_L/p$ in $G''$.

For any vertex $r \in \mathcal{R}$, let $I_r$ be the indicator variable that $r$ has an in degree of one and an out degree of one. Note that these variables are independent. Further, we have

$$\mu(p) \triangleq \mathbb{P}(I_r = 1) = \mathbb{P}(\text{Bin}(|\mathcal{L}|, p) = 1)^2 = \left(\frac{c_L}{p} p(1-p)^{\frac{c_R}{p}-1}\right)^2 \rightarrow c_L^2 \exp(-2c_L),$$

as $p \to 0$. As each of the $I_r$ are independent, we have that

$$|\mathcal{R}'| \overset{d}{=} \text{Bin}\left(\frac{c_R}{p}, \mu(p)\right).$$

Letting

$$A_1(\delta_1) = \left\{ (1-\delta_1)\frac{c_R}{p} \mu(p) < |\mathcal{R}'| < (1+\delta_1)\frac{c_R}{p} \mu(p) \right\}$$

we have by Proposition 4.1 that for all $p$,

$$\mathbb{P}(A_1(\delta_1)) \geq 1 - 2 \exp\left(-\delta_1^2 \frac{c_R \mu(p)}{3}\right).$$

We can view the edges of $G''$ as being generated by the following process: for each $r \in \mathcal{R}'$, pick a source and then a destination uniformly at random from $\mathcal{L}$ and add an edge from the source to the destination unless either:

- the source and destination are the same node,
Thus $|E''|$ is the number of non empty bins if we throw $|R'|$ balls into $(c_L/p)^2$ bins and then throw out the $c_L/p$ bins that correspond to self edges. (Alternatively, we can think of this process as throwing $c_R/p$ balls, but each ball “falls through” only with probability $1 - \mu(p)$. This problem was studied extensively in [73], but here we need only a coarse analysis). Trivially, $|E''| \leq |R'|$. We now show that typically, the number of nonempty bins is almost equal to the number of balls thrown. For each $r \in R'$, let $X_r$ be the indicator that there is $\ell \in L'$ such that $(\ell, r) \in E'$ and $(r, \ell) \in E'$. It is easy to see that the $X_r$ are i.i.d. Bernoulli($p/c_L$). For each $\{r, s\} \subset R'$, let $Y_{\{rs\}}$ be the indicator that the nodes $r$ and $s$ are “colliding” on both their source and destination choices in $L'$, i.e. there is $\ell, m \in L', \ell \neq m$, such that $(\ell, r), (\ell, s), (r, m), (s, m) \in E'$. It is easy to see that $P(Y_{\{rs\}} = 1) \leq p^2/c_L^2$ for each $\ell, m \in L'$. We have

$$|E''| \geq |R'| - \sum_{r \in R'} X_r - \sum_{\{r, s\} \subset R'} Y_{\{rs\}}.$$  

We compute that for any fixed $R'$

$$E \left[ \sum_{r \in R'} X_r + \sum_{\{r, s\} \subset R'} Y_{\{rs\}} \right] \leq |R'| \frac{p}{c_L} + \binom{|R'|}{2} \frac{p^2}{c_L^2} \leq |R'| \frac{p}{c_L} + \left( \frac{|R'|}{2} \right) \frac{p^2}{c_L^2}.$$  

Letting

$$A_2(\delta_2) = \left\{ \sum_{r \in R'} X_r + \sum_{\{r, s\} \subset R'} Y_{\{rs\}} \leq \delta_2 |R'| \right\},$$

we have that

$$P(A_2(\delta_2)) \geq 1 - \frac{p}{\delta_2 c_L} - |R'| \delta_2^{-1} \left( \frac{p}{c_L} \right)^2.$$
Letting
\[ B(\delta_1, \delta_2) = \left\{ (1 - \delta_1)(1 - \delta_2) \frac{c_R}{p} \mu(p) < |\mathcal{E}''| < (1 + \delta_1) \frac{c_R}{p} \mu(p) \right\}, \]
we have that \( B(\delta_1, \delta_2) \supset A_1(\delta_2) \cap A_2(\delta_2) \), and thus by taking complements and then applying the union bound,
\[
P(B(\delta_1, \delta_2)) \geq 1 - P(A_1(\delta_1)^c) - P(A_2(\delta_2)^c)
\geq 1 - 2 \exp \left( -\frac{\delta_1^2 c_R}{p} \mu(p) / 3 \right) - \frac{p}{\delta_2 c_L} - (1 + \delta_1) \frac{c_R \mu(p) p}{\delta_2^2 c_L^2},
\]
thus giving us a high probability bound on the size of \(|\mathcal{E}''| \) as \( p \to 0 \).

For our fixed \( \varepsilon \), let \( \tilde{C} \) and \( \tilde{n}_0 \) be \( C \) and \( n_0 \) from Corollary B.1 such that for any \( c > \tilde{C} \) and \( n > \tilde{n}_0 \), given a node in graph \( \text{ER}(n, c/n) \), there exists a path with length at least \( n(1 - \varepsilon/2) \) with probability at least \( 1 - \varepsilon/2 \). We now specify \( p_0 \) from the corollary to be such that for all \( c_L \in [1/\sqrt{\kappa}, \kappa] \), we have \( c_L/p_0 > \tilde{n}_0 \), i.e. \( p_0 < 1/(n_0 \sqrt{\kappa}) \).

Let \( \tilde{G} = (\mathcal{L}, \tilde{E}) \) be an \( \text{ER}(c_L/p, \tilde{C}p/c_L) \) directed random graph. We now couple \( \mathcal{G}'' \) (a directed \( \text{ER}(n, M) \) graph, where \( M \) is random but independent of the edges selected) and \( \tilde{G} \) (a directed \( \text{ER}(n, p) \) graph) in the standard way so that when \( |\tilde{E}| \leq |\mathcal{E}''| \), then \( \tilde{E} \subset \mathcal{E}'' \) and when \( |\mathcal{E}''| \leq |\tilde{E}| \), then \( \mathcal{E}'' \subset \tilde{E} \). Thus if \( \tilde{G} \) has a long path and \( |\tilde{E}| < |\mathcal{E}''| \), then \( \mathcal{G}'' \) will have at least as long a path as well, as it will contain more edges on the same nodes. Let \( \tilde{P} \) be the length of a longest path starting at \( v \) in \( \tilde{G} \). Letting
\[ A_3 = \left\{ \tilde{P} > \left( 1 - \frac{\varepsilon}{2} \right) \frac{c_L}{p} \right\}
\]
and recalling that \( p_0 < 1/(n_0 \sqrt{\kappa}) \) implies that \( c_L/p > \tilde{n}_0 \), we have by Proposition B.1
\[
P(A_3) \geq 1 - \frac{\varepsilon}{2}
\]
We now need to show that \( \mathcal{G}'' \) will have more edges than \( \tilde{G} \) with high probability for
all $c_R$ sufficiently large (which we can control by choice of $C$ from the statement of the corollary). We have $|\tilde{E}| \sim \text{Bin}((c_L/p - 1)c_L/p, \tilde{C}p/c_L)$, thus by Proposition 4.1, if

$$A_4(\delta_4) = \left\{ \tilde{C}(c_L/p - 1)(1 - \delta_4) < |\tilde{E}| < \tilde{C}(c_L/p - 1)(1 + \delta_4) \right\}$$

then

$$\mathbb{P}(A_4(\delta_4)) \geq 1 - 2 \exp\left(-\delta_4^2 \tilde{C} \left( \frac{c_L}{p} - 1 \right) / 3 \right)$$

Now, for any fixed choice of $\delta_1, \delta_2, \delta_4$, there exists $C$ sufficiently large such that if $c_R > C$ then for all $p < p_0$ and all $c_L \in [1/\sqrt{\kappa}, \kappa]$, 

$$\tilde{C} \left( \frac{c_L}{p} - 1 \right) (1 + \delta_4) < (1 - \delta_1)(1 - \delta_2) \frac{c_R}{p} \mu(p)$$

(recall that $\mu(p)$ converges to a constant depending only $c_L$ uniformly over $[1/\sqrt{\kappa}, \kappa]$ as $p \rightarrow 0$). For such $c_R$, we have

$$\{|E''| > |\tilde{E}|\} \subset B(\delta_1, \delta_2) \cap A_4(\delta_4),$$

as $B$ makes $|E''|$ big and $A_4$ ensures that $|\tilde{E}|$ is small. Putting everything together, we have that

$$\left\{ P > 2 \frac{c_L}{p} (1 - \varepsilon) \right\} \supset B(\delta_1, \delta_2) \cap A_3 \cap A_4(\delta_4),$$

so by taking complements and then applying the union bound, we obtain

$$\mathbb{P} \left( P > 2 \frac{c_L}{p} (1 - \varepsilon) \right) \geq 1 - \mathbb{P}(B(\delta_1, \delta_2)^c) - \mathbb{P}(A_3^c) - \mathbb{P}(A_4(\delta_4)^c) = 1 - \frac{\varepsilon}{2} - O(p),$$

showing the result. $\square$
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